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FARTHEST NOWTH

CHAPTER I.

V

We Prepare for the Sledge Expedition.

Who are to be the two members of the expedition ? Sverdru^>'>

and I have tested each other before at t^iis sort of work, and
we could marlage very well ; but we cannot both leave the

J^ram ; that is perfectly clear without further argument. One
of us must remain behind to take on himself the responsibility

of bringing the others home in safety'; but it is equally clear

that one of us two must conduct the sledge expedition, as it

is we who have the necessary experience. Sverdrup has a

great desire to go; but I cannot think otherwise than that

there is more risk -in leaving the Fram than in remaining

on board her. Consequently, if I were to let him go, I

should be transferring to him the more dangerous task, while

keeping the easier one to. myself. If he perished, should

I ever be able to forgive myself for letting him go, even if

it was at his own desire? He .is nine .y^ars older than I

am ; I should certainly feel it to be a very uncomfortable

rcbponsibiiity. And, as regards our comrades, which of us

would it be most to their interest to keep on board? I

think they have confidence in both of us, and I tbinlii,either

of us would be able to take them home in safety, whether •

with or without the From, But the ship is his esjjecial

charge, while on me rests the conduct of the whole, and
"
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erpccially of the scientific investigatioi?.s ; so tha| I ought

to undertake the task in which ifiiportan^ discoveries are

to her made* Those who remain \v;ith the snip will be able,

as aforesaid, to carry on the observations which are to

made op board. It is my duty, therefore, to go, ^and his

^
to remain behind. He, too, thinks this reasonable. q

I have chosen Johansen to be my companion, and he
is in all respects well qualified for that work. He is an ^

accomplished snow-shoer, and few can equal his powers of

endurance—a fine fellow, physically and mentally. I have

not yet asked him^ but thinly of doing so soon, in order that

he inay be prepared betimes. Blessing and Hansen also

would certainly be all eagerness to accompany me; but

bhinsen must remain behind to take charge of the observa-

tions, and Blessing cannot desert his post as doctor. Several

of the others, too, would do quite well, and would, I doubt
not, be willing enough.

This expedition to the north, then, is provisionally decided

on. I shall see what \hc winter will bring us. Light per-

mitting, I should prefer to start in February.

^‘Sunday, November i8th. It seems as if I could not

properly realise the idea that I am ically to set out, and
that m three months' time. Sometimes 1 delude mj^seli

with charming dreams of my return home after toil and
victory, and then all is clear and bright. Then these are

succeeded by thoughts of the uncertainty and deceptiveness

of the future and what may be lurking in it, and my dreams •

fade away like the northern lights, pale and colourless.

* Ihr naht cuch wieder, schwankende Gestallen.*

Ugh ! These everlasting cold fits of doubt 1 Before

every decisive resolution the dice of death must be thrown.

•Is there too much to venture, and too little to gain ? There
is more to be gained, at all events, than there is here. Then
is it not my duty ? Besides, there is only one to whom I am
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responsiljle; and she* ? I shall come bs^k, I know it.

I have strength^nough Vor the task. ‘Be thou faithful unto

death, and thou shalt inherit the crown of life.’

“ We are oddly constructed machines. At one moment
all resolution, at the next all doubt. . . To-day ous intellect,

<»ur science, all*our ‘I.«ben und Treiben’ seem but a pitiful,

Philistinism, not worth a pipe of tobacco; i;o-morrow we
throw ourse^es heart and soul, into these very researches,

consumed with a burning thirst to absorb everything into

ourselves, longing to spy out fresh paths, and fretting

impatiently at our inability t<i solve the problem fully and
completely. Then down we sink again in disgust it the

worthlessness of it all,

“ ‘ As a grain of dust in the balance is the whole world ^ as

a drop of morning dew that falls on tlip ground.’ If man has

two souls, which then is the right one ?

“ It is nothing new to suffer from the fact that our knowledge

can be but fragmentary, that we cari never fathom what lies

behind. But suppose, now, that we could reckon it out, that

the inmost secret of it .all lay as clear and plain to us as a

rule-of-three sum, should we -be any the happier? Possibly

just the reverse. Is it not in the struggle to attain knowledge

that happiness consists? I am very ignorant, consequently

the conditions of happiness are mine.
“ Let me fill a soothing pipe and be happy.

“No, the pipe is not a success. Twist -tobacco is not

delicate enough for airy dreams. Let me get a cigar. Oh,
if one had a real Havanna !

“ H’m ! as if dissatisfaction, longing, suffering were not the

very bSsis of life. Without privation there would be no
struggle, and without struggle no life—that is as certain as

that two and two make four. And now the struggle is to

begin, it is looming yonder in the north. Oh ! to drink

delight of battle, in long, deep draughts. Battle meai^s

life, and behind it victory beckons us on.
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‘ I close my eyes. I hear a voice singing to me i

* In amongst the fragprant birch.

In amongst the nowefs' perfume,
Dee^ into the pinewood’s church.’

**

^‘Monday, November r9th. Confounded affectation all

ibis Weltschmerz
;

you have no right to be anything bu*
a happy man.” And if you feel out of spirits, it ought to

cheer you up simply to go on deck and look at* these seven

puppies that come frisking and springing about you, and are

ready to tear you to pieces in sheer enjoyment of,life. Life is

sunshine to them, though ther' sun has long since gone, and
they live on deck beneath a tent, so that they cannot even see

the stars. There is ‘ Kvik,’ the mother of the family, among
them, looking so plump and contented as she wags her tail.

Have you not as much reason to be happy as they ? Yet they

too have their misfortunes. The afternoon of the day before

yesterday, as I was sitting at work, I heard the mill going

round and round, and Peter taking food to the puppies, which

as usual had a bit of a fight over the meat pan
;
and it struck

me that the axle of the mill, whirling unguarded on the deck,

was an extremely dangerous affair for them. Ten minutes

later I heard a dog howling, a more long-drawn, uncomfortable

kind of howl than was usual when they were fighting
;
and^ at

the same moment the mill slowed down. I rushed out.

There I saw a puppy right in the axle, whirling round with

it and howling piteously, so that .it cut one to the soul.

Bentzen was hanging on to the brake rope, hauling at it with,

all his might and rpsin
;
but still the mill went round. My

first idea was to seize an axe that was lying there to put the

dog out of its misery, its cries were so heartrending; but

on second thoughts I hurried on to help Bentzen, and we
got the cnill stopped. At the same moment Mogstad also

came up, and while we held the mill he managed to set the

puppy free. Apparently there was still some life in it, and he

§et to work to rub it gently and coax it. The hair of its coat
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h£^ somehow or o^er got frozen on to the smooth steel axle,

and the poor beast bad ‘been swung round and Ihimped on the

deck at every r^olution ,of the wheel. At last it actually raised

its head, and looked round in a dazed Way. It had made a

good many revolutions, so that it is no wonder if it found some
j^ifficufty in getting its bearings at first. Then it raised itself

dn its fore-paws, and I took it aft to the half-depk and stroked

and patted 4t. Soon it got on all four legs again, and began

shambling about, without knowing where it was going.

' It is a good thing it was caught by the hair,’ said Bentzen,
‘ I thought i^was hanging fast^by its tongue, as the other one

did.’ Only think of being fixed by the tongue to a revolving

axle—the mere notion makes one shudder ! I took the poor

thing down into the saloon and did all I could for it. It »opn

got all right again, and began playing with its companions as

before. A strange life, to rummage* about on deck in the

dark and cold ; but whenever one goes up with a lantern they

come tearing round, stare at the light, and begin bounding

and dancing and gambolling with •each other round it, like

children round a Christmas tree. This goes on day after day,

and they have never seen anything else but this deck with a

tarpaulin over it, not even the clear blue sky ; and we men
h£fve never seen anything other than this earth I

“ The last step over the bridge of resolution has now been

taken. In the forenoon I explained the whole matter to

Johansen in pretty much the same terms^j^s I have used

above ; and then I expatiated on the diffi(mllies that might

occur, and laid strong emphasis on th| dangers one must be

prepared to encounter. If was a seriou^ matter—a matter of

life or*death—this one must not conceal from oneself. He
must think the thing well over before determining whether he
would accompany me or not. If he was willing to come I

should be glad to have him with me ; but I woulcf rather, I

said, he should take a day or two to think it well over before

be gave me his answer. He did not need any time for refitfc-



non, he said ; he was quite willing to go. ,'Sver3^ttf>

ago mention^ 'the possibility of such an expedltiobi and 1^

had thought it well over, and made .up his Ifftnd that if hly

choice should fall on*him he would take it as a great favour to^

be permitt^ed to accompany me. ‘ I don’t know whether you’ll

be satisfied with this answer, or whether you•would Ifke ro^

still to think iv over ;
but I should certainly never change vcfy

mind.’ ‘No, if you have already thought seriously about it

—

thought what risks you expose yourself to—the chance, for

instance, that neither of us may ever see the face of man again

—and if you have reflected tl^t even if we get*through safe

and sound we must necessarily face a great deal of hardship

on an expedition like this—if you have made up your mind to

ali this, I don’t insist on your reflecting any longer about it.’

‘ Yes, that I have.’ ‘ Well, then, that is settled. To-morrow
we shall begin our preparations for the trip. Hansen must

see about appointing another meteorological assistant,’

"

“Tuesday, November 20th. This evening I delivered an

address to the whole ship’s company, in which I announced

the determination that had been arrived at, and explained to

them the projected expedition. First of all I briefly went

through the whole theory of our undertaking, and its history

from the beginning, laying stress on the idea on which my
plans had been built up, namely that a vessel which got frozen

in north of Siberia must drift aero s the Polar Sea and out

into the Atlantic, and must pass somewhere or other north of

Franz Josef Lan^, and between it arid the Pole. The object

of the expedition w^s to accomplish this drift across the

unknown sea, and t5 pursue. inveJtigations there. I pointed

out to them that these investigations would be of equal import-

ance whether the expedition actually passed across the Pole

itself or at some distance from it. Judging from our experi-

ences hitherto, we could not entertain any doubt that the

expedition would solve the problem it had set before it;

everything had up to the present gone according to Our
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tt»^c]ptllOj[i%atid it to l^iioped and exjiected that this

would ^ptiiine t?tbu tW'c'ase for tho"^Wi6Mndfet df Uie

voyage» We Rad, thereforj^, every prospect Of rt^^coi^^plfehing

the principal part of our task] but theji the qu^tOfi arOse

Vhether more could not be accomplished; and thereupon I

juoceeded to eucplain, in much the same terms as I4)ave used

above, hoAv this might be effected by an expedition northwards^
“ I had tjje impression that everyone was deeply interested

in the projected expedition, and that they all thought it most

desirable that it should be attempted. The greatest objection,

I think, thejkwould have urged against it, had they been asked,

would have been that they thfmselves could not take part in

it. I impressed on them, however, that while it was unques-

tionably a fine thing to push on as far as pOssiblfe towards the

north, it was no whit less honourable an undertaking to Bring

the Fratn safe and sound right through the Polar Sea, and out

on the other side—or if not the From, at all events themselves,

without any loss of life. This done, we might say, without fear

of contradiction, that it was w’ell ^pne. I think they all saw

the force of this and were satisfied. So now the die is Cast,

and I must believe that this expedition will really take place."

So we set about our preparations for it in downright earnest.

I have already mentioned that at the end of the summer I had

begun to make a kayak for a single man, the frame of which

was of bamboo carefully lashed together. It was rather slow

work, and took several weeks, but it turned out both light and

strong. When completed the frame-work -weighed i6 lbs.

It was afterwards covered with sail-cloth*by Sverdrup and

Blessing, when the whole boat weighed go lbs. After finishing

this, J had entrusted Mogstad with the task of building a

similar one. Johansen and I now set to work to make a

cover for it. These kayaks were 370 metres (la feet) long,

about 07 metre (28 inches) wide in the middle, asd one was

30 centims. (12 inches) and the other 38 centims. (15 inches)

deep. This is considerably shorter and wider than an ordinary
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Eskimo kayak, and consequently these boats were not so light

to propel through the water. But as tbey<^were chie'fl)* intended

for crossing over channels and open spaces^*in the ice, and

coasting along possible land, speed was not of much import-

ance. The great thing was that the boats should be strong

and -light* and should be able to carry, in addition to oyjrselves,

^provisions and equipments for a considerable tune. If we haSj

made them longer and narrower, besides being heavier they

would have been more exposed to injury in ftie course of

transport over the uneven ice. As they were built, they

proved admirably adapted for our purpose. When we loaded

them with care, we could stoc' away in them provisions and
equipment for three months at least for ourselves, besides

a good deal of food for the dcJgs ; and we could, moreover,

cgrry a dog or two on the deck. In other respects they were

essentially like the Eslymo kayaks, full decked, save for an

aperture in the middle for a man to sit in. This aperture was

encircled by a wooden ring, after the Eskimo fashion, over

which we could slip the lower part of our sealskin jackets,

specially adjusted for this purpose, so that the junction between

boat and cape was watertight. When these jackets were

drawn tight round the wrists and face the sea might sweep

right over us without a drop of water coming into the kayak.

We had to provide ourselves with such boats -in case of having

to cross open stretches of sea on our way to Spitzbergen, or, if

we chose the other route, between Franz Josef Land and
Novaya Zemlya. Besides this apertyre in the middle, there

were small trap-doors fore and aft in the deck, to enable us to

put our hands in and stow the provisions, and also get things

out more readily, without having to take out all the freight

through the middle aperture, in case what we wante<f‘lay at

either extremity. These trap-doors, however, could be closed

so as to ^be quite watertight. To make the canvas quite

impervious to water the best plan would have been to have
sized it, and then painted it externally with ordinary oil paint

;
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but on the one hand it was very difficult to do this work in

the extreAe cold (in “the, hold the temperature was — ao° C.

(— 4*
F.) ), and© on the other hand I was afraid the paint

might render the canvas too hard and brittle, and apt to* have

lloles knocked in it during transport over the ice. Therefore

I prefesrred to gteep it in a mixture of paraffin and tallow,

wliich added somewhat to ' the weight of the kayaks, so that

»

altogether th^ came to weigh about 36 lbs. apiece.

I had, moreover, some hand sledges made especially for

this expedition ; they were supple and strong, designed to

withstand the*severe tests to which an expedition with dogs

and heavy freights over the unef^en drift-ice would necessarily

expose them. Two of these sledges were about the same

'.length as the kayaks, that is, 12 feet. I also made several

i^periments with respect to the clothes we should wear, and

wk's especially anxious to ascertain whether it would do to go

in b'vir thick wolf-skin garments, but always came to the con-

clusibxi that they were too warm. Thus, on November 29th,

I writ'eV; “ Took another walk nortjiwards in my wolf-skin

dress; ''Jrut it is still too mild — 3S'2* F. (—37*6" C.). I

sweated ij^e a horse, though I went fastifig, and quite gently.

It is rathe)<^l)eavy going now in the dark, when one cannot use

snow-shoes.\M wonder when it will be cold enough to use this

dress.”

On December 9th again, we went out on snow-shoes. “It

Y^as — 41* C. (—41*8* F.). Went in wolf-skin dress, but the

perspiration poured down our backs enough to'^turn a mill.

Too warm yet; goodness knows if it ever will be cold

enough.”

Of cqurse, we made some experiments with the tent and

with the cooking apparatus. On December 7th I write : “ I

pitched the silk tent we are going to take, and used our

cooking apparatus in it. .From repeated trials it appeared

that from ice of -- 35" C. (— 31* F.) we boiled ^3 litres of

water (5^ pints), and at the same time melted 5 litr^
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•

(8f pints), in an hour and a half, with a consumption <>f

about 120 grammes of snowflake petroleum. Ndkt day we
boiled a'J litres of water (over 4 pints), anA*melted 2^ litres,

in one hour, with 100 grammes of snowflake petroleum.

Yesterday we made about 2 litres of excellent oatmeal

porridge^ and at the same time got some half-rarited ice

and a little water in little over half-an-hour, with 50 gframmes
of snowflake petroleum. Thus there will be jjo very great

consumption of fuel in the day.”

Then I made all kinds of calculations and computations .

in order to find out what would be the mos# advantageous

kind of provisions for our ej^Jcdition, it being of the greatest

moment that the food both for dogs and men should be

nutritious, and yet should not weigh more than was abso-

lutely necessary. Later on, in the list of our equipments, I

shall give the final result of my deliberations on this matter.

Besides all this, we had of course to consider and test the

instruments to be taken with us, and to go into many other

matters, which, though, perhaps trifles in themselves, were

yet absolutely necessary. It is on the felicitous combination

of all these trifles that ultimate success depends.

We too passed the greater portion of our time in these

preparations, which also kept many of the othere pretty busy

during the winter. Mogstad, for instance,’ found steady em-

ployment in making sledges and fitting them with runners, etc.

Sverdrup busied himself in making sleeping-bags and many
other things. Juell was appointed* dog-tailor, and when he .

was not busy ih the galley, his time was devoted to taking

the measurements ^the dogi, nuking harness for them and
testing it. Blessing, too, fitted up for us a sm^ll, light

medicine chest, containing selected drugs, bandages and
such other things as might be of use. One man was con-

stantly employed in copying out all our journals and scientific

o’bservatiofts, etc., etc., on thin paper, in a contracted form,

I wanted, by way of making doubly sure of their preserva-
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don, to tajfie' a copy pf them along with me. Hansen was
^ occupied in preparing tabhlar forms necessary for «ur observa-

tions, curves of tire movement of our chronometers, and pther

such things. Besides this, he was to make a complete chart

of our vwage and drifting up to the present time.

i could not, ^lowever, make too great a claim* on his

valuable- time, as it was necessary that he shoyld continue

^his scientific ftbservations without interruption. During this

autumn he had greatly increased the comfort of his work, by
"building, along with Johansen, an observation-hut of snow, not

unlike an Eskiftio cabin. He foynd himself very much at his

ease in it, with a petroleum lamp hanging from the roof, the

light of which, being reflected by the white snow walls, made
quite a brilliant show.. Here he could manipulate his instru-

ments quietly and comfortably, undisturbed by the biting wind"

outside. He thought it quite warm the^e, too, when he could

get the temperature up to something like 20“ below freezing-

point, so that he was , able without much inconvenience to

adjust his instruments with bare haads. Here he worked

away indefatigably at his observations day after day, watching

the often mysterious movements of the magnetic needle, which

would Sometimes give him no end of trouble. One day—it

wa^ November 24th—he came in to supper a little after

6 o’clock, quite alarmed, and said, “There has just been a

singular inclination of the needle to 24®, and, remarkably

enough, its northern extremity pointed to the east. I cannot

remember ever having heard of such an inclmation.” He
also had several others of about 15®. At ‘Ihe same time,

through the opening into Ms observatory? he noticed that it

was unusually light out of doors, and that not only the ship,

but the ice in the distance was as plainly visible as if it had

been full moonlight No aurora, however, could be discerned

through the thick clouds that covered the sky.
^

It would

appear, then, that this unusual inclination was in some way
connected with the northern lights, though it was to the east
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and not to the west as usual. There cpuld be noquestion of

any moveirfent of the floe on which'we were^ lying
;
for every-

thing had been perfectly .still and quiet, ancfit is inconceivable

that a disturbance which could cause such a remarkable

oscillation of two points and back again in so short a space of

time should not have been noticed and heard on board. This

theory, therefore, is entirely excluded, and the whole matter

seems' to me, for 'the present, to be incdmprehensible^

j&lessing and I at once went on deck to look at the slrjf.

Certainly it was so light that we bould see the lahes in the idd

astern' quite plainly; but ^ere was nothing remarkable in

tha^ it happened often enough.
“ Friday, November 30th. I found a bear’s track on the

ice in front of our bow. The bear had come from the east,

trotting very gently along the lane, on the newly frozen ice,

but he must have been scared by something or other ahead of

the vessel, as he had gone off again with long strides in the

direction from which he had come. Strange that living

creatures should be roaffning about in this desert. What can
they have to do here ? If only one had such a stomach, one
could at least stand a journey to the Pole and back without a

meal. We shall probably have him back again soon, that is if

I understand his nature aright, and then perhaps he will come
a little closer so that we may have a good look at him.*

** I paced the lane in front of the port bow. It was 348
paces across, and maintained the same width for a consider-

able distance ^stward, nor can it" be much narrower for a

great distance to the west. ^^Now, when one bears in mind

that the lane behifici us is also'of considerable width, it is

rather consoling, after all, to think that the ice does permit

of such large openings. There must be room enough to

drift, if we only get wind—wind which will never come. On
the whole, November has been an uncommonly wretched

He did not leturn after all.
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month* Driven back instead of forward—and yet this month
was so good last year. But one can never rely on the seasons

in this dreadful lea; taking all-in all, 'perhaps, the winter will

not be a bit better than the summer. Yet, it surely must
improve—I cannot believe otherwise. ...
“The•skies are (ploudedwith a tHick veil, througif which

the stars bsurely glistem It k d^ker than usual
^
and in this

elerqal jMiS^lt ve abouv lop||[y an4 fp»aken. <

Vhoie world was fill^ sfhh a^‘^i%ihg Ught. a^d .undii^^

aptivaty.;,: Above ; those men alpile brooded

depressing night—an,*image that gloom which was sopn
to swallow them up.’

*
* . ,

“This dark, deep, silent void is like the mysterious un-

fathomable well, into which you looh for that somethii^g

which you think must be there, only to meet the reflection

of yOur own eyes. Ugh ! the worn-csit thoughts you can

never get rid of, become in the end very wearisome company.

Is there no means of fleeing from oneself, to grasp one single

thought, only a single one, which Ijes outside oneself—is

there no way except death ? But death is certain ; one day
it will come, silent and majestic, it will open Nirvana’s mighty

portal, and wo shall be swept away into the sea of eternity*”

“•Sunday, December and. Sverdrup has now been ill

for some days ; durihg the last day or two he has been laid

up in his berth, and is still there. I trust it is nothing

serious ; he himself thinks nothing of it, nevertheless it is

very disquieting. Poor fellow, he lives entirely on oatmeal

gruel. It is an intestinal catarrh, which hd* probably con-

tracted through catching cold on the itft I am afraid he

has beep rather careless in this respect. However, he is

now improving, so that' probably it will soon pass off; but

it is a warning not to be over-confident. I went for a long

walk this morning along the lane; it is quite a lajtge one^

extending a good way to the east, and being of considerable

breadth at some points. It is only after walking for a while
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,011. |be newly froz-^ij ice^ where walking a$ easy,and c(Hnforl^

able as on^a well-trodden path, knd tl?en coioin/^up to*^^
siiow-covered surface of the old ice again, tHkt one thoroughi^

appreciates for the first time what it means to go witlmut

snow-shoes ; the difference is something ,marvellous. ^ Even if

I have “not felt warm before, 1 break out into a peiSpirati:)n

after going a short distance over the rough ice. But what can

one do ? C5ne cannot use snow-shoes ; it is s<^dark that it is

difficult enough to grope one’s way about with ordinary boots,'

and even then one stumbles about, or slips down between great

blocks of ice. ,
*

‘‘I am now reading the vaftous English stories of the polar

expeditions during the Franklin period, and the search for

him, and I must admit I am filled with admiration for these

‘men and the amount of labour they expended. The English

nation, truly, has cause to be proud of them. I remember
reading these stories as a lad, and all my boyish fancies

were strangely thrilled with longmg for the scenery and the

scenes which were displayed before me. I am reading them
now as a man, after having had a little experience myself,

and now, when my mind is uninfluenced by romance, I bow
in admiration. There was grit in men like Parry, Franklin,

James Ross, Richardson, and last, but not least, in M'CIintock

—and, indeed, in all the rest. How well Was their equipment

thought out and arranged, with the means they had at their

disposal. Truly, there is nothing new under the sun. Most
of what I prided myself upon, and what I thought to be new,

I find they had'anticipated. M'Clintock used the same thing

forty years ago. It<.Was not th'feir fault that they were born in

a country where the use of snow-shoes is unknown, aqji where

snow is scarcely to be found throughout the whole winter.

Nevertheless, despite the fact that they had to gain their

experience of snow and snow travel during their sojourn up
Here-r-despite the fact that they were without snow-shoes and

had to toil on as best they could with sledges with narrow
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dfid they ’i»dt coVer, fatigues and triaU did they not

endure i Kb one has sivpassed, and Scarcely anyone^ ap-

prpached them, unless, perhaps, the Russians on the Siberian

coast ; but then they have the great advantage of being natives

of# couiftry whei^ snow is not iincoinmon.”

Friday, December r4th. Yesterday we hpld a great

festivity in honour' of the Fram as being the vessel which

has attained the highest latitude (the day before yesterday

t?e reached 82* 30' N. lat.).

“The bill <Jf fare at dinnej was boiled mackerel, with

parsley-butter sauce
;
pork cutlets and French peas j Nor-

wegian wild strawberries, with rice and milk ; Crown malt

extract ; afterwards coffee. For supper :—New bread and,

cunant cake, etc., etc. Later in the evening, a grand concert.

Sweets and preserved pears were handled round. The cul-

minating point of the entertainment was reached when a

steaming hot and fragrant bowl of cherry-punch was carried

in and served round among general hilarity. Our spirits

were already very high, but this gave colour to the whole

proceedings. The greatest puzzle to most of them was

where the ingredients for the punch, and more particularly

the "klcohol, had coipe from.*

“ Then followed the toasts. First, a long and festive one to

‘ The Fram,' which had now shown what she was capable of.

It ran somewhat to this effect : ‘ There were many wise men
who shook their heads when we started, and s|ht us ominous

farewell greetings. But their h^d-shakii^s would have been

less vigorous, and' their evil forebodings nfilder, if they could

have seea us at this moment, drifting quietly and at our ease

across the most northerly latitudes ever attained by any vessel,

and still further northward. And the Fram is now not only

the most northerly vessel on the globe, but has already passed.

We had used for this purpose our pure grape-spirit.
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over a lar^e expanse of hitherto unknown regions, many
degrees further north than have eVer been reached in this

pceaa on this side of the Pole. £ut we 6ope she will hot

'stop here; concealed behind the mist of the future there a^e

jinadylt^umphs in store for us, triumphs which 1will dawn upon

,
us bhe by one when their time has come. * But we will' not

speak of thi^ now, we wilt be content with what has actually

been achieved; and I believe that the promTse .implied in„

Bjornson’s greeting to us and to the Pram when she "was

launched has already been fulfilled, and with him %e carf

exclaim :

—

“ Hurrah for the ship and her voyage dread 1

Where never before a keel has sped,
Where never before a name was Spoken,
By Norway’s name is the silence broken.”

“ ‘We could not help a peculiar feeling, almost akin to

shame, when comparing the toil and privation, and frequently

incredible sufferings, undergone by our predecessors in earlier

expeditions, with the Asy manner in which we are drifting

across unknown expanses of our globe, larger than it has

been the lot of most, if not all, of the former polar explorers

to travel over at a stretch. Yes, truly, I think we have every

reason to be satisfied with our voyage so far, and with*the

Fram^ and I trust we shall be able to bring something back to

Norway in return for the trust, the sympathy and the money
which she has expended on us. But let us not on this

account forget «our predecessors ; let us admire them for the

way in which they^ struggled «and endured, let us remember
that it is only through their labours and achievements that the

way has been prepared for the present voyage. It is thanks to

their collective experience, that mankind has now got so far as

to be ^le to cope, to some extent, with what has hitherto

been his most dangerous and obstinate enemy in the Arctic

regions, viz., the drift-ice, and to do so by the very simple

expedient of going with it, and not against it, and allowing
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oneself to be hemmed in by it, not involuntarily but intention-

ally, and prepariijg lor it beforehand. On board this vessel

we tiy to euill tBe Iniits pf all our predecesscurs* e>=pa^i^%ces

;

it has t||:<^ ;|e4r» to collect thep } but I felt thft wi^h

i^<^d'^eip^led to face any vidasi^de of

jl 4^***^® ^*^® fortenate.. t
ofthe e^nikm that there ifs i^o imaginable

before es that,we ought not to be ab^ to overcome wit^, the

means and resources we possess on board, and be thus ei^bled

jto return at last to Norway safe and sound, with a rich harvest.

Therefore let ws drink a bumper to the ^ram /
*

** Next there followed some musical items and a perform-

ance by Lars the smith, who danced a /ax stu/ to the great

amusement of the company. Lars assured us that if he evpr

reached home again and were present at a gathering similar to

those held at Christiania and Bergen* on our departure, his

legs should be taxed to their uttermost. This was followed by
a toast to those at home who were waiting for us year after

year, not knowing where to picture na in though^ who were

vainly yearning for tidings of us, but whose faith in us and
our voyage was still firm—to those who consented to our

departure and who may well be said to have made the greatest

Sacrifice.

“ The festivity continued with music tind merriment through-

out the evening, and our good humour was certainly not spoilt

when our excellent doctor came forward with cigars, a com-
modity which is getting highly valued up here, as unfortunately

it is becoming very scarce. The only cloud in our existence

is that Sverdrup has not yet»quite recovered from his catarrh.

He mus^ keep strict diet, and this does not at all suit him,

poor fellow; he is only allowed wheaten bread, milk, raw
bear’s flesh, and oatmeal porridge, whereas if he had his own
way he would eat everything, including cake, presei^es, and
fruit But he has returned to duty now, and has already been
out for a turn on the ice.
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litter wfcreii 1 retired my'diMa^pul^iS^'
mood to gd to sleep. * I felt 1 mustfo^ 10^

SaMj^in'tbe wonderful moonlight. Around die moomtMe
es usual, A large ring, and above it there yras «hi a^

wbioh just touched it at the upper edge, but die two ends of

which curved downwards instead of upwards. • It looted a%if
*

it were part qf a circle whose centre was situated far below the

moon. At the lower edge of the ring there was*a large mock
moon, or rather a large luminous patch, which was most pro-

nounced at the upper part where it touched the ring, and had*

a yellow upper edge from whjfh it spread downwards in the

fon» of a triangle. It looked as if it might be an arc of a
circle on the lower side of, and in contact with the ring.

J^ght across the moon there were drilling several luminous

cirrhus streaks. The whole produced a fantastic effect.”

“Saturday, December 22nd. The same south-easterly wind

has turned into a regular storm, howling and rattling cheerily

through the rigging, and vre are doubtless drifting north-

wards at a good rate. •If I go outside the tent on deck, the

wind whistles round my ears, and the snow beats into my
face, and I am soon covered with it. From the snow-hut

observatory, or even at a lesser distance, the Fram is invisible,

and it is almost impossible to keep one’s eyes open, owing

to the blinding snow. T wonder whether we have not passed

83® ? But I am afraid this joy will not be a lasting one, the

barometer has fallen alarmingly, and the wind has generally

been up to 13 or 14 metres (44 or 50 feet) per second.
'

About half-i>ast twelve last night the vessel suddenly received

a strong pressure, “rattling everything on board. I could

feel the vibration under me for a long time afterwards while

lying in my berth. Finally, I could hear the roaring and

grating caused by the ice pressure. I told the watch to listen

parefolly, and ascertain where the pressure was, and to notice

whether the floe on which we were lying was likely to crack,

and whether any part of our equipment was iti danger. Hb
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itaiil- not ««fl9hld 4i8t%n^^lh<i'il^

«A m Ta*dajr

ipoMifimreauved anotl^ violent chock, leven

VFO had ea(}>erienced during the n^t. Thcareweeeno^
c%ake i Iktle later; t suppose there h«e been «*pressur<

idt, but could hear nothing for the storm. It js odd ebou
this'pressure I one would think that the wind was the prunsr]

* cause; but it recurs pretty regularly, notwithstanding tlu

••fact tlmt the spring-tide has not yet set in; indeed, wher
it commencetf a few days ago jt was almost a neap-tide* Is

addition to the pressure of yesterday and last night, wew ha<3

pressure on Thursday morning at half-past nine, and agair

at half-past eleven. It was so strong that Peter, who was
the sounding-hole, jumped up repeatedly, thinking that thf

ice would burst underneath him. ft is very singular, we

have been quiet for so long now that we feel almost nervous

when the Fram receives these shocks; everything seems t<

tremble as if in a violent earthquake. ’4

“ Sunday, December 23rd. Wind still unchanged, an<

blowing equally fresh, up to 13 or 14 metres {44 or 47 feet)

The snow is drifting and sweeping so that nothing can b«

distinguished; the darkness is intense. Abaft on the deck

there are deep mounds of snow lying round the wheel anc

the rails, so that when we go up on deck we get a genuim

sample of an Arctic winter. The outlook is enough to mak<

you shudder, and feel grateful that instead of having to tun

out in such weather, you may ^ive back again into the tent

and down the corapanionway into ydill: warm bunk; bu

soon, np doubt, Johansen and I will have to face it out, da;

and night, even in such weather as this, whether we like ii

or not This morning, Pettersen, who has had charge of the

dogs this week, came down to the saloon and aske<f whcthei

someone would come out with him on the ice with nride, as

he was sure there was a bear. Peter and I wen^ but we

c 2
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could not find anything; The dogs left off barking when we
arrived on the scene, and commenced to^play with each other.

But Pettersen was right in saying that it was ^horrid weather,’

it was almost enough to take away one’s breath to face the

wind, and the drifting snow forced its way into the mouth and
nostrils. • The vessel could not be distinguished beyond a fe^

* paces, so that it was not advisable to go any distance away
from her, and it was very difficult to walk, for what with snow-

drifts and ice-mounds at one moment you stumbled against

the frozen edge of a snow-drift, at another you tumbled into

,

a hole. It was pitch-dark all round. The barometer had

been^ falling steadily and rapidfy, but at last it has commenced
to rise slightly. It now registers about 726 mm. (aS’fi inches).

The thermometer, as usual, is describing the inverse curve.

Ih‘’the afternoon it rose steadily until it registered — 2 1 '3° C.

(
— 6“ F.). Now it appears to be falling again a little, but the

wind still keeps exactly in the same quarter. It has surely

shifted us by now a good way to the north, well beyond the

83rd degree. It is quite^ pleasant to hear the wind whistling

and rattling in the rigging overhead. Alas ! we know that all

terrestrial bliss is short-lived.

“About midnight the mate, who has the watch, comes
down and reports that the ice has cracked just beyond the

thermometer house, between it and the sounding hole. This

is tlie same crack that we had in the summer, and it has now
burst open again, and probably the whole floe in which we
are lying is split from the lane ahead to the lane astern of us.

The thermograph and other instruments are being brought on
board, so that we may run no fisktf)f losing them in the event

of pressure of ice. But otherwise there is scarcely anything

that could be endangered. The sounding apparatus is at

some distance from the open channel, on the other side. The
only thing left there is the shears with the iron block standing

over the hole.”

“ Thursday, December 27th. Christmas has come round
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again, and ^e are stjll so far from homa How dismal it all

is I Nev^rthele^ps I am “not melancholy. I miglit rath^ say

I am glad

I

feel as if awaiting something great whieh lies

hidden in the future. After long hours 6f uncerfaintyT can

now discern the end of this dark night
; I have no doubt all

wll turn out successfully, that the voyage is not in vain and
the time not wasted, and that our hopes will be •realist. An
explorer’s lof is, perhaps, hard and his life full of disappoint-

ments, as they all say ; but it is also full of beautiful moments,
moments when he beholds the triumphs of human faith and
human will, v^en he catches sight of the haven of success and
peace. - •

“ I am in a singular frame of mind just now, in a state of

sheer unrest. I have not felt inclined for writing during the

last few days ;
thoughts come and go, and carry me irresistibly

ahead. I can scarcely make myself out
;
but who can fathom

the depths of the human mind ? The brain is a puzzling

piece of mechanism ;
* We are such stuff as dreams are made

of.’ Is it so ? I almost believe it—% microcosm of eternity’s

infinite ‘ stuff that dreams are made of.*

“ This is the second Christmas spent far away in the solitude

of night, in the realm of death, farther north and deeper into

the midst of it than any one has been before. There is some-

thing strange in the feeling; and then this, too, is our last

Christmas on board the Fram. It makes one almost sad to

think of it. The vessel is like a second "^home, and has

become dear to us. Perhaps our comr^es may spend

another Christmas here, possibly several, without us who will

go forth from them into the midst of *the solitude. This

Christmas passed off quietly and pleasantly, and everyone

seems to be well content. By no means the least circum-

stonce that added to our enjoyment was that the wit^d brought

us the 83rd degree as a' Christmas box. Our luck was, this

time, more lasting than I had anticipated ; the wind continued

fresh on Monday and Tuesday, but little by litttle it lulled
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down and veered round to the north and north-eas^ Yhster*

day and to-day it has been in the north-west^ Well» we mnsl

put up with it ; one cannot help having a little co^tiaiy wind
at tim^, and probably it will not last long. ,

Christmas Eve was, of course, celebrated with great feasting.

^
The table presented a truly imposing array of ChristxSas cc^
fectionery : ‘«Poor man’s' pastry, *Stag)iorn' pastry, hc^ey*

Cakes, macaroons, * Sister ’ cake, and what not, brides sweets,

and the like j many may have fared worse. Moreover, Blessing

and I had worked during the day in the sweat of our brow

and produced a ‘ Polar Champagne 83rd Degre^,’ which made
a sensation, and which we two, at least, believed we had every

reason to be proud of, being a product derived from the noble

grnpe of the polar regions, viz,, the cloudberry {mutter). The
others seemed to enjoy it,',too, and, of course, many toasts

were drunk in this noSle beverage. Quantities of illustrated

books were then brought forth ; there was music, and stories,

and songs, and general merriment
“ On Christmas Day,*of course, we had a special dinner.

After dinner coffee and Curasao made here on board, and
Nordahl then came forward with Russian cigarettes. At night

a bowl of cloudberry punch was served out, which did not

seem by any means unwelcome. Mogstad played the violin,

and Pettersen was electrified thereby to such a degree that he

sang and danced to us. He really exhibits considerable talent

as a comedian, and has a decided bent towards the ballet It

is astonishing ijhat versatility he displays; engineer, black-

smith, tinsmith, cook, master ceremonies, comedian, dancer,

and, last of all, he h^s come out ih the capacity of a first-^dass

barber and bair-dresser. There was a grand ‘ ball ' at night

;

Mc^stad had to play till the perspiration poured from, him;
Hansen and 1 had to figure as ladies. Fettersett was inde-

fatigable.' He faithfully and solemnly vowed that .if he hasrla

pair of boots to his feet when he gets bpme he will dance as
Ipng as the soles hold together.
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^«r day» as;we progressed with a rattling wind» first

ftom SifE.> aM l|ter on B.S.E. and E*y we felt more anxious to

know-how' far we had got, but there bad always been a«$nowr

s|orm or a cloudy sky, so that we could not maJce any observar

tions. iWe were all confident that we must have got a long

way up^north, Imt how fer beyond the 83rd de^ee no one
could tell. Suddenly Hansen was called on dock this after-*

noon by the*news that the stars were visible overhead. All

ware on the tip-toe of expectation. But when he came down
^he had only observed one star, which, however, was so near

the meridian that he could calc!ilate that, at any rate, we were

north of 83* 20' N. lat., and this communication was received

with shouts of joy. If we were not yet in the most northa-ly

latitude ever reached by man, we were, at all events, not faj

from it. This was more than we had expected, and we were

in high spirits. Yesterday, being * the Second Christmas Day,’

of course, both on this account and because it was Juell’s

birthday, we had a special dinner, with oxtail soup, pork

cutlets, red whortleberry preserve, •cauliflowers, firicandeau,

potatoes, preserved currants, also pastry and a wonderful

iced-almond cake, with the words ‘ Glaedelig Jul '
(A Merry

Christmas) on it, from Hansen, baker, Christiania, and then

malt-extract We .cannot complain that we are faring badly

here. About 4 o’clock this morning the vessel received a

violent shock which made everything tremble, but no noise of

ice-packing was to be heard. At about half-past five 1 heard,

at intervals, the crackling and crunching of thf pack-ice which

was surging in the land ahea^i At night similar noises wem
also heard ; otherwise the iSe was quiet, &d the crack on the

port-side has closed up tight again.”
** Friday, December 28th. 1 went out in the morning to

have a look at the crack on the port side, which has now
Widehed out so as to. form an open lane. Of course, rUl; the

dogU‘ followed mo, and I had not got far when 1 saw k dark

form disappear. This was ‘ Pan,' who rolled down the high
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steep edge of the ice and fell into the water... In vain he
Struggled to get out again j all around him there was hotHihg

but snow slush which afforded no foot-hold. * I could scfurceljr

hear a sound of hipi, only just a fafnt whining now and then;

I leant down over the edge in order to get near him, but it whs

too high, and I very nearly went after him head-first y all t|jat

I could get hold of was loose fragments of ice and lumps of

snow. I cafled for a seal-hook, but before it w^ brought to

me ‘ Pan ' had scrambled out himself, and was leaping to and
fro on the floe with all his might to keep himself warm,,

followed by the other dogs, who loudly barked and gambolled

about with him, as though t^ey wished to demonstrate their

joy at his rescue. When he fell in they all rushed forward,

looking at me and whining ; they evidently felt sorry for him
^ihd wished me to help him. They said nothing, but just ran

up and down along the edge until he got out At another

moment, perhaps, they may all unite in tearing him to pieces
;

such is canine and human nature. ' Pan ' was allowed to dry

himself in the saloon all,(he afternoon.

“ A little before half-past nine to-night the vessel received

a tremendous shock. I went out, but no noise of ice-packing

could be heard. However, the wind howled so in the rigging

that it was not easy to distinguish any other sound. At half-

past ten another shock followed ; later on', from time to time,

vibrations were felt in the vessel, and towards half-past eleven

the shocks became stronger. It was clear that the ice was
packing at some place or other about us, and I was just on
the point of gdlng out when Mogstad came to announce that

there was a very ug4' pressure-Vidge ahead. We went out with

lanterns. Fifty-six paces from the bow there extended a per-

pendicular ridge stretching along the course of the lane, and
there was a terrible pressure going on at the moment. It

roared and crunched and crackled all along ; then it abated

a little and recurred at intervals, as though in a regular

rhythm; finally it passed over into a continuous roar. It
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$eemed te be mostlf newly-frozen ice from t^e channels

which ^d formed this Vidge ; but there were also some
ponderous blocks of ice to be seen among it It pressed

slowly but surely forward towards the vessel; the ice, had
given w^y before it to a considerable distance and was, still

bdfng borne down little by little. The floe around us has

cracked, so that the block of ice in which the vessel is

embedded is Smaller than it was. I should not like to have

that pressure-ridge come in right under the nose of the Fram^
as it might soo^ do some damage. Although there is hardly

any prospect of its getting so ftr, nevertheless I have given

orders to the watch to keep a sharp look out, and if it cotnes

very near, or if the ice should crack under us, he is to call

me. Probably the pressure will soon abate, as it has now.
kept up for several hours. At this motyent (12.45 a.m.) there

have just been some violent shocks, and above the howling of

the wind in the rigging I can hear the roar of the ice-pressure

as I lie in my berth.”
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The New Year, 1895.

“Wednesday, January and, •1895. Never beTore have I had

sudh strange feelings at the commencement of the New Year.

It cannot fail to bring some momentous events, and will

. possibly become one of the most remarkable years in my
life, whether it leads jne to success or to destruction. Years

come and go unnoticed in this world of ice, and we have

no more knowledge here of what these years have brought

to humanity, than we know of what the future ones have in

store. In this silent fiature no events ever happen ; all is

shrouded in darkness j there is nothing in view save the

twinkling stars, immeasurably far away in the freezing night,

and the flickering sheen of the aurora borealis. I can just

discern close by the vague outline of the jFram, dimly

standing out in the desolate gloom, with her rigging showing

dark against the host of stars. Like an infinitesimal speck,

the vessel seems lost amidst the boundless expanse of this

realm of death. Nevertheless under her deck there is a
snug and cherished, home for thirteen men, undaunted by
the majesty of this realm. In there, life is freely pulsating,

while far away outside in the night tliere is nothing save

death and silence, only broken now and then, at long inter-

vals, bj the violent pressure of the ice as it surges, along in

. gigantic masses. It sounds most ominous in the great sjtiUness,

and one cannot help an uncanny feeling as ijT supernatural

powers were at hand, the Jotuns and Rimturser (frost-giants)
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of the Arctic, regions, with whom we may have to engage in

deadly com\>at at any rfloment ; but we are not afraid of them.
“ 1 often think 6f Shakespeare's Viola who sat * like patience

on a monument.* Could w£ not pass as repi^sentatives of this

m£(rble patience, imprisoned here on the ice while the years

roll by, awaiting pur time? I should like to design such a

monument. It should be, a lonely man in shag^ wolf-skin

clothing, all cpvered with hoar-frost, sitting on a mound of

ice, and gazing out into the darkness across these boundless,

ponderous masses of ice, awaiting the return of daylight and

spring. •

“ The ice-pressure was not noticeable after i o’clock />n

Friday night, until it suddenly recommenced last night

First I heard a rumbling outside, and some snow fell

down from the rigging upon the tent roof as I sat reading;

I thought it sounded like packing in the ice, and just then

the Fram received a violent shock such as she had not

received since last winter. I was rocked backwards and
forwards on the chest on which I jvas sitting. Finding

that the trembling and rumbling continued, I went out
There was a loud roar of ice packing to the west and
north-west, which continue uniformly for a couple of hours

or so. Is this the New Year’s greeting from the ice ?

“We spent New Year’s Eve cosily, with a cloudberry punch
bowl, pipes, and cigarettes ; needless to say, there was an

abundance of cakes and the like, and we spoke of the Old
and the New Year, and days to come. Some salections were

play^ on the organ and violin. Thus midftight arrived.

Blessing produced from his appa^^ently ineahaustible store a

bottle of genuine ‘ linje akkevit* (Line eau de vie), and in this

Norwegian liquor we drank the Old Year out and the New
Yfear in.' Of course there was many a thought that would
obtrude itsdf, at the change of the year, being the Sbcond

which’ we had seen on board the F^am, and also, in all

probabi}i(y, the last that we should all spend together.
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Naturally enough, one thanked one’s comrades individually

and collectively for all kindness and goodfellowslftp. Hardly
' one of us had thought, perhaps, that the tfrae would pass so

well up here. Syerdrup expressed the wish that the journey

which Johansen and I were about to make in the coming year

might be fortunate and bring success in ^11 respects. And
then we drank to the health and well-being in the coming^ear
of those wfjo were to remain behind on boar^ the Fram, It

so happened that just now at the turn of the year we stood on
the verge of an entirely new world. The wind which whistled

up in the rigging overhead was not only wafting us on to

upknown regions, but also up into higher latitudes than any

human foot had ever trod. We felt that this year, which was
just commencing, would bring the culminating point of the

expedition, when it would bear its richest fruits. Would that

this year might prowe a good year for those on board the

Fratrif that the Fram might go ahead, fulfilling her task as

she has hitherto done, and in that case none of us could doubt

that those on board^would also prove equal to the work
entrusted to them.

“ New Year’s day was ushered in with the same wind, the

same stars and the same darkness as before. Even at noon
one cannot see the slightest glimmer of twilight in the south.

Yesterday I thought I could trace something of the kind ; it

extended like a faint gleam of light over the sky, but it was
yellowish-white, and stretched too high up, hence I am rather

inclined to think that it was an aurora borealis. Again to-day

the sky look? lighter near the edge, but this can scarcely be
anything except•the gleaA of the aurora borealis, which
extends all round the sky, a little above the fog-banks on the
horizon, and which is strongest at the edge. Exactly simiiaf

lights may be observed, at other times, in other part? of the
horizOn. The air was particularly clear yesterday, hut the
horizon is always somewhat foggy or hazy. Dicing night
we had an uncommonly strong aurora hor^ljs | wavy
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streamers were darting in rapid twists over the southern sky,

their rays reaching to ftie zenith, and beyond it there was to

be seen for a time a band in the form of a gorgeous corc^
’

casting, a reflection like moonshine across the ice. The sky

ha(f lit up its torch in honour of the New Year—^a fairy dance

of <^artin^ streamers in the depth of night. I cannot help

often thinking that this contrast might be taken as^ typical of

the Northman’% character and destiny. In the midst of this

gloomy, silent nature, with all its numbing cold, we have all

tl^ese shooting, glittering, quivering rays of light. Do they

not typify our impetuous ‘ spring^dances,’ our wild mountain

melodies, the auroral gleams in our souls, the rushing, surgii^g,

spiritual forces behind the mantle of ice ? There is dawning

life in the slumbering night, if it could only reach beyond the^

icy desert, out over the world.

“ Thus 1895 comes in :

—

" Turn, Fortune, turn thy wheel and lower the proud j

Turn thy wild wheel thro’ sunshine, storm, and cloud }

Thy wheel and thee we neither love ijpr hate.

Smile and we smile, the lords of many lands ;

Frown and we smile, the lords of our own hands ;

Fpr man is man and master of his fate.”

“Thursday, January 3rd. A day of unrest, a changeful life

notwithstanding all its'monotony. But yesterday we were full

of plans for the future, and to-day how easily might we have

been left on the ice without a roof over our heads \ At half-

past four in the morning a fresh rush of ice set in in the lane aft,

and at 5 it commenced in the lane on our port^'de. About
8 o'clock I awoke, and heard 4he Crunching* atfd crackling -of

the ice, as^if ice-pressure were setting in. A slight trembling

wad felt throughout the Fram, and I heard the roar outside.

Wh^ I came out I was hot a little surprised to And a large

presihite-ridge all along the chahnd on the port side, st^ucely

thirty paces ftotn the Fram;‘^e cr»xkd on this side extended

to tfulte a’ghteen paces from us. All loose articles that wenei
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lying on the ice on this side were stowed away on, board '; the

boards and planks, which during the summer had supported

‘the, meteorolc^cal hut and the screen for the same, Were

chopped up, as we could not afford to lose any materials, but

the line, which had been left out in the sounding hole with the

bag-net attached to it, was caught in the pressure. ‘‘Just ?ifter

I had corr^e on board again shortly before noon, the ice

suddenly began to press on again. I went «out to have a

look j it was again in the lane on the port side ;
there was a

strong pressure, and the ridge was gradually approaching. A
little later on Sverdrup went(,up on deck, buf’soon after carhe

be’ow and told us that the ridge was quickly bearing down on
us, and a few hands were required to come up and help to load

Jthe sledge with the sounding apparatus, and bring it round to

the starboard side of the Fram^ as the ice had cracked close

by it. The ridge be^n to come alarmingly near, and should

it be upon us before the Fram had broken loose from the ice,

matters might become very unpleasant. The vessel had now
a greater list to the poHt side than ever.

“ During the afternoon various preparations were* made to

leave the ship if the worst should happen. All the sledges

were placed ready on deck, and the kayaks were also made
clear, 25 cases of dog-biscuits were deppsited on the ice on
the starboard side, and 19 cases of bread were brought up and
placed forward ; also four drums holding altogether 22 gallons

of petroleum were put on deck. Ten smaller-sized tins had
previously been ftiled with 100 litres of snowflake oil, and
various vessels containing jgasoline were also standing' on
deck. As we wei% sitting at sufper we again heard the same
crunching and' crackling noise in the ice as ususlji^ eomn^
nearer and nearer, and finally we heard a crash

from right underneath where we sat. I rushpd iipi

was a*pr®»sure of ice in the lane a little way oflT, almibW tin

our starboard b^m. T went- down again, and ccfhdnfted iftay

meal; ipeter, wha had- gone out on the ice, soon afber’dniiuii
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down and said, laughing as usual, that it was no wonder we
heard some* crackling, for the ice had cracked notf a sledge-

length away from*the dog-biscuit cases, and the crack yras

extending abaft of the Frtm. I went out> and found the

cradk was a very considerable one. The dog-biscuit cases

wer^ noweshifted a,little more forward for greater safety. We
also found several minor cracks in the ice around^ the vesseL

I then went dojrn and had a pipe and a pleasant chat with

Sverdrup in his cabin. After we had been sitting a good while

tl^e ice again began to crack and jam. I did not think that

the noise was greater than usual, nevertheless I asked those in

the saloon, who sat playing halnia, whether there was anyone
on deck ; if not, would one of them be kind enough to go and
see where the ice was packing. I heard hurried steps above ;

,

Nordahl came down and reported' that it was on the port side,

and that it would be best for us to be on deck. Peter and I

jumped up and several followed. As I went down the ladder

Peter called out to me from above :
* We must get the dogs

out ; see, there is water on the jce ! ’ Jt was high time that

we came ; the water was rushing in and already stood high in

the kennel. Peter waded into the water up to his knees
and pushed the door open; most of the dogs rushed out

and jumped about splashing in the water, but some, being
frightened, had crept* back into the innermost corner and
Jiad to be dragged out, although they stood in water reaching

high up their legs. Poor brutes, it must have been miserable

enough in ajl conscience to be shut up in such a place while

the water was steadily rising about them, yet ^ey are not

more noisy than usual. • * •

The dogs having been put in safety, I walked round the
Fr0m to see what else had happened. The ice had cracked

tdQ^^-her, to the fore, near the starboard bow; ftc^ tids

poured aft along the port side, whi^wm^
^ the>wc^t-<rf the ridge steadily om

1|?p, ciaclt hag |«?st passed under
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the portable forge, which was thus endangered, afid it Was

ther^ore put on a sledge and removetl to the gre^t hummock
on the starboard quarter. The pemmicarf, altogether eleven

casbs, the cases of dog-biscuits, aYid nineteen cases of bread,

were conveyed to the same place. Thus we have now a com-

plete dep6t lying over there, and, I trust, in entire ^safety, the

ice being so thick that it is not likely to give way. This has

brought liffe into the lads ; they have all turned out. We took

out four more tin cans of petroleum to the hummock, and
then proceeded to bring up from the hold and place on deck

ready for removal, twenty-one cases of bre^d, and a supply

of pemmican, chocolate, biStter, *vril-food,' soup, etc., calcu-

lated to last us 200 days. Also tents, cooking apparatus, and
the like were got ready, so that now all is clear up there, and

'’we may sleep securely; but it was past midnight before we
had done. I still trust that it is all a false alarm, and that

we shall have no occasion for these supplies now at any rate

;

nevertheless it is our duty to keep everything ready in case the

unthinkable should happen. Moreover the watch has been
enjoined to mind the dogs on the ice and to keep a sharp

look-out in case the ice should crack underneath our cases

or the ice-pressure should recommence; if anything should

happen we are to be called out at once, too early rather than

too late. While I sit here and write I hear the crunching and
crackling beginning again outside, so that there must still be
a steady pressure on the ice. All are in the best spirits

; it

almost appears as if they looked upon this as a pleasant brcajc

in the monotony of our existence. Well, it is half-past one ; I

had better turn yito my bunl^; I am tired, and goodness
knows how soon I may be called up.

“Friday, January 4th. The ice kept quiet (Hiring the
night, but all day with some intervals it has been crackling

and settling; and this evening there have been several fits

of pressure, from 9 o’clock onwards. For a time it came
on, sometimes rather lightly, at regular intervals, sometimes
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with a ruah and a regular roar, then it subsided somewhat,

and then it roared anew. Meanwhile the pressure-ridge

towers higher and higher and bears right down updh us

slowly, while the pressure comes on at intervals only, and
more q^uickly when the onset continues for a time. One
can actually see it creeping nearer and nearer, and now at

I o’clock at night it is not many feet—scarcely live—away
from the edge'of the snowdrift on the port side near the gang-

way, and thence to the vessel is scarcely more than 10 feet,

30 that it will not be long now before it is upon us. Mean-
while the ice continues to split,%nd the solid mass in which

we are embedded grows less and less both to port and star-

board. Several fissures extend right up to the Fram. As the

ice sinks down under the weight of the ridge on the port sidd <

'and the Fram lists more that way, more water rushes up over

the new ice which has frozen on the water that rose yesterday.

This is like dying by inches. Slowly but surely the balefUl

ridge advances, and it looks as if it meant going right over the

rail ; but if the Fram will only oblige* by getting free of the

ice, she will, I feel confident, extricate herself yet, even though

matters look rather awkward at present. We shall probably

have a hard time of it, however, before she can break loose, if

she does not do so at once. 1 have been out and had a look

at the ridge, and seen how surely it is advancing ; I have

looked at the fissures in the ice, and noted how they are

forming and expanding round the vessel j I have listened to

the ice crackling and crunching under foot ; and* I do not feel

much disposed to turn into my berth before I see the Fram
quite released. As I sit herl now I hear the ice making a

fresh assault, and roaring and packing outside, and I can tell

that the ridge is coming nearer. This is an ice-pressure with

a vengeance, and it seems as if it would never cease. • I do
not think there is anything more that we can do now. All is

in readiness for leaving the vessel, if need be. To-day the
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Qlgjfeinfe was taken out and place<^xeady vlQr>.

8e|)af9,tO;tfags for each man* • * .
•

...vii

..< "K is very $trangej there is certainly a.possibility that: all

our plans may be* crossed by unforeseen events, althou^ hr

is not very probable that this will happen. As yet, I feel

BO anxiety in tliat direction, only I should like ^ kQd»w

whether we ‘are really to take everything on to the it» car

not. However, it is past i o’clock, and I think the most
sensible thing to do would be to turn in and sleep. The
watch has orders to call me when the hummock reaches the

Fram. . It is lucky it is moonlight now, so that we are able to

see'something of all this abomination.
“
'I'he day before yesterday we saw the moon for the first

• time just above the horizon, yesterday it was shining a little,

and now we have it both day and night A most favourable

state of things. But it is nearly 2 o’clock, and I must go to

sleep now. The pressure of the ice, I can hear, is stronger

again.”

“Saturday, January ^th. To-night everybody sleeps fully

dressed, and with the most indispensable necessaries either by

his side or secured to his body, ready to jump on the ice at

tile first warning. All other requisites such as provisions,

clothing, sleeping-bags, etc., etc., have b.een brought out on

the ice. We have been at work at this all day, and have got

everything into perfect order, and are now quite ready to leave

if necessary, which, however, I do not believe will be the case,

though the icf-pressure has been as bad as it could be.

“ I slept soundly, woke vp only once and listened to the

crunching and jamming and grinding till I fell asleep again.

I was called at 5.30 in the morning by Sverdrup, wljo told me
that the hummock had now reached the Fram, and was bearing

down pn us violently, reaching as high as the rail j I was not

left in doubt very long, as, hardly had I opened my eyes, when
I heard a thundering and crushing outside in the. ice, as if

Doomsday had come. I jumped up. There was nothing left
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tiS'ihe ice, andjjliien ptit dl our fui^ tmd other eqttipittehe Ott'

dcK^ .i^d that thejr could bo thrown overbbUrd' at' tt'nionitbiit’s

ni^dbe 'if heoessaiy. Tbua the day- passed* but the -iee kept-

quiet I^st of all, the petroleum launch, which was hanging

irHthe dSvits on the port side, was lowered, aUd was ^diagged-

tOwards the great hummock. At about 8 ©’dock in the

evening, whed we thought the ice-pressure had subsided, it

started thundering and crashing again worse than ever. I

hurried up. Masses of snow and ice rushed on us, high

above the rail amidships and o^r the tent. Peter, who also

came up, seized a spade and rushed forward outside *the

awning as far as the forepart of the half-deck, and stood in

the midsl of the ice, digging away, and I followed to see hoW
matters stood. I saw more than I cared to see ; it -was hope-

less to fight that enemy with a spade. I called out to Peter

to come back, and said : MV# had better see to getting

everything out on to the ice.’ Hardly had I spoken, when
it pressed on again with renewed sfiength, and thundered

and crashed, and, as Peter said, laughing till he shook again :

‘Nearly sent both me and the spade to the deuce.’ I rushed

back to the main-deck ; on the way I met Mogstad, who
hurried up, spade in hand, and sent him back. Running
forward under the tent towards the ladder, I saw that the

tent-roof was bent down under the weight of the masses of

ice, which were rushing over it and crushing in over the rail

and bulwarks to such an extent that I expected «very moment
to see the ice force its way through and block up the passage.

When I got below, I called alf hands on deck ; but told them

when goisg up not to go out through the door on the port-

side, but through the chart-room and out on the starboard

side. In the first place, all the bags were to be brought up
from the saloon, and then we wOre to take those lying on deck.

I was.afraid that if the door on the port-side were isot kept

closed, the ice might, if it suddenly burst through the bulwarki

-D a
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rash over the deck, and m ^ough Jthe Resell

iSU the passage, and rush down the la^er, and^'diee

imprieon us 'like mice in a trap, True, the passa^’^lD

from the engin&rdom iiad been cleared for thia emergakyi
imt this was a very narrow hole to get through with heaiy

, bags, and no «ne could tell how long this hole woifid keep
open, when 4he ice once attacked us in earnest. 1 ran up
again to set free the dogs, which were shut op in 'Castle^

garden’—an enclosure on the deck along the port bulwark.

They whined and howled most dolefully under the tent, aa

the snow masses threatened at any moment I’o crush it and

bury them alive. I cut away the fastening with a knife, pulled

the door open, and out rushed most of them by the starboard

, gangway at full speed.*

" Meantime the hands started bringing up the bags. It was

quite unnecessary to ask them to hurry up—the ice did that,

thundering against the ship’s sides in a way that seemed

irresistible. It was a fearf^ul hurly-burly in the darkness
j

for, to cap all, the mate had, in the hurry, let the lanterns

go out. I had to go down again to get something on my
feet

;
my Finland shoes were hanging up to dry in the galley.

When I got there the ice was at its worst, and the half-deck

beams were creaking overhead, so that I really thought they

were all coming down.

“The saloon and the berths were soon cleared of bags and

the deck as well, and we started taking them along the ice.

The ice roarpd and crashed against the ship’s side, so that

we could hardly hear oursejves speak ; but all went quickly

and well, and before long everything was in safety.

“ While we were dragging the bags along, the pressure and

* The word svoUkelem, which has throughout been translated “gang*
way,” means rather a sort of port-hole. As the tvaUuUmt howewer, was
the means of exit from and entrance to the ship, ** gangway" seemed the
most convenient expremion for it.
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ioi ha^ al last ati^^|>ed, awl dl ivaa qiiiet-agaki

•a befbnfii> '
'

< t** But^ vbat a sight 1 Tha J^vm*s p(»t-side was quite buried

pode^ the snow ; all that could be seen was*the top of the tent

pfojeetthgu Had the petroleiun launch been hanging in the

d%vhs, t* ih was a few hours previously, it would hardly have

escaped destruction. The davits were quite burkd in ice and
snow. It is eurious that both fire and water have been power*

less against that boat, and it has now come out unscathed from

the ice, and lies there bottom upwards on the floe. She has

had a stormy eiistence and continual mishaps ; I wonder what

is next in store for her ? •

“ It was, I must admit, a most exciting scene, when it was

at its worst, and we thought it was imperative to get the bags*

,

up from the saloon with all possible speed. Sverdrup now tells

me that he was just about to have a bath, and was as naked as

when he was born, when he heard me call all hands on deck.

As this had not happened before, he understood there was

something serious the matter, and he^umped into his clothes

anyhow. Amundsen, apparently, also realised that something

was amiss. He says he was the first who came up with

his bag ; he had not understood, or had forgotten in the

confusion, the order about going out through the starboard

doorj he groped his way out on the port-side and fell in the

dark over the edge of the half-deck. ‘Well, that did not

matter,' he said, ‘ he was quite used to that kind of thing ’
j

but having pulled himself together after the ^11, and as he

was lying there on his back, he 4ped not move, for it seemed

to him as if tent and all wdte coming dtJWn on him, and it

thundere(^ and crashed against the gunwale and the hull as if

the last hour had come. It finally dawned on him why he

ought to have gone out on the starboard and not on ^e port

side.

“ All that could possibly be thought to be of any use was

taken out. The mate was seen dragging along a big bag of
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heavy buo^ of cupi £u)t#iMid4|(^tphiee;i^

yAs stalking about. with aU abctf;i of thtagtlsil^iib^

ciqp«i^ etc., fastened,to bis olo^es^aiw jlitiiiSht

ebout him, so thatt die rattling noise could be.heiM?dua£m^GCfl&

He is himself to the last. . ^ ^
'•h

“In the evening the men all started eating thdb;%tock^f
cokes^ sweetipeats, and such-like, smoked tobacco,and enjoyed

thernselves in the most animated fashion. ‘Ihey evidently

thou,ght it was iincertain when they should next have such a
time on board the J^ram, and therefore they thought it was
best to avail themselves of rfhe opportunity.* We are now
livisg in marching order on an empty ship.

“ By way of precaution we have now burst open again the

passage on the starboard side which was used as a library and
had therefore been closed ; and all doors are now kept always

open, so that we can be sure of getting out, even if anything

should give way. We do not want the ice-pressure to close

the doors against us, by jamming the doorposts together. But
she certainly 'is a strong ship. It is a mighty ridge that we
have in our port side, and the masses of ice are tremendous.

The ship is listing more than ever, nearly 7°} but since the

last pressure she has righted herself a little again, so that she

must suiely have broken away from the ice, and begun to rise,

and all danger is doubtless over. So, after all, it has been a

case of ‘ Much ado about nothing.’
”

“ Sunday, January 6th. A quiet day j no jamming since

last night. Most of the fellows slept well on into the morning.

This afternoon all have been very busy digging the Jfram out

of the ice again, arfd we have new got the rail clear right aft

to the half-deck ;
but a tremendous mass had fallen over the

tent. It was above the second ratline in the fore-shrouds, and
fully 6 feet over the rail. It is a marvel that the tent stood it j

but it was a very good thing that it did do so, for otherwise it

is hard to say what might have become of many of the d<^s.

This afternoon Hansen took a meridian observation, which
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I$iinrab4 ^W« W’e’get«ihj^‘W«l|4on, 11^
sQice the a^t nocthlea^

lfk«iM»r leached. It |0e^ .Wf&giMi «^dnsr ^that the
otacaa^ sWas >dtil|r eetebrat^ indth s i^boiri o£ punciv preserved

fitiits, cakes, and the doctor’s cigars.

Last eight we were running with the bags for onr Kves

;

to-ni^t we are drinking punch and feasting ; such are^ indeed,

the vicissitudes of fate. All this roaring and crashing for the

last few days has been, perhaps, a cannonade to celebrate our

reaching such a high latitude. If that be so it must be
admitted that (lie ice has done^full honour to the occasion.

Well, never mind, let it cr^sh on so long as we only get north-

ward. The jFram will, no doubt, stand it now ; she has lifted

fully one foot forward and fully six inches aft
; and she ha-’

,

slipped a little a-stern. Moreover, we cannot find so much as

a single stancheon in the bulwarks that has started ; yet

to<-night every man will sleep fully prepared to make for the

ice.”

“ Monday, January 7 th. There was a little jamming of the

ice occasionally during the day, but only of slight duration

;

then all was quiet again. Evidently the ice has not yet settled,

and we have perhaps more to expect from our friend to port,

whom I w^ld willingly exchange for a better neighbour.

“It seems, however, as if the ice pressure had altered its

direction since the wind has changed to S.E. It is now
confined to the ridges fore and aft, athwart the- wind ; while

our ftiend to port, lying almost in the line of the wind, has

kept somewhat quieter.
^

“ Eveiything has an end, <is the boy ssfid when he was in

for a birching. Perhaps the growth of this ridge has come to

an end now, perhaps not ; the one thing is just as likely as

the 'other.
^

To-day the work of extricating the J^ram is proceeding;

,

we will at all events get the rails clear of tlie ice. It presents

a moat imposing sight by the light of the moon, and however
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conscious o/ one’s own strength, one (^nnot hetpcrespectii^

^ antagonist who commands such* powers, and who,, in' a few

moments, is capable of putting mighty machinery into acti(m.

It is rather an awhward battering-ram to face. The J^ram is

equal to it, but no other ship could have resided such "an

onslaught In less than an hour this ice can build up a wall

alongside US' and over us, which it might take us a month to

get out of, and possibly longer than that There is something

gigantic about it ;
it is like a struggle between dwarfs and an

ogre, in which the pigmies have to resort to cunning and
trickery to get out of the clinches of one wh5 seldom relaxes

his' grip. The jFram is the ship which the pigmies have

built with all their cunning in order to fight the ogre, and

•on board this ship they work as busily as ants, while the

ogre only thinks it worth while to roll over and twist his

body about now and then, but every time he turns over it

seems as though the nutshell would be smashed and buried,

and would disappear; but the pigmies have built their

nutshell so cleverly that it always keeps afloat, and wriggles

itself free from the deadly embrace. The old traditions and

legends about giants, about Thor’s battles in the Jotunheim,

when rocks were split and crags were hurled about, and the

valleys were filled with falling boulders, all come back to

me, when I look at these mighty ridges of ice winding their

way far off in the moonlight; and when I see the men
standing on the ice heap, cutting and digging to remove a

fraction of it^ then they seem to me smaller than pigmies,

smaller than ants. But although each ant carries only a
single fir-needle, yet in coursS of time the ants build an
ant-hill, where they can live comfortably, sheltered from storm

and winter.

**H^d this attack on the J^ram been planned by the aid

of all the wickedness in the world, it could not have been

a worse one. The floe, 7 feet thick, has borne down on
us on the port side, forcing itself up on the ice in which



lire 'are lying, and cr^shti^ it dpwn. Thus the Fram was

forced down tirtt^ the ice, while the other floe,‘packed up
on the ice beneath, bore dovra on her, and took her ami^hip
whi^ i^e was still frozen fast. As fisu: ae I can judge, she

could hardly have had a tighter squeeze it was no wonder

that she groaned under it; but she withstood it, broke loose,

and eased. Who shall say after this that a vessel’s shape

is of little consequence ? Had the Fram not been designed

as she was, we should not have been sitting here now. Not
a drop of water is to be found in her anywhere. Strangely

enough, the i8e has not givan us another such squeeze

since then ; perhaps it was its expiring grip we felt • on
Saturday ?

“ It is hard to tell, but it was terrific enough. Thir
^

morning Sverdrup and I went for a walk on the ice, but

when we got a little way from the ship, we found no sign

of any new packing, the ice was smooth and unbroken as

before. The packing has been limited to a certain stretch

from east to west, and the Fram has-been lying at the very

worst point of it.

“ This afternoon Hansen has worked out yesterday’s obser-

vation, the result being Sj** 34*3' N. lat. and loa® 51' E. long.

We have therefore drifted north and westward; 15 miles

west, indeed, and only i3‘S north, since New Year’s Eve,

while the wind has been mostly from the south-west. It

seems as if the ice has taken a more decided course towards

the north-west than ever, and therefore it is not to be wondered

at that there is some pressure r^hen the wind blows athwart

the course of the ice. Howftver, I hardly^hink we need any

particulas explanation of the pressure, as we have evidently

again got into a packing-centre with cracks, lanes, and ridges,

where the pressure is maintained for some time, such as we
were in during the first winter. We have constantly rnet with

several similar stretches on the surrounding ice, even when it

has been most quiet.
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evening there was a roost reroarhablf^ hriiiiiNliil

right undd* the rooon. It was .Ijke *an i^n^ense

hay^och, which rose from the horizon, and tf>uch^/the
great ring round «the moon. At the uppa,, S|ide'of thiS‘fh^
there was a segment of the usual inverte^<.arh of light” *

The next day, January 8th, the ipe' began grinding oqpa-

sionally, an^ while Mogstad and I stood in the ho^d working
on hand-sledges we heard creakings in the ship both above
and below us. This was repeated several times ; but in the

intervals it was quiet. I was often on the ice listening to

the grinding and watching h®w it went on, bufc it did not go
beyond crackling and creaking beneath our feet and in the

ridge at our side. Perhaps it is to warn us not to be too

.confident ! 1 am not so sure that it is not necessary. It is

in reality like living on a smoking volcano. The eruption

that will seal our fate may occur at any moment. It will

either force the ship up or swallow her down. And what are

the slakes? Either the Fram will get home and the expedi-

tion be fully successful, or we shall lose her and have to be

content with what we have done, and possibly on our way
home we may explore parts of Franz Josef Land. That is all

;

but most of us feel that it would bo hard to lose the ship, and

it would be a very sad sight to see her disappear.

“ Some of the hands under Sverdrup are working, trying

to cut away the hummock-ice on the port side, and they have

already made good headway. Mogstad and I are busy getting

the sledges in order, and preparing them for use, as 1 want

them, whetheifwe go north or south.

“ Liv is two yeans old to-day. •

“ She is a big girl now. I wonder if I should able to

recognise her ;
I suppose I should hardly find a single familiar

feature. They are sure to celebrate the day, and she will get

all kinds of presents. Many a thought will be sent north-

wards, but they know not where to look for us ; are not aware

that we are drifting here embedded in the ice w the highest
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*reacih<sd,'1n flte deepest polw ni^t
eVef^netttted.'* 4 'V

*

flitfe fillldwing^ thd ice became steadily quto^er.

H the co(lrs6"of &e night of tiie 9th of January the ke was
stilf sligl|tfy Cracking and Ending ; then it quite subsided, and
oUahe s^m of January the report is “ice perfectly quiet, and
if it were not for the ridg^ on the port side, one would never

have thought there bad ever been any breach in the eternal

stillness, so calm and peaceful is it” Some men went on
cutting away the ice, and little by little we could see it is

getting less. Mbgstad and I we*e busily engaged in the hold

with the new sledges, and during this time I also made <in

attempt to photograph the Fram by moonlight from different

points. The results surpassed my expectations; but as the«

top of the pressure-ridge had now been cut away, these photos

do not give an exact impression of the pack-ice, and of how it

came hurtling down upon the Fratn. We then put in order

our depot on the great hummock on the starboard quarter,

and all sleeping bags, Lapland boots, Finn-shoes, wolf-skin

clothing, etc , were wrapped in the foresail and placed to the

extreme west, the provisions were collected into six different

heaps, and the rifles and guns were distributed among three

of the heaps and wrapped up in boat-sails. Next, Hansen’s

insthiment-case and my own, together with a bucket-full of

rifle<artridges, were placed under a boat-sail. Then the

forge and the smith’s tools were arranged separately; and

up on the top of the great hummock we laid a heap of sledges

and snow-shoes. All the kayaks >yere laid side by side bottom

upwards, the cooking apparatrJS and lamps,*etc., being placed

under thejn- They M'ere spread out in this way, so that in the

improbable event of thick floe splitting suddenly, out loss

would not be so great. We knew where to find everything,

and it might blow and drift to its heart’s content, without

our losing anything.

On the evening of January 14th, I wrote in ray diary

:
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“ Two sharp reports were heard in the ship, like, shot^from

a cannon, and then followed a noise, as of |oinething splitting

—presumably this must be the cracking of the ice, on
account of the frost. It appeared to me that the list on
the ship increased at that moment, but perhaps it was Only

imagination.” ^
As time passed on we all gradually got busy again preparing

for the sledge-expedition. On Tuesday, January 15th, I say

:

“This evening the doctor gave a lesson to Johansen and
myself in bandaging and repairing broken limbs. I lay on the

table and had a plaster of Paris bandage put tound the calf of

my leg, while all the crew were looking on. The very sight

of this operation cannot fail to suggest unpleasant thoughts.

An accident of this nature out in the Polar night, with 40** to

50® of cold, would be anything but pleasant, to say nothing of

how easily it might mean death to both of us. But who knows ?

—we might manage somehow. However, such things must

not be allowed to happen, and what is more, they s?iaU not”

As January went on, we could by noon just see the faint

dawn of day—that day at whose sunrise we were to start.

On January i8th, I say: “By 9 o’clock in the morning I

could already distmguish the first indications of dawn, and

by noon it seemed to be getting bright ; but it seems hardly

credible that in a month’s time there will be light enough to

travel by. Yet it must be so. True, February is a month
which all ‘experienced’ people consider far too early and

much too c^ld for travelling ; hardly anyone would do so in-

the month of March. But it cannot be helped, we have no
time to waste in*waiting for aidditional comfort, if we are to

make any progress before the summer, when trav^jing will be
impossible. I am not afraid of the cold, we can always

protect ourselves against that.

“ Meantime all preparations are proceeding, and I am now
getting everything in order connected with copying of diaries,

observation books, photo^aphs,.etc., that we are to take with
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tts. *Mogs<|ul is working in the hold, making maple guard-

runners to put un^er tHfe sl.edges. Jacobsen has rt)mmenced

to put a new sledge together. Pettersen is in the en^ne-

room, making nails for the* sledge-fittings, which Mogstad is

to put on. In the meantime some of the others have built a

large foi^e out on the ice with blocks of ice and' snow, and

to-morrow Sverdrup and I will heat and bend th^ runners in

tar and stearin^ at such a heat as we can produce in the forge.

We trust we shall be able to get a sufficient temperature to do

this important work thoroughly, in spite of the 40 degrees of

frost. Amundsen is now repairifig the mill, as there is some-

thing wrong with it again, the cog-wheels being worn. He
thinks he will be able to get it all right again. Rather chilly

work to be lying up there in the wind on the top of the mill,

boring in the hard steel and cast-iron by lantern light, and

at such a temperature as we are having ^now. I stood and

watched the lantern-light up there to-day, and I soon heard

the drill working ; one could tell the steel was hard ; then

I could hear clapping of hands. ‘ Ah,' thought I, * you may
well clap your hands together, it is not a particularly warm
job to be lying up there in the wind.’ The worst of it is, one

cannot wear mittens for such work, but has to use the bare

hands if one is to make any progress, and it would not take

long to freeze them o'fiT
; but it has to be done, he says, and he

will not give in. He is a splendid fellow in all he undertakes,

and 1 console him by saying that there are not .many before

him who have worked on the top of a mill in arch frost north

of 83“. On many expeditions they have avpided out-of-door

work when the temperature get so low. ‘ Iwdeed,’ he says, * I

thought that other expeditions were in advance of us in that

respect. ?[ imagined we bad kept indoors too much.’ 1 had
no hesitation in enlightening him on this point ; I know he
will do his best in any case.

*

, This is, indeed, a strange time for me ; I feel as if 1 were
preparing for a summer trip, and the sprite was already here;
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yet it is s^ill mid-winter, and the cor^ditions of the summer
trip may be somewhat ambiguous,* The ice keeps quiet, the

cracking in it and in the Fram is due only to the cold. . I

have during the last few days again read Payer’s account of

his sledge expedition northwards through Austria Swnd. * It

is not very encouraging. The very land he describes as «the

realm of Death, where he thinks he and his companions would

inevitably have perished had they not recovered the vessel,

is the place to which we look for salvation ; that is the

region we hope to reach when our provisions have come to a<a

end. It may seem reckless, f)ut nevertheless 1 cannot imagine

that it is so. I cannot help believing that a land which even

in April teems with bears, auks, and black guillemots, and
where seals are basking on the ice, must be a ‘ Canaan, flowing

with milk and honey,’ for two men who have good rifles and
good eyes ;

it must, surely yield food enough not only for the

needs of the moment, but also provisions for the journey

onwards to Spitzbergen. Sometimes, however, the thought

will present itself that it may be very difficult to get the food

when it is most sorely needed ; but these are only passing

moments. We must remember Carlyle’s words ;
‘ A man

shall and must be valiant, he must march forward, and quit

himself like a man— trusting imperturbably in the appoint-

ment and choice of the Upper Powers.’ I have not, it is true,

any ‘ Upper Powers ’
; it would probably be well to have them

in such a case ; but we nevertheless are starting, and the time

approaches r^idly. Four weeks or a little more soon pass by,

and then farewell to this snyg nest, which has been our home
for eighteen months, and we ^ out into the darkness and
cold, out into the still more unknown ;

Out yonder ’tis dark,
But onward we must,
Over the dewy wet mountains.
Ride through the land of the ice- troll

;

We shall both be saved,

Or the ice^troU^s hand
Shall clutch us both.”
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On January 23rd I vvjite : “ The dawn has grown so much
that there was a visible light from it on the ice, and for the

first time this year I saw the crimson glow of the sun low
down in the dawn.” We now took soundings with the lead,

before I^was to leave the vessel ; we found 1,876 fathoms

(3,450 metres). I then made some snowshoes down in the

hold ; it was important to have them smooth, tough and light,

on which one ct)uld make good headway; “they shall be well

rubbed with tar, stearine, and tallow, and there shall be speed

ii? them ; then it is only a question of using one’s legs, and I

have no doubt tHkt can be managed.”

‘Tuesday, January 29th. Latitude yesterday 83" 3®'.

Some days ago we had been so far north as 83® 40', but

had again drifted southwards. The light keeps on steadily

increasing, and by noon it almost seems to be broad day-

light. I believe I could read the title of a book out in

the open if the print were .large and clear. I take a stroll

every morning, greeting the dawning day, before I go down
into the hold to my work at the snowshoes and equipment.

My mind is filled with a peculiar sensation, which I cannot

clearly define ; there is certainly an exulting feeling of triumph

deep in the soul, a feeling that all one’s dreams are about to

be realised with the rising sun, which steers northwards across

the icebound waters. But while I am busy in these familiar

surroundings, a wave of sadness sometimes comes over me

;

it is like bidding farewell to a dear friend and Jto a home,

which has long afforded me a sheltering roof
;
^at one blow

all this and my dear comrades arg to be left behind for ever

;

never again shall I tread thiS snow-clad ^eck, never again

creep undgr this tent, never hear the laughter ring in this

familiar saloon, never again sit in this friendly circle.

“And then I remember that when the Fram at lastjiursts

from her bonds of ice, and turns her prow towards Norway,

I shall not be with hei^. A farewell imparts to everything in

life its own tinge of sadness, like the crimson rays of the
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sun, when the day, good or bad, sinks in tearg below the

horizon. • •

y Hundreds of times my eye wanders to the map hanging

there on the walk and each time a chill creeps over me. The
distance before us seems so long, and the obstacles in*our

path may be many ; but then again the feeling cctfhes, jthat

we are bound to pull through ; it cannot be otherwise ; every-

thing is too carefully prepared to fail now ; an(J meanwhile the

south-east wind is whistling above us, and we are continually

drifting northwards nearer our goal. When I go up on dej;k

and step out into the night, jvith its glittering starry vault and

the flaring aurora borealis, then all these thoughts recede ; and
1 must as ever pause on the threshold of this sanctuary, this

dark, deep, silent space, this infinite temple of nature, in which

the soul seeks to find its origin. Toiling ant, what matters

it, whether you reach your goal with your fir-needle or not I

Everything disappears none the less in the oqean of eternity,

in the great Nirvana. ‘And as time rolls on our names are

forgotten, our deeds pass into oblivion, and our lives flit by
like the traces of a cloud and vanish like the mist, dispelled

by the warm rays of the sun. Our time is but a fleeting

shadow, hurrying us on to the end, so it is ordained ; and
having reached that end, none ever retraced his steps.’

“Two of us will soon be journeying further through this

immense waste, into greater solitudes and deeper stillness.”

“Wednesday, January 30th. To-day the great event has

happened, that the windmill is again at work for the first time

after its lon| rest. In spite of the cold and the darkness,

Amundsen had got the cogwheels into order, and now it is

running as smoothly and steadily as guttapercha.”

We have now constant north-east winds, and we again bore

northwards. On Sunday, February 3rd, we were at 83“ 43'.

The time for our departure approached, and the preparations

were carried on with great activity. The sledges were com-
pleted, and 1 tried them under variods conditions, I have
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Huded to fact that we made maple guards to put under

the fixed nickel-elated* runners. The idea of th‘is was to

stffngthen both the sledges and the runners, so that they

would at,):he beginning of the journey, when the loads were

heaiy, be less liable to breakage from the jolting to which they

would ^‘iobably be exposed. Later on, when the load got

lighter, we might, if we thought fit, easily remove them.

These guards %Tiere also to serve another purpose. I had an
idea that, in view of the low temperature we had during the

winter, and on the dry drift-snow, which then covered the

ice-floes, metal would glide lesss easily than smooth w'ood,

especially if the latter were well rubbed with rich tar a»d
stearine. By February 8th one of the sledges with wooden
guard-runners was finished, so that we could make experiments

in this direction, and we then found that it was considerably

easier to haul than a similar sledge running, on the nickel-

plate, though tjie load on each was exactly the same. The
difference was so great that we found that it was at least half

as hard again to draw a sledge on the nickel runners as on the

tarred maple runners.

Our new ash sledges were now nearly finished and weighed

30 lbs, without the guard-runners. “ Everybody is hard at

work. Sverdrup is sewing bags or bolsters to put on the

sledges as beds for the kayaks to rest on. To this end the

b.ags are to be made up to fit the ^bottoms of the boats.

Johansen and one or two other men are stuffing the bags with

pemmican, which has to be warmed, beaten, and kneaded in

order to give it the right form for making a good bed for our
precious boats. When these square, flat bags are carried out
into the cold they freeze as hard as stone, and keep their form
well. Blessing is sitting up in the work-room, copying the

photographs of which I have no prints. Hansen is working
out a map of our route so far, and copying out his observations

for us, etc., etc. In short, there is hardly a man on board who
does not feel that the moment for dep-irture approaches

;

VOL. n. E
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perhaps the galley is the only place where eve^ thing goes

on in the*^ usual way under the management of Lars. Our
portion yesterday was 83* 38*1' N. lat., and 102* *8' Ei

long., so we are southwards again t but niever mind, whait

do a dozen miles more or less matterto ns?** ' ^ ^
^ ’

“Sunday, February loth. To^ay diere was ':ao< ijyich

daylight that at i o’clock I could fiiiriy weU. read the

Virdens Gatig, when I held the paper up towards the

light; but when I held it towards the moon, which was
low in the north, it was no go. Before dinner I went forca

short drive with ‘ Gulen ’ and* ‘ Susine ’ (two ctf the young dogs)

ai?d ‘ Kaifas.’ ‘ Gulen’ had never been in harness before, but

yet she went quite well ; she was certainly a little awkward
at first, but that soon disappeared, and I think she will make
a good dog when she is well trained. ‘Susine,’ who was
driven a little last autumn, conducted herself quite like an
old sledge-dog. The surface is hard, and ea»y for the dogs

to haul on. -They get a good foothold, and the snow is not

particularly sharp for their feet ; however, it is not over-

smooth ; this drift-snow makes heavy going. The ice is

smooth, and easy to run on, and 1 trust we shall be able

to make good day-journeys; after all, we shall reach our

destination sooner than we had expected. I cannot deny
that it is a long journey, and scarcely anyone has ever more
effectually burnt his boats behind him. If we wished to turn

back we have absolutely nothing to return to, not even a bare

coast. It will be impossible to find the ship, and before us

lies the great unknown. But there is only one road, and that

lies straight ah^d, right through, be it land or sea, be it

smooth or rough, be it mere ice or ice and water. And I

cannot but believe that we must get through, even if we
should meet with the worst, viz., land and pack-ice.”

“Wednesday, February 13th. The pemmican bolsters and
dried liver pie are now ready ; the kayaks will get an excellent

bedding, and I venture to say that such meat bolsters are an
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absolute novelty. Under each kayak there are three of them,

they are made t<j fit &e pledge, and, as already stated, are

moulded to the shape of the kayak. TJiey weigh 100 to

ISO lbs. each. The empty sacks weigh 3 or 3 lbs., each* so

that alt^ether the .meet (pemmicaw and liveir pie) in the^
thwe bags-.wiU weigh about 320 lbs» We each' hajl quriight

sleeping-bags of reindeer’s-skin, and we tried ‘ to sleep out

in them last night, but both Johansen and I found it rather

cold, although it was only 37“ F. of frost. We were, perhaps,

too lightly clad under the wolf’s-skin clothing ; we are making

another experiment with a little wiore on to-night.”

“Saturday, February i6th. The outfitting is still pro-

gressing ; but there are various small things yet to do which

take time, and I do not know whether we shall be ready to

start on Wednesday, February 20th, as I originally intended.

The day is now so light that as far as that is concerned we
might quite well start then, but, perhaps, we had better wait

a day or two longer. Three sledge-sails (for single sledges)

are now finished; they are made of very light calico, and

'are about 7 feet 2 inches broad by 4 feet 4 inches long;

they are made so that two of them may be laced together

and used as one ^il for a double sledge, and 1 believe they

will act well ; they weigh a little over i Ib. each. Moreover,

we have now most of the provisions ready stowed away in

bags.”
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We make a Start.
*

“Tuesday, February 26th. At last the day has arrived, the

great day, when the journey is to commence. The week
has passed in untiring work to get everything ready. We
should have started on the 20th, but it has been postponed

from day to day; there was always something still to do.

My head has been full night and day, with all that was to

be done and that must not be forgotten. Oh, this unceasing

mental strain, which does not allow a miftute’s respite in

which to throw off the responsibility, to give loose rein to

the thoughts and let the dreams have full sway; the nerves

are in a stare of tension from the moment of awaking in

the morning till the eyes close late at night. Ah 1 how well

I know this state, which I have experienced each time I

have been about to set out, and retreat was to be cut off

—never, I believe, more effectually than now. The last few

nights I did not get to bed before half-past three or half-past

four o’clock in the morning. It is not only what we ought

to take with us tiiat has to be taken care of, but we have
to leave the vessel ; its command and responsibility have to

be placed in other hands, and care must be taken that nothing

is forgotten in the way of instructions to the men who remain
;

for the* scientific observations will have to be continued on the

same lines as they have been carried on hitherto, and other

observations of all Itinds will have to be made, etc., etc.”
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The last night we were to spend on board the Fram
eventually arrived, and we had a farewell party. In a

strange, sad way, reminiscences were revived of all that bad
befallen us here on board, mingled with hope and trust in

what the future would bring. I remained up till far into the

nigbt; letters and remembrances had to be sent to those at

home, in case the unforeseen should happen. Amongst the

last thing I wrote were the following instructions to Sverdrup,,

in which I handed over to him the command of the expedi-

tion :—

•

“Captain Otto Sverdrup.

“ Commander of the Fram.

“ As I am now leaving the Fram, accompanied by Johansen,

to undertake a journey northwards—if jjossible to the Pole—
and from there to Spitzbergen, most likely vi& Franz Josef

Land, I make over to you the command of the remaining part

of the expedition. From the day I leave the Fram, all the

authority which hitherto was vested in me shall devolve upon
you to an equal extent, and* the others will have to render

absolute obedience lo you, or to whomsoever you may depute

as their leader. I consider it superfluous to give any orders

about what is to be done under various contingencies, even

if it were possible to give any. I am certain you will know
best yourself what ought to be done in any emergency, and I

therefore consider that I may with confidence leave the Fram,
“ The chief aim of the expedition is to pusfi through the

unknown Polar Sea from the region around*the New Siberian

Islands, n^rth of Franz Josef Land, and onward to the Atlantic

Ocean near Spitzbergen or Greenland. The most essential

part of this task, I consider, we have already accomplished j

the remainder will be achieved as the expedition gets*farther

west In order to make the expedition still more fhiitful of

results, I am making an attempt to push further up north with
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the dogs. Your task will then be to convey h<Sme, in the

safest manVier possible, the human lives noT(> confided to your

carp, and not to expose them to any unnecessary danger,

either out of regard for the ship or cargo, or for the scientific

outcome of the expedition. No one can tell how lonjr it iftay

take before the Fram drifts out into open water. You have
provisions for several years to come ; if for any unknown
reason it should take too long, or if the crew should begin to

suffer in health, or if from other reasons you. should think it

best to abandon the vessel, it should unquestionably be done.

As to the time of the year when this should Mb done, and the

route to be chosen, you yourself will be best able to judge.

If it should be necessary, I consider Franz Josef Land and
Spitzbergen favourable lands to make for. If search is made
for the expedition after the arrival home of Johansen and
myself, it will be .made there first. Wherever you come to

land, you should, as often as you can, erect conspicuous

beacons on promontories and projecting headlands, and place

within the beacons a short report of what has occurred and
whither you are going. In order to distinguish these beacons

from others, a small beacon should be erected 13 feet from the

larger one in the direction of the magnetic North Pole. The
question as to what outfit would be most advantageous, in case

the Fram should have to be abandoned, is one which we have

so frequently discussed that I consider it superfluous to dwell

on it here. I know that you will take care that the requisite

number of kayaks for all the men, sledges, snow-shoes, * truger,’

and other articles of outfit are put in complete order as soon as

possible, and kept*in readiness, «o that such a journey home
over the ice could be undertaken with the greatest possible

ease. Elsewhere I give you directions as to the provisions

which I consider most suitable for such a journey, and the

quantity necessary for each man.
“ I also know that you will hold everything in readifiess to

abandon the Fram in the shortest possible time in the event
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of her suiting sudden damage, whether through fire or iqe-

pressure. If the ice permits it, I consider it ad^sable that

a depdt, with sufScient provisions, etc., should be establisjied

at a safe place on the ice^ st^ch as we have lately bad. All

necess^ies which cannot be kept on the ice ought to be so

pljjped' t>n board that they’are easy to get at under any cir-

cumstances. As you are aware, all the provisions now in the

depot are concentrated foods for sledging journeys only ; but

as it may happen that you will have to remain inactive for

a time before going further, it would be highly desirable to

save as much tinned meat, fis}% and vegetables as possible

;

should troubled times come then, I should consider, it

advisable to have a supply of these articles ready on the ice.

“ Should the From while drifting be carried, far to the north

of Spitzbergen, and get over into the current under the east

coast of Greenland, many possibilities may be imagined which

it is not easy to form an opinion on now ; but should you be
obliged to abandon the From and make for the land, it would

be best for you to erect beacons there as stated above (with

particulars as to whither you are going, etc.), as search might

possibly be made there for the expedition. Whether in that

case you ought to make for Iceland (which is the nearest land,

and where you should be able to get in the early part of summer,

if following the edge of the ice), or for the Danish colonies

west of Cape Farewell, you will be best able to judge on
considering all the circumstances.

“ As regards what you ought to take with you in the event

of abandoning th'e Fram, besides the necessary provisions, I

may mention weapons, ammimitibn, and equipment, all scien-

tific and other journals and ohservations, all scientific collections

that are *not too heavy^ or if too heavy small samples thereof

;

photographs, preferably the original plates (or films), or should

these prove too heavy, then prints taken from them ; tilso the

‘ Aderman ’ aerometer, with which most of the observations on

the specific gravity of sea-water are taken ; as well as, of
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course, all journals and memoranda which are of apy interest.

I leave beltind some diaries and letters,* whicji I would request

you to take special care of, and deliver to Eva, if I should

not return home, jor if, contrary, to all expectation, you should

return home before us.
,,

•

“ Hansen and Blessing will, as you know, attend to Jjre

various scientific expeditions and to the collecting of specimens

You yourself will attend to the soundings, and, see that thej

are taken as frequently as possible and as the condition of the

line perijiits. I should consider at least once in every 6o miles?

covered to be ^tremely desinable

;

if it can be done oftener

sojnuch the better. Should the depth become less than now
and more variable, it goes without saying that soundings should

be taken more frequently.

“ As the crew was small before, and will now be still further

reduced by two men, more work will probably fall to each

man’s lot ; but I know that, whenever you can, you will spare

men to assist in the scientific observations, and make them as

complete as possible. Please also see that every tenth day
(the first, tenth, and twentieth of every month) the ice is bored

through, and the thickness measured, in the same way as has

been done hitherto. Henriksen has for the most part made
these borings, and is a trustworthy man for this work.

“ In conclusion, I wish all possible success to you, and to

those for whom you are now responsible, and may we meet
again in Norway, whether it be on board of this vessel, or

without her.
• “Yours affectionately,

f
* , .“Fridtjof Nansen.

“ On board the Fram,
“.February 25, 1895.”

“ Now at last the brain was to get some rest, and the work
for the legs and arms was to commence. Everything was
got ready for the start this morning. Five of our comrades,
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Sverdrup, pansen, Blessing, Henriksen, and Mogstad, were

to see us off on jour \fay, bringing a sledge and S. tent with

them. The four .sledges were got ready, the dogs harne^ed
to them, lunch with a bottle of malt extract per man, was

tak#n just before starting, and then we bade the last hearty

farewell^ to those left behind. We were off into the drifting

snow. I myself took the lead with ‘ Kvik ’ as leading dog, in

the first sledg^, and then sledge after sledge followed amid
cheers, accompanied by the cracking of whips and the barking

of dogs. At the same^ time a salute was fired from the^juarter-

deck, shot aftenishot, into the •whirling drift. The sledges

moved heavily forward
; it was slow travelling uphill, and tl\py

came to a dead stop where the ascent was too steep, and we
all had to help them along, one man alone could not do it

;

but over level ground we flew along like a whirlwind, and
those on snow-shoes found it difficult enough to keep pace

with the sledges. I had to strike out as best f could when
they came up to me to avoid getting my legs entangled in the

line. A man is beckoning with his staff far in the rear. It is

Mogstad, who comes tearing along and shouting that three
* floitstokker ’ * (cross-bars) had been torn off a sledge in

driving. The sledge, with its heavy load, had lurched forward

over an upright piece of ice, which struck the cross-bars,

breaking all three of them, one after the other; one or two of

the perpendicular supports of the runners were also smashed.

There was nothing for it but to return to the ship to get it

repaired and have the sledges made stronger. Such a thing

ought not to happen again. During the returft one of the

sledges lurched up against ayotllbr, and arcane in the bow
snapped. The bows would, therefore, also have to be made
stronger,t*

* The cross-bars on the sledge that connect the perpendicular supports
of the runners with each other.

t The sledge runners were connected in front by a bow, consisting of
three or four pieces of rattan cane lashed together ; k is to this bow the
hauling lines are fastened.
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“ The sledges have again been unloaded and brought on

board, in order that this may be d9ne,*and ];iere we are again

to-night I am glad, however, that this happened when it

did ; it would have been worse to have had such an experience

a few days later. I will now take six sledges instead pf four,

so that the load on each may be less, and so that it will,be

easier to lift them over the irregularities of the ground. I

shall also have a broad board fitted lengthwise^ to the sledge,

underneath the cross-bars, so as to protect them against pro-

jecting pieces of ice. As a great deal of time is saved in the

end by doing such things thwoughly before starting, we shall

not be ready to start before the day after to-morrow. It

seemed strange to be on board again after having said good-

bye, as I thought, for ever, to these surroundings. When I

came up on the after-deck, I found the guns lying there in the

snow, one oj them turned over on its back, the other had

recoiled a long way aft, when saluting us ; from the mizzen-

top. the red and black flag was still waving.

“ I am in wonderfully high spirits, and feel confident of

success
;
the sledges seemed to glide so easily, although carry-

ing 200 lbs. more than was originally intended (about 2,200 lbs.

altogether), and everything looks very promising. We shall

have to wait a couple of days, but as we are having a south-

easterly wind all day long, we are no doubt getting on towards

the north, all the same. Yesterday we were 83® 47', to-day

I suppose we -are at least 83® 50'.”

At last, on Thursday, February 28th, we started again with

our six sledges. Sverdrup, Hansen, Blessing, Henriksen, and
Mogstad saw us off. When *we ctarted most of the others also

accompanied us some distance. We soon found that the dogs

did not draw as well as I had expected, and I came to the

conclusion that with this load we should get on too slowly.

We haSl not proceeded far from the ship before I decided to

leave behind some of the sacks with provisions for the dogs,

and these were later on taken back on board by the othersi
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At 4 o’clock in the afternoon, when we stoppe<^ our odo-

meter* showed that we had gone about 4 miles from the

Fram, We had a pleasant evening in the tent together with

our friends, who were going back the next day. To my
sur^risi4>,a punch-bowl was prepared, and toasts, were pro-

posed for those who were starting and those who remained

behind. It Was not until i r o’clock that we crept into our

sleeping bags. •

There were illuminations in our honour that night on board

the Fram. The electric arc lamp was hoisted on the main-

top, and the electric light for th5 first time shone forth over

the ice masses of the Polar Sea. Torches had also been

lit, and bonfires of oakum-ends and other combustibles were

burning on several floes around the Fram and making a

brilliant show. Sverdrup had, by the way, given orders that

the electric light or a lantern should be hoisted on the main-

top every night until he and the others had returned, for fear

they might lose their way if the tracks should be obliterated

by bad weather. It would then be very difficult to find the

ship ; but such a light can be seen a long distance over these

plains, where by merely standing on a hummock one can

easily get a view for many miles round.

• I was afraid that the dogs, if they got loose, would go back

to the Fram, and I therefore got two steel-lines made to which

short leashes were listened, a little distance apart, so that the

dogs could be secured to these lines between Two sticks or

sledges. In spite of this several of the dogs g^t loose, but,

strange to say, they did not leave, us, but remained with their

comrades and us. There wa% of course i doleful howling

round therfents the first night, and they disturbed our sleep to

some extent.

* This odometer had been made on board, shortly before starting, out
of the works of an old wemometer. The odometer was &$tened
behind the last sledge, and indicated foirly correctly the distance covered
by us.
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The next morning (Friday, March ist) it took‘bne of our

comrades three hours to make the coffee, being unaccustomed-

to ^le apparatus. We had then a ,very nice breakfast together.

Not before 11.30- a.m. .did we get under way. Our five com-
rades accompanied us for an hour or two and then ttuned to

get back to the From the same evening. “ It was certainly a

most cheerful good-bye,” says the diary, “but it ia always hard

to part, even at 84°, and maybe there was a* tearful eye or

two.” The last thing Sverdrup asked me when sitting on his

sledge, just as we were about to part, was, if I thought I

should go to the South Pol4^ when I got hdme, for if so he
hoped I would wait till he arrived ; and then he asked me to

give his love to his wife and child.

And so we proceeded, Johansen and I, but it was slow work
for us alone with six sledges, which were impeded on their

way by all sorts of obstacles and inequalities. Besides this,

the ice became rougher, and it was difficult to get on during

the afternoon on account of the darkness, the days being still

very short, for the sun ,was not yet above the horizon. We
therefore camped rather early.

“Wednesday, March 6th. We are again on board the

Fram to make a fresh start for the third time, and then, I

suppose, it will be in earnest. On Saturday, March and, we
proceeded with the six sledges after I had been a trip to the

northward, and found it passable. Progress was slow, and we
had to do nearly six turns each, as the sledges stopped every-

where and had to be helped along. I saw now too clearly

that we shouiri never get on^ in this manner ; a change would
have to be madef and I decided to camp in order to have

a look at the ice northward and consider the matter. Having
tied up the dogs, I set out, while Johansen was to feed the

dogs and put up the tent. They were fed once in every

24 hours, at night, when the day’s march was done.
“ 1 had not gone far when I came upon excellent spacious

plains, good progress could be made, and so far everything
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was all right; but the load had to be diminished and the

number of sledges,redu£ed.
,
Undoubtedly, therefore, it would

be best to return to the Sram to make the necessary altera-

tiods on board, and get the sledges we were to take with us

furtherstrengthened, so as to have perfect confidence in their

durability. ,

“We might, of course, have dragged along, somehow,
towards the north for a while, and the load would gradually

have decreased; but it would have been slow work, and
bpfore the load would be sufficiently lightened the dogs would
perhaps be won* out. It was %old for them at night

; we
heard many of them howling most of the night. If, how-

ever, we diminished the load, and consequently allowed a
shorter time for the journey, it would be preferable to wait,

and not start till a little later in the month, when we could

make more out of the time, as the days would be lighter

and not so cold, and the snow-surface better. Having spent

another night in the tent—into which it was a hard job to get,

dressed in a fur that was stiff with frost, and then into a bag
that was also hard frozen—I decided next morning (Sunday,

March 3rd) to return to the Fram. I harnessed a double
team of dogs to one of the sledges, and off they went over
pressure-ridges and all other obstacles so rapidly that I could
hardly keep up with them. In a few hours I covered the

same distance which had taken us three days when we started

out. The advantage of a lighter load was only too apparent.

“As I approached the Fram I saw to my surprise the

upper edge of the sun above the ice in the sou.th. It was
the first time this year, but I diarf not expected it as yet. It

was the refraction caused by the low temperature which made
it visible so soon. The first news I heard from those who
came to meet me was that Hansen had the previous afternoon

taken an observation, which gave 84® 4' N. lat.
’

“ It was undoubtedly very pleasant once more to stretch my
limbs on the sofa in the Fram's saloon, to quench my thirst in
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delicious lime-juice with sugar, and again to dine iij a civilised

manner, ^n the afternoon Hansen and Nordahl went back to

Jol^ansen with my team of dogs, to keep him company over-

night. When I left him it was understood that he was to s'tart

on the return journey as best he could, until I car^e Vhh
others to help him. The dogs lost no time, and the two men
reached Johansen’s tent in an hour and twenty minutes. At
night both they and we had rejoicings in hoijour of the sun

and the 84th degree.

“ The next morning three of us went off -and fetched the

sledges back. Now, when we made for the ship, the dogs

diiigged much better, and in a short time we should have

been on board had it not been for a long lane in the ice

which we could see no end to, and which -stopped us. Finally

we left the sledges and together with the dogs managed to

cross over on some loose pieces of ice, and got on board.

Yesterday we twice tried to fetch the sledges, but there had

evidently been some movement in the lane, and the new ice

was still so thin that we dared not trust it. We have, however,

to-day got the sledges on board, and we will now for the last

time, it is to be hoped, prepare ourselves for the journey. I

will now plan out the journey so as to take the shortest pos-

sible time, using light sledges and tearing along as fast as legs

and snow-shoes will carry us. We shall -be none the worse for

this delay, provided we do not meet too much pack-ice or too

many openings in the ice.

“ I have weighed all the dogs, and have come to the con-

clusion that Ve can feed them on each other and keep going
for about fifty days

;
having, ua addition to this, dog provi-

sions for about thirty days, we ought to be able to travel

with dogs for eighty days, and in that time it seems to me
we should have arrived somewhere. And besides, we have
provisions for ourselves for one hundred days. This will be
about 440 lbs. on each sledge if we take three, and with nine
dogs per sledge we ought to manage it.”
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So here ^e were again, busy with preparations an(^ improve-

ments. In the meantime *he ice moved a little, broke up,

andL lanes were formed in various directions. On March 8th

I :
—“ The crack in the large floe to starboard, formed

white were away, opened yesterday into a broad lane,

whieh we can see stretching with newly-frozen ice towards the

horizon both north and south. It is odd how that petroleum

launch is always in * hot water ’ wherever it is. This crack

formed underneath it, so it was hanging with the stern over

tl'.e water when they found it in the morning. We have now
decided to cut ft up and use tfte elm-boards for the sledge

runners. That will be the end of it” •

“Wednesday, March 13th. 84® N. lat, loi® 55' E. long.

The days have passed, working again at the equipment
Everything is now in order. Three sledges are standing

ready out on the ice, properly strengthened in every way, with

iron fastenings between uprights and cross-bars. These last-

mentioned are securely strengthened with extra top-pieces of

ash, and protected underneath by boards. This afternoon we
tried the dogs with sledges loaded, and they went as easily as

could be, and to-morrow we start again for the last time full ot

courage and confidence, and with the sun up, in the assurance

that we are going towards ever brighter days.

“ To-night there has been a great farewell feast, Avith many
hearty speeches, and early to-morrow we depart as early as

possible, provided our dissipation has not delayed us. I have
to-night added the following postscript to Sverdrup’s instruc-

tions :

—

“P.Wn the foregoing instructions, which I wrote rather

hurriedly on the night of February 25 th, I omitted to mention

things that should have been alluded to. I will restrict jayself

here to stating further that should you sight unknown land,

everything ought, of course, to be done in order to ascertain

and examine it, as far as circumstances tvill permit. Should
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the Fra»i drift so near that you think it can *t)e reached

without great risk, everything that can be done to explore the

land would be of the greatest interest. Every stone, every

blade of grass, Ikhen, or moss, every animal, from the lai'gest

to the smallest, would be of great importance
;
photdgrajjhs,

and an exact description should not be neglected, at the same

time it should be traversed to the greatest possible extent, in

order to ascertain its coast-line, size, etc. All such things

should, however, only be done, provided they can be accom-

plished without danger. If the Fram is adrift in the ice, it ss

clear that only short excursi(!?ns should be niade from her, as

the members of such expeditions might encounter great diffi-

culties in reaching the vessel again. Should the Fram
remain stationary for any time, such expeditions should

still be undertaken only with great discretion, and not be

extended over any great length of time, as no one can foresee

when she may commence to drift again, and it would be very

undesirable for all concerned if the crew of the Fram were to

be still further reduced.
“ We have so often spoken together about the scientific

researches, that I do not consider it necessary to give any
further suggestions here. I am certain that you will do
everything in your power to make them as perfect as
possible, so that the expedition may return with as good
results as the circumstances will permit. And now once
again, my wishes for all possible success, and may we meet
again before^long.

“ Your affectionate,

“Fridtjof Nansen.
“ The March i3lh, 1895.”

Before leaving the Fram for,good, I ought,, perhaps, to givej
a short account of the equipment we finally decided on as .the
most likely to suit our purposes.

I have already n^entioned the two kayaks jthat had bben
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made during the course the winter, and that we required to

have with us in older to cfoss possible channels and pools,

andi^lso for use when we shbuld come to open sea. Instead

of tlre^ kayaks, I had at first thought of tabling ready-made
canvas boat-covers, and of using the sledges as frames to

strefch them over. By this means a craft perfectly capable of
carrying us over lanes and short bits of open sea could have
been rigged up m a very short space of time. I subsequently

gave up this idea, however, and decided on the kayak, a craft

with which I was/amiliar, and wljjch I could rely on to render

valuable assistance in several respects. Even if we had been

able to contrive a cover for the sledges in such a manner that

a boat could have been got ready in a short space of time,

it would not have been such quick work as simply launching a

ready-made kayak. Added to this the craft woul^ necessarily,

have been heavy to row, and when it was a question of long

distances in open water, such as along the coasts of Franz

Josef Land, or across thence to Spitzbergen, much time would
have been lost. One consideration indeed, and that of some
moment, was the saving in weight if the sledges were made use

of ;
but even this was not of so much importance as it seemed,

as the covers of both kinds of craft would have weighed about

the same, and what would have been saved in the weight of

the frames was not much, if one remembers that a whole

kayak-frame only weighs about 16 lbs. Moreover, if.Jtayaks

were' used, some weight would be saved by being able to carry

our provisions and other impedimenta in bags of thin material,

which could be stowed away in the kayak^ and the latter

lashed to the sledges. Our provisions would thus be protected

against all visk of attack by dogs, dr of being cut by sharp

pieces of ice. The other alternative—the canvas cover

—

wh^ch'would have tet^Uired fitting on and folding up again

after being in the-^^ivater^ would necessarily, in the low’

temperatures we had to expect^; have become spoiled , and'

l^k^. Last, hut h^ot least, the ‘kayik with its ti^flyk:dV«rid;

.

Ol. II. t
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deck, is a^niost efficient sea-boat, in which ^one can get along

in any kind of weather, and is ’also an admirable craft for

shooting and fishing purposes. The boat which one ^uld
have contrived by the other expedient could with ^‘.ttieulty

have been made at all satisfactory in this respect
^

I have also mentioned the sledges which I had made for this

expedition. They were of the same pattern a^ those built for

the Greenland one; somewhat resembling in shape the

Norwegian “ skikjelke,” * which is a low hand-sledge pn
broad runners, similar to oub ordinary snows?ioes. But instead

the broad, flat runners we used in Greenland, I had the

Tvmnets made in this case about the same in width (3^ inches),

hut somewhat convex underneath, as those to be found on the
“ skikjelke ” of Osterdalen and elsewhere. These ConVex
runners proved to move very easily on the kind of COUtttry
which we had to travel over, and they enabled the long sledccsto oe tUTTied v/ith ease ®
the drift-ice, where the inanv irr^ i

ctmveftient in

very zig-zag route The /
^f'ties oft«n necessitated a

smoofi, does

roentioaed before, there were thin, loose. weU tsrrerf' n Is

German silver ones. The sledges were also oriS'u!

of wa#
beginning: The resultTO uiM war ttut they were somewhat heavier than T; iij!i,n.«ded at ftst* hot in rdtor, I had the Seht^of

being fit for use during the whole journey, and not oncewe stopped or delayed by their breaking
hardly been the case with former sledge joi

I have referred several times to our

: were

* THey were 12 feet long, i foot
% »n€h^» pbovg the snoTfi
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trips in them. Although ,we had come to the conclusion

that our wolf-skin garments' were too warm for travelling jn,

we ^bk them with us all the same on nur first trip, and

worej^ll^em, too, to a certain extent; but we soon discovered

that they were always too warm, and caused undue perspira*

tiotf. By absorbing all the moisture of the body they became
so heavy that they made an appreciable difierence in the

weight of our loads, and, on our return from our three days'

absence from the vessel, were so wet that they had to be
hiing for a long ^ime over the saloon stove to dry. To this

was added the experience that when we took them off in tlje

cold, after having worn them for a time, they froze so stiff

that it was difficult to get them on again. The result of all

this was that I was not very favourably disposed towards

them, and eventually made up my ;mind to keep to my
woollen clothes, which I thought would give free outlet to

the perspiration. Johansen followed my example. Our
clothes then came to consist of about the following : on the

upper part of the body two woollen shirts (Jaeger’s) ; outside

these I hgd a camel’s hair coat, and last of all a thick tough

jersey. Instead of the jersey, Johansen wore what is called

on, board ship an “anorak,” of thick homespun, provided

^Uh a hood, which he could pull forward in front of bht

face, and
,
made after an Eskimo pattern. On our le|(8

h^;|iext, ,opr skot^ FOollen dmwers, and oyer tibeserkincker*

hoic^ej^ and loose gaiters of close Norwegian l«»nes^d.
To protect us from wind and fine-driven snovr, Which, befng

of the nature of dust, forces itsplf fnto every4)orc of a w(K>IIen

fabric, we wore a suit which has been mentioned before,
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and socks? as these are easy to dry onpne’s chest when asleep

at night. On a journey of this kind, where 6ne is continually

travelling over snow and in a low temperature, whether iybe

on snowshoes or not, my experience is that Finn-shoe^are,

without doubt, the most satisfactory covering for the^feeC in

every way, but they must be made of the skin of the hind-iegs

of the reindeer buck. They are warm and strong, are always

flexible, and very easy to put on and take off. * They require

careful management, however, if they are not to be spoiled

at the outset, and one must^ try as well as^one can to dfy

them when asleep at night If it be sunny and good drying

weather outside, the best plan is to hang them on a couple

of snowshoe staffs, or something of the kind, in the wind

outside the tent, preferably turned inside out, so that the skin

itself can dry quickly. If one does not take this precaution

the hair will soon begin to fall out. In severe cold, such as

we had on the first part of the journey, it was impossible to

dry them in this way, and our only resource was then to dry

them on the feet at night, after having carefully brushed and
scraped them fre^ from snow and moisture. Then the next

process is to turn them inside out, fill them with “ sennegraes ”

or sedge, if one have it, thrust one’s feet in, and creep into the

sleeping bag with them on.* For milder weather later on, we
had provided ourselves with leather boots, of the “ komager ”

type, such as the Lapps use in summer. In this case they

were made of under-tanned ox-hide, with soles of the skin of

the blue seel {Ph^oca barbard)

;

well rubbed in with a com-
position of tar and tallmv they make a wonderfully sfrong arrd

watertight boot, especially for use in wet weather. Inside the

Finn-shoes we used, at the beginning of our journey, this

“ sennegraes ” {Carex a:sicaria\ of which we had taken a
supply. This is most effective in keeping the fee( dry and
- —'

—'—'—— -
^

, I

'
—

I

* Compare my description of ‘‘finsko^’ (Finn-shoes) in **.The First
Crossing of Greenland/^ pp* 47 and 48.
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wafm, and if used Lapp-wise, i.e.^ with bare feet, it'draws all

moisture to itself: At night the wet “ sennegraes ” must be

rei^oved from the boots, well pulled out with the fingers*so

that V, does not cling together, and then dried during the

nig^t by being worn inside the coat or trouser-leg. In the

mofning it will be about dry, and can be pressed into the

boots again. ’-Little by little, however, it becomes used up,

and if it is to ^ast out a long journey a good supply must be

taken.

We also had >^th us socks made of sheep’s wool and human
hair, which were both warm and durable. Then, too, we took

squares of'“vadmel” or Norwegian homespun, such as are

used in our army, which we wore (particularly myself) inside

our “ komager ” on the latter part of the journey, when the

snow was wet. They are comfortable to wear and easy to dry,

as one can spread them out under one’s coat or trousers at

night.

On our hands we wore large gloves of wolf-skin, in addition

to ordinary woollen mittens underneath, neither of them having

separate divisions for the fingers. Exactly the same drying

process had to be gone through with the 'gloves as with the

foot-gear. Altogether the warmth of one’s unfortunate body,

which is the only source of heat one has for this sort of work,

is chiefly expended in the effort to dry one’s various garments ;

and we spent our nights in wet compresses, in order that the

morrow might pass in a little more comfort.

On our heads we wore felt hats, which shaded the eyes from

the dazzling light, and were less* pervious ^o the wind than

an ordinary woollen cap. Outside the hat we generally had
one or two hoods of cloth. By this means we could regulate

the wmmth of our heads to a certain extent, and this is no
-unimportant thing. •

It had been my original intention to use light one-man
sieepin^ags, made of the skin of the reindeer odf. As thes^

however, proved to be insufficiently warm, 1 had to resort to
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the sam^ principle we went on in CjfeenUnd, t.e., a double

bag of adult reindeer skin ; a considerable iftcrease of warmth*'

is«thus attained by the fact that the occupants warm each

other. Furtheritiore, a ba§ for two men is not a little Vghter

than two single bags. An objection has been raised to jbint

bags on the score that one’s night’s rest is apt to be.disturbed,

but this I have not found to be the case. .

Something which in my opinion ought not* to be omitted

from a sledge journey is a tent. Even if thin and frail, it

affords the members ofan epc^dition so much protection aiid

comfort that the inconsiderable increase in weight to the

equipment is more than compensated for. The tents which

I had had made for the expedition were of strong undressed

silk and very light. They were square at the base and
pointed at the top, and were pitched by means only of a

tent pole in the middle, on the same principle as the four-

man tents used in our army. Most of them had canvas

floors attached. On our first start we took with us a tent

of this kind, intended to hold four men and weighing a little

over 7 lbs. The floor is a certain advantage, as it makes the

whole tent compact and quick to put up, besides being more
impervious to wind. The whole tent is sewn in one piece,

walls and floor together, and the only opening is a little slit

through which to crawl. One drawback, however, to it is,

that it is almost impossible not to carry in with one a certain

amount of snow on the feet. This melts during the night

from the heqt of one’s body lying on it, and the floor absorbs

the moisture, thereby causvpg the tent to be always a good
deal heavier than^che figures gi’i^en here.

I accordingly relinquished all idea pf a tent of4his kind,

and took with me one of about the same dimensions, and of
the sapne silk material as the other, but without a floor. It

took a little longer to put up, but the difference was not great.

The walls were kept down by pegs, and when all was finished

we would bank it carefully round with snow to exclude wind
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and draughts. Then came the actual pitching of the tent,

/whiih was accomplished by crawling in through tlfe entrance

v-jowi' poking it ufT 'with a snbw^hoe-Staff, which also serve^ as

teet-pole. It weighed a fraction over 3 Ibs.^ including, sixteen

I pi^^asted the whole journey through—that is to’ say, until

thS autumn—and was always a cherished place of refuge.

Vhe cooking apparatus we took ivith us had the advantage

of utilising to the utmost the fuel consumed. 'With it we
were able, in*a very short space of time, to cook food and
simultaneously to melt an abundance of drinking water, so

that both in tljp morning and«in the evening we were able

to drink as much as we wished, and even a surplus remained.

The apparatus consisted of two boilers and a vessel for melting

snow or ice in, and was constructed in the following manner :

—

Inside a ring-shaped vessel was placed the boiler, while under-

neath this again was the lamp. The entire combustion output

was thus forced to mount into the space between the boiler

and the ring-shaped vessel. Over this W'as a tight-fitting lid

with a hole in the middle, through which the hot air was
obliged to pass before it could penetrate farther and reach

the bottom of a flat snow-melter, which was placed above it.

Then, after having delivered some part of its heat, the air was
forced down again on the outside of the ring-shaped vessel by
the help of a mantle, or cap, which surrounded the whole.

Here it parted with its last remaining warmth to the outer side

of the ring-vessel, and finally escaped, almost entirely cooled,

from the lower edge of the mantle.

For the heating was used a Swedish gas-pettoleum lamp,

knoivn as the “ Primus,” in w^ich»the heat ^rns the petroleum

into gas before it is consumed. By this means it renders the

combustion unusually complete. Numerous experiments made
Professor Torup at his laboratory proved that the cooker in

ordinary circumstances yielded 90 to 93 per cent, of ttte heat

which the petroleum consumed should, by combustion, theo-

retically evolve. A more satisfactory result, I think, it would
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be difficult to obtain. The vessels in this cooker <vere made
of German silver, while the lid, ^outlide Qap, etc., were of

aluminium. Together with two tin mugs, two tin ^ons, an<f

a tm ladl^ it weighed exactly 8 lbs. 13 ozs., while. the :

the *' Primus” welgh<3d 4^ ozs. V i t < o n
my! choice this dme fell on ^tEoldinl' (If snu^Wt'

flake Alcohol, which has generally been ’nsed^'^Jh^ore rdn

Arctic expeditions, has several advantage:^ and^' id .'pardehlar,-.

is easy to burn. One decided drawback to it, however, is the

.

fact that it does not by any means generate as much heat ip

comparison with its weight fis petroleum when the latter is

eatirely consumed, as was the case with the lamp used by us.

As I was afraid that petroleum might freeze, 1 had a notion

of employing gas-oil, but gave up the idea, as it escapes so

easily that it is difficult to preserve, and is, moreover, very

explosive. We had no difficulties with our “ snowflake ”

petroleum on account of the cold. We took with us rather

more than 4 gallons, and this quantity lasted us 120 days,

enabling us to cook two hot meals a day and melt an
abundance of water.

Of snowshoes we took several pairs, as we had to be pre-

pared for breakages in the uneven drift-ice ,* besides this they

would probably get considerably worn in the summer-time

when the snow became wet and granular. Those we took

with us were particularly tough, and slid readily. They were,

for the most part, of the same kind of maple as the sledges,

and of birch and hickory. They had all been well rubbed

in with a concoction of tar, stearine, and fallow.

As we calculated to subsist, in a measure, on what we could

shoot ourselves, it was necessary for us to have fire-arms.

The most important gww for this kind of work ii^ naturally,

the rifle ; but as, in all likelihood, we should have to go across

large expanses of snow, where, probably, there would be little

big game, and whereas, on the other hand, birds might very

likely come flying over our heads, 1 thought shot-guns would
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be the most serviceable to us. Therefore we decidejd on the

. same equipment it) this Yespect as we had in Greenland. We
t^k with us two double-barrelled guns (Biichsdints) ; eaciiiOf

tbe^bavihg a: shot^barrel oC ao^re arid a baixel for ball

(Exj^W) of about ‘360 calibre. • suppl3r:>of gmsumitic^
cdVi^dd of^abdiur^t^o liflh «iartiidge^.JUid <150^ shot

OuT' initi^ments . for determining ;ourr. positicUit ai^ ^£t}rt

wrurking : :«ght^ were .* a small light dfeodoUte^ ^cialljr

coilttructed fcm the purpose, which, with its case (this 1 had

alfo had made to act as a stand) only weighed a little over

two pounds. ' We had, furthermore, a pocket sextant and an
artificial glass horizon, a light azimuth compass of aluminium,

and a couple of other compasses. For the meteorological

observations we had a couple of aneroid barometers, two
minimum spirit-thermometers, and three quicksilver sling-

thermometers. In addition to these we had a good aluminium

telescope, and also a photographic camera.

The most difficult, but also, perhaps, the most important,

point in the equipment of a sledge-expedition is thoroughly

good and adequate victualling. I have already mentioned, in

the Introduction to this book, that the first and foremost

object is to protect oneself against scurvy and other maladies

by the choice of foods, which, through careful preparation

and sterilisation, are assured against decomposition. On a
sledge expedition of this kind, where so much attention must
be paid to the weight of the equipment, it is hardly possible

to take any kinds of provisions except those whose weight has

been reduced as much as possible by careful and complete

drying. As, however, meat and fislt are not so easily digested

when dried^ it is no unimportant thing to have them in a pul-

verised form. The dried food is, in this manner, so finely

distributed that it can, with equal facility, be digested and
received into the organism. This preparation of meat and
fish was, therefore, the only kind We took with us. The meat

Was muscular beef, taken from the ox, and freed from all fat,
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gristle,, etc. ; it was then dried as quickly as possible in a com*
pletely fresh condition, and thereupon ground and mixed, vitj^

the same proportion of beef suet as is used in ther oedinafy

Reparation of pemroican. This form of food, which ha^een
used for a consfderable time on sledge expediticmS, haji^fined

for itself much esteem, and rightly ; if well prepmed, as ours

was, it is undeniably a nourishing and easily digested food.*

One ought not, however, to trust to its always being harmless,

for, if carelessly prepared, /'<?., slowly or imperfectly dried, it

may also be very injurious to the health.

Another item of our provisions, by which ive set great store,

was Vage’s fish flour. It is well prepared and has admirable

keeping qualities ; if boiled in water and mixed with flour and
butter or dried potatoes, it furnishes a very appetising dish.

Another point which should be attended to is that the food be
of such a kind that it can be eaten without cooking. Fuel is

part of an equipment, no doubt, but if for some reason or

other this be lost or used up, one would be in a bad case

indeed, had one not provided against such a contingency by
taking food which could be eaten in spite of that. In order

to save fuel, too, it is important that the food should not

require cooking, but merely warming. The flour that we took

with us had therefore been steamed and could, if necessary,

have been eaten as it was, without further pa-eparation. Merely
brought to a boil it made a good hot dish. We also took

dried boiled potatoes, pea-soup, chocolate vrihfood, etc. Our
bread was partly carefully-dried wheaten biscuits^ and partly

aleuronate bread, which I had caused to be made ci whean

* 1 had also had prepared a large quantity of pemmican.aconsisting of
equal parts of meat-powder and v^etable fat (from the cocoa-nut). This
ptmmican, however, proved to be rather an unfortunate invention ;

even (jie d<^s would not eat it after they had tasted it once or twice.
. Perhaps this is accounted for by the fact that vegetable fat is heavily
digested, and contains acids which irritate the mucous membranes of the
stomach and throat.
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< float mixed with about 30 jjet ’cent. of aleuronate flout

' (ve^tabte alburn^).
^

'
. -

.
^

V' ,We abd took with us a cohsidmable quantity of butter

had heeft well worked on ^rd in drder to

getj,b’<iilt alt superfluous water. By this hi^ans not only was

considerable weight saved, but the butter did not become

so liard in the cold. On the whole it must be said that

our menus included considerable variety, and we were never

subjected to that sameness of food which former sledge expe-

ditions have complained so much of. Finally, we always had

ravenous appetites, and always thought our meals as delicious

as they could be.

Our meiicint-clmt consisted, on this occasion, of a little

bag, containing, naturally, only the most absolutely necessary

drugs, etc. Some splints and some ligatures, and plaster of

Paris bandages, for possible broken legs and arms; aperient

pills and laudanum for derangements of the stomach, which

were never required; chloroform in case of an amputation,

for example, from frost-bite; a couple of small glasses of

cocaine in solution for snow-blindness (also unused); drops

for toothache, carbolic acid, iodoform gauze, a couple of

curved needles, and some silk for sewing up wounds; a

scalpel, two artery tweezers (also for amputations), and a few

other sundries. Happily our medicines were hardly ever

required, except that the ligatures and bandages came in

very handily the following winter as wicks for our train-oil

lamps. Still better for this purpose, however, is Nicolaysen’s

plaster, of which we had taken a supply for posable broken

collar-bones. The layer of wax v/e scrapedaCarefully olf, and

found it most satisfactory for caulking our leaky kayaks.
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LIST OF THE EQUflPMElJT.

Sledge No. l (with Nansen’s Kayak).

ICayak ••.••••
Pomp (for pumping kayaks in case of leakage)
Sail
Axe and geological hammer • • •

Gun and case ......
Two small wooden rods belonging to cooker
Theodolite and case ....
Three reserve cross*ploces fur sledges •

Some pieces of wood • # • •

Harpoon line • • • • .

Fur^gaiters •••».*
Five balls of cord .....
Cooker, with two mugs, ladle, and two spoons
Petroleum lamp (Primus) . • .

Pocket-flask
Bag, with sundry articles of clothing
Blanket

J ersey .......
Finn-shoes filled with grass
Cap for fitting over opening in kayak
,One pair “ komager

.

• • •

Two pair kayak gloves knd one harpoo
and line ......

One waterproof sealskin kayak overcoat .

Tt'ool"bag ......
Bag of sewing materials, including sailmakcr’

palm, sail needles, and other sundries .

Three Norwegian flags

Medicines, &c. .....
Photographic camera ....
One cassette and one tin box of flltns

One wooden cup .....
One rope (ior lashing kayak to sledge) . *

Pieces of reindeer-skin to pj^event kayaks fron
chafing . ^ . . . # . .

Wooden shovel • • • • .

Snowshoe-staff with disc at bottom . •

One bamboo staff .....
Two oak staffs .....
SeMen reserve dog harnesses and two reserve

hauling ropes • • • . •

One coil of rope .....
Four bamboo poles, for masts and for steering

sledges •••••••

Lbs. ozs. Kilos,

41 2
1 2 o’S
1 9
r 5 0*6

7 4 3 '3
0 14 0*4

4 13 2*2

2 0 o*9m
s 0 1

1

0-3
0 8-4 0*24
I 3 o-ss
2 9 117
8 13 40
0 4i 0*1

0 6 0-17
8 13 40
4 6 2*0
2 8 IIS
3 X 1*4
0 7 0*2
2 I 0 -

9S

1 5 0*6

3 I 1*4
2 10 1-2

2 10 1-2

0 4 0-1

4 15 2 ‘25

4 10 21
3 14 I 7 S
0 3 o-o8
2 0 09

3 IS 1*8

2 3 1*0 -

1 » 07
1 0 0*45
2 xo 1*2

2 10 1*2

0 6 0 18

8 13 4'0
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^StED«B No. I

—

continued*

Lbs. ozs. Kilos.

OTte bag of bread . • a
*

• '• • • 5 IS 2*7
'

^ whey-powder • • • » • i 5 I '5
sugar . , • . • • 2 3 1 ‘O

fP albuminous fiour » • • I 12 0'8
• lime-juice tablets • • I 10 073

Frame-food stamina tablets • • a 7 i*i

As boat’s gripsy upon the sledges, were
Three sacks of pemmican (together)

One sack ** levcrpostei ” or “ pdt^,”

^
calf’s liver . • . .

• • 238 I I08*2
made of

• • 93 IS 427

Sledge No. 2. On this were carried in strong sacks :

Lbs. ozs. Kilns,

Albuminous flour • • • * • 14 IS 6*8

Wheat flour • • • . • • 15 6 70
Whey-powder .... • • 16 IS 77
Cornflour • • • • • • 8 13 4*0
Sugar . * • • • • • 7 1 3*2

Vril food • • • • « « 31 4 14*2
Australian pemmican • • • 13 0
Chocolate • . • • • • 12 12 5-8
Oatmeal . . . • • • • Ji 0 S’O
Dried red whortleberries . • • 0 14 0*4
Two sacks of white bread (together) • • 69 5 3 i'S
One sack of alcuronate bread . • » 46 10 21*2
“ Special food ” (a mixture of pea-flouir, meat-
powder, fat, &c.) • P 13 29*0

Butter • • 85 13 39*0
Fish-flour (Vage’s) . • • 34 2 15 s
Dried potatoes • • IS 3 6*9

One remdeer-skin sleeping bag • « 19 13 9*0
Two steel-wire ropes, with couples for twenty-

eight dogs .... II 0 5*0

One pair hickory snow-shoes • « 1

1

V 5*3

Weight of sledge • • • ^ • • 43 5 197
• (O

Sledge No. 3 (with Johansen’s Ka3^ak),

Lbs. ozs. Kilos.

Kayak . . • . • * • 41 6 jS*8
Two pieces of i^indeer-skin, to prevent chafing i 12 o*S

A supply of dog shoes ^....13 0*5$
One Eskimo shooting^sledge vdth ^ail (intended

for possible seal-shooting on the ice) I 10
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sledge rails

S1.BOQB No.

. Lbs. ozs. Ki?<y.

^ • • » •,» • 31^ to
Pump • . e . . . o 14 ^ V^’4

Oar-t)iades (made of canvas stretched on frames^ •

and intended to be lashed to the snowshoc-
staffs) 12 03

Gun .7 2*7 3‘2-

Flask « • » . . . • • ^ 5*9 o*ij

Net (for catching Crustacea in the sea) . , 052 O’li
One pair komager ..... i 15*7 0*9
Waterproof kayak overcoat of sealskin . • 23 I ‘O «

Fur-gaiters • . . .if . . . #0 7*3 0*21

Two reserve pieces of wood . . . . o 9 S 0*28

I.
Two tins of petroleum (about 5 gallons) . . 40 0*6 1 8 *2

Several reserve snow-shoe fastenings . . o 15*1 0*43
Lantern for changing plates, &c. . . . I 1*2 0*49
Artificial glass horizon * .... o 10*2 0*29
Bag with cords and Nautical Almanack . . o 4*6 O’ 13
Pocket sextant o 137 0*3 >
Two packets of matches ..... o 13*7 0*39
One reserve sheet of German silver (for repaving

plates under sledge runners) . . . . o 7*4 0*21

Pilch . . , . . . . o 3*5 0*1

Two minimum thermometers in cases . . o 7*4 o*2r
Three quicksilver thermometers in cases . . o 4*9 0*r4
One compass • . • • . • • o 8'S 0*25

One aluminium compass • • . . • 084 0*24

,, telescope . . . . .11 8*6 07
Sennegraes ” or sedge for Finn-bhocs . . 07 0'2

Bag with cartridges . . . ... 26 X 1 1 *85

Leather pouch with reserve shooting requisites,

parts for gun-locks, reserve cocks, balls,

powder, &c. . . . . • • ^ 3 * 1 ‘4

Leather pouch with glass bottle, one spoon, and
five peneds o io*6 0*3

Bag with na^'igation tables, Nautical Almanack^
cards, &c. 2 7 i*l

observation-journals, &c. • • 3 10 1*65

One cap for covering hole in deck of ** kayak ” 0 8 ^
One sack of meat-chocolate • « 17 10 8-0

One bag of soups • • 6 10 30
cocoa 7 6 3 *JS
fish-dour . m 9 3 12 1 70

ft wheat-dour • 9 • 2 0 0*90

If chocolate . « • 4 6 2*0

f >
oatmeal • « 9 « 4 6 2*0

vril-food • t i • ‘ f A 4 6 2*0
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*SiEDOi Ko. z—^nHtiuek.'

• Lbs. 94s, Kilos.
^

AS fit'ips updid the sledge were
Ofi^sack 6f oatnieal • « • •

>>

•

29 1 t3’9
• pemmican .

^ »» liver pili ”
• •

• •

•

•

•

»

tiS
III

1 53-3
la so'8

A list of oiur dogs and their weights on starting may be of

torest :

—

Lbs. Kilos.
• Kvik “• • » » 78 357

Freia .• « • a 50 227
Barbara • a • * • 49i 22*5
Suggen t • • 6iJ 28*0
Flint • a t 59i 27 0
Barrabas « • • • 6ii 28*0
Gulcn • • a • a 6oi 27*5
Haren . • • * ^ • 28*0

Barnet • a • • 39 177
Sultan • • 08 31*0
Klapperslangcn
Blok .

«

• •

•

a

•

#

59i
59

27 0
267

Bjelki • • • • t 38 17 i
Sioligct • • • • 40 iS’o
Katta • • • • 4Si 207
Narrifas • • • 46 21 0
Livjapgejsjpn a • * 0 38J 17-5

PoLifar • • » • 57 26*0

Storr^ven . « • • 70 31-8

Ishjon • •• • • 6ii 28*0

Lilleraeven . • • m 59 267
Kvindfolk* t « • a • 57 26 ’O

' Pcrpetuuni • • • a 63, 28-6

Baro • • • • eo| ^2^7 5
Ru^s^en • • • • 58 26 *5

Kaifas • • a • 69 9i*s
Ulenka • • • 57 26*0

Pan • •
•

• • • 6^ 29 s
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We say Good-bye to the “ Fram.”

At last by mid-day, on March 14th, we finsfliy left the Fram^
to the noise of a thundering salute. For the third time fare-

wells and mutual good wishes were exchanged. Some of our

comrades came a little way with us, but Sverdrup soon turned

back in order to be on board for dinner at i o’clock. It was

on the top of a hummock that we two said good-bye to each

other ; the Fram was lying behind us, and I can remember
how I stood watching him as he strode easily homewards on
his snowshoes. I half wished I could turn back with him
and find myself again in the warm saloon ; I knew only too

well that a life of toil lay before us, and that it \)(Ould be many
a long day before we should again sleep and eat under a com-

fortable roof; but that that time was going to be 50 long as

it really proved to be, none of us then had any idea. We all

thought that either the expedition would succeed, and that

we should return home that satne yeaf, or—that it would not

succeed. • .

A little while after Sverdsup had left us, Mogstad also found

it necessary to turn back. He had thought of going with us

till the next day, but his heavy wolf-skin trousers were, as he
un-euphemistically expressed it, “ almost full of sweat, and he
musUgo back to the fire on board to get dry.” Hansen,
Henriksen, and Pettersen were then the only ones left, and
they laboured along each with his load on his back. It was

difficult for them to keep up with us on the flat ice, so quickly
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did we go^ but when we came to pressure-ridges we were

brought to a standstill atid the sledges had to be helped over.

!^ie!t,j^one place the ridge wa^ ^so bad that we had to carry the

sledges a long way. When, after considerable trouble, we had
maija^ed to get over it, Peter shook his head reflectively, and
said to Johansen that we should meet plenty more of the

same kind, and have enough hard work before we had eaten

sufficient of thg loads to make the sledges run lightly. Just

here we came upon a long stretch of bad ice, and Peter

became more and more concerned for our future : but towards

evening matters ^improved, and^we advanced more rapidly.

When we stopped at 6 o’clock the odometer registered a good

7 miles, which was not so bad for a first day’s work. We
had a cheerful evening in our tent, which was just about big

enough to hold all five. Pettersen, who had exerted himself

and become overheated on the way, shivered and groaned

while the dogs were being tie'd up and fed, and the tent

pitched. He, howevef, found existence considerably brighter

when he sat inside it, in his warm wolf-skin clothes, with a

pot of smoking chocolate before him, a big lump of butter in

one hand and a biscuit in the .other, and exclaimed, “ Now I

am living like a prince.” He thereafter discoursed at length

on the exalting thought that he was sitting in a tent in the

middle of the Polar Sea. Poor fellow, he had begged and
prayed to be allowed to come with us on this expedition ; he
would cook for us and make himself generally ^useful, both

as a tin and blacksmith; then, he said, three would be
company. I regretted that I could not take mdte than one
companion, and he had been i)i the depths ^f woe for several

days, but no# found comfort in the fact that he had, at any
rate, com^part of the way with us, and was out on this great

desert sea, for, as he said, “not many peoplfe have done
that” *

The others had no sleepiiig-bag with them, so they made
VOL. 11.
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a cosy little hut of snow» into whiic^ ^ey. <arawl#<i

in their \rolf-skin garments, and hfd a*tolerably good nighb

wss awake early the next morning j but when I crept out^f
the tent I found that somebody else Vras on his legs befo^ me,

and this was Pettersen, who, awakened by the cold, was now
walking up and down to warm his stiffened limbs. Hechad

tried it now, he said ; he never should have thought it possible

to sleep in the snow, but it had not been half bad. He would
not quite admit that he had been cold, and that that was the

reason why he had turned out so early. Then we had our last

pleasant breakfast together, ^ot the sledges®ready, harnessed

die dogs, shook hands with our companions, and, without

many words being uttered on either side, started out into

solitude. Peter shook his head sorrowfully as we went off.

I turned round when we had gone some little way, and saw his

figure on the top of the hummock ; he was still looking after

us. His thoughts were probably sad
^
perhaps he believed

that he had spoken to us for the last time.

We found large expanses of flat ice, and covered the ground
quickly, farther and farther away from our comrades, into the

unknown, where we two alone- and the dogs were to wander
for months. The Ftam's rigging had disappeared long ago
behind the margin of the ice. We often came on piled-up

ridges and uneven ice, w'here the sledges had to be helped
and sometimes carried over. It often happened, too, that

they capsized altogether, and it^as only by dint of strenuous

hauling that we righted them again. Somewhat exhausted
by all this hard work, we stopped finally at 6 o’clock in the

evening, and ha4 then gone about 9 miles dqjring the day.

They were not quite the marches I had reckon^ pn, but we
hoped that by degrees the sledges would become lighter, and
the ice better to travel over. The latter, too, seems to have
been the case at first. On Sunday, March 17th, 1 say in my*
diary : “The ice appears to be more even the farther north we
get ; came across a lane, however, yesterday which necessitated
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. S'he ic^ continued to beo>aie more envii 4uring the foHov-

inft dii]^ and our marches often atnounted^ to 14 miles or more
in the day.. Now and then % misfortune might happen which

detained us, as, for instance, one day a sharp spike of ice which
was standing up cut a hole in a sack of fish-flour, and all the

delicious food ran out. It took us more than an hour to

collect it all agj&in and repair ^he damages. Then the odo-

meter got broken through being jammed in some uneven fee,

and it took some hours to mend it by a process of lashing.

But on we went northwards, often over great, wide ice-plains

which seemed as if they must stretch right to the Pole.

Sometimes it happened that we passed through places where

the ice was “ unusually massive, with high hummocks, so that

it looked like undulating country covered with snow,” This

was undoubtedly very old ice, which had drifted in the Polar

Sea "for a long time on its way from the Siberian Sea to the

east coast of Greenland, and must have been subjected year

after year to severe pressure. High hummocks and mounds
are thus formed, which summer after summer are partially

melted by the rays of the sun, and again in the winters

covered with great drifts o( snow, so that they assume forms

which resemble ice-hills, rather than piles of sea-ice resulting

from upheaval.
^

Wednesday, March 20th, diary says :
** Beautiful

weather for travelling in, with fine sunsetw-j but somewhat

* It was not advisable for many reasons to cross the lan^s in the

kayaks now that the temperature was so low. Even if the water in ilie

lahes had not nearly alwa) s been covered with a more or thkk layer

of ice, the kayakswould have became much heavier from the immediate
freezing of the wal^r which would have entered them, for they prove<l

to be not absolutely impervious ; and this ice we had then no means of
dislodging.

G 2
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cold, particularly in the bag at nights (it was — 4i'8* and

— 43‘6* Fahr., or —41“ and 43“ C.]f. The ice appears to.

be- getting more even the farther we advance, and in sortf^

places it is like travelling over ‘ inland-ice.’ If this go^s on

the •whole thing will be done in no time.” That day we lost

our odometer, and as we did not find it out till some t^e
afterwards, and I did not know how far we might Jiave to go

back, I thought it Avas nOt worth while to returnsand look for.

It was the cause, however, of our only being able subsequently

to guess approximately at the distance we had gone during the

day. We had another mishaj^, too, that day.* This was that

one of the dogs (it was “ Livjtegeren ”) had become so ill that

he could not be driven any longer, and we had to let him go

loose. It was late in the day before we discovered that he

was not with us; he had stopped behind at our camping-

ground when we broke up in the morning, and I had to go

back after him on snow-shoes, which caused a long delay.

“Thursday, March 21st. Nine in the morning, — 43 ’6*

Fahr., or — 42” C. (Minimum in the night, — 47 a* Fahr.,

or —44" C.) Clear, as it has been every day. Beautiful,

bright weather ;
glorious for travelling in, but somewhat cold

at nights, with the quicksilver continually frozen. Patching

Finn-shoes in this temperature inside the tent, with one’s nose

slowly freezing away, is not all pure enjoyment."
“ Friday, March a 2nd. Splendid ice for getting over ; things

go better and better. Wide expanses, with a few pressure-

ridges now and then, but passable everywhere. Kept at it

yesterday from about half-past eleven in the morning to half-

]>ast eight at night, did a good ai miles,, I hope. We
should be in about latitude 85*. The only dipgreeable

thing to face now is the cold. Our clothes are transformed

more and more into a cuirass of ice during the day, and wet

bandages fit night The blankets likewise. The sleeping bag

gets heavier and heavier from the moisture which freezes on
the hair inside. The same clear settled weather eA*ery day.
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are both longiog now for ii change ; a few douds and a

little more mildness wotild be wdeome,” The temperature in

Aigh^ — 44‘&* Fahr. (— 48*7® C.). By an observatien

which 1 took ,
later in the forenoon, our latitude that day

proved to be 85® 9' N.

‘i Saturday, March 23rd. On account df observation, lash-

ing the loads on the sledges, patching bags, and other occupa-

tions of a likeakind, which are no joke in this low temperature,

we did not manage to get off yesterday before 3 o’clock in the

p/ternoon. We stuck to it till nine in the evening, when we
stopped in som8 of the worst Ice we have seen lately. Our
day’s march, however, had lain across several large tracts pf
level ice, so I think that we made 14 miles or so all the same.

We‘ have the same brilliant sunshine ; but yesterday afternoon

the wind from the north-east, which we have had for the last

few days, increased, and made it rather raw.

“ We passed over a large frozen pool yesterday evening ; it

looked almost like a large lake.” It could not have been long

since this was formed, as the ice on it was still quite thin. It

is wonderful tliat these pools can form up there at that time of

the year.

From this time forward there was an end of the flat ice,

which it had been simple enjoyment to travel over ; and now
we had often great difficulties to cope with. On Sunday,

March 24th, I write ;—“ Ice not so good
;
yesterday was a

hard day, but we made a few miles, not more, though, than

seven, I am afraid. This continual lifting of the heavily-

loaded sledges is calculated to break one’s bacIS ; but better

times are coming, perhaps. • Tlie cold i% also appreciab'e,

always tlje same; but yesterday it was increased by the admix-

ture of considerable wind from the north-east. We halted

about half-past nine in the evening. It is perceptible how the

days lengthen, and how much later the sun sets ; in a few

days’ time we shall have the midnight sun.

“ We killed ‘ Liyjaegeren ’ yesterday evening, and hard work
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it was skinning him.” This was the first dog whicH had to be
killed ; but many came afterwards, aud it •was some of the

njpst disagreeable work we had On the journey, particular’y

now at the beginning, when it was so cold. When this first

dog was dismeml^ed and given to the others, many of tbem
went supperless the whole night in preference to touching jthe

meat liut as the days went by and they became more worn-

out, they learned to appreciate dog’s-flesh, an^ fater on we
were not even so considerate as to skin the butchered animal,

but served it hair and all.

The following day the ice was occasionally somewhat better

;

but as a rule it was bad, and we became more and more worn-

out with the never-ending work of helping the dogs, righting

the sledges every time they capsized, and hauling or carrying

them bodily over hummocks and inequalities of the ground.

Sometimes we were so sleepy in the evenings that our eyes

shut and we fell asleep as we went along. My head would

drop, and I would be awakened by suddenly falling forward

on my snow-shoes. Then we would stop, after having found

a camping-ground behind a hummock or ridge of ice, where

there was some shelter from the wind. While Johansen looked

after the dogs, it generally fell to my lot to pitch the tent, fill

the cooker with ice, light the burner and start the supper as

(quickly as possible. This generally consisted of “ lobscouse ”

one day, made of pemmican and dried potatoes ; another day

of a sort of fish rissole substance known gs “ fiskegratin ”
in

Norway, and in this case composed of fishmeal, flour, and
butter. A third day it would be pea, bean, or lentil soup, with

bread and pemmican. Johasisep preferred the “lobscouse,”

while I had a weakness for the “ fiskegratin.” As time went

by, however, he came over to my way of thinking,* and the
“ fiskegratin ” took precedence of everything else.

As soon as Johansen had finished with the dogs, and the

•diflerent receptacles containing the ingredients and eatables

for breakfast and supper were brought in, as well as our bags
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with privati necessities, the deeping<-b{^s were spread out, the

tent-door cuefuU>^shut,*and we crept into the bag to tha# our

cl'jthes.* This was not veiy agreeable work. Daring the

course of the day the damp exhalations of the body had little

by U^tle become condensed in our outer garmdats, \^hich were

no\^a mass of ice and transformed into complete suits of ice-

armour. They were so hard and stiff that if we had only been

able to get tliejn off they could have stood by themselves, and
they crackled audibly every time we moved. These clothes

were so stiff that the sleeve of my coat actually rubbed deep

sores in my wrisft during our rflafches
; one of these sores

—

the oner on the ^ht hand—got frost-bitten, the wound grey

deeper and deeper, and nearly reached the bone. I tried to

protect it with iMndages, but not until late in the summer did

it heal, and I shall probably have the scar for life. When we
got into omr sleeping-bags in the evening, our clothes began to

thaw slowly, and on this process a considerable amount of

physical heat was expended. W'e packed ourselves tight into

the bag, and lay with our teeth chattering for an hour, or an

hour and a half, before we became aware of a little of the

warmth in our bodies w^ich we so sorely needed. At last our

clothes became wet and pliant only to freeze again a few

minutes after we had turned out of the bag in the morning.

There was no question of getting these clothes dried on the

journey so long as the cold lasted, as more and mpre moisture

from the body collected in them.

How cold we were as we lay there shiwring in the bag,

waiting for the supper to be ready ! I, who wSs cook, was
obliged to keep myself mora 0/ less awake to see to the

culinary r^erations, and sometimes I succeeded. At last the

supper was ready, was portioned out and, as always, tasted

delicious. These occasions were the supreme moments of our
existence, moments to which we looked forward the* whole
day long. But sometimes we were so weary that our eyes

*

closed, and we fell asleep with the food on its way to our
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mouths. Our hands would fall back inanimate with the

spoons in them and the food fly out orf the bag. After

supper we generally permitted ourselves the luxury of a
little extra drink, consisting of water, as hot as we could

swallow it, in which whey-powder had been dissolved.

It tasted something like boiled milk, and we thought it

wonderfully comforting; it seemed to warm us to the very

ends of our toes. Then we would creep down into the bag
again, buckle the flap carefully over our heads, lie dose
together, and soon sleep the sleep of the just. But even in

our dreams we went on ceaselessly, grindiifg at the sledges

and driving the dogs, always northwards, ^nd I wjis often

awakened by hearing Johansen calling in his sleep to “ Pan,”

or “ Barrabas,” or “ Klapperslangen ”
;

“ Get on, you devil,

you 1 Go on, you brutes ! Sass, sass 1 * Now the whole

thing is going over !
” and execrations less fit for reproduc-

tion, until I went to sleep again.

In the morning, as cook, I was obliged to turn out to

prepare the breakfast, which took an hour’s time. As a
rule, it consisted one morning of chocolate, bread, butter,

and pemmican; another of oatmeal porridge, or a compound
of flour, water, and butter, in imitation of our “butter-

porridge ” at home. This was washed down with milk, made
of whey-powder and water. The breakfast ready, Johansen
was roused ; we sat up in the sleeping-bag, one of the blankets

was spread out as a table-cloth, and we fell to work. We had
a comfortable breakfast, wrote up our diaties, and then had to

think about Starting. But how tired we sometimes were, and
how often woul4 I not have* given anything to be able,

to creep to the bottom of the bag again and fleep the

clock round. It seemed to me as if this must be the

greatest pleasure in life, but our business waa to fight our
way northwards, always northwards. We performed our

Used by the Lapps to their dogs.

—

Tratu,
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toilets, and then came,the going out into the cold to get

the sledges ready* disentangle the dogs' traces, harness the

annals, and get off as quickly as possible. I went first t&

find the way through the uneven ice, then tame the sledge

witlf my kayak. The dogs soon learned to follow, but at

ever^ unevenness of the ground they stopped, and if one

could not get them all to start again at the same time by

a shout, and Sb pull the sledge over the difficulty, one had

to go back to beat or help them, according as circumstances

necessitated. Tl^n came Johangen with the two other sledges,

always shouting to the dogs to pull harder, always heating them,

and himself hauling to get the sledges over the terrible ridges

of ice. It was undeniable cruelty to the poor animals from

first to last, and one must often look back on it with horror.

It makes me shudder even now when I think of how we
beat them mercilessly with thick ash sticks when, hardly able

to move, they stopped from sheer exhaustion. It made one’s

heart bleed to see them, but we turned our eyes away and

hardened ourselves. It was necessary ; forward we must go,

and to this end everything else must give place. It is the

sad part of expeditions of this kind that one systematically

kills all better feelings, until only hard-hearted egoism remains.

When I -think of all
.
those splendid animals, toiling for us

without a murmur, as long as they could strain a muscle,

never getting any thanks or even so much as a- kind word,

daily writhing under the lash until the time came when they

could do no more and death freed them from tl^ir pangs

—

when I think of how they were |pft behind, one by One, up

there on those desolate ice-fiefds, which had* been witness to

their faithftilness and devotion, I have moments of bitter self-

reproach.

It took us two alone such a long time to pitch th^ tent,

feed the dogs, cook, etc., in the evening, and then break up
again and get ready in the morning, that the days never

seemed long enough if we were to do proper days’ marches,
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and, besides, get the sleep we required at night. But when
the nights became so light, it was nof so necessaiy to

Iteep regular hours any longer,' and we started when 'Ve

pleased, whether it was night or day. We stopped, too, when
it suited us, and took the sleep which might be necessary

for ourselves and the dogs. I tried to make it a rule^ihat

our marches were to be of nine or ten hours’ duration. In

the middle of the day we generally had a rest^and something

to eat; as a rule bread and butter, with a little pemmican
or liver p4t^. These dinnere were a bitter trial, We used

to try and find a good sheltered place, and sometimes even

rolled ourselves up in our blankets, but all the same the

wind cut right through us as we sat on the sledges eating

our meal. Sometimes, again, we spread the sleeping-bag

out on the ice, took our food with us, and crept well in, but
even then did not succeed in thawing either it or our clothes.

When this was too much for us we walked up and down
to keep ourselves warm, and ate our food as we walked.

Then came the no less bitter task of disentangling the dogs’

traces, and we were glad when we could get off again. In the

afternoon, as a rule, we each had a piece of meat-chocolate.

Most Arctic travellers who have gone sledge journeys have

complained of the so-called Arctic thirst, and it has been

considered an almost unavoidable evil in connection with

a long journey across wastes of snow. It is often increased,

too, by the eating of snow. I had prepared myself for this

thirst, from^which we had also suffered severely when crossing

Greenland, and had taken,with me a couple of indiarubber

flasks, which wff filled with \#ater every morning from the

cooker, and by carrying in the breast were aUe»to protect

from the cold. To my great astonishment, however, I soon

discovered that the whole day would often pass without

my as much as tasting the water in my flask. As time went

by, the less need did I feel to drink during the day, and at

last I gave up taking water with me altogether. If a passing
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^
feding of thirst made itself felt, a piece of fresh ice« of which,

as a rule, there was*always some to be founds was sufficient to

dispel it.* The reason why we were spared this suffering,*

which has been one the greatest hardships lof many sledge

expeditions, must be attributed in a great measure to our

admiiable cooking apparatus. By the help of this we were

able, with the consumption of a minimum of fuel, to melt

and boil so much water every morning that we could drink

all we wished. There was even some left over, as a rule,

which had to be thrown away. The same thing was generally

the case in the evening.
“ Friday, March agth. We are grinding on, but very slowly. -

The ice is only tolerable, and not what I expected from the

beginning. There are often great *ridges of piled-up ice of

dismal aspect, which take up a great deal of time, as one

must go on ahead to find a way, and, as a rule, make a

greater or less detour to get over them. In addition, the

dogs are growing rather slow and slack, and it is almost

impossible to get them on. And then this endless disen-

tangling of the hauling-ropes, with their infernal twists and
knots which get worse and worse to undo ! The dogs jump
over, and in between one another incessantly, and no sooner

has one carefully cleared the hauling-ropes, than they are

twisted into a veritable skein again. Then one of the sledges

is stopped by a block of ice. The dogs howl impatiently to

follow their companions in front; tlren one bites through a

trace and starts off on his own account, perhaps fallowed by
one <x two others, and ^hese must be caught, and the traces

knotted ; there is no time to splice them pro{ftrly, nor would

it be a very pongenial task in this cold. So we go on when

* Whereas- eating snow may increase the above-mentioned reeling of

thirst, and tiave duagreeid}le consequences in other ways, sucking a piece

of ice, which will soon quench it, may safely be resorted to, particularly

if it be held in the hand & little while before putting it in the mouth.
Many travellers have, no doubt, had the stimc experience.
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the ice is uneven, and every hour aryl a half at least, have to

stop and disentangle the traces.
* “ We started yesterday about half-past eight in the morning,

and stopped a^ut five in the afternoon. After dinner the

north-easterly wind, which we have had the whole time,* sud-

denly became stronger, and the sky overcast. We weli^med

it with joy, for we saw in it the sign of a probable change of

weather and an end to this perpetual cold anQ brightness. I

do not think we deceived ourselves either. Yesterday evening

the temperature had risen to — 29*2" Falyr. ( — 34* C.), ahd
we had the best night in the bag we have had for a long time.

•Just now, as I am getting the breakfast ready, I see that it is

clear again, and the sun is shining through the tent wall.

“The ice we are now travelling ‘over seems, on the whole,

to be old ;
but sometimes we come across tracts, of consider-

able width, of uneven new ice, which must have been pressed

up a considerable time. I cannot account for it in any other

way than by supposing it to be ice from great open pools

which must have* formed here at one time. We have

traversed pools of this description, with level ice on them,

several times.” That day I took a meridian observation,

which, however, did not make us farther north than 85* 30'.

I could not understand this
;

thought that we must be in

latitude 86", and, therefore, supposed there must be something

wrong with the observation.

“Saturday, March 30th. Yesterda;^ was Tycho Brahe’s

day. At first we found much uneven jce and had to strike

a devious route to get through it, so that our day’s march did
not amount to Auch, although we kept at it a long time. At
the end of it, however, and after considerable toH, we found
ourselves on splendid flat ice, more level than it had been for

a loag time. At last, then, we had come on some more of
the good old kind, and could not complain of some rubble
and snow-drifts here and there ; but then we were stopped by
some ugly pressure-ridges, of the worst kind, formed by the
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.
packing of enormous blocks. The last ridge was the worst of
all, and before it yaifned a cra^k in the thick ice, about 12 feet

deep. When the first sledge was going over all the dogs fell

in and had to be hauled up again. One of thdm— ‘ ^lapper-

slangea’—^slipped his harness and ran away. As the next

sledge^was going over it fell in bodily, but happily was not

smashed to atoms, as it might have been. . We had to unload

it entirely in order to get it up again, and then reload, all of

which took up a great deal of time. Then, too, the dogs had
to be thrown down and dragged up on the other side. With
the third sledge we managed better, and after we had gone a

little way farther the runaway dog came back. At last we
reached a camping-ground, pitched our tent, and found that

the thermometer showed —45*4® Fahr. (—43® C.). Dis-

entangling dog-traces in this temperature with one’s bare,

frost-bitten, almost skinless hands is desperate work. But
finally we were in our dear bag, with the ‘ Primus ’ singing

cosily, when, to crown our misfortunes, I discovered that it

would not burn. I examined it everywhere, but could find

nothing wrong. Johansen had lo turn out and go and fetch

the tools and a reserve burner, while I studied the cooker.

At last I discovered that some ice had got in under the lid,

and this had caused a l^kage. Finally we got it to light, and
at 5 o’clock in the morning the pea-soup was ready, and
very.good it was. At three in the afternoon 1 was up again

cooking. Thank Heaven, it is warm and comfortable in the

bag, or this sort of life would be intolerable. ^
“Sunday, March 31st Yesterday, at last, came the long-

wished-for change of weather, wfth southerly W^nd and rising

temperature.* Early this morning the thermometer showed
— 22® Fahr. ( — 30* C.), regular summer weather, in fact It

was, therefore, with lightened hearts that we set off over gpod
ice, and with the wind at our backs. On we went at a very

fair pace, and everything was going well, when a lane suddenly

opened just in front of the first sledge. We managed to get
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this over by the skin of our teeth ;^but just as we were going

to cross the lane again after the other sle9ges a large piece of

^ice broke under Johansen, and*he fell in, wetting both legs

—

a deplorable iilcident. While the lane was gradually opening

more and more, I went up and down it to find a way ovtfr, but

without success. Here we were, w'ith one man and afledge

on one side, two sledges and a wet man on the other, with

an ever-widening lane between. The kayaks could not be

launched, as, through the frequent capsizing of the sledges,

they had got holes in them, and for thg time being \Vere

useless. This was a cheerful prospect for the night
;

I on one
side with the tent, Johansen, probably frozen stiff, on the

other. At last, after a long detour^ I found a way over
;
arfd

the sledges were conveyed across. It w’as out of the question,

however, to attempt to go on, as Johansen’s nether extremities

were a mass of ice and his overalls so torn that extensive

repairs were necessary.”
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CHAPTER V. .

A Hard Struggle.

“Tuesday, April 2nd. There are many different kinds of

difficulty to overcome on this journey, but the worst of all,

perhaps, is getting all the trifles done and starting off. In
spite of my being up by 7 o’clock on Monday evening to do
the cooking, it was nearly two this morning before we got

clear of our camping-ground. The load on Johansen’s sledge

had to be relashed, as the contents of one grip had been eaten

up, and we had to put a sack of bread in its place. Another
grip had to be se\^'n together, as it was leaking pemmican.
Then the sledge from which the bread-sack had been taken

had to be lashed secune again, and while we had the ropes

undone it was just as well to get out a supply of potatoes.*

During this operation we discovered that there was a hole in

the fish-flour sack, which we tied up, but no sooner had we
done so, than we found another large one which# required

sewing. When we came to pack thq, potato-sack this too had
a hole in it, which we tied up, and so on. 'jTlien the dogs’

traces had tp be disentangled ; the whole thing was in an
inextricable muddle, and the knots and twists in the icy,

^ We always kept a supply of our various provisions in small ba^s inside

the •• kayaks,*’ so tttat we could get out whatever we wanted for otir daily

consumption without undoing the big sacks, which were sewn up or securely
fastened in other wa}'s.
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frozen rope got worse and worse to deal with* Johansen

made haste and patched his trpus^ befbre breakfast. The
' south wind had become what on board the we should

have called a ‘mill breeze* 19 to *3 icet in the second) j

and, with this at our back, we started off in driving ^now*

Everything went splendidly at first, but then camg one

pressure-ridge after another, and each one was worse than the

last. We had a long halt for dinner at eight or nine in the

morning, after having chosen ourselves a sheltered place in

the lee of a ridge. We spread out the sleeping-bag, crept

down into it with our food, and so tired wEs 1 that I went to

sleep with it in my hand. I dreamed I was in Norway, and
on a visit to some people I had only seen once in my life

before. It was Christmas Day, and I was shown into a great

empty room, where we were intended to dine. The room was

very cold, and 1 shivered, but there were already some hot

dishes steaming on the table, and a beautiful fat goose. How
unspeakably did 1 look forward to that goose. Then some
other visitors began to arrive ; I could see them through the

window, and was just going out to meet them, when I stumbled

into deep snow. How it all happened, in the middle of the

dining-room floor, I know not. The host laughed in an
amused way, and—I woke up and found myself shivering in a
sleeping-bag on the drift-ice in the far north. Oh, how
miserable I felt ! We got up, packed bur things silently

together, and started off. Not until 4 o’clock that afternoon

did we stop, but everything was dull and cheerless, and it was
long before I got over my disappointment. What would 1 not

have given for that dinner, or for one hour in the room, cold

as it was.
^

" The ridges and the lanes which had frozen together again,

with rubble on either side, became worse and worse. Making
one’s way through these new ridges is desperate work. One
cannot use snowshoes, as there is too little show between the

piled-up blocks of ice, and one must wade along without them.
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It U also impossible to see anythit^ in Uiis thick weather—

>

everything is white^^irre^k^ties and holes ; and the spaces

between the blocks are covert with a thin, deceptive layer of*

snow, which lets one crashing through into craoks and pitfalls,

so that one is lucky to get off without a broken leg. It is

neces^ry to go long distances on ahead in order to find a

way ; sometimes one must search in one direction, sometimes

in another, and ahen back again to fetch the sledges, with the

result that the same ground is gone over many times. Yester-

day, when we stopped, I really was done. The worst of it all,

though, was that ^hen we finally came to a standstill we had
been on the move so long that it was too late to wind up our

.

watches. Johansen’s had stopped altogether ; mine was ticking,

and happily still going when 1 wound it up, so I hope that it is

all right. Twelve mid-day, — *4*6® Fahr. (—31*5° C.). Clear

weather, south-easterly wind (13 feet in the second).
** The ice seems to be getting worse and worse, and I am

beginning to have doubts as to the wisdom of keeping north-

wards too long.

“ Wednesday, April 3rd. Got under way yesterday about

three in the afternoon. The snow was in first-rate condition

after the south-east wind, which continued blowing till late in

the day. The ice was tolerably passable, and everything

looked more promising ) the weather was fine, and we made
good progress. £ut after several level tracts with old humpy
ice, came some very uneven ones, intersected by lanes and
pressure ridges as usual. Matters did not grow an^ better as

time went on, and at midnight or soon after we were stopped

by some bad ice and a newly •frozen lane which would not

bear. As ^e should have had to make a long detour, we
encamped, and Russen was killed (this was the second dog to

go). The meat was divided into 36 portions, but eight dogs

refused it, and had to be given pemmican. The ice aliead

does not look inviting. These ridges are enough to make one
despair, and there seems to be no prospect of things bettering.

HVOL. II.
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I turned out at midday and took a meridian observation, which

makes us in 85° 59' N. It is astonishing that we have not^t
farther ; we seem ta toil all we cap, but without much process.

Beginning to doubt seriously of the advisability of continuing

northwards much longer. It is three times as far to jFranz

Josef Land as the distance we have now come. How rojw tire

ice be in that direction ? We can hardly count on its being

better than here, or our progress quicker. „Then, too, the

shape and extent of Franz Josef I-^nd are unknown, and may
cause us considerable delay, and perhaps we shall not be^a^le

to find any game just at once. I have long seen that it is

impossible to reach the Pole itself or its immediate vicinity

over such ice as this, and with these dogs. If only we had
more of them 1 What would I not give now to have the

Olenek dogs ? We must turn sooner or later. But as it is

only a question of time, could we not turn it to better account

in Franz Josef Land than by travelling over this drift-ice,

which we have now had a good opportunity of learning* to

know? In all probability it will be- exactly the same right to

the Pole. We cannot hope to reach any considerable distance

higher before time compels us to turn. We certainly ought

not to wait much longer. Twelve midday, —ao‘8® Fahr.

(—29*4° C.), clear weather, 3 feet wind from east; twelve

midnight, — 29'2° Fahr. (— 34° C.) clear and still.”

It became more and more of a riddle to me that we did not

make greater progress northwards. I kept on calculating and
adding up our marches as we went along^* but always with the

same resuh ; that is to say, provided only the ice were still, we
must be far ahgve the eighty-fixth paralleL

,
It was booming

only too clear to me, however, that the. ice was moving south-

wards, and that in its capricious drift, at the mercy of wind and
current, we had our worst enemy to combat.

“Friday, April 5th. Began our march at three yesterday

morning. The ice, however, was bad, with lanes and ridges,

so that our progress was but little. These lanes, with rubble
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thrown up on each side, are our despair. It is like driving

over a tract of rooks, aifd delays us terribly. First I must go
on ahead to find a way, and then get my sledge through;

• then, perhaps, by way of a change, one falls* into the water;

yest^day I fell through twice. If I work hard in finding a^

wayjmd guiding my sledge over rough places, Johansen is no
better off, with his two sledges to look after. It is a tough job

to get even ona of them over the rubble, to say nothing of the

ridges ; but he is a plucky fellow, and no mistake, and never

gives in. Yesterday he fell into the water again in crossing a

lane, and got wef up to his knees. I had gone over on my
snowshoes shortly before, and did not notice that the ice was*

weak. He came afterwards without snowshoes walking beside

one of the sledges, when suddenly the ice gave, and he fell

through. Happily he managfed to catch hold of the sledge,

and the dogs, which did not stop, pulled him up again. These
baths are not an unmixed pleasure now that there is no possi-

bility of drying or changing one’s clothes, and one must wear

a chain mail of ice until they thaw and dry on the body, which
takes some time in this temperature^ I took an observation

for longitude and a magnetic observation yesterday morning,

and have spent the whole forenoon to-day in calculations

(inside the bag) to find out our exact position. I find our

latitude yesterday was 86® 2’8'N. This is very little, but what
can we do when the ice is what it is ? And these dogs cannot
work harder than they do, poor things. I sigh for the sledge

dogs from the Olenek daily now. The longitude for yesterday

was 98® 47*15", variation 44*4°.
^

“ 1 begin to think more and* more that w« ought to turn

back befor^ the time we originally fixed.* It is probably

350 miles or so to Petermann's Land (in point of fact it

was about 450 miles to Cape Fligely) ; but it will proliably

* When I left the ship I had purposed to travel northwards few $0 days,
for which time we had taken provender for the dogs.
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take us all we know to get over them.^ The question resolves

itself into this : Ought we not, at any rate,* to reach 87” N. ?

But I doubt whether we can m&nage it if the ice does not

improve.

“Saturday, April 6th. Two a.m., — if4“ Fahr. (
— 24*2"«C.).

The ice grew worse and worse. Yesterday it brought n»>e to

the verge of despair, and when we stopped this morning I had
almost decided to turn back. I will go on t>ne day longer,

however, to see if the ice is really as bad farther northwards as

it appears to be from the ridge, 30 feet in freight, where we
are encamped. We hardly made 4 miles yesterday. Lanes,

ridges, and endless rough ice, it looks like an endless moraine
of ice-blocks ; and this continual lifting of the sledges over
every irregularity is enough to tire out giants. Curious this

rubble- ice. For the most part it is not so very massive, and
seems as if it had been forced up somewhat recently, for it is

incompletely covered with thin, loose snow, through which one
falls suddenly up to one’s middle. And thus it extends mile

after mile northwards, while every now and then there are old

floes, with mounds that have been rounded off by the action

of the sun in the summer—often very massive ice.

“ I am rapidly coming to the conclusion that we are not
doing any good here. We shall not . be able to get much
farther north, and it will be slow work indeed if there be
much more of this sort of ice towards Franz Josef Land. On
the other hand, we should be able to mal^e much better use of

our time ^there, if we should have any over. 8.30 p.m.,
— 29*2* Fahr. (—34* C).

“ Monday, April 8th. No, the ice grew worse and worse,
and we got no way. Ridge after ridge, and nothing but rubble
to travel over. We made a start at two o’clock or so this morn-
ing, and kept at it as long as we could, lifting the sledges all

the time j but it grew too bad at last. I went on a good way
ahead on snowshoes, but saw no reasonable prospect of
advance, and from the highest hummocks only the same
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kind of ice was to be seen. It was a verit^tble chaos of ice-

blocks, stretching^ far* as the horizon. There is not much
sense in keeping on longer j we are sacrificing v^duable tim^

and doing little. If there be much more such ice between

hcce and Franz Josef Land, we shall, indeed, want all the time

we have.

I therefore determined to stop, and shape our course for

Cape Fligely. •

“ On this northernmost camping-ground we indulged in a
banquet, consisting of lobscouse, bread-and-butter, dry choco-

late, stewed * tytfebaer,* or red whortleberries, and oxu hot whey
drink, and then, with a delightful and unfamiliar feeling of

repletion, crept into the dear bag, our best friend. I took a

meridian observation yesterday, by which I see that we should

be in latitude 86* lo' N., or thereabouts.* This morning I

took an observation for longitude. At 8.30 a.m., —35*6*

Fahr. (—33* C.).”

Tuesday, April 9th. Yesterday’s was our first march
homewards. We expected the same impracticable ice, but,

to our amazement, had not gone far before we came on toler-

ably good ground, which improved steadily, and, with only a
few stoppages, we kept at it till this morning. We came upon
ridges, to be sure, but they always allowed themselves to be
negotiated pretty easily, and we did well. Started yesterday

about two in the afternoon, and kept going till one this

morning.”

Thursday, April nth. Better and better. Fo^ind nothing

but beautiful level tracts of ice yesterday, with a few ridges,

which were easy to get over, dnd some landlS, with young ice

on, whici^ gave us rather more trouble. They ran, however,

about in our direction (our course is now the magnetic S. as*

W., or about the truq W.S.W.), and we could go alqpgside

them. At last, however, we had to make a crossing, and
,

* This was the latitude 1 got by a rough estimation, but on further calcu-

lation it proved to be 86“ I3’6' N. j the longitude was about 95® E.
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accomplished it successfully, although the ice bent under utf

and our sledges more than was desirable. Late in the afteiv

noon we came across a channel, wliich we proposed to cross in

the same way. We reached the other side with the first sledge

safely enough, but not so with the other. Hardly had •the

leaders of the team got out to the dangerous place wherc^^the

ice was thinnest, and where some water was on the surface,

when they stopped and warily dipped their paw% in the water.

Then through went one of them, splashing and struggling to

get out. The ice began to sink under the weight of the other

dogs and the sledge, and the water came flowing up. I

'dragged dogs and sledge back as quickly as possible, and suo
ceeded in driving them all on to the firm ice agfain in safety.

We tried once again at another place, I running over first on
snowshoes and calling to the dogs, and Johansen pushing

behind, but the result was no better than the first time, as

‘ Suggen ’ fell in, and we had to go back. Only after a long

detour, and very much fagged, did we finally succeed in getting

the two last sledges over. We were lucky in finding a good
camping-place, and bad the warmest night and the most com-
fortable (I might almost say cosy) morning—spent, be it said,

in repairs—that we have had on the trip. I think we did the

longest day’s march yesterday that we have yet achieved : about

15 miles. Two in the afternoon,.— 17 'fi® Fahr. (— 37’6“ C.).

“ Saturday, April 13th. We have traversed nothing but good
ice for three days. If this goes on, the return journey will be
quicker than 1 thought. 1 do not understand this sudden
change in the nature of the «’ce. Can it be that we are travel-

ling in the same' direction with the trend of the ridges and
irregularities, so that now we go along between them instead

of having to make our way over them ? The lanes we hat^
come<across seem all to point to this ; they follow our course

pretty closely. We had the misfortune yesterday to let our
watches run down ; the time between our getting into the bag

on the previous night and encamping yesterday was too long.
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Of course vre wound them up again, but the only thing I can

now do to find Grienwich mean time is to take a time observa-

tion and an observation for latitude, and then estimate the

approximate distance from our turning point orf April 8th, when
I took the last observation for longitude. By this means the

erro* will hardly be great.

I conclude that we have not gone less than 14 miles a day

on an average the last three days, and have consetjuently

advanced 40 or more miles in a direction S. 22° \V. (magnetic).

When we stopped here yesterday ‘ Barbara ’ was killed. These
slaughterings are not very pleasant episodes. Clear weather

;

at 6.30 this morning 22“ Fahr. (— 30* C.) ; wind south (6 to*

9 feet).

“ April 14th. Easter Day. We were unfortunate with lanes

yesterday, and they forced us considerably out of our course.

We were stopped at last by a particularly awkward one, and

after I had gone alongside it to find a crossing for some distance

without success, I thought we had better, in the circumstances,

pitch our tent and have a festive Easter Eve. In addition, I

wished to reckon out our latitude, longitude, our observation

for time, and our variation ; it was a question of getting the

right time again as quickly as possible. The tent up, and

Johansen attending to the dogs, I crept into the bag; but

lying thawing in this frozen receptacle, with frozen clothes and
shoes, and simultaneously working out an observation and

looking up logarithms, with tender, frost-bitten ^fingers, is not

pleasurable, even if the temperature be only — 24“ Fahr. It

is slow work, and Easter Day has•had to be devoted to the

rest of the calculation, so that Ve shall not g^t off before this

evening. ^Meanwhile we had a festive Easter Eve and regaled

ourselves with the following delicacies : Hot whey and water,

fish: au grattHf stewed red whortleberries, and lime-juice grog

(/>., lime-juice tablets and a little sugar dissolved in hot water).

Simply a splendid dinner^ and having feasted our fill, we at

last, at 2 o’clock, crept in under the cover.
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have calculated our previous latitudes and longitudes

over again to see if I can discover any 'mistake in them. I find

that we should yesterday have come farther south than 86’ 5*3'

N. ; but, according to our reckoning, assuming that we covered

50 miles during the three days, we should have come dovi^ to

85 degrees and 50 odd minutes. I cannot explain it ii| any
other manner than by the surmise that we have been drifting

rapidly northwards, which is very good for thajFram, but less

so for us. The wind has been southerly the last few days. I

assume that we are now in longitude 86® E., and haye

reckoned the present reading of our watches accordingly.*

.The variation here I find to be 42’5*. Yesterday we steered

S. 10* W. (magnetic); to-day I will keep S. 5° W., and to-

morrow due south. By way of a change to-day, the sky has

been overcast ; but this evening, when we partook of our second
breakfast, the sun was shining cheerily in through the tent-

wall. Johansen has patched clothes to-day, while I have made
calculations and pricked out the courses. So mild and balmy
it has not been before. 10 p.m., — 14° Fahr. (— 25’6° C).

“ Tuesday, April i6th. As we were about to start off at

1 o’clock yesterday morning, ‘ Baro ’ sneaked away before we
could harness him ; he had seen a couple of the other dogs
being put to, and knew what was coming.

^
As I did not wish

to lose the dog—he was the best I had in my team—this

caused some delay. I called and called, and went peering

round the hummocks in search of him, but saw nothing, only
the ice-pack, ridge upon ridge disappearing towards the horizon.

* I felt convinced we could not have reached such a westerly longitude,
but assumed this for the sake of certainty, as I would rather qpme down on
the cost side of Franz Josef Land than on the west side. Should we reach
the latitude of Petermann's Land or Prince Rudolf Land without seeing
thcm,|^ should in the former case be certain that we had them on our west,
and could then look for them in that direction, whereas, Jo the event of our
not finding land and being uncertain whether vi c were too far cast or too
far west, we should not men know in what direction wc ought to look
for it.
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and farthest north the midnight sun shining, over all. The
world of ice was ihreandng in the bright, cool morning light.

We had to leave without the idog, but, to my great delight, F
soon caught sight of him far behind us in our wake; I thought

I ha^ seen his good face for the last time. He was evidently

achai|ied of himself, and came and stood quite still, looking

up at me imploringly when I took him and harnessed him. I

had meant to whip the dog, but his eyes disarmed me.
" We found good passable ice, if not always quite flat, and

m^de satisfactory progress. Some ridges, however, forced us

west of our cours^ Later on in the morning I discovered that

I had left my compass behind at some place or other where I •

had had it out to take our bearings. It could not be dispensed

with, so I had to return and look for it 1 found it, too, but

it was a hard pull-back, and on the way I was inconveni^ced

for the first time by the heat ; the sun scorched quite unplea-

santly. When I at last got back to the sledges, I felt rather

slack
; Johansen was sitting on the kayak fast asleep, basking

in the sun. Then on again, but the light and warmth made us

drowsy and slack, and, try as we would, we seemed to lag ; so

at ten in the forenoon we decide to camp, and I was not a

little surprised, when I took the meteorological observation,

to find that the swing-thermometer showed — 15 ‘s'* Fahr.

C) The tent was accordingly pitched in the broiling

sun, and nice and warm it soon was inside. We'^had a com-

fortable Faster dinner, which did service for both Easter Day
and Easter Monday. I reckon the distances we covered on

Easter Eve and yesterday at about ^15 miles, and we should

thus be altogether 60 miles on obr way home. *

“ Wedne^fJay, April 17th. — i8*4®Fahr. (—28“ C). Yester-

day, without doubt, we did our longest day's march. We began

at half-p^st seven in the morning, and ended at about nine at

night, with a couple of hours’ rest in the bag at dinner-time.

The ice was what I should previously have called anything but

good; it was throughout extremely uneven, with pressed-up
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W

aeW older, rounded-oflf jridgcs. There,

ridiget iiere ADd there, but picginess W plK^le
*aad bf lentes, happily, we were not hindered Tb» fnov wnr.

rather loose between all the irregularities of the ice; but the

dpgs hauled alone everywhere, and there is no causu

plain of them. The ice we are now stopping in seems^o eae

to be something like that we .had around the Fram. We hai^

about got down to> the region where she is*drifting. I am
certain we did 20 miles yesterday, and the distance homewards
should now be altogether 368 miles.

^
•

The weather is glorious nowadays, not so cold as to incom
' venience one, and continual clear sunshine without any wind
to signify. There is remarkable equableness and stagnancy in

the atmosphere up here, I think. We have travelled over this

ice ^r upwards of a month now, and not once have we been

stopped on account of bad weather—the same bright sunshine

the whole time, with the exception of a couple of days, and
even then the sun came out. Existence becomes more and
more enjoyable ; the cold is gone, and we are pressing forward

towards land and summer. It is no trial now to turn out in

the mornings, with a good day’s march before one, and cook,

and lie snug and warm in the bag and dream of the happy

future when we get home. Home ... . . ?

“ Have been engaged on an extensive sa,rtorial undertaking

to-day ; my trousers were getting the worse for wear. It seems

quite mild now to sit and sew in — 18° Fahr. in comparison

with —4C^ Fahr, Then certainly it was not enjoyable to ply

one’s needle. -

“ Friday, Aj^il 19th. We ftow have provendet for the dogs

for two or three days more, but 1 think of savit)g it a h'ttle

longer and having the worst dogs eaten first. Yesterday
‘ PeQietuum ’ was killed. This killing of the animals, espe-

cially the actual slaughtering, is a horrible affair. We have

hitherto stuck them with a knife, but it was not very satisfactory.

Yesterday, however, we determined to try a new method

:
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the d^
ttA^'b^nSd W'lliK UiiefiM^

v^at t(rtha gdth|| OI^' #<d h itDp<^ rdund die Unifihal’s

tte^k/'fliid ieadr ^lled widi aU his m^ht, bat V|tht>ut effect,

and ak last’ ire could do no more. Our hands were Id^ng all

seftlie ef feeling in the cold, and there was nothing for it but

tlNuae die knife. Oh, it was horrible 1 Naturall}r, to shoot

themWould be the most convenient and merciful wajr, but we
arc loath to ettpend our precious ammunition on them ; the

time may come wh^n we shall need it sorely.

“ The observations yesterday show that we have got down
to 85® 37*8' N., and the longitude should be 79* 26'

E.- This

tallies well with our reckoning. We have gone 50 miles or so

since the last observation (April 13th), just what I had assumed
beforehand. •

“ Still the same brilliant sunshine, day and night. Yester-

day the wind from the north freshened, and is still blowing

to^ay, but does not trouble us much, as it is behind us. The
temperature which now keeps from about-4® to below zero

(Fahr.), can only be described as agreeable. This is un-

doubtedly fortunate for us ; if it were warmer, the lanes would
ke^ open a longer time. My greatest desire now is to get

under land before the lanes become too bad. What we sliali

do then must be decided by circumstances.

“Sunday, April aist. At 4 o’clock yesterday we got under

way. During the night we stopped to have something to eat.

These halts for dinner, when we take our food and orawl well

down to the bottom of the bagj where it is warm and com-
fortable, are unusually cosy. After a good nap we set off again,

but were so<fn stopped by the ugliSt lane we have yet come
across. I set off along it to find a passage, but only found

myself gjoitjg through bad rubble. The lane was everywhere

equally broad arid uncompromising, equally full of aggregated

blocks and brash, testifying clearly to the manner in which,

during a long period, the ice here has been in motion and been
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crushed and disintegrated by continual pressure. This was
apparent, too, in numerous new ri&ges 6f rubble and hum-
mocky ice, and the cracks running in all directions. I finally

found a crossing, but when, after a long circuit, I had con-

veyed the ckravan there, it had changed in the interval^ and I

did not think it advisable to make the attempt. But though I

went ‘farther than far,* as we say, I only found the safhe

abominable lane, full of lumps of ice, grinning at one, and
high pressure-ridges on each side. Things were becoming
worse and worse. In several cases these lumps of ice were, I

noticed, intermixed with earthy matter. In one place, the

whole floe, from which blocks had been pressed up into a ridge,

was entirely dark brown in colour, but whether this was from

mud or from organic matter I did not get near enough to de-

teqjiine. The ridges were fairly high in some places, and
reached a height of 25 feet or so. I had a good opportunity

here of observing how they assume forms like ice-moun-

tains with high, straight sides, caused by the splitting of old

ridges transversely in several directions. I have often on this

journey seen massive high hummocks with similar square sides,

and of great circumference, sometimes quite resembling Snow-

covered islands. They are of * palaeocrystic ice,’ as good as

any one can wish.*

“ I was constrained at last to return with my mission unac-

complished. Nearly the most annoying thing about it was'that

on the other side of the lane I could see fine flat ice stretching

southward—and now to be obliged to caihp here and wait 1 I

had, however, already poyessed my soul in patience, when, on
coming back tb our original ftopping-place, I found a tolerably

good crossing close by it We eventually got the other side,

with the ice grinding under our feet the while, and by that time

it v^s 6 o’clock in the morning. We kept at it a little while

* We saw no real ice-tnotmtains at any period of oar journey before we
;ot under land ; everything was sca-ice. Tne same was the case during the
Irift of the From.
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longer over beautiful flat ice, but the dogs were tired, and it

was nearly 48 houft sinde they had been fed. As we were

hastening along we suddenly came across an immense piece of

timber sticking up obliquely from the surface of the ice. It was

Siber^m larch as far as I could make out, and probably raised

in this^anner through pressure long ago. Many a good meal

could we have cooked with it had we been able to drag it with

us, but it was too heavy. We marked it * F. N., H. J.,
85"

30' N,,' and went on our way.

“.Plains of ice still before us. I am looking forward to

getting under wayt Gliding over this flat surface on one’s

snqwshoes almost reaches the ideal ; land and home are nigher,

and as one goes along one’s thoughts fly southwards to every*

thing that is beautiful. Six in the morning, — 22° Fahr.

(- 30“ C.).

“ Monday, April a and. If we have made good progress the

previous days, yesterday simply outdid itself. I think I may
reckon our day’s march at 25 miles, but, for the sake of

certainty, lump the two last days together, and put them down
at 40 miles. The dogs, though, are beginning to get tired ;

it

is approaching the time for us to camp. They are impatient

for food, and, grown more and more greedy for fresh dog’s

flesh, throw themselves on it like wolves as soon as a smoking

piece, with hair and all on is thrown to them. ‘ Kvik ’ and
' Barnet ’ only still keep back as long as the flesh is warm, but

let it become frozen, and they eat it voraciously. Twelve mid
night, - a7-8» Fahr. (- 33*3'’ C).

“ Friday, April zdtlu — 247° Fahr. (— 31*5® C.^ Mini-

mum temperature, — 32® Fahr. •(— 357“ C.).» I was not a

little siirpri^ yesterday morning when I suddenly saw the

track of an animal in the snow. It was that of a fox, came
about W.S.W. true, and went in an easterly direction, ^he
trail was quite fresh. What in the world was that fox doing up
here? There were also unequivocal signs that it had not been

entirely without food. Were we in the vicinity of land ? In-
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voluntarily I looked round for it, but the weather was thick aU

day yesterday, and we might have been near it without seeing

it, It is just as probable, howler, that this fox was following

up some bear,^ In any case, a warm-blooded mammal in the

eighty-fifth parallel 1 We had not gone far when we ^came
across another fox-track ; it went in about the same direction

as the other, and followed the trend of the lane whi^ bad
stopped us, and by which we had been oblige^j to camp. It is

incomprehensible what these animals live on up here, but pre-

sumably they are able to snap up some crustacean in the open

waterways. But why do they leave the co^ts ? That is what

puzzles me most. Can they have gone astray ? There seems
little probability of that. I am eager to see if we may not

come across the trail of a bear to-day. It would be quite a
pleasure, and it would seem as if we were getting nearer in-

habited regions again. I have just pricked out our course on
the chart according to our bearings, calculating that we have

gone 75 miles in the four days, since our last observation, and
I do not think this can be excessive.. According to this, it

should not be much more than 150 miles to Fetermann’s I..and,

provided it lie about where Payer determined it. I should

have taken an observation yesterday, but it was misty.

“ At the end of our day, yesterday, we went across many
lanes and piled-up ridges ; in one of tlie latter, which appeared

to be quite new, immense pieces of fresh-water ice had been

pressed up. They were closely intermixed with clay and
gravel, the result of infiltration, so that at a distance the blocks

looked dttrk brown, and might easily be taken for stone ; in

fact, I really tlyught they Vei^ stone. I can only imagine that

this ice is river-ice, probably from Siberia. I often saw huge
pieces of fresh-water ice of this kind farther north, and even in

latitude 86® there was clay on the ice.

“Sunday, April 28th. We made good way yesterday, pre-

sumably 20 miles. We began our march about half-past three

in the afternoon the day before yesterday, and kept at it till
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yesterday morning. Land is drawing nigh, and the exciting

time beginning, whan wetnay expect to see something on the

horizon. Oh, how I am longii^ for land, for something Under

one’s feet that is not ice .ind snow; not to ^ealf of something

to' rest one’s eyes on. Another fox-track yesterday ; it went

in about the same direction as the previous ones. Later in the

day ‘ &ulen ’ gave in ; it seemed to be a case of complete

exhaustion, he cquld hardly stand on his legs, reeled over, and

when we placed him on one of the loads he lay quite still

wit^jout moving. VVe had already decided to kill him tlut day.

Poor beast, faithfiAly he worked for us, good tempered and

willing to the end, and then for thanks, when he could do
no more, to be killed for provender ! He was bom on the

From on December 13th, 1893, and, true child of the polar

night, never saw aught but ice and snow.

“Monday, April ag. — 4°Fahr. (— 2o®C.). We had

not gone far yesterday when we were stopped by open water

—a broad pool or lane which lay almost straight across our

course. We worked westwards alongside it for some distance,

until it suddenly began to close violently together at, a place

where it was comparatively narrow. Ill a few minutes the ice

was towering above us, and we got over by means of the noisy

pressure-ridge, which was thundering and crashing under our

feet. It was a case of bestirring ourselves' and driving dogs

, and sledges quickly over if we did not wish to get jammed
between the rolling blocks of ice. This ridge nearly swallowed

up Johansen’s snowshoes, which had been left behind for a

minute while we got the last sledge over. When at last we
got to the other side of the lang tlfe day was /ar spent, and

such work naturally deserved reward in the shape of an extra

mtion of meat-chocolate.

“ Annoying as it is to be stopped in the midst of beautiful

flat ice by a lane, when one is longing to get on, still,*un-

deniably, it is a wonderful feeling to see open water spread out

in front of one, and the sun playing on the light ripples caused
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by the wind. Fancy open water again, and glittering waves,

after such a long time. One's thoughts ft/ back to home and

summer. I scanned in vain to' see if a seal's head were not

visible above the surface, or a bear along the side. The dogs

are beginning now to be very much reduced in strength and

are difficult to urge on. ‘Barnet' was quite done (h*? was

killed this evening), and several of the others are very jaded.

Even ‘ Baro,’ my best dog, is beginning to cool in his zeal, to

say nothing of ‘ Kvik ’
;
perhaps I ought to cater a little more

generously for them. The wind which was about south-

east in the morning subsequently went over to an easterly

direction, and I expect, to use Pettersen’s customary expres-

sion on board for a good south-easter which drove us north-

wards to some purpose, ‘ a regular devil of a hiding.’ I am
only surprised the temperature still seems low. I had noticed

a thick bank of clouds for a long time along the horizon in the

south and south-west, and thought that this must mean land.

It now began to grow higher and come nearer us in a suspi-

cious manner. When, after having had dinner we crept out

of the bag, we saw that |he sky was entirely clouded over ; and

that the ‘devil of a hiding' had come we felt when we
went on.

“ I saw another fox-track yesterday ; it was almost effaced by
the snow, but went in about the same direction as the others.

I his is the fourth we have come across, and seeing so many
of them make me begin to believe seriously in the proximity

of land. Yes, I expect to see it every minute
;

perhaps,

though, it will be some days yet.*

“ Tuesday, April 30th. — 67® Fahr. (— 21*4° C.). Yester-

day, in spite of everything, was a bad day. It beg%n well, with

brilliant sunshine ; was warm (4® below zero Fahr.), and there,

bathed in the slumbering sunlight and alluring us on, were

* In point of fact, it was nearly three months (till July 24th) before this

marvel happened.
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stretches of*beautiful flat ice. Everything tended to predict a

good day’s work, byt, ala^ who could see the ugly dark cracks

which ran right across our course, and which were destined to <

make lif^ a burden to u.s. 't'he wind had packed the snow
well together, and made the surface Arm and good, so that we
made rapid progress ; but we had not gone far before we were

stopped by a lane of entirely open water which stretched right

across our course. After following it some little distance we
eventually fouhtl a way across.* Not long afterwards we
met with another lane running in^about the same direction.

Affer a fairly longodetour we got safely over this too, with the

minor misfortune that three dogs fell into the water. A third

lane we also got over, but the fourth was too much for us

altogether. It was broad, and we followed it a long way in a
westerly direction, but without finding a suitable crossing.

Then I continued some three or four miles alone to scan the

country, but as I could see no chance of getting over, I re-

turned to Johansen and the sledges. It is a fruitless task

this following a lane running at right angles to one’s course.

Better to camp and make one’s self some good pemmican
soup, la Julienne (it was highly delectable), and then give

one’s self up to sleep in the hope of better things in the future.

Either the lanes will close together again, or they will freeze

now that it is tolerably -cold. The weather is quiet, so it is to

be hoped new ones will not form.t If it keep like this <luring

the days we require to reach land, it will be a g06d thing;

when once we are on land as many lanes may form as they

like. Should matters become too bad before that time, there

is nothing for us to do but to meqd itnd patch oyr kayaks. As

* As on thfi previous day, the ice on the north side of the lane was
moving westwards, in commrison with that on the south side. The same
thing was the case, or could be seen to have been so, with the lanes we met
with later in tlie day. We naturally conceived this to mean that thero was
a strong westerly drift in the ice northward, while that southward was
retained by land.

t The lanes form most frequently in windy weather, as the ice is then
set in motion.

VOT,. IT.
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they are now they will not float. The continual capsizing of

the sledges has cut holes in many peaces, Und they would fill

' the instant they were put on the,'water.”

I ought perhaps to explain here that I had deferred mend-

ing the kayaks as long as possible. This was partly because

the work would take a long time, and the days were precious,

now that it was a question of gaining land before the ice

became impracticable ; partly, too, because, in, the temperature

we now had, it would have been difficult to do the work
properly ; and also because the chances were that they would
soon get holes in them again from being ups'et. In addition to

this I was undesirous of crossing lanes at present ; they were

still covered with young ice which it would have been difficult

to break through, even had it been possible to protect the bows
of the kayaks from being cut, by means of a plate of German
silver and some extra canvas.. As I have mentioned before,

not the least drawback was the fact that any water entering the

kayaks would immediately have frozen and have been impossible

to remove, thus increasing the weight of our loads at each cross-

ing. It was undoubtedly a better plan to go round, even if the

way was long, than to incur the hindrances and casualties that

the other alternative would, most probably, have occasioned.

To continue quoting from my diary for the same day I

write :
—“ The dogs were at one of bur precious pemmican

grips last night ; they have torn off" a corner of the bag and
eaten some of its contents, but happily not much. We have
been fortunate inasmuch as they have let the provisions alone

hitherto; ‘but now hunger is becoming too much for them and
nature is stronger than discipkne.”

“Wednesday, May ist. — 12*6° Fahr. (— C.). I
‘ half-soled ' my Finn shoes to-day with sail-cloth, so I hope
they will last a while; I feel as if I could hold my own
again now. I have two pairs of Finn shoes, so that for once
one pair can be dried in the sun. They have been wet the

whole way and it has made them the worse for wear,”
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The ice was now growing very bad again and our marches
shorter. On Frfday, IVfay 3rd, I write iiv my diary :—“ Wg
did not do so good a day’s work yesterday ^ we expected,

although" we made some progress. The ice 'was fiat and the

goipg good at one time, and we kept steadily at it for four

houfs or so but then came several reaches with lanes and
rubble-ice, which, however, we managed to pull through,

tJioagh the ic» was often packing under our feet. By degrees

the wind from the south-east increased, and while we were

Having dinner it veered round to an easterly direction and be-

came rather strong. The ice, too, grew worse, with channels

and rubble, and when the wind reached a velocity of 29 to 33

'

feet in the second, and a-driving snowstorm set in, completely

obliterating everything around us, stumbling along through it

all became anything but attractive. After being delayed

several times by newly-formed rubble, I saw that the only

sensible thing to be done was to camp, if we could find a shel-

tered spot. This was easier said than done, as the weather

was so thick we could hardly see anything, but at last we found

a suitable place, and well content to be under shelter, ate. our
‘ fiskegratin,’ and crept into the bag, while the wind rattled

the tent-yalls and made drifts round us outside. We had
been constrained to pitch our tent close beside a new ridge,

which was hardly desirable, as packing might take place, but

we had no choice ; it was the only lee to be found". Before I

went to sleep the ice under us began to creak, and soon the

pressure-ridge behind us was packing with the ^ell-kno\v'n

jerks. I lay listening and wondgring whether it would be
better for us to turn out before ‘the ice-block^ came tu^ibling

Upon us, b^it as I lay listening I went fast asleep and dreamed
about an earthquake. When I woke up again, some hours

afterwards, everything was quiet except the wind, which

howled and rattled at the tent-walls, lashing the snow up
against them.

” "Vcsterday evening Potifar was killed. We have now sik*
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teen dogs left ; the numbers are diminishing horribly, and it is

still so far to land. If only we were there !

“ Saturday, May 4. Did fourtf'en miles yesterday ; but the

lanes become worse and worse. When we got under way in

the afternoon—after having re-loaded my sledge and ka^ak,

and re-adjusted the dunnage under Johansen’s kayak—the
wind had fallen, and it was snowing quietly and silently, with

big flakes, just as it does on a winter day at ohome. It was

bad in one way, however, as in such a light it is difficult to see

if the lie of the ground is against or with us ; but the goigg

was fairly good, and we made progress. If was heavenly to

work in this mild weather, -f 11*8® Fahr. (— ii‘3®C.), and
be able to use one’s frost-bitten hands bare, without suffering

torture untold every time they came in contact with any-

thing.

“ Our life, however, was soon embittered by open water-

ways. By means of a circuitous route, and the expenditure of

much valuable time, we at last succeeded in getting over them.

Then came long stretches of good ice, and we went cheerfully

on our way ; bye-and-bye, too, the sun peeped out. It is

wonderful what such encouragement does for one. A little

while ago, when I was ploughing alongside a horrible lane,

through rubble and over ridges, without a sign of any means
of getting on, I was ready to sink from exhaustion at every

step ; no pleasure then could compare with that of being able

to crawl into the bag ; and now, when luck again sheds her

smiles on one and progress is before one, all weariness is sud-

denly dissipated.

“ During the night the ice began to be bad in earnest, lane

after lane, the one worse than the other, and the)^were only

overcome by deviations and intricate by-ways. It was terrible

work,^.an<l when the wind increased to a good ‘ mill-breeze,’

matters became desperate. This is indeed toil without ceas-

ing ; what would I not give to have land, to have a certain

way before me, to be able to reckon on a certain day’s march
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and be free froift this* never-ending anxiety and uncertainty

about the lanes. Nobody can tell how much trouble they

may yet cause us, and what adversities we jnay . have to go
through before we reach land; and meanwhile the dogs are

diminishing steadily. They haul all they can, poor things,

but what good does it do ? I am so tired that I stagger on my
snowshoes, and when I fall down, only wish to lie there to save

myself the trouble of getting up again. But everything

qjianges, and we shall get to land in time.*^

“ At five this fhorning we came to a broad lane, and as it

was almost impossible to get the dogs on any further, we -

camped. Once well down in the bag with a pot of savoury-

smelling lobscouse in front of one, a feeling of well-being is

the result, which neither lanes nor anything else can disturb.

“ The ice we have gone through has, on the whole, been flat,

with the exception of the newly-formed lanes and rubble.

These appear, however, for the most part in limited stretches,

with extensive flat ice between, as yesterday. All the channels

seem in the main to go in the same direction, about straight

across our course with a little deflection towards the south-

west. They run about north-east to west-south-west (by com-

pass). This morning the temperature had again sunk to

+ o‘i° Fahr. (— 17 •8'^ C.), after having been up at -f- 12 -2°

Fahr. (— 1 C.), and therefore I am still in hopes that the

water may freeze within a reasonable time. Perhaps it is

wrong of us to curse this wind, for on board the jFram they

are rejoicing that a south-easter has at last sprung *up. How-
ever, in spite Of our maledictions* I am reaUy glad for their

sake, althQugh I could wish it deferred till we reach land."

“ Wednesday, May 8th. The lanes still appear regularly in

certain places, as % nile where the ice is very unev^, and

where there are old and new ridges alternately ; between these

places there are long fiat stretches of ice without lanes.

These are often perfectly even, almost like * inland ice.’ The
direction of the lanes is, as before, very often athwart our
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course, or a little more south-westerly. „ Othtrs, again, seem to

go in about the same direction as* we do. This ice is extra-

ordinary, it seems to become more and more even as we
approach land, instead of the contrary as we expected. If it

would only keep so ! It is considerably flatter than it Was
about the From it seems to me. There are no really imprac-

ticable places, and the irregularities there are seem to be of

small dimensions—rubble-ice and so forth—no' huge mounds
and ridges as we had farther north. Some of the lanCs here

are narrow and so far new that the water Mas only covered

with brash. This can be deceptive enough ; it appears to be

even ice, but thrust your staff in, and it goes right through and
into the water.”

“ This morning I made out our latitude and longitude. The
former was (Sunday, May 5th) 84° 31' N., and the latter 66°

15' E. We M’ere not so far south as I expected, but consider-

ably farther west. It is the drift which has put us back and
westwards. I shall, therefore, for the future, steer a more
southerly course than before, about due south (true), as we are

still drifting westwards, and, above everything, I am afraid of

getting too far in that direction. It is to be hoped that we
shall soon have land in sight, and we shall then know where

to steer. We undoubtedly ought to be there now."
“ No dog was killed yesterday, as there were two-thirds left

of ‘ Ulenka ’ from the previous day, which provided an abun-

dant repast. I now only intend to slaughter,,one every other

day, and perhaps we shall soon come across a bear.”

“ Tuesday, Ma^ 9th. + 9** (— 13*3° C.). Yesterday was

a fairly good day. The ice was certainly not first-rate, rather

rubbly, and the going heavy, but all the same we arl making
steady way forwards. There were long, flat stretches every

now arrti then. The weather had become'quite fine when -we

got under way, about 3 o’clock this morning. The sun was
shining through light cumulus clouds. It was hard work, how-
ever, making head against the ice, and soon the fog came
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down with the wind, which still blew from the same direction

(N.N.E.). •
^

“ The work of hauling becomes heavier and heavier for the

dogs, in proportion as their numbers diminish. The wooden
runners, too (the under-runners), do not seem to ride well. I

have iong thought of taking them off, and to-day really decided

to try the sledges without them. In spite of everything the

dogs keep a vePy even pace, with only a halt now and then.

Yesterday there were only four dogs for my sledge. One of

them, ‘ Flint,’ slipped his harness and ran away, and we did

not get hold of him again before the evening, when he was
killed by way of punishment. The ice was all along more un-

even than it has been the last few days. In the afternoon the

W’eather thickened, and the wind increased till, at about

3 o’clock, a regular snowstorm was raging. No way was to be
seen, only whiteness everywhere, except in places where the

pointed blue ice from the ridges stuck up through the snow-

drifts. After a while the ice grew worse, and I went headlong

on to ridges and irregularities without even seeing them. I

hoped this was only rough ice which we should pass through,

but matters did not improve, and we thought there was no
sense in going on. Luckily we had just then dropped on a
good sheltered camping ground, otherwise it would have been
difficult enough to find" one in such weather, where nothing

could be discerned. Meanwhile we we getting southwards,

and are more and more surprised at not seeing signs of land.

We reckon now to have left the eighty-fourth parallel behind us.

“Friday, May loth. -J- i6‘2° Fahr. (— 8*8° C.). Our life

has many difficulties to combat* Yesterday pS'omised to be a

good day, but thick weather hindered our advance. When we
crept out of the tent yesterday forenoon it was fine, the sun was

shining, the going was^anusually good, and the ice appeaitd to

be unusually even. We had managed in the snowstorm of the

previous evening to get into a belt of foul ice, which was merely

local. Before we started we thought of taking the removable
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wooden runners off the sledges, but qju trying mine befo^hand^

• found that it ran well as it was. c I decided, therefore, to wait

a little longer, as I was afraid that removing the wooden
runners might weaken the sledge. Johansen, meanwhile, had

taken them off the middle sledge, but as we then discovered

that one of the birch runners had split right across undhr one

of the uprights, there was nothing for it but to put it on again.

It was a pity, though
; as the sledge would liave rfin much

better on the newly-tarred runners than on the scratched under-

runners. We made fairly good progress, in epite of there only

being thirteen dogs left— four to my sledge, four to the birch

sledge, and five to Johansen’s. But later in the afternoon the

weather thickened rapidly and snow began to fall which pre-

vented our seeing anything before us. The ice, however,

was fairly even, and we kept going. We came across a lane,

but this we crossed by means of a detour. Not long afterwards

again we got among a number of abominable pressure-ridges,

aud ran right into high mounds and over steep brinks without

seeing them. Wherever one turned there were sudden drops

and pitfalls, although everything looked so fair and even under

its covering of still-falling snow. As there seemed to be little

good in continuing, we decided to camp, have our dinner of

, savoury hot lobscouse, make out our Jongitude, and then pass

the time until it should clear again
;
and if this did not take

place soon, then have a good sleep and be ready to get under
way as soon as the weather should permit. • After having slept

for a couple of hours (it was i o’clock in the morning), I turned

out of the ten^ and was efinfipnted with the same thick, over-

cast weather, with only a strip of clear blue sky down by the

horizon in the south-west, so I let Johansen sleep on and
reckoned out our longitude, which proved to be 64® 20' E.

We bave drifted considerably westwardts since 1 last made it

out, if my calculations be right While I was thus occupied I

heard a suspicious gnawing noise outside in the direction of

the kayaks. I listened, and—quite rijght—it was the dogs up in
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Jphanseii’;$ kay?'?'-* I ran ont» caught ‘ Haren,’ who wasJust
lying knawina^^ at the potions of ^esh dog’s-flesh destined for

_

t(^oi7ow’s q^stunption, an^ gave him a good tbrashiug for
‘

his pains. The casing over the opening in th€f kayak was then

properly secured and snowsboes and sticks piled on.

Ifee weather is still the same, overcast and thick ; but the

wind has veered round to a mote southerly direction and the

clear strip of bltie sky in the south-west has risen a little higher

from the ice-margin—can there be a west wind in prospect ?

Welcome, indeed*would it be, and longing were the glances I

directed towards that blue strip— there lay sunshine and pro-

gress ; perhaps, even, land was beneath it. I could see the

cumulus clouds sailing through the blue atmosphere, and
thought if only we were there, only had land under us, then all

our troubles would sink into oblivion. But material needs

must not be forgotten, and, perhaps, it would be better to get

into the bag and have a good sleep while waiting. Many times

in the morning did I peep out of the tent, but always saw the

same cloudy sky and the same white prospect wherever the eye

turned. Down in the west and south-west was always the same
strip of clear blue sky, only that now it was lower again. When
we, at last, turned out in the forenoon, the weather was just the

same, and the azure strip on the horizon in the south-west was

still there. I think it must have something to do with land,

'

and it gives me hope that this may not be so far off. It is a

tougher job than we thought, this gaining land, but we have

had many enemies to make headway against—not oijjly foul ice .

and bad going, but also wind, water, and thick weather—all of

them equally obdurate adversaries to overcome?”

“Sundaj?, May 12th. -f o'6® Fahr. (— 17-5^0.). Yester-

day we had a better time than we expected. Overcast and
thick it w^ the whole time, and we felt our way rather* than

saw it. The ice was not particularly good either, but we
pressed onwards, and had the satisfaction now and then of

travelling over several long stretches of flat ice. A couple of
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channels which had partly opened, hindered us somewhat.

Curiously enough the strip of clear* sky was still there in the

S.S.W. (true), and as we wen?£ along, rose higher in the

heavens. We kept expecting it to spread, and that the weather

would clear ; we needed it sorely to find our way ; bitf the

strip never rose any higher, and yet remained there equally

clear. Then it sank again,^ and only a small rim was left

visible on the margin of the sky. Then this aiso disappeared.

I cannot help thinking that this strip must have had something

to do with land. At 7 o’clock this morning^we came to a belt

of ice as bad, almost, as I have ever seen it, and as I thought

it unadvisable to make an onslaught in such thick weather, we
encamped. I hope we did our 14 miles, and can reckon on
only 90 more to land, if it lie in 83® latitude. l‘he ice

is undoubtedly of a dift'erent character from what it was pre-

viously : it is less even, and old lanes and new ones with ridges

and rubble, are more frequent, all seeming to point to the

vicinity of land.

“ Meanwhile time is going, and the number of dogs diminish-

ing. We have now twelve left ; yesterday ‘ Katta ' was killed.

And our provisions are also gradually on the decrease, though,

thank Heaven, we have a good deal remaining. The first tin

of petroleum (2^ gallons) came to an end three days ago, and
we shall soon have finished our second sack of bread. We do
nothing but scan the horizon longingly for land, but see

nothing, even when I climb up on to the highest hummocks
with the telescope.

“ Monday, May 13th.
-I-

8*6° Fahr. (— 13® C.) ; minimum
-f-

6*6® Fahr. 14*2® C.)* This is, indeed, a toilsome

existence. The number of the dogs and likewise tbeir hauling

jjowers, diminish by degrees, and they are inert and difficult to

urge on. The ice grows worse and worse as we approach land,

and is, besides, covered with much deeper and looser snow
than before. It is particularly difficult to get on in the broken-

up ice, where the snow, although it covers up many irregu-
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larities; at the same ti^ne lets one sink through almost up to

one's thighs between the fJieces pf ice, as soon as one takes

one’s snowshoes* off to help the sledge. It is extremely tiring

and shaky on this sort ol surface to use one's saowshoes not

firmly ^.ecured to the feet, but one cannot have them properly

fastenedvon when one has to help the dogs at any moment, or

pull and tug at these eternal .sledges. I think in snow such as

this Indian snowshoes would be preferable, and I only wish I

had some. Meanwhile, however, we covered some ground

yesterday, and if I jeckon 20 miles for yesterday and to-day

together I do not think I shall be very far out; We should thus

have only about 50 miles to the 83rd parallel and the land which

Payer determined. We are keeping a somewhat southerly course,

about due south (true), as this continual east wind is certainly

driving us westwards, and I do not like the idea of drifting

west past land. It is beginning to be tolerably warm inside the

bag at night now, and last night I could hardly sleep for heat.’’

“Tuesday, May 14th. -f fi'S^Fahr. (— i4°C.). ' Yesterday

was a cosy day of rest. Just as we were about to get under
way after breakfast it clouded over, and a dense snow-storm set

in, so that to start out in such weather, in the uneven ice we have

now before us, would not have been worth while. I therefore

made up my mind to halt for the: time being and get some
trifles done, and in particular the shifting of the load from the

birch-sledge on to the two others, and so at last g^t rid of

this third sledge, for w’hich we can no longer spare any dogs.

This took some time, and as it was absolutely necessary to do
it, we lost nothing by stopping for a (^y.

“ We had now so much wood ftbm the sledge,nogether with

broken snowahoe staves and the results of other casualties, that

I thought we should be able to use it as fuel for some time to

come, and so save the petroleum. We accordingly made a fire

of it to cook the supper with, contrived a cooking-pot out of

the empty petroleum tin, and hurig it over in the approved

fashion. At the first start-off we lighted the fire just out-
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we got safely over the pool, the trend of which we had been

prepared to follow for days. Thenjon wd went again, though

in toil and tribulation, until at^half-past eight in the evening

we again found ourselves confronted by a pool, or lane, of

exactly the same description as the former one, with the

exception only that this time the view to the ‘ sea ’ epened

towards the north-east, while in the south-west the ?ky-line

was closed in by ice. The lane also was covered with young

ice, which in the middle was obviously of the same age as that

on the last pool. Near the edge there was some thicker and
older ice, which would bear, and over whith I went on snow-

shoes to look for a crossing, but found none as far as I went.

The strip of ice along the middle, sometimes broad and some-

times narrow, was everywhere too thin to risk taking the

sledges over. We consequently decided to camp and wait till

to-day, when it is to be hoped the ice will be strong enough to

bear. And here we are still, with the same lane in front of us.

Heaven only knows what surprises the day will bring.

“ Sunday, May 19th. The surprise which the Seventeenth

brought us was nothing less than that we found the lanes

about here full of narwhals. When wc had just got under
way, and were about to cross over the lane we had been
stopped by the previous day, I became aware of a breathing

loise, just like the blowing of whales. I thought at first it

nust be from the dogs, but then I heard for certain that the

sound came from the lane. I listened. Johansen had heard
the noise the whole morning, he said, but thought it was only
ce jamming in the distance. No, that sound I knew well

enough, I thot^ht, and IdbkqfJ over towards an opening in the
ce whence I thought it proceeded. Suddenly I ^aw a move-
nent which could hardly be falling ice, and—quite right—up
tame the head of a whale

; then came the body : it executed
he ‘well-known curve, ©nd disappeared. Then up came
mother, accompanied by the same sound. There was a
vhole school of them. I shouted that they were whales, and
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running to the sledge, had my gun out in a second. Then
came the adjusting of a harpoon, and after a little work this

was accomplished, and I was ready to start in pursuit. Mean-
while the animals had disappeared from the opening in the

ice wh^re I had first seen them, though I heard their breathing

from ^me openings farther east. I followed the lane in that

direction, but did not come within range, although I got rather

near them oncef or twice. They came up in comparatively

small openings in the ice, which were to be found along the

whole length of th« lane. There was every prospect of being

able to get a shot at them if we stopped for a day to watch the

holes ; but we had no time to spare, and could not have taken

much with us had we got one, as the sledges were heavy

enough already. We soon found a passage over, and con-

tinued our journey with the flags hoisted on the sledges in

honour of the day. As we were going so slowly now that it

was hardly possible for things to be worse, I determined at our

dinner-hour that I really would take off the under-runners from

my sledge. The change was unmistakable : it was not like the

same sledge. Henceforth we got on well, and after a while

the under-runners from Johansen’s sledge were also removed.

As we furthermore came on some good ice later in the day,

our progress was quite,, unexpectedly good, and when we
stopped at half-past eleven yesterday morning, I should think

we had gone 10 miles during our day’s march. This brings

us down to latitude 83° 20' or so.

“ At last then we have come down to latitudes which have
been reached by human beings before us, and it cannot pos-

sibly be far to land. A little whife before we hatted yesterday,

we crossed i lane, or pool, exactly like the two previous ones,

only broader still. Here, too, I heard , the blowing of whales,

but although I was not far from the hole whence the noise

presumably came, and although the opening there was quite

small, I could perceive nothing. Johansen, who came after-

wards with the dogs, said that as soon as they reached the

yoL. n. K
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frozen lane the dogs got scent of something and wanted to go
against the wind. Curious that ^ere Should be so many
narwhals in the lanes here.

“The ice we are now travelling over is surprisingly bad.

There are few or no new ridges, only small older irregularities,

with now and then deep snow in between, and then* these

curious broad, endless lanes, which resemble each otlifer and
run exactly parallel, and are all unlike those we have met
before. They are remarkable from the fact that, while formerly

I always observed the ice on the north side of the lane to drift

westwards in comparison with that whichP lay on the south
side, the reverse was here the case. It was the ice on the
south side which drifted westwards.

“As I am afraid that we are continually drifting rapidly

westwards, I have kept a somewhat easterly course—S.S.E. or
east of that, according as the drift necessitates. We kept the
Seventeenth of May—on the i8th it is true—by a feast of
unsurpassed magnificence, consisting of lobscouse, stewed red
whortleberries, mixed with vril-food, and stamina lime-juice

mead (/>., a concoction of lime-juice tablets and Frame Food
stamina tablets dissolved in water), and then, having eaten our
fill, crawled into our bag.”

As we gradually made our way southwards, the ice became
more impracticable and difficult to travel over. We still came
across occasional good flat plains, but they were often broken
up by broad belts of jammed-up ice and in a measure by
channels which hindered our advance. On May 19th I write

:

“I climbed to the top of the highest hummock I have yet
been up. I ineasured it i^ou^hly, and made it out to be about
24 feet above ^he ice whence I had climbhd up : but as this

latter was considerably above the surface of the water, the
height was probably 30 feet or so. It formed the crest of
quite a short and crooked pressure-ridge, consisting of only
small pieces of ice.”

That day we came across the first tracks of bears which we
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had seen on our journey over the ice. The certainty that we
had got down to regions where these animals are to be found,

and the prospect of a hard, made Us very joyous. On May 20th

there was a tremendous snow-storm, throifgh which it was

impossible to see our way on the uneven ice. “ Consequently

there,is nothing for it but to creep under the cover again and
sleep as long as one can. Hunger at last, though, is too much
for us, and I turn out to make a stew of delicious liver ‘

Then a cup of a^hey drink, and into the bag again, to write or

slumber as we list. Here we are, with nothing to do but to.

wait till the weathfr changes and we can go on.

*‘We can hardly be far from 83® 10' N., and should have

gained Petermann's Land if it be where Payer supposed.

Either we must be unconscionably out of our bearings, or the

country very small. Meanwhile, I suppose, this east wind is

driving us westward, out to sea, in the direction of Spitzbergen.

Heaven alone knows what the velocity of the drift may be

here. Oh well, I am not i“ the least down-hearted. We still

have ten dogs, and should W'e drift past Cape Fligely, there is

land enough west of us, and that we can hardly mistake.

Starve we scarcely can ; and if the worst should come to the

worst, and we have to make up our minds to winter up here,

we can face that too—if only there were nobody waiting at

home. But we shall get back before the winter. The baro-

meter is falling steadily, so that it will be a case of patience

long drawn out, but we shall manage all right”

On the afternoon of the following day .(May 21st) we were

at last able to get off, though the weather was still thick and
snowy, and we often staggered along like blind men. “ As the

wind was strong and right at bur back, and»as the ice was

fairly even,*I at last put a sail to my sledge. It almost went

by itself, but did not in the least change the dogs’ pace ; they

kept the same slow time as before. Poor beasts, they become
more and more tired, and the going is heavy and loose. We
passed over many newly frozen pools that day, and some time
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previously there must have been a remarkable quantity of open

water. «

“ I do not think I exceed when I put down our day’s mardi

at 14 miles, and we ought to have latitude 83“ behind us, but

as yet no sign of land. This is becoming rather exciting.

“Friday, May 24th. +i8'8° Fahr. (— 7'4® C.). Mijj^mum
— ii*4®C. Yesterday was the worst day we have yet had.

The lane we had before us when we stopped the previous day

proved to be worse than any of the others had been. After

breakfast at 1 a.m., and while Johansen was engaged in patph-

ing the tent, I trudged off to look for a passage across, but was
away for three hours without finding any. There was nothing

for it but to follow the bend of the lane eastwards and trust to

getting over eventually ; but it turned out to be a longer job

than we had anticipated. When we came to the place where
it appeared to end, the surrounding ice-mass was broken up in

all directions, and the floes were grinding against each other

as they tore along. There was no safe passage across to be
found anywhere. Where at one moment, perhaps, I might
have crossed over, at the next, when I had brought the sledges

up, there was only open water. Meanwhile we executed some
intricate manoeuvring from floe to floe, always farther east, in

order to get round. The ice jammed under and around us,

and it was often a difficult matter to get through. Often did

we think we were well across, when still worse lanes and cracks

in front of us met our disappointed gaze. It was enough
sometimes to make one despair.

“ Therb seemed to be no end to it
;
wherever one turned were

yawning channels. On the o??ercast sky the dark, threatening

reflection of water was to be seen in all directionr. It really

seemed as if the ice was entirely broken up. Hungry and
almqst tired to death we were, but determined, if possible, to

have our troubles behind us before we stopped for dinner.

But at last matters came to a hopeless pitch, and at 1 o’clock,

after nine hours’ work, we decided to have a ineal. It is
^
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reitiarlcable fact that, let things be as bad as they may, once in

the bag, and with food in prospect, all one’s troubles sink into

oblivion. The human being becomes a happy animal, which

eats as long as it can keep its eyes open, and goes to sleep

with th® food in its mouth. Oh, blissful state of heedlessness 1

But at 4 o’clock we had to turn to again at the apparently

hopeless task of threading the maze of lanes. As a last drop
in our cup of mTsery, the weather became so thick and shadow-
less thai one literally could not see if one were walking up
against a wall of ic« or plunging into a pit. Alas, we have only

too much of this mist 1 How many lanes and cracks we went
across, how many huge ridges we clambered over, dragging

the heavy sledges after us, I cannot say, but very many. They
twisted and turned in all directions, and water and slush met
us everywhere.

“ But everything comes to an end, and so did this. After

another two-and-a-half hours’ severe exertion we had put the

last lane behind us, and before us lay a lovely plain. Alto-

gether we had now been at this sort of work for nearly twelve

hours, and I had, in addition, followed the lane for three hours

in the morning, which made fifteen altogether. We were

thoroughly done, and wet too. Plow many times we had gone
through the deceptive crust of snow which hides the water

between the pieces of ice, it is impossible to say. Once
during the morning I had had a narrow escape. I was going

confidently along on snowshoes over what I supposed to be

solid ice, when suddenly the ground began to sinl^ beneath

me. Happily there were some pieces of ice not far off on

which I succeeded in throwing myself, while th*?; water washed

over the snow I had just been standing on. I might have had

a long swim for it through the slush, which would have been

anything but pleasant, particularly seeing that I waS alone?

A't last we had level ice before us, but, alas, our happiness

was destined to be short-lived. From the dark belt of clouds

on the sky we saw that a new channel was in prospect, and at
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ipight in the evening we had reached it. I yn^s too

follow the trend of the lane (it was not short) in prder to^9
a crossing, particularly as another channel was visible behind

it. It was also impossible to see the ice around one in the

heavily falling snow. It was only a question, thereQpre, of

finding a camping-place, but this was easier said than done.

A strong north wind was blowing, and no shelter was to be

found from it on the level ice we had just got on to. Every

mound and irregularity was examined as we passed by ii in

the snowstorm, but all were too small. We had to content our-

selves at last with a little pressed-up hummock, which we could

just get under the lee of. Then, again, there was too little

snow, and only after considerable work did we succeed in

pitching the tent. At last, however, the * Primus ’ was singing

cheerily inside it, the ‘ fiskegratin ’ diffusing its savoury odour,

and two happy beings were ensconced comfoitably inside the

bag, enjoying existence, and satisfied, if not, indeed, at having

done a good day’s march, yet in the knowledge of having

overcome a difficulty.

“ While we were having breakfast to-day, I went out and
took a meridian altitude, which, to our delight, made us

82“ 52' N.
“ Sunday, May 26th. When the ice is as uneven as it is now,

the difficulty of making headway is incredible. The snow is

loose, and if one takes one’s snowshoes off for a moment one
sinks in above one’s knees. It is impossible to fasten them on
securely, as every minute^ one must help the dogs with the

sledges. Added to this, if the weather be thick, as yesterday,

one is apt to run into the largest ridges or snow-Aifts without

seeing them ; everything is equally white under its covering of

new, snow, and the light comes from all directions, so that it

throws no shadows. Then one plunges in headlong, and with

difficulty can get up and on to one’s snowshoes again. This
takes place continually, and the longer it lasts the worse it gets.

At last one literally staggers on one’s snowshoes from fatigue.
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as if one wei*.d^id&' But ve are gaining ground, and
Imiised and

"’fkid y<!^<^s’Ts^ l^^lai^ injurious to

'the ankles, on account of the constant unsteadiness and

swerwng of tJie snowshoes, and many a day have mine been

much*lswollen. The dogs, too, are becoming exhausted, which,

is worse.

“ I have to-^y reckoned out the observations made yester-

day, and find, to our joy, that the longitude is fir* 27' E., so

thit we have not drifted westwards, but have come about south

according to our course. My constant fear of drifting past

land is thus unfounded, and we should be able to reckon on
reaching it before very long. We may possibly be farther east

than we suppose, but hardly farther west, so that if we now go

due south for a while, and then south-west, we must meet with

land, and this within not many days. I reckon that we did

20 miles southwards yesterday, and should thus be now in

latitude 82” 40' N. A couple more days, and our latitude will

be very satisfactory.

“ The ice we have before us looks practicable, but, to judge

by the sky, we have a number of waterways a little farther on

;

we must manage somehow to fight our way across them. I

should be very reluctant to mend the kayaks just now, before

we have reached land and firm land ice. They require a

thorough overhauling, both as to frames and covers. My one
thought now is to get on while we still have some dogs, and
thus use them up.

^
“ A comfortable Sunday morning in the tent to-day. These

observations put me in good spfrits ; life seenA to look bright

before us. Soon we must be able to staft homewards at good
speed and across open water. Oh, what a pleasure it will be

to handle paddle and gun again, instead of this continual

toil with tbe sledges i Then, too, the shouting to the dogs to

go on—it seems to wear and tear one’s ears and every nerve in

one's body.
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“ Monday, May 27th. Ever since yesterday morning we have

seen the looming of water on the sky j
k is the same looming that

• we saw on the previous day, and I set our course direct for the

place where, to judge by it, there should be the greatest accu-

mulation of ice, and where, consequently, a crossing should be

easiest. During the course of the afternoon we came oft too

lane after the other, just as the water-sky haj^ denote, and

towards evening the dark hOavens before usk atigured open'

water of a worse kind. The reflection was particularly dark

and threatening, both in the west and in the east. By 7 o’clock

I could see a broad lane before us, stretching away west and
east as far as the eye could reach from the highest hummOck.
It was broad, and appeared to be more impracticable than any

of the previous ones. As the dogs were tired, our day’s

march had been a good one, and we had a splendid camping-

place ready to hand, we decided to pitch the tent. Well

satisfied and certain that we were now in latitude 82!°, and
that land must inevitably be near, we disappeared into the

bag.

“ During breakfast this morning I went out and took a meri-

dian altitude. It proves that we have not deceived ourselves.

We are in latitude 82° 30' N., perhaps even a minute or two
farther south. But it is growing more and more remarkable

that w^e see no sign of land, I cannot explain it in any other

way than that we are some degrees farther east than we sup-

pose.* That we should be so much farther west as to enable

us to pass - entirely clear of Petermann’s *Land and Oscar’s

Land, and? not so much as get a glimpse of them, I consider

an impossibility.* I have again, looked at our former observa-

tions; have again gone through our dead reckoning, the

velocity and directions of the wind, and all the possibilities of

€
-t

* In point of feet we were then about 6® further east than we thought.
I had on April 14th, it will be remembered (compare my notes for that
day), surmised that the longitude I then set down (86® £.) was more
westerly than that we were actually in.
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drift during the c^ays which passed between our last certain

observation for longitude (April 8th) and the day when,

according to the dead reckoning, we assumed ourselves to be

in longitude 86° E, (April 13th). That there» should be any

great mistake is inconceivable. The ice can hardly have had

such ^ coni^iderable drift during those particular days, seeing

thhit our dea4 ret^oning. hi other respects tallied so well With

the c^seryaj^OBS,. '
.

“ Yesterday evening ‘ Kvik ’ was slaughtered. Poor thing,

sh^^was quite worn out, and did little or nothing in the hauling

line. I was sorry ^o part with her, but what was to be done ?

Even if we should get fresh meat, it would have taken some
time to feed her up again, and then, perhaps, we should have

had no use for her, and should only have had to kill her after

all. But a fine big animal she was, and provided food for

three days for our remaining eight dogs.

“ I am in a continual state of wonderment at the ice we are

now travelling over. It is flat and good, with only smallish

pieces of broken-up ice lying about, and a large mound or

small ridge here and there, but all of it is ice which can hardly

be winter-old, or at any rate has been formed since last

summer. It is quite a rarity to come across a small tract of

older ice, or even a single old floe which has lain the summer
through—so rare, in fact, that at our last camping-place it was
impossible to find any ice which had been ejxposed to the

summer sun, and consequently freed from salt. We were

obliged to be content with snow for our drinking-water.* Cer-

* For melting water in the cooker, "it is better to ice than snow,
particularly if^he latter be not old and granular. Newly follen snow gives
little water, and re<^res considerably more heat to warm it. That part of
salt-water ice which is above the sur&ce of the sea, and, in particular,

prominent pieces which have been exposed to the rays of the sun during a
summer, and Me thus freed from the greater part of their salt, hirnish
excellent drinking water. Soine expeditions have harboured the super-
stition that drinkmg-water from ice m which there was the least salt was
injurious. This b a mbtake which cost, for instance, the members of the
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tain it is that where these great e^spanseS of flat* ice come

from there was open water last summer or autumn, and that of

no little extenj, because we passed over many miles of this

compact ice the whole day yesterday and a good part of the

previous day, besides which there were formerly,a consid^srable

number of such tracts in between older, summer*ord~ ic.c«

There is little probability that this should havj^ been formed in

the vicinity hereabouts. More probably it has come from;

farther east or south-east, and was formed in open water bh
the east side of Wilczek’s Land. I believe,•consequently, tlbijat

this must indicate that there can be not a little open water

along the east or north-east coast of WilczeUs Land in the

summer or autumn months*

“Now followed a time when the lanes grew worse than ever,

and we began to toil in grim earnest. Lanes and cracks went

crosswise in every direction. The ice was sometimes uneven,

and the surface loose and heavy between the irregularities.

“ If one could get a bird’s-eye view of this ice, the lanes

would form a veritable network of irregular meshes. Woe to

him who lets himself get entangled in it 1

“ Wednesday, May 29th. Yesterday I inaugurated a great

change, and began with ‘ komager.’ It was an agreeable

transition. One’s feet keep nice and dry now, and one is

furthermore saved the trouble of attending to the Finn shoesf

Jeannette expedition much unnecessary trouble, as they thought it impera-
tive to distil the water before t^ey could drink it without incurring the risk

of scurvy. ^* As will be understood by our later discoveries, my surmises were not
quite correct. We really were at (hat time north or north-eflit of Wilcrek’s
Land, which seems to be only a little island. Meanwhile there must have
been extensive open water the previous autumn where this ice was formed.
But 4vhen it is shown later how much open waterwe saw on the north-WeSt
coast of Franz Josef Land even in winter, this can easily be imagined.

t Whereas Finn shoes are made of reindeer-skin with the hair on,
** komager ” are made of under-tanned hide without hair, ^nerally fknn
the ox or bearded seal (/’haea barbatd), with tops of reindeer-skin. Th^
arc strong and waterproof (see description of equipment).
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night and morning. They were beginning in this mild tem-

perature to assume a texture Ijke our native * lefser,’ a kind of

tough rye-cake. Then, too, one need no longer sleep with wet

rags on one’a chest and legs to dry them.”

/ 'HiV <^7 saw our first bird: a fulmar {Procellaria

g^aciaiis).
\

' ''

**Thiiftdayi May 30th. At $ d'dock yesterday morning we
set forth with the buoyancy bom of the belief that hOw aj^ last

the whole network of lanes was behind us ; but we had not

gone far before t^e reflection of ntfw channels appeared in

frbnt. I climbed up on to a hummock as quickly as possible,

blit the sight which met my eyes was anything but enlivening

—lane after lane, crossing and recrossing, in front of us and on

each side, as far as the eye could reach. It looked as if it

mattered little what direction we chose : it would be of no
avail in getting out of the maze. I made a long excursion on

ahead to see if there might not be a way of slipping through

and over on the consecutive flat sheets as we had done before

;

but the ice appeared to be broken up, and so it probably is all

the way to land. It was no longer with the compact^ massive

polar ice that we had to deal, but with thin, broken-up pack-

ice, at the mercy of every wind of heaven, and we had to

reconcile ourselves to the idea of scrambling from floe to. floe

as best we might What would I not have given at this

moment for it to be March, with all its cold and sufferings,

instead of the end of May, and the thermometer almost above
32“ F. ? It was just this end of May I had feared *all along,

the time at which I considered k of the greate-st importance to

have gained land. Unhappily my fears proved to be well

founded. I almost began to wish that it was a month or more

later; the ice would then perhaps be slacker here, with|nore

open pools and lanes, so that in a measure one could make
one’s way in a kayak. Well, who could tell ? This nfiserable

thin young ice appeared to be utterly treacherous, and there

was a water-sky in every direction, but mostly far, far ahead.
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If only we were there ! if only we were unier land I Perhaps

if the worst should come to the worSt, we may be reduced to

waiting till over the time when the mild weather and brea.k-tfp^

of the ice come in earnest. But have wO provisions enou^Ir^

to wait till that t™® ? This was, indeed, more than doj^btful

. . . . As I stood sunk in these gloomy reflecti<»is oii^

the high hummock, and looking southwards over the ice,

seeing ridge after ridge, and lane after lane btffore rrie> I sud-

denly heard the well-known sound of a whale blowing from

'

a lane close behind. It was the solutioi) of my troubles.

Starve we should not ; there are animals here, and we have

guns, thank Heaven, and harpoons as well, and we know how
to use them. There was a whole school of narwhals in the

lane breathing and blowing ceaselessly. As some high ice hid

them from view for a great part, I could only see their grey

backs, now and then, as they arched themselves over the black

surface of the water. I stood a long while looking at them,

and had I had my gun and harpoon, it would have been an
easy matter to get one. After all, the prospect was not so bad
at present ; and meanwhile what we had to do was not to mind
lanes, but to keep on our course S.W. or S.W. to S. over them,

and push on the best we could. And with that resolution I

returned to the sledges. Neither of us, however, had a very

firm belief that we should get much farther, and, therefore,' all

the more elated did we become as our advance proved by
degrees to be tolerably easy, in spite of our exhausted

dogs.

“ While we were making our way during the morning
between some‘*lanes, I suddenly saw a black object come
rushing through the air ; it was a black guillemot {ttria grylk\

and it circled round us several times. Not Jong afterwards I

heard a curious noise in a south-westerly direction
; something

like the sound made by a goat’s horn when blown pnj I heard

it many times, and Johansen also remarked it, but I could not

make out what it was. An animal, at all events, it must be, as
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human beings are hardly likely to be near us here.* A little

while later a fulmar camlh saUing towards us and flew round
round just our heads; I out 'my gun, but before

cartridge i^, the bird had gone again, is beginning

tp -grow; lively here j it is cheerii^ to see so htueh’l^fei and
gives 3iie the feeling that one is apjwoaching land and kindlier

regions. Later on 1 Saw a seal on the ice ; it was a little ringed

seal, which it would have been a satisfaction to capture, but

before I had quite made out which it was, it had disappeared

into the water. ,

V At ten o’clock we had dinner, which we shall no longer eat

in the bag, in order to save time. We have also decided to

shorten our marches to eight hours or so in the day on account

of the dogs. At 1 1 o’clock, after dinner, we started off again,

and at three stopped and camped. I should imagine we went
seven miles yesterday, or let me say between twelve and fifteen

during the last two days ; the direction being about south-west

;

every little counts.
** In front of us on the horizon we have a water-sky, or at

any rate a reflection which is so sharply defined and remains so

immovable that it must either be over open water or dark land

;

our course just bears on it. It is a good way off, and the water

it is over can hardly be of small extent ; I cannot help think-

ing that it must be under land. May it be so ! But between

us, to judge by the sky, there seem to be plenty of lanes.

“ The ice is still the same nowadays, barely of the previous

winter’s formation, where it is impossible to find any,suitable

for cooking. It seems to me that it is here, if possible, thinner

than ever, with a thickness of fibm 2 to 3 feet.* The reason

for this I aifi still at a loss to explain.

“ Friday, May 31st. It is wonderful j the last day of May

—

this month gobe too without our reaching land j without oven

^ It was undoubtedly firpip seals, which often utter a sound like a pro-

tracted “ ho.” '
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seeing it. June cannot surely pass in the same manner—it is

impossible that we can have far to go n<fw. I think every-

thing seems to indicate this. The ice becomes thinner and

thinner, we see more and more* life around us, and in front is

the same reflection of water or land, whichever it may be.

Yesterday I saw two ringed seals {Phoca fcetidd) in two small

lanes ; a bird, probably a fulmar, flew over a lane here^ester-

day evening, and at midday yesterday we came on the fresh

tracks of a bear and two small cubs, which Klid followed the

side of a lane. There seem to be prospects of fresh food in

such surroundings, though, curiously enough, neither of us'has

any particular craving for it \ we are quite satisfied with the

food we have ;
but for the dogs it would be of great importance.

We had to kill again last night ; this time it was ‘ Pan,’ our

best dog. It could not be helped,- he was quite worn out and

could not do much more. The seven dogs we have left can

now live three days on the food he provided.

“ This is quite unexpected, the ice is very much broken

up here, mere pack ice, were it not for some large floes or flat

spaces in between. If this ice had time to slacken it would be

easy enough to row between the floes. Sometimes when we
were stopped by lanes yesterday, and I went up on to some
high hummock to look ahead, my heart sank within me and I

thought we should be constrained to give up the hope of

getting farther ; it was looking out over a very chaos of lumps

of ice and bfash mixed together in open water. To jump from

piece to piece in such waters, with dogs, and two heavy sledges

following one, is not exactly easy ; but by means of investiga-

tion and experiment we managed eventually to get over this

lane too, and after going through rubble for a while came upon
flat ice again ;

and thus it kept on with new lanes^repeatedly.

The ice we are now travelling over is almost entirely new
ice*with occasional older floes in between, ft continues to

grow thinner; here it is for the greater part not more than

3 feet in thickness, and the floes are as flat as when they were
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frozen. Yesterday evening, however, we got on to a stretch

of old ice on whifli we are stationed now, but how far it

extends it is difficult to *say. We camped yesterday at half-

past six in the evening and ‘found fresh ice again for the

cooker, which was distinctly a pleasant change for the cook.

We have not had it since May 25lh.* A disagreeable wind
from me south, it is true, has sprung up this evening, and it

will be hard work going against it ; we have a great deal of bad
weather here, it*is overcast nearly every day, with wind ; south

wind, which above everything is least desirable just now. But
what are we to do i To settle down we have hardly provender

enough ; there is nothing for it, I suppose, but to grind on.
“ Took a meridian altitude to-day, and we should be in

82° 21' N., and still no glimpse of land; this is becoming
more and more of an enigma. What would I not give to set

my foot on dry land now ; but patience, always patience.”

* It was from about 82® S^' N, south to 82° 19^ N. that we travelled

over young ice of this description ; that is to say, there must have been
open water over a distance of fully 32 English geographical miles (33' of
latitude). We also found ice of this kind farther south for a long distance,

and the open sea must have been considerably greater.
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CHAPTER VI.

By Sledge and Kayak^

“Saturday, June ist. So this is June. What has it in

store for us ? Will not this month either bring us the land we
are longing for ? Must hope and believe so, though the time

is drawing out. Luck, for the matter of that, is a wonderful

thing. I expected this morning as little of the day as was well

possible ; the weather was thick and snowy, and we had a

strong contrary wind. It was no better when we came on a

lane directly after we started, which appeared to be nearly

impassable; everything was dark and dull. However, the

day turned out to be better than we expected. By means of a
detour to the north-east, I found a passage across the lane and
we got on to long flat plains which we went over until quite

midday. And from five this afternoon we had another hour

and a-half of good ice, but that was the end of it ; a lane

which ran in several directions cut off every means of advance,

and altl^ugh I spent more than an hour add a-half in looking

for a crossing, none was t» be found. There was nothing for

it but to cafrtp, and hope (hat the morrow would bring an
improvement Now the morrow has come, but 4vhether the

improvement has come likewise, and the lane has closed more
together, I do not yet know. We camped about nine ye^rter-

day evening. As usual latterly, after nearly a whole day of

dismal snow, it suddenly cleared up as soon as we began tq

pitch the tent The wind also went down, and the weathe|
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becatne beautiful, wfth blue sky and light white clouds, so that

one might almost dream oheself far away to summer at home.
The horizon in the west and sOuth-west was clear enough, but

nothing to be seen except the same water-sky, Vhich we have

been steering for, and, happily, it is obviously higher, so we
are gening under it. If only we had reached it ! Yonder,

there must be a change, that I have no doubt of. How I long

for that change !*

“ Curious how different things are. If we only reach land

bef(Sre our provisions give out we shall think ourselves well out

of danger ; while to Payer it stood for certain starvation if he
should ^have to remain there and not find Tegethoff again.

But then he had not been roaming about in the drift-ice

between 83° and 86° for two months and a-half, without seeing

a living creature. Just as we were going to break up camp
yesterday morning, we suddenly heard the angry cry of an
ivory gull ; there, above us, beautiful and white, were two of

them sailing right over our heads. I thought of shooting

them, but it seemed, on the whole, hardly worth while to

expend a cartridge apiece on such birds; they disappeared

again, too, directly. A little while afterwards we heard them
again. As we were lying in the bag to-day, and waiting for

breakfast, we suddenly heard a hoarse scream over the tent,

something like the croaking of a crow. I should imagine it

must have been a gull {Larus argentatus ?).

“ Is it not curious ? The whole night long, whenever I vras

awake, did the sun smile in to us through our silken walls,

and it was so warm and light that Iday and dreamed dreams
of summer far from lanes an<f drudgery an<J* endless toil.

How fair li^e seems at such moments, and how bright the

future 1 But no sooner do 1 turn out at half-past nine to

cook, than the sun veils his countenance and snow beginf to

fall. This happens nearly every day now. Is it because he
will have us settle down here and wait for the summer, and
the slackening of the ice and open w'ater will spare us the

VOI» II. I.
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toil of finding a way over this hopeless maize of lanes? l am
loath, indeed, that this should cofne to pass. Even if we
could manage, as far as provisions are concerned, by killing

and eating the "dogs, and with a chance of game in prospect,

our arrival in Spitzbergen would be late, and' we might not

improbably have to pass the winter there, and then tlQ)se at

home would have another year to wait.”

“ Sunday, June and. * So it is on Whit Sunday that this

book* finishes. I could hardly have imagined that we should

still be in the drift-ice without seeing land ; but fate v/ills

otherwise and she knows no mercy.
“ The lane which stopped us yesterday did not close, hut

opened wider until there was a big sea to the west of us, and
we were living on a floe> in the midst of it without a passage

across anywhere. So, at last, what we have so often been
threatened with has come to pass ; we must set to work and
make our kayaks seaworthy. But first of all we moved the

tent into a sheltered nook of the hummock, where we are lying

to, so that the wind does not reach us, and we can imagine it

is quite still outside, instead of a regular ‘ mill-breeze ’ blowing

from the south-west. To rip off the cover of my kayak and
get it into the tent to patch it was the work of a very short

time, and then we spent a comfortable, quiet Whit Sunday
evening in the tent. The cooker was soon going, and we had
some smoking hot lobscouse for dinner, and I hardly think

either of us regretted he was not on the move ; it is undeniably

good to.make a halt sometimes. The cover was soon patchejd

and ready ; then I had to go out and brace up the frame of
my kayak wh'ere most of th^ lashings are slack, and must be
lashed over again ; this will be no inconsiderable piece o£

work; there are at least forty of them. However, only it

cofiple of the ribs are split, so the framework can easily bo

* It was the first diary I used on the sledge-journey.
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made just as good*as before. Johansen also took the cover

off his kayak, and to-day it is going to be patched.
** When both the frames are put in order and the covers on

we shall be ready to start afresh, and to meet every difficulty,

be it knes, pools, or open sea. It will, indeed, be with a
feelin^of security that we shall set forth, and there will be an

end to this continual anxiety lest we |^ould meet with impass-

able lanes. I cannot conceive that anything now can prevent

us from soon reaching land. It can hardly be long now
before we meet wi#i lanes and open water in which we can

row. There will be a difficulty with the remaining dogs, how-
ever, and it will be a case of parting with them. The dogs’

rations were portioned out yesterday evening, and we still have

part of ‘ Pan ’ for supper ; but ‘ Klapperslangen * must go too.

We shall then have six dogs, which, I suppose, we can keep

four days, and still get on a good way with them.

•‘Whitsuntide—there is something so lovely and summer-
like in the'word. It is hard to think how beautiful everything

is now at home, and then to lie here still, in mist and wind
and ice. How homesick one grows ; but what good does it

do ? Little Liv will go to dinner with her grandmother to-day ;

perhaps they are dressing her in a new frock at this very

moment I Well, well, the time will come when I can -go with

her—but when ? I must set to work on the lashings, and it

will be all right 1

”

We worked with ardour during the following days to get our
kayaks ready, and even grudged the time for eating. •Twelve

hours sometimes went by between eaCh meal, and our working-

day often lasted for twenty-four flours. But air the ' same It

took time to make these kayaks fully seaworthy again. The
Worst of it Was that we had to be so careful with our materials,

as the opportunities ofacquiring more were not immoderaftly

abundant. When, for instance, a rib had to be re-lashed, we
could not rip up the old lashing, but had to unwind it care-

fully in order not to destroy the line; and when there are

VOL. n. L a
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many scores of such places to be re-lashud, this takes time.

Then, too, several of the bamboo Vibs which run along the

side of the framework (particularly in Johansen’s kayak) weie

split, and these had wholly or partly to be taken out and new
ones substituted, or to be strengthened by lashings and side

splints. When the covers were properly patched, a^d the

frames after several days’ work again in order, the covers were

put on and carefully strefthed. All this, of course, had to be

done with care, and was not quick work ; but then we had the

satisfaction of knowing that the kayaks w^re fully seaworthy,

and capable, if need be, of weathering a storm on the way

over to Spitzbergen.

Meanwhile the time flew by, our precious time ; but then

we hoped that our kayaks would render us important assistance,

and that we should get on all the quicker in them. Thus, on
Tuesday, June 4th, I wrote in my diary:—“It seems to me
that it cannot be long before we come to open water or slack

ice. The latter is, hereabouts, so thin and broken up, and
the weather so summer-like. Yesterday the thermometer was

a little below freezing-point, and the snow which fell was more
like sleet than anything else

; it melted on the tent, and it was

difficult to keep things from getting wet inside; the walls

dripped. if we even went near them. We had abominable

weather the whole day yesterday, with falling snow, but for the

matter of that we are used to it ; we have had nothing else

lately. To-day, however, it is brilliant, clear blue sky, and the

sun has., just come over the top of our hummock and down
into the tent. It will be .a glorious day to sit out and work
in ;

not like yesterday, wheft all one’s tackle got wet ; it is

worst of all when one is lashing, for then one dknnot keep
the line taut. This sun is a welcome friend ; I thought I

was^almost tired of it before when it was always there ; but

how glad we are to see it now, and how it cheers one

!

I can hardly get it out of my head that it is a glorious

fresh June morning home by the bay. Only let us soon have
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water so that we ‘can use our kfiyaks, and it will not be

long before we are homcf.

“ To-day,* for the first time on the whole of this journey, we

have dealt out rations for breakfast, both of* butter, if ozs.,

and aleuronate bread, 6f ozs. We must keep to weights in

ordei^to be certain the provisidns will last out, and I shall take

stock properly of what we have left before we go farther.

“ Happiness is, indeed, short-lifed. The sun has gone

again, the sky is overcast, and snowflakes are beginning

to fall. •

“ Wednesday, June 5th. Still at the same spot, but it is to

be hoped it will not be long before we are able to get off.

The weather was fine yesterday after all, and it was summer-

like to sit out and work and bask in the sun ; and then to look

out over the water and the ice, with the glittering waves and
snow.

<* Yesterday we shot our first game. It was an ivory gull

{Lqrus eberneus), which went flying over the tent. There were
other gulls here, yesterday, too, and we saw as many as four

at once ; but they kept at a distance. I went after them once

and missed my mark. One cartridge wasted ; this must not

be repeated. If we had taken the trouble we could easily

have got more gulls j but they are too small game, and it is

also too early to use up our ammunition. In the pool here I

saw a seal, and Johansen saw one too. We have both seen

and heard narwhals. There is life enough here, and if the

kayaks were in order, and we could row out on the water, I

have no doubt we could get something. However^ it is not

necessary vet. We have provisifons enough afi»present, and it

is better to employ the time in getting on, on account ot

the dogs, though it would be well if we could get some big

* Until this day we had eaten what we required without weighing out
rations. It proved that after all we did not eat more than I had originally

allowed per day, *.r., i Icflo* of drjed food. Wc now reduced these day’s

rations considerably.
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game, and not kill any more of them until our ice journey ia

over, and we take to the kayaks for good. Yesterday we ^d
to kill * Klapperslangen.* He gave twenty-five rations, which'

will last the six .remaining dogs four days. The slaughtering

was now entirely Johansen’s business ; he had achieved such
dexterity that with a single thrust of my long Lapp kigife he
made an end of the animal, so that it had no time to utter a
sound, and after a few minutes, with the help Qf the knife and
our little axe, he had divided the animal into suitable doles.

As I mentioned before, we left the skin and hair on ; (he

former was carefully eaten up, and the onliy thing left after

the dogs’ meal was, as a rule, a tuft of hair here and there on
the ice, some claws, and, perhaps, a well-gnawed cranium, the

hard skull being too much for them.
“ They are beginning to be pretty well starved now. Yester-

day ‘ Lilleraeven ’ ate up the toe-strap (the reindeer-skin which
is placed under the foot to prevent the snow from balling),

and a little of the wood of Johansen’s snowshoes which the

dog had pulled down on to the ice. The late ‘ Kvik ’ at€ up
her sail-cloth harness, and I am not so sure these others do
not indulge in a fragment of canvas now and then.

“ I have just reckoned out our longitude according to an
observation taken with the theodolite yesterday, and make it

to be 6i° i 6'5' E. j our latitude was 82* 17-8' N. I cannot
understand why we do not see land. The only possible

explanation must be that we are farther east than we think,

and that the land stretches southwards in. that direction, but
we cann6t have much farther to go now. Just at this moment
a bird .flew ova? us which ^ohnnsen, who is standing just out-

side the tent, took to be a kind of sandpiper. *

** Thursday, June 6th. Still on the same spot I am long-

ing IP get off, see what things look like, and have a final solu-

tion of this riddle which is constantly before me. It will be «
real pleasure to be under way again with whole tackle, and 1
cannot help thinking that we shall soon be able to use oux
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kayaks in open water. Life would be another thing thenl

Fancy, to get clear for good of this ice and these lanes, this

toil with the sledges, and endless trouble ^ith the dogs, only

oneself in a light craft dancing over the waves M play ! It is

almost too much to think of. Perhaps we have still many a

hard itirn before we reach it, many a dark hour : but some
time it must come, and then—then life will be life again 1

“ Yesterday at last we finished mending the framework of

both kayaks. We rigged up some plaited bamboo at the

bottom of each to jplace the provisions on, in order to prevent

them from getting wet in case the kayaks should leak. To-

day we have only to go over them again, test the lashings, and
brace (support) those that may require it, and finally put the

covers on. To-morrow evening I hope we shall get off. This

repairing has taken it out of the cord ; of our three balls we
have rather less than one left.* This I am very anxious to

keep, as we may require it ‘for fishing and so forth.

Our various provisions are beginning to dwindle. Weighed
the '^butter yesterday, and found that we only had 5 lbs. z oz.

If we reckon our daily ration at i|- ozs. per man, it will last

another 23 days, and by,that time we shall have gone a little

ferther. To-day, for the first time, I could note down a
temperature above freezing point, />., -f- 35 ‘6* Fahr. this

morning. The snow outside was soft all through, and the

hummocks are dripping. It will not be long now before we
find water on the floes. Last night, too, it absolutely rained.

It was only a short shower ; first of all it drizzled, then came
large heavy drops, and we took shelter inside the tent*in order

not to get wet—but it was rain, tain 1 It was quite a summer
feeling to sit in here and listen to the drops plashing on the

t&it-wall. As regajrds the going, this thaw will probably be a
good thing If we should have4rost again ; but if the snq^ is

tfb continue as it is now it will be a fine mess to get through

among all these ridges and hummocks. Instead of such a
Contingency, it would be better to have as much rain as
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possible, to melt and wash the ice clear of*.snow. Well, well,

it must do as it likes. It cannot be Jong now before it takes,

a turn for the better—^land or open water, whichever it may
“Saturday, June 8th. Finished and tried the kayaks

yesterday at last, but only by dint of sticking to our work

from the evening of the day before yesterday to the evening

of yesterday. It is remarkable that we are able to continue

working so long at a stretch. If we were at home we should

be very tired and hungry, with so many working hours between

meals ; but here it does not seem more than it should Jje,.

although our appetites, certainly, are first-rate, and our sleeping

powers good. It does not seem as if we were growing weak
or sickening for scurvy just yet. As a matter of fact, so far as

I know, we are unusually strong and healthy just now and in

full elasticity.

“ When we tried the kayaks in a little lane just here, we
found them considerably leaky in the seams and also in the

canvas owing to their rough usage on the way, but it is to be

hoped no more so than will be remedied when a little soaking

makes the canvas swell out. It will not be agreeable to ferry

over lanes and have to put our kayaks dry and leaky on the

water. Our provisions may not improbably be reduced to a
pulp ; but we shall have to put up with that, too, like every-

thing else.

“And so we really mean to get off to-day, after a week’s

stay on the same spot. Yesterday the south-east wind set in;

it has increased to-day, and become rather-strong, to judge by
the whiltling round the hummocks outside. I lay here this

morning fanejang I heard the sound of breakers a little way
off. All the lanes about here closed yesterday, anti there was
little open water to be seen. It is owing to this wind, I sup-

pose, and if it is going to close lanes for us, then let it blow
on. The snow is covered with a crust of ice, the going is as

good as possible, and the ice, it is to be hoped, is more or less

flat, so we shall be all right.
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** Johansen shot Another ivory gull yesterday, and we had it

and another one for dinner. It was our first taste of fresh

food, and was, it cannot be denied, very good ; but all the

same not so delightful as one would expect, seeing that we
have not had fresh meat for so many months. It is a proof,

no doilbt, that the food we have is also good.
“ Weighed the bread yesterday ; found we had 26 lbs. 4 ozs,

of wheaten bread and 1 7 lbs. i 02. of aleuronate bread, so, for

that matter, we can manage for another thirty-five or forty

days, and how far ye shall then have got the gods alone know,

but some part of the way it must be. .

“Sunday, June 9th. We got away from our camping-

ground at last yesterday, and we were more than pleased. In

spite of the weather, which was as bad as it could be, with a

raging snow-storm from the east, we were both glad to begin

our wanderings again. It took some time to fix grips under

the kayaks, consisting of sack, sleeping-bag, and blankets, and
so load the sledges ; but eventually we made a start. We got

well off the floe we had lived on so long, and did not even

have to use the kayaks which we had spent a week in patching

for that purpose. The wind had carefully closed the lanes.

We found flat ice country, and made good way in spite of the

most villainous going, with newly fallen snow, which stuck to

one’s snowshoes mercilessly, and in which the sledges stood as

if fixed to the spot as soon as they stopped. The weather was

such that one could not see many hundred feet in front of

one, and the snow which accumulated on one’s clothes, on the

weather side, wetted one to the skip
;
but still it was'glorious

to see ourselves making progress,*progress towards our stubborn

goal. W^ came across a number of lanes, and they were

difficult to cross, with their complicated network of cracks and
tidges in all directions. Some of them were broad and,ful!

of brash, which rendered it impossible to use the kayaks. In

-some places, however, the brash was pressed so tightly together

that we could walk on it. But many journeys to and fro are
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nearly always necessary before any reasoi^able opportunity of

advance is to be found. This time» is often long to the one
who remains behind with the dogs, being blown through or

wetted througl) meanwhile, as the case may be. Often, when
it seemed as if I was never coming back, did Johansen think I

had fallen through some lane and was gone for good, ^s one
sits there on the kayak waiting and waiting and gazing in front

of one into solitude, many strange thoughts pa^s through one’s

brain. Several times he climbed the highest hummock near

at hand to scan the ice anxiously ; and then, when at las^ he
discovered a little black speck moving s^out on the white

flat surface, far, far away, his mind would be relieved. As
Johansen was waiting in this way yesterday, he remarked that

the sides of the floe in front of him were slowly moving up
and down,* as they might if rocked by a slight swell. Can
open water be near ? Can it be that the great breakers from

the sea have penetrated in here ? How willingly would we
believe it I But, perhaps, it was only the wind which set the

thin ice we are travelling over now in wave-like motion. Or '

have we really open water to the south-east ? It is remarkable

that this wind welds the ice together, while the south-west wind
here a little while ago slackened it. When all is said, is it

possible that we are not far from the sea? I cannot help

thinking of the water-reflections we have seen on the sky

before us. Johansen has just left the tent, and says that he
can see the same reflection in the south ; it is higher now, and
the weather tolerably clear. What can it .be ? Only let us go
on and get there.

“We came^cross the track of a bear again yesterday. How
old it was could not easily be determined in this lAiow, which
obliterates everything in a few m'inutes, but it was probab^T

from yesterday, for ' Haren ’ directly afterwards got scent< of

* It was ptobably pressure of the floes ajgaitist each other whicb caused
this movement. We noticed the same motion sevend times latar. .
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something and started off against the wind, so that Johansen

thought the bear must bei somewhere near. Well, well, old

or new, a bear was there while we were a little farther north,

stitching at the kayaks, and one day it will como our way, too,

no doubt. The gull which Johansen shot brought up a large

piece ofc blubber when it fellj and this tends to confirm us in

the bdief that bears are at hand, as the bird hardly could have

done so, had it mst been in company.
“ The weather was wet and wretched, and to make things

worse, there was a ,^hick mist, and the going was as heavy as

it could be. To go on did not seem very attractive
;
but, on

the other hand, a halt for dinner in this slush was still less so.

We therefore continued a little while longer, and stopped at

lo o’clock for good. What a welcome change it was to be

under the tent again ! And the * fiskegratin ’ was delicious.

It gives one such a sense of satisfaction to feel that, in spite of

everything, one is making a little way. The temperature is

beginning to^ be bad now ; the snow is quite wet, and some
water has entered my kayak, which I suppose melted on *the

deck and ran down through the open side where the lacing ' is,

which we have not yet sewn fast. We are waiting for good
weather in order to get the covers thoroughly dry first, and

'

then stretch them well.

“ Monday, June loth. In spite of the most impenetrable

mist and the most detestable going on soppy snow, which has

not yet been sufficiently exposed to frost to become granular,

and where the sledges rode their very heaviest, we still managed
to make good even progress the whojp day yesterday. * There
were innumerable lanes, of course, to deal witlvj *and many
Closings otf loose pieces of ice which we accomplished at a

pinch. But the ice is flat here everywhere, and every little

counts. It is the same thin winter ice of about 3 feetain

thickness. I only saw a couple of old floes yesterday—^they

wer^.ia the neighbourhood, of our camping-ground, which was

also on an old fioe>—otherwise the ice is new, and in places
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very new. We went over some large dbpanses yesterday of

ice one foot or less in thickness. ' The last of these tracts in

particular was very remarkable, and must at one time have

been an immense pool; the ice on it was so thin that it

cannot be long before it melts altogether. There was water

on all this ice, and it was like walking through grueP. As a

matter of fact, the ice about here is nothing else but pure

broken-up sea-ice, consisting of large and ‘small floes, not

infrequently very small floes closely aggregated
;

but when
they have the chance of slackening they ivill spread over the

whole sea hereabouts, and we shall have water enough to row

in any direction we please.

“ The weather seems to-day to be of the same kind as

yesterday, with a south-west wind, which is tearing and rattling

at the tent-walls. A thaw and wet snow. I do not know if

we shall get any more frost, but it would make the snow in

splendid condition for our snowshoes. I am afraid, however,

that the contrary will rather be the case, and that we shall

sooh be in for the worst break-up of the winter. The lanes

otherwise are beginning to improve : they are no longer so

full of brash and slush ; it is melting away, and bridges and
such-like have a better chance of forming in the clearer

water.

“ We scan the horizon unremittingly for land, every time

there is a clear interval ; but nothing, never anything, to be
seen. Meanwhile we constantly see signs of the proximity of

land or open water. The gulls increase conspicuously in

number, and yesterday we saw a little auk {Mergulus alle) in a
lane. Thetitmosphere in the south and south-west is always

apt to be dark, but the weather has been such that we can
really see nothing. Yet 1 feel that the solution is approaching.

Bat then how long have I not thought so ? There is nothing

for it but the noble virtue of patience.

“ What beautiful ice this would have been to travel over in

April, before all these lanes were formed—endless flat plains 1
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For the lanes, as as we know, are all newly formed ones,

with some ridges here andfthere, which are also new.

“Tuesday, July nth. A monotonous life this on the

whole, as monotonous as one can well imagine it—to turn

out day after day, week after week, month after month, to the

same t<»l over ice which is sometimes a little better, sometimes

a little worse—it now seems to be steadily getting worse

—

always hoping to see an end to it, but always hoping in vain,

ever the same monotonous range of vision over ice, and again

ice. • No sign of la^d in any direction and no open water, and
now we should be in the same latitude as Cape Fligely, or at

most a couple of minutes farther north. We do not know
where we are, and we do not know when this*' will end.

Meanwhile our provisions are dwindling day by day, and the

number of our dogs is growing seriously less. Shall we reach

land while we yet have food, or shall we, when all is said, ever

reach it ? It will soon be impossible to make any way against

this ice and snow: the latter is only slush, the dogs sink

through at every step ; and we ourselves splash through it up
above our knees when we have to help the dogs or take a
turn at the heavy sledges, which happens frequently. It is

hard to go on hoping in such circumstances, but still we do
so ;

though sometimes, perhaps, our hearts fail us when we see

the ice lying before us like an impenetrable maze of ridges,

lanes, brash, and huge blocks thrown together pell-mell, and
one might imagine one’s self looking at suddenly congealed

breakers. There are moments when it seems impossible that

any creature not possessed of wings jcan get farther, and one
longingly follows the flight of a passing gull, and^thihks how
far away one would soon be could one borrow its wings. But
then, in spite of everything, one finds a way, and hope springs

eternal. I.et the sun peep out a moment from the banl»of

clouds, and the ice-plains glitter in all their whiteness j let the

sunbeams play on the water, and life seems beautiful in spite

of all, and worthy a struggle.
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“ It is wonderful how little it takes' to give one fresh

courage. Yesterday I found dead ih a lane a little polar ctid

{Gadus polaris), axi6. my eyes,* I am sure, must have shone

with pleasure ‘ when I saw it. It was real treasure-trove.

Where there is fish in the water one can hardly starve, and
before I crept into the tent this morning I set a lind in the

lane beside us. But what a number of these little fish it

would require to feed one—many more in one day than one
could catch in a week, or perhaps in a month ! Yet one is

hopeful and lies counting the chances of* there being latger

fish in the water here, and of being able to fish to one's heart’s

content

“Advance yesterday was more difficult than on the previous

days, the ice more uneven and massive, and in some places

with occasional old floes in between. We were stopped by

many bad lanes, too, so did not make much way, I am afraid

not more than 3 or 4 miles. I think we may now reckon on
being in latitude 82” 8' or ,9' N. if this continual south-east

wind has not sent us northwards again. The going is getting

worse and worse. The snow is water-soaked to the bottom,

and will not bear the dogs any longer, though it has become a

little more granular lately, and the sledges run well on it when
they do not cut through, which happens continually, and then

they are almost immovable. It is heavy for the dogs, and

would be so even if they were not so wretchedly worn out as

they are; they stop at the slightest thing, and have to be
helped or driven forward with the whip. ‘''Poor animals, they

have a 6ad time of it I
• ‘•Lillerseven,’ the last of my origintll

team, will sdon be unable fb go farther—and sijch a good
animal to haul I We have five dogs left (‘ Lilleraven,* ‘Stor^

rseven,’ and ‘ Kaifas ’ to my sledge, ‘ Suggcn ’ and ‘ Haren ' to
'

Johansen’s). We still have enough food for them for tlrfeie*’

days, from ‘Isbjdn,’ who was killed yesterday morning; and
before that^time Johansen thinks the riddle Will be solved.

Vain hope, I am afraid, although the water*sky in the south*
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east or south-south-%ast (magnetic) seems always to keep in

the same position and has cisen much higher.

“ We began our march at half-past six yesterday afternoon,

and stopped before a lane at a quarter-past three this morning.

I saw fresh-water pools on the ice under some hummocks
yesterday for the first time. Where we stopped, however,

there were none to be found, so we had to melt water again

this morning ; but it will not often be necessary hereafter, I

hope, and we can save our oil, which, by the way, is becoming
alarmingly reduced. Outside the weather and snow are the

same ; no pleasure in turning out to the toils of the day. I

lie here thinking of our June at home, how the sun is shining

over forest and ijord and wooded hills, and there is But
some time we shall get back to life, and then it will be fairer

than it has ever been before.

“Wednesday, June 12th. This is getting worse and worse.

Yesterday we did nothing, hardly advanced more than a mile.

^Vretched snow, uneven ice, lanes, and villainous weather

stopped us. There was certainly a crust on the snow, on
which the sledges ran well when they were on it ; but when
they broke through—^and they did it constantly—they stood

immovable. This crust, too, was bad for the dogs, poor

things 1 They sank through it into the deep snow between

the irregularities, and it was like swimming through slush for

them. But all the same we made way. Lanes stopped us, it

is true, but we cleared them somehow. Over one of them, the

last, which looked nasty, we got by making a bridge of small

floes, which we guided to the narrowest place. But then a

shameless storm of wet snow, of more correctl)r*sleet, with

immqise fl^es, set in, and the wind increased. We could

not s^ our way. in this labyrinth of lanes and hummocks, and

wete fts soaked as ducked crows, as we say. The going was

impossible, and the sledges as good as immovable in the wet

snow, which was soon deep enough to cling to our snowshoes

‘underneath in great lumps, and prevent them from running.
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There was hardly any choice but to find i campirtg-gfouhd as

soon as possible, for to force one’s way along in such weather,

and on such snow, and make „no progress, was of little use.

We found a good camping ground and pitched our tent after

only four hours’ march, and went without our dinner to make
up. c

“ Here we are, then, hardly knowing what to do next.

What the going is like outside I do note know yet, but

probably not much better than yesterday, and whether we
ought to push on the little we can, or„go out and try to

capture a seal, I cannot decide. The worst of it is that there

do not seem to be many seals in the ice where we now are.

We have seen none the last few days. Perhaps it is too thick

and compact for them (?). The ice here is strikingly different

in character from that we have been travelling over of late.

It is considerably more uneven, for one thing, with mounds
and somewhat old ridges, among them some very large ones.

Nor does it look so very old—in general, I should say, of last

winter’s formation, though there afe occasional old floes in

between. They appear to have been near land, as clay and
earthy matter are frequently to be seen, particularly in the

newly formed ridges.

“Johansen, who has gone out, says the same water-sky is to

be seen in the south. Why is it we cannot reach it ? But
there it is all the same, an alluring goal for us to make for,

even if we do not reach it very soon. We see it again and
again, looking so blue and beautiful ; for us it is the colour of

hope.”
'

“ Friday,--June T4th, It is three months to-d^ since we
left the JFram. A quarter of a year have we been wandering

in this desert of ice, and here we are still. When we shall see

thq,end of it I can no longer form any idea; I only hope
whatever may be in store for us is not very far off, open water

or land—^Wilczek Land, Zichy Land, Spitzbergen, or sohie

other country.
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Yesterday was not quit^ so bad a day as I expected. We
really did advance, though not very far—hardly more than a

couple of miles—but we must be content with that at this time

of year. The dogs could not manage to draw the. sledges

alone
; if there was nobody beside them, they stopped at every

other step. The only thing to be done was to make a journey

to and fro, and thus go over the ground three times. While
I went on ahead to explore, Johansen drove the sledges as far

as he could ; first mine, and then back again after his own.

By tliat time I had returned and drove my own sledge as far

as I had found a way ; and then this performance was re-

peated all over again. It was not rapid progress, but progress

it was of a kind, and that was something. The ice we are

going over is anything but even ; it is still rather massive and
old, with hummocks and irregularities in every direction, and
no real flat tracts. When, added to this, after going a short

distance, we came to a place where the ice was broken up into

small floes, with high ridges and broad lanes filled with slush

and bsash, so that the whole thing looked like a single mass of

dt-^rts, where there was hardly standing-room, to say nothing

of any prospect of advance, it was only human to lose courage

and give up, for the time being, trying to get on. Wherever I

turned the way was closed, and it looked as if advance was
denied us for good. To launch the kayaks would be of no
avail, for we could hardly expect to propel them through this

accumulation of fragments, and I was on the point of making
up my mind to wait and try our luck with the net an<f line,

and see if we could not manage tq find a seal sog^ewhere in

these lanes. •

“'^hese are moments full of anxiety, when from some
huiuhiQck one looks doubtingly over the ice, one's thoughtjf

contindally reverting to the same question : have we provisions

enough to "wait for the time when the snow will have melted,

and the ice have become slacker, and more intersected with

lanes, so that one can row between the floes ? Or is there anj

VOL. n. M
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probability of our being able to obtain sufficient food, if that

which we have should fall short ? "iThese are great and impor-

tant questions which I cannot yet answer for certain. That it

will take a long time before all this snow melts away, and

advance becomes fairly practicable, is certain ; at what time

the ice may become slacker, and progress by meanS of the

lanes possible, we cannot say ; and up to this we have taken

nothing, with the exception of two ivory gulls''and a small fish.

We did, indeed, see another fish swimming near the surface of

the water, but it was no larger than the other. Where vfli are

just now, there seems to be little prospect of capturing any-

thing. I have not seen a single seal the last few days ; though

yesterday I saw the snowed-down track of a bear. Meanwhile

we see ivory gulls continually ; but they are still too small to

be worth a cartridge ; yesterday, however, I saw a large gul),

probably Larus argentatus,

“ I determined to make one more attempt to get on by

striking farther east, and this time I was successful in finding

a passage across by way of a number of small floes. qp the

other side there was rather old compact ice, partially of forma-

tion a summer old, which seemed to have been near land, as

it was irregular, and much intermixed with earthy matter. We
have travelled over this ice-field ever since without coming on
lanes ; but it was uneven, and we came to grief several times.

In other places again it was pretty good.
“ We began our march at 8 o’clock on Wednesday afternoon,

and halted here at 5 o’clock thismorning*** Later on in the

forenoon the wind went 'over to the north-east, and the tern-

perature fell. The snow froze .hard, and eventua,Uy the going

became pretty good. The crust on the snow bore the dogs up,

and also the sledges to a certain extent, and we looked forward

to good going on the following day ; but in this we were

* We found water on the ice here, suitable for choking, for the first time.

It was, however, somewhat salt, so that the “ fiskegratin ” was too well
seasoned.
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doomed to disappointment. No sooner had we got inside the

tent than it began to snow, and kept briskly at it the whole day
whilst we slept, and yesterday evening, when we turned out to

get breakfast ready and start off, it was still snowing, and deep,

loose snow covered everything ; a state of things bad beyond
descrij(flion. There was no sense in going on, and we decided

to wait and see how matters would turn out. Meanwhile we
were hungry. But as we could not afford a full breakfast I

prepared a small portion of fish soup, and we returned to the

bag again : Johansen to sleep on, I to re-reckon all my obser-

vations from the time we left the Franiy and see if some error

might not explain the mystery why no land was yet to be found.

The sun-had partially appeared, and I tried, though in vain,

to take an observation. I stood waiting for more than an hour

with the theodolite up, but the sun went in again and remained

out of sight. I have calculated and calculated and thought

and thought, but can find no mistake of any importance, and

the whole thing is a riddle to me. I am beginning seriously

to doubt that we may be too far west after all. I ijimply

cannot conceive that we are too far east ; for in such a case

we cannot, at any rate, be more than 5° farther east than our

observations* make us. Supposing, for instance, that our

watches have gone too fast. ‘ Johannsen 'f cannot, at all

events, have gained more than double its previous escapement.

I have assumed an escapement of five seconds ; but supposing

that the escapement has been ten seconds this does not make
more difference than 6' 40" in eighty days (the time from our

departure from the Fram till the lasf observation^hat is i°4o'

farther eas^than we ought to be. Assuming, too, that I have

calculated our days’ marches at too great length, in the days

between April 8th and 13th, and that instead of 36 English

* As it proved later, we were, in realily, about 6“ farther east than we
thott^t.

t 1 called my watch thus after Johannsen, the watchmaker in London,
who supplied it.

VOL. II. M 2
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geographical miles or rather more than 46 statute tnlles, ITfc

have only gone 24 English geograptiical miles, or 28 statdte

miles (less we cannot possibly have gone), we should then have

been in 89® E. instead of in 86* E. on the 13th as we supposed.

That is 3° farther east, or with the figures above, let us say

together 5* farther east, we now instead of being m longi-

tude 6i“ E. should be in 66° E.,* or about 70 miles from Cape
Fligely. But it seems to me we ought to see land south of us

just the same. Wilczek Land cannot be so low and trend

suddenly so far to the south, when Cape 5uda-Pest is sai3 to

lie in about 61° E. and 82° N., and should thus be not so much
as 50 miles from us. No, this is inconceivable. On the other

liand, it is not any easier to suppose ourselves west of it ; we
must have drifted very materially between April 8th and 13th,

or my watch must have stopped for a time before April 2nd.

The observations from April 2nd, 4th, and 8th seem, indeed, to

indicate that we drifted considerably westwards. On the 2nd

we appeared to be in 103° 6' E., on the 4th in 99° 59' E., and
April, 8th in 95° 7' E. Between these dates there were no
marches of importance ; between the observations on the 2nd
and the 4th there was only a short half-day’s march

;
and

between the 4th and the 7th a couple, which amounted to

nothing, and could only have carried us a little westwards.

This is as much as to say that we must have drifted 8", or let

us reckon at any rate 7° westwards in the six days and nights.

Assuming that the drift was the same duripg the five days and
nights f between the 8th and 13th, we then get 7° farther west

than we suppose. We should consequently now be in 54® E.,

instead of in 61* E., and not more than 36 to miles from

Cape Fligely and close by Oscar’s Land. We ought to See

something of them, I think. Let us assume meanwhile that

the drift westwards was strong in the period before April and
'

* In reality we were somewhat near the point I here assume fwe wer<
in 67* £•> approximately). The reason why we did not see the land here
mentioned was because it does not exist ; as was proved later.
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and grant the%pssibflity thatjny watch did stop at that

tiipe (whjch I fear is not ‘excluded), and we may then be any
disUnce west for all we can tell. It is this possibility which I

begin to think of more and more. Meanwhile, apparently

there is nothing for it but to continue as we have done already

—perQfeips a little more south—and a solution must come.
“ When, after having concluded my calculations, I had taken

a nap and agaift turned out at midday to-day, the condition of

the snow proved to be no better ; in fact, rather worse. The
new snow was wet%nd sticky and the going as heavy as it well

could be. However, it was necessary to make an attempt to

get on ; there was nothing gained by waiting there, and progress

is progress be it ever so little.

“ I took a single altitude about midday, but it was not

sharp.”

“ Saturday, June isth. The middle of June and still no
prospect of an end to this; things only became worse in-

stead. So bad as yesterday though, it has never been, and

w'orse, happily, it can hardly be. The sledges ran terribly

heavy in the loose, wet, newly-fallen snow, which was deep to

boot, and sometimes when they stopped—and that was con-

tinually—they stuck as if glued to the spot. It was all we
could do to move them when we pushed with all our might.

Then to this was added the fact that one’s snowshoes ran

equally badly, and masses of snow collected underneath them

the minute one stopped ; one’s feet kept twisting continually

from this cause, and Ice formed under them, so tjiat one

suddenly slid off the snowshoes and into the snow, till far

above one’i; knees, when one trieH to pull or helffihe sledges

;

but there was nothing for it but to scramble up and on to

^hem again. To wade along in such snow without them is an

dmpossibilit}', and, as I have said before, though fastening

them on securely would have been a better plan, yet it would

have been too troublesome, seeing that we had to take them

blf continually to get the sledges over ridges and lanes. In
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addition to all this, wherever one turns, the ice is uneven and
full of mounds and old ridges, and it‘is only by wriggling along

like an eel, so to speak, that one can get on at all. There are

lanes, too, and* they compel one to make long detours or go
long distances over thin, small iHoes, ridges, and other

abominations. We struggled along, however, a littite way,

working on our old plan of two turns, but a quick method

it could not be called. The dogs are becoming more and
more worn out. ‘ Lilleraeven,’ the last survivor of my team,

can now hardly walk—hauling there is no question of-^-he

staggers like a drunken man, and when he falls can hardly rise

to his feet again. To-day he is going to be killed, I am
thankful to say, and we shall be spared seeing him. ‘ Storrae-

ven,’ too, is getting very slack in the traces ; the only one of

mine which pulls at all is * Kaifas,’ and that is only as long as

one of us is helping behind. To keep on longer in such cir

cumstances is only wearing out men and dogs to no purpose,

and is also using up more provender than is necessary. We
therefore renounced dinner, and halted at about ten yesterday

evening, after having begun the march at half-past four in the

afternoon. I had, however, stopped to take an observation on
the way. It is not easy to get hold of the sun nowadays^ and
one must make the most of him when he is to be seen through

the driving clouds ; clear he will never be. Yesterday after-

noon, after an unconscionable wait, and after having put up the

instrument in vain a couple of times, I finally got a wretched

single altitude. *

“ Yesterday evening I reckoned out these observations and
find that, c6fttrary to our expectations, we have drifjed strongly

westwards, having come from 61“ 16' E., which was our
longitude on June 4th, right to about 57“ 40' E. But then we
have also drifted a good way north again, up to 82* 26^^ N.^

after being down in 82* 17 8' on the same date, Md we have
been pushing southwards as hard as we could the whole tiihe.

However, we are glad to see that there is so much movement
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in the ice, for then There is hope of our drifting out eventually

towards open water
;

for# that we can get there by our own
efforts alone over this shocking ice I am beginning to doubt.

This country and this going are too bad, and njy hope now is

in lanes and slack ice. Happily, a north-east wind has sprung

up. 'V^sterday there was a fresh breeze from the north-north-

west (magnetic), and the same again to-day. Only let it blow

on ; if it has set us north-west it can also set us south-west,

and eventually out towards our goal, towards Franz Josef

Land or Spitzberggn. I doubt more than ever our being east

of Cape Fligely after this observation, and I begin to believe

more and more in the possibility that the first land we shall

see—if we see any, and I hope we may—will be Spitsbergen.

In that case we should not even get a glimpse of Franz Josef

Land, the land of which I have dreafned golden dreams day and
night. But still if it is not to be, then well and good. Spits-

bergen is good enough, and if we are as far west as we seem to

be, I have greater hope than before of finding slackgr ice and

open water ; and then for Spitsbergen ! But there is still a

serious question to be faced, and that is to procure ourselves

enough food for the journey.

“*I have slept here some time on purpose, after having

spent a good while on my calculations and speculations as to

our drift and our future. We h.ave nothing to hurry for in this

state of the snow ; it is hardly better to-day than it was yester-

day, and then, on account of the mild temperature, it is better

to travel by night than by day. The best thing to do is to

spin out the time as long as possible without consuming more
than absolutely necessary of *he provisions ;.#the summer

. cannot but improve matters, and we- have still three months of

it before us. The question is, can we procure ourselves food

^unng that time? It would be strange, I thidk, if we c^uld

pqt. ,
There are birds about continually ; I saw another large

gull yesterday, probably the herring or silver gull (Larus argm-’’

, tatus)—but tp support life for any length of time on such
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small fry we have not cartridges enough. On seal or bear all

my hopes are fixed
;
just one before our provisions give out,

and the evil hour is warded off for a long time to come.”

“Sunday, Ji^ne i6th. Yesterday was as bad as it well

could be, the surface enough to make one desperate, and the

ice rough. I very much doubted whether the wisest thing

would not be to kill the dogs and keep them as food for our-

selves, and try to make our way on as best we^ could without

them. In that manner we should have provender for fifteen

or perhaps twenty days longer, and should be able to make
some progress at the same time. There does not seem much
to be done in that line, however, and perhaps the right thing

to do is to wait. But, on the other hand, perhaps, it is not far

to land or open water, or, at any rate, to slack ice, and then

every mile we can make southwards is of importance. I have,

therefore, come to the conclusion that we must use the dogs

to get on with as best we can—perhaps there will be a change

before we expect it
;
ifnothing else then, perhaps, some better ice,

like that we had before. Meanwhile we were obliged to kill two

dogs yesterday. ‘ Lilleraeven ' could hardly go when we started

;

his legs seemed to be quite paralysed, and he fell down and
could not get up again. After I had dragged him and the sledge

for a time and had tried in vain to make him go, I had to put

him on the load, and when we came to some hummocks where
there was shelter from the north wind, Johansen killed him,

while I went forward to find a way. Meanwhile my other dog,

‘ Storraeven,’ was in almost as bad a plight. Haul he could

not, and the difficulty was to make him go on so that he was
not dragged J^ith the sledg^. *He went a little way, stumbling

and falling, and being helped up repeatedly, but sobn he was
just as bad as ‘ Lilleraeven ' had been, lagged behind, got the

traces under tile sledge runners, and was dragged with it. As
I tliought I had enough to do in hauling the sledge I let him

' go, in the hope that he would, at any rate, follow us. He did
so for a little while, but then stopped behind, and Joh^nsep
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was compelled to fiSch him and put him on his load; and when

we camped he was killed tpo.
“ * Kaifas ' is the only dog I have left to help me haul my

sledge, and Johansen has ‘Haren' and 'Suggpn/ We have

rations for them for ten days from the two slaughteted dogs,

but how far we shall be able to get with them the gods alone
know. 'Not very far, I am afraid. Meanwhile our hitherto

somewhat primj|tive method of hauling had to be improved on.

With two dog-harnesses we accordingly made ourselves proper
hauling-gear,* and Jtherewith all idea of using snowshoes not
securely fastened on had to be abandoned. One’s feet twisted

and slipped and slid off the snowshoes and deep down into the
bottomless snow, which in addition turned to ice under our
feet, and with our smooth komager-soles was as slippery as
eel-skin to stand on. Then we fastened them on, and where
the ice was even, it really was possible to drag the sledge,

even with only one dog beside one. I saw that given pass-

able snow and passable country to work on, we could make
some progress during the day, though as soon as there was
the slightest irregularity in the ice the sledges stood perfectly

still. It was necessary to strain at the harness all one knew,
and then perhaps fail to make the sledge budge an inch.

Then back one had to go to it, and after exerting one’s strength

to the utmost, it would finally glide over the obstacle and on
towards a new one, where exactly the same process had to be

* A proper hauling harness is an important item, and in the loflg run is
much less trying than the ordinary hauling #trap or rope crosswise over the

. chest and one shoulder. The form of Harness I use consist^f two straps,
which are pased over both shoulders, like the straps of a knapsack, and
ar^ fastened crosswise over the back to a leathern belt, where the hauling-
rope from the sledge is also attached. It is thus in one’s power during the
work of hauling to distribute the strain equally between both shoulders ^nd

b?lt ,(».r., the thighs and abdomen). The hauling “ centre of gravity ”

is m this manner lower in the body, just above the legs, which do the work,
amf the hauling-rope does pot, as js qsyally the case, presp only on the
upper part of the h-xly,
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gone through. If it was wished to turn tlife sledge in the deep

snow where it stood embedded, matters were no better; it was

only by lifting it bodily that one could get it on at all. So we
went on step by step until perhaps we came on a small extept

of level ice where we could increase the pace. If, however, we
came on lanes and ridges, things were worse than e^r ; one

man cannot manage a sledge alone, but two must be put to

each sledge. Then when we have followed up ithe track I have

marked out beforehand, I have to start off again and find a

way between the hummocks. To go direct, hauling . the

sledge, is not advisable where the ice is uneven, as it only

means getting into difficulties and being constrained eventually

to turn back. In this way we are grinding along, but it goes

without saying that speed and long marches are not the order

of the day. But still as it is we make a little way, and that is

better than nothing ; it is, besides, the only thing we can do,

seeing that it is impossible to crawl into lair and hibernate

for a month or so till progress is possible again.

“ To judge by the sky, there must be a number of lanes in

the south and south-west. Perhaps our trying mode of advance

is leading us to something better. We began at about ten

yesterday evening, and stopped at six this morning. We have

not had dinner the last few days in order to save a meal, as

we do not think this ice and our progress generally is worth

much food. With the same object, we this morning collected

the blood of * Storraeven ' and converted it into a sort of por-

ridge instead of the ‘ fiskegratin.’ It was"good, even .if it was
only dog’s blood, and at *any rate we have a portion of fish-

flour to the^ood. Before vte turned into the ba§ last night

we inspected our cartridges, and found to our joy that we.ha4
148 shot-gun cartridges, iSi rifle cartridges, and in addition .14

spherical shot cartridges. With so much ammunition, we should
be able to increase our provisions for some time to cpme^
if necessaryj for if nothing else should fall to our guns therp

would always be birds, and 148 birds will go a long way. If
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we use half charges, we can eke out our ammunition still furthe^

We have, moreover, halPa pound of gunpowder and some
spherical shot for the rifles, also caps for reloading the cart-

ridges. This discovery has put me in good sprits, for, truth

to tell, I did not think our prospects were inordinately bright.

We shall^ now, perhaps, be able to manage for three months,

and within that time something must happen. In addition

td"'what we caif shoot, we can also catch gulls with a hook,

and if the worst should come to the worst, and we set

seriously to work, we can probably take some animalculae and

the like with the net. It may happen that we shall not get to

Spitzbergen in time to find a vessel, and must winter there,

but it will be a life of luxury compared with this in the drift-

ice, not knowing where we are nor whither drifting, and not see-

ing our goal, in spite of all our toil. I should not like to have

this time over again. We have paid dearly for letting our

watches run down that time. If there was no one waiting at

home, a winter in Spitzbergen would be quite enticing. I lie

here and dream of how comfortably and well we could manage
there. Everything outside of this ice seems rosy, and out of

it we shall be some time or other! We must comfort our-

selves with the adage that night is darkest before the dawn.

Of course it somewhat depends on ?um dark the night is to be,

and considerably darker than it is now it might very well be.

But our hopes are fixed on the summer. Yes, it 1n^st be better

as summer gradually comes on.”

So on we went forwards ; and day after day we were going

through exactly the same toil, in the same heavy snow, in

which the hedges stuck fast ceaselessly. Dogs tdid men did

their best, but with little effect, and in addition we began to be
uneasy as to our means of subsistence. The dogs’ rations

were reduced to a minimum, to enable us to keep life goings as

long as possible. We were hungry and toil-worn from mom-

,

trig to night and from night to morning, all five of us. We
iletenriincd to shoot whatever came in our way, even gulls
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and fulmars; but now, of course, none of this game ever

came within range. *
. a,

The lanes grew worse and worse, filled generally with slusli,.

and brash. We were often compelled to go long distances

over nothing but small pieces, where one went through con-

tinually. On June x8th “a strong wind from tile west

(magnetic) sprang up, which tears and rattles at the tent.

We are going back, I suppose, whence we calne, only farther,

north perhaps. So we are buffeted by wind and current, and,

so it will go on, perhaps the whole summer through, without

our being able to master it. A meridian altitude that day

made us in 82° 19' N., so we had come down again a little. I

saw and shot a couple of fulmars and a Briinnich’s guillemot

( Uria briinnichii), and these eked out our rations, but, to our

distress, I fired at a couple of seals in the lanes and missel

my mark. How we wished we could get hold of such a prize

!

Meanwhile there is a good deal of life here now,” I write on
June 20th. “Little auks fly backwards and forwards in numbers,

and they sit and chatter and show themselves just outside the

tent-door ; it is quite a pleasure to see them, but a pity they are

so small that they are not worth a shot. We have not seen

them in flocks yet, but in couples as a rule. It is remarkable

how bird-life has increased since the .west wind set in the day,

before yesterday. It is particularly striking how the little auks

have stiddenly appeared in myriads ; they whiz past the tent

here w''!i their cheery twitter, and it gives one the feeling of
having come down to more hospitable regions. This sudden
finding*of Briinnich’s gitillemots seems also curious, but it,

does no gooQ. Land is not ft) be descried, and th^snow ^s in
as wretched a condition as it can be. A proper thaw, so that

the snow can disappear more quickly, does not come. Vestet-,'

da>morning before breakfast I went for a walk southwards to see

what were our chances of advance. The ice was flat and good'
for a little way, but lanes soon began which were worse than
ever. Our only expedient now is to resort to strong measurat
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arid launch the kayaks, in spite of the fact that they leak ; we
must then travel as much as possible by way of the lanes, and

vtith this resolution I turn back*. The snow is still the same,

V(^ wet, so that one sank deep in between tHe hummocks,

and there are plenty of them. We could not afford a proper

breakfast so we took if oz, bread and if oz. pemmican per

man, and then set to work to mend the pumps and put the

kayaks in order for ferrying, so that their contents should not

be spoiled by water leaking in. Among other things, a hole

had to be patched in mine which I had not seen before.

“We had a frugal supper, 2 ozs. aleuronate bread and i oz.

butter per man, and crept into the bag to sleep as long as

possible and kill the time without eating. The only thing to

be done is to try and hold out till the snow has melted, and

advance is more practicable. At one in the afternoon w'e

turned out to a rather more abundant breakfast of ‘ fiskegratin,'

but we do not dare to eat as much as we require any longer.

We are looking forward to trying our new tactics, and instead

of attempting to conquer nature, obeying her and taking

advantage of the lanes. We must get some way, at any rate,

by this means ; and the farther south the more prospect of

lanes and the greater chance of something falling to our

guns.

“Otherwise it Js a dull existence enough, no prospect for

the moment of being able to get on, impassable packed ice in

every direction, rapidly diminishing provisions, and now, too,

nothing to be caught or shot. An attempt I made atJishing

with the net failed entirely—a pt^rdjjod (C/to borealis) and a

few crustadba were the whole result. I lie awake at night by'

the hour racking my brain to find a way out of our difficulties.

Well, well, there will be one eventually !

•^Saturday, June 22nd. Half-past nine a.m., after a gcJOd

bteakfa^t of seal’s-flesh, seal-liver, blubber, and soup.

Here I lie dreaming dreams of brightness ;
life is all sun-

shine again. What a little incident is necessary to change the
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whole aspect of affairs ! Yesterday and the last few days were

dull and gloomy ; everything seemed hopeless, the ice impass.-

able, no game to be found;* and then comes the incident

of a seal risirfg near our kayaks and rolling about round us.

Johansen has time to give it a ball just as it is disappearing,

and it floats while I harpoon it—the first and only^earded

seal {Phoca barbatd) we have yet seen—and we have abun-

dance of food and fuel for upwards of a mftnth. We need

hurry no longer ; we can settle down, adapt the kayaks and
sledges better for ferrying over the larffes, capture seals if

possible, and await a change in the state of the ice. We have

eaten our fill both at supper and breakfast, after being ravenous

for many days. The future seems bright and certain now, no
clouds of darkness to be seen any longer.

“ It was hardly with great expectations that we started off

on Thursday evening. A hard crust which had formed on the

top of the soft snow did not improve matters ; the sledges

often cut through this, and were not to be moved before one

lifted them forward again, and when it was a case of turning

amid the uneven ice, they stuck fast in the crust. The ice

was uneven and bad, and the snow loose and water-soaked, so

that even with snowshoes on, we sank deep into it ourselves.

There were lanes besides, and though .tolerably easy to cross, so

they were often packed together, they necessitated a winding

route. We saw clearly that to continue in this way was impos-

sible. The only resource was to disburden ourselves of every-

thing jvhich could in any way be dispensed with, and start

afresh as quickly as we "could, with only provisions, kayaks,

guns, and tfie mosf necessary clothing, in order, at«any rate, |o

reach land before our last crumb of food was eaten up. We went
over the things to see what we could part with ; the medicin<>-

bag, the spare horizontal bars belonging to the sledges, reserve

snowshoes and thick, rough socks, soiled shirts, and the tent.

When it came to the sleeping-bag we heaved a deep sigh, bot^

wet and heavy as it always is now, that had to go, too, WtJ
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had, moreover, to contrive.wooden grips under the kayaks, so

that we can without further trouble set the whole thing afloat

when we have to cross a lane, and be able to drag the sledges

up on the other side and go on at once. If it should then, as

now, be impossible for us to launch the sledges, because

sleeping\ag, clothes, and sacks of provender, etc., are lying

on them as a^oft dunnage for the kayaks, it will take too

much time. At every lane we should be obliged to unlash

the Joads, lift the ^ayaks off the sledges and into the water,

lash them together there, then place the sledges across them,

and finally go through the same manoeuvres in inverse order on

the other side. We should not get very far in the day in that

manner.
“ Firmly determined to make these alterations, the very

next day we started off. We soon came to a long pool,

which it was necessary to ferry over. The kayaks were soon

launched and lying side by side on the water well stiffened

with the snowshoes under the straps,* a thoroughly steady

fleet. Then the sledges, with their loads, were run out to

them, one forward, one astern. We had been concerned

about the dogs and how we should get them to go with us,

but they followed the sledges out on to the kayaks and lay

down as if they had done nothing else all their lives. ‘ Kaifas

'

seated himself in the bow of my kayak, and the two others

astern.

“A seal had come up near us while we were occupied with

all this, but 1 thought to wait before shooting it till the

kayaks were ready, and thus be serfain of getting^ it before it

sank. Of “course it did not 'show itself again. These seals

seem to be enchanted, and as if they were only sent to delay

us. Twice that day before I had seen them and watched^in

* Cetiiin straps which are fixed on the “Icayah,” just in front of the
ooeapanti and through which the paddle is passed when shooting, etc. The '

blade thus laying laterally on the water very much increases the steadiness
of the occupants.
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vain for them to appear again. I h^d even achieved mUsihg
one, the third time I have missed my mark. It look^ ’bad

for the ammunition if I am going on like this, but 1 have

discovered that I aimed too high for these short ranges, and
had shot over them. So then we set off across the blue

waves on our first long voyage. A highly remarkable^ convoy

we must have been, laden as we were with^ sledges, sacks,

guns, and dogs ; a tribe of gipsies, Johansen said it was. If

anyone had suddenly come upon us ther^ he would hardly

have known what to make of the troupe, and certainly would

not have taken us for Polar explorers. Paddling between the

sledges and the snowshoes, which projected far out on either

side, was not easy work, but we managed to get along, and
were soon of the opinion that we should think ourselves lucky

could we go on like this the whole day, instead of hauling and
wading through the snow. Our kayaks could hardly have

been called water-tight, and we had recourse to the pumps
several times, but we could easily have reconciled ourselves

to that, and only wished we had more open water to travel

over. At last we reached the end of the pool ; I jumped
ashore on the edge of the ice, to pull up the kayaks, and
suddenly heard a great splash beside us. It was a seal which

had been lying there. Soon afterwards I heard a similar

splash on the other side, and then for the third time a huge
head appeared, blowing and swimming backwards and for-

wards, but alas ! only to dive deep under the edge of the ice

before <ave had time to get the guns out. It W'as a fine large

blue or bearded seal (^Phoco I^rbatd).

“ We were quite sure that it had disappeared fof good, but

no sooner had I got one of the sledges half-way up the side

than the immense head came up again close beside the kayaks,'

blowing and repeating the same manoeuvres as before;
' '

looked round for my gun, but could not reach it whete it Wa^
lying on the kayak. ‘Take the gtm, Johansen, quick, and
blaze away; but quick, look sharp, quick!' In a monjent
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he had thrown the gun to his cheek, and just as the seal was

on the point of disappearing under the edge I heard the report.

'The animal made a little turn,* and then lay floating, the blood

flo\ying from its head. I dropped the sledge, seized the

harpoon, and quick as lightning threw it deep into the fat back

of the ^al, which lay quivering on the surface of the water.

Then it began to move ; there was still life in it ; and, anxious

lest the harpodh with its thin line should not hold if the huge
animal began to quicken in earnest, I pulled my knife out of its

sheath and stuck it*into the seal’s throat, whence a stream of

blood came flowing out. The water was red with it for a long

distance, and it made me quite sorry to see the wherewithal

for a good meal being wasted like this. But there was nothing

to be done ; not on any account would I lose that animal, and
for the sake of safety gave it another harpoon. Meanwhile the

sledge, which had been half dragged up on to the ice, slid

down again, and the kayaks, with Johansen and the dogs, came
adrift. He tried to pull the sledge up on to the kayak, but

without success, and so it remained with one end in the water

and one on the canoe. It heeled the whole fleet over, and
Johansen’s kayak canted till one side was in the water

;
it

leaked, moreover, like a sieve, and the water rose in it with

alarming rapidity. The cooker which was on the deck fell off,

and drifted gaily away before the wind with all its valuable

contents, borne high up in the water by the aluminium cap,

which happily was water-tight. The snowshoes fell off and
floated about, and the fleet sank yet fleeper and deeper.

Meanwhile I stood holding our ^rdfcious prize, qpt daring to

let go. The whole thing was a scene of the most complete
dissolution. Johansen’s kayak had by this time heeled over

to such an extent that the water reached the open seam on the

(feck, and the craft filled immediately. I had no choice left

but to let go the seal, and drag up the kayak before it sank.

TjiijS done, heavy as it was and full of water, the seal’s turn

came next, and this was much worse. We had our work cut
VOL. u, K
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out to haul the immense animal hand over hand up on to the

ice, but our rejoicings were loud when we at last succeeded,

and we almost fell to dancing round it in the excess of our

delight. A wifter-logged kayak and soaked effects we thought

nothing of at such a supreme moment. Here was food and
fuel for a long time. '

“ Then came the rescuing and drying of our things. First

and foremost, of course, the ammunition
;

it wa% all our stock.

But happily the cartridges were fairly watertight, and had not

suffered much damage. Even the shot cariridges, the cases of

which were of paper, had not lain enough to become wholly

permeated. Such, however, was not the case with a supply of

powder, the small tin box in which we kept it was entirely full

of water. The other things were not so important, though it

was hardly a comforting discovery to find that the bread was

soaked through with salt water.

“ We found a camping-ground not far off. The tent was
soon pitched, our catch cut up and placed in safety, and, I

may say, seldom has the drift-ice housed beings so well satisfied

as the two who sat that morning in the bag and feasted on
seal’s flesh, blubber, and soup as long as they could find any
room to stow it.

.
- We concurred in the opinion that a better

meal we could not have had. Then down we crawled into

the dear bag, which for the present there was no need to

part with, and slept the sleep of the just in the knowledge
that for the immediate future, at any rate, we need have no
anxie^. •

“ It is m^ opinion thatTor the time being we can do nothing

better than remain where we are ; live on our c^ch without

encroaching on the sledge provisions, and thus await the time

when the ice shall slacken more or the condition of the snojer

iifiprove. Meanwhile we will rig up wooden grips, on our
sledges, and try to make the kayaks water-tight. Furthermore

we will lighten our equipment as much as we possibly^can. If

we were to go on we should only be obliged to leave a gre^
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deal of our meat and blubber behind us, and this, in these

circumstances, I think wouFd be madness.”

“Sunday, June 23rd. So this is St, John’s Eve, and Sunday
too. How merry and happy all the school-boy^ are to-day;

how the folk at home are starting forth in crowds to the

beautiful*,^orwegian woods and valleys .... and here are

we still in the drift-ice ; cooking and frying with blubber,

eating it and sikl’s flesh until the train-oil drips off us, -and,

above all, not knowing when there will be an end to it all.

Perhaps we still havff a winter before us. I could hardly have
conceived that we should be here now 1

“ It is a pleasing change, however, after having reduced our

rations and fuel to a minimum to be able to launch out into

excesses, and eat as much and as often as we like. It is a

state of things hardly to be realised at present. The food is

agreeable to the taste and we like it better and better. My
own opinion is that blubber is excellent both raw and fried,

and it can well take the place of butter. The meat, in our

eyes, is as good as meat can be. We had it yesterday for

breakfast in the shape of meat and soup served with raw

blubber. For dinner I fried a highly-successful steak not to

be surpassed by the ‘ Grand ’ [Hotel], though a good * seidel
*

of bock beer would have been a welcome addition. For

supper I made blood-pancakes fried in blubber instead of

butter, and they were a success, inasmuch as Jolrapsen pro-

nounced them ‘first class,’ to say nothing of my own senti-

ments. This frying, however, inside the *ent over a train-oU

lamp is a doubtful pleasure. If the lamp itself does not smoke
thb blubber does, causing the Tinfortunate cooR ^e most

ekciucikting pain in the eyes ; he can hardly keep them open,

and they water copiously. But the consequences could be

^en worse. ' The traimoil lamp which I had contrived out of

a sh6el; 61 German silver became over-heated one day, under

the hbt frying-pan, and at last-the whole thing caught fire, both

khBe lutnps of blubber and the train-oil. The flame shot up into

VOL. II. N 2
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the air, while I tried by every means in my power to put it out,

but it only grew worse. The best thing would have been to

convey the whole lamp outside, but there was no time for it.

The tent began to fill with suffocating smoke, and as a last

resort I unfortunately seized a handful of snow and threw it

on to the burning train-oil. It sputtered and cracklej^' boiling

oil flew in all directions, and from the lamp itself rose a sea of

i flames which filled the whole tent and burned everything they

came near. Half-suflbcated, we both threw ourselves against

the closed door, bursting off the buttons, abd dashed headlong

into the open air; glad, indeed, to have escaped with our

lives. With this explosion the lamp went out ; but when we
came to examine the tent we found an enormous hole burned

in the silk wall above the place where the frying-pan had stood.

One of our sledge-sails had to pay the penalty for that hole.

We crept back into the tent again, congratulating ourselves,

however, on having got off so easily, and, after a great deal of

trouble, rekindled a fire so that I could fry the last pancake.

We then ate it with sugar, in the best of spirits, and pro-

nounced it the most delicious fare we had ever tasted. We
had good reason, too, to be in spirits, for our observation

for the day made us in 82“ 4'3' N. lat. and 57® 48' E. long.

In spite of westerly, and, in a measure, south-westerly winds,

we had come nearly 14' south in three days and next to

nothing east. A highly surprising and satisfactory discovery.

Outside, the north wind was still blowing, and consequently

we were drifting sotlth towards more clement regions.

“ Wednqgday, June sbth^. June 24th was naturally cele-

brated with great festivities. In the first place, it was that day
two years since we started from home; secondly, it was a
hundred days since we left the JFram (not really, it Was two
<fays more), and thirdly, it was Midsummer Day. It Was, df
course a holiday, and we passed it in dreaming of good times

to come, in studying our charts, our future prospects, and fh

reading anything readable that was to be found, i.e., the
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almanack and navigation tables. Johansen took a walk along

the lanes, and also managed to miss a ringed seal or * snad,’

as we call it in Norwegian, in a pool here east of us. Then
came supper—rather late in the night—consisting of blood-

pancakes with sugar, and unsurpassed in flavour. The frying

over th% oil lamp took a long time, and in order to have

them hotVe had to eat each one as it was fried, a mode of

procedure whioh promoted a healthy appetite between each

pancake. Thereafter we stewed some of our red whortle-

berries, and they tajted no less good, although they had been

soaked in salt water in Johansen’s kayak during the catas-

trophe of a couple of days ago
;
and after a glorious meal we

turned into the bag at 8 o’clock yesterday morning.

“At midday, again, I got up and went out to take a

meridian altitude. The weather was brilliant, and it was so

long since we had had anything of the kind that I could

hardly remember it. I sat up on the hummock waiting for

the sun to come to the meridian ; basking in its rays, and
looking out over the stretches of ice where the snow glittered

and sparkled on all sides
;
and at the pool in front of me

lying shining and still as a mountain lake, and*reflecting its

icy banks in the clear water. Not a breath of wind stirred

—

so still, so still ; and the sun baked, and I dreamed myself at

home
“ Before going into the tent, I \ifent to fetch some salt-water

for the soup we were to have for breakfast
j
but just at that

moment a seal came up by the side of the ice, and I ran back

for my gun and kayak. Out on the,water I discovered lhat it

was leaking like a sieve from lying in the sun, and I had to

paddle back faster than I came out, to avoid sinking. As I

.was etnptying the kayak, up came the seal again in front of

.me» and this time my shot took effect ; the animal lay floatiyg

on, the water like a cork. It was not many minutes before I

had. the leaking craft on the water again, and my harpoon in

the animal’s neck. I towed it in while the kayak gradually
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filled, and my legs, or, rather, that part which follows closely

above the legs when one is sitting ?n a canoe, became Soaked

with water, and my ‘ komager ’ gradually filled. After havihg

dragged the S'eal up to the tent, ‘ flensed ' it, collected all the

blood which wis to be had, and cut it up, I crept into the

tent, put on some dry underclothes, and into the hag again,

while the wet ones were drying outside in the sun. is easy

enough to keep oneself warm in the tent flow. The heat

was so great inside it last night that we could hardly sleep,

although we lay on the bag instead of in it. When I came
back with the seal, I discovered that Johansen’s bare foot was

sticking out of the tent at a place where the peg had given

way
;
he was sleeping soundly, and had no idea of it After

having a small piece of chocolate to commemorate the happy
capture, and, looking over my observations, we again settled

down to rest.

“ It appears, remarkably enough, from our latitude that we
are still on the same spot without any further drift southwards,

in spite of the northerly winds. Can the ice be landlocked ?

It is not impossible ; far offlaij.<Jj(^ any rate, we cannot be."

“Thursda)^, June 27th. The same monotonous life, the

same wind, the same misty weather, and the same cogitations

as to what the future will bring. There was a gale from the

north last night with a fall of hard granular snow, which lashed

against the tent walls so that one might thmk it to be good
honest rain. It melted on the walls directly, and the water

ran down them. It is cosy in here, hoivever, and the wind
does Tiot reach us ; we can lie in our warm bag, and listen to

the flappiifg of the tent, &nd imagine that we,are drifting

rapidly westwards, although perhaps we are not moving from
the spot. But if this wind does not move us, the <mly

explanation is that the ice is land-locked, and that we cannot

be far off‘shore. We must wait for an east wind, I suppose,

to drive us farther west, and then afterwards south. Mjr hope
is that we shall drift into the channel between Franz Josef
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Land and Spitzbefgen while we are lying here. The weather

was raw and windy with snowfall, so that it was hardly suitable

for out-door work, particularly as, unfortunately, there was no

need to hurry.
^

“ The lanes have changed very much of late j there is

hardly^nything left of the pool in front of us over which we
paddledMnd there has been pressure around us in all direc-

tions. I hop« the ice will be well ground into pieces, as this

enables it to slacken more quickly when the time comes ; but

that will not be l^pfore far on in July, and we ought to have

the patience to wait for it perhaps.

“ Yesterday we cut some of the seal’s flesh into thin slices

and hung them up to dry. We must increase our travelling

store and prepare pemmican or dried meat; it will be the

easiest way of carrying it with us. Johansen yesterday found

a pond of fresh water close by, which is very convenient, and
we need no longer melt ice ; it is the first good water we have

found for cooking purposes. If the seals are few and far

between, there are birds still, I am thankful to say, I.ast

night a couple of ivory gulls {/arus e^urneus) were bold enough
to settle down on our seal-skin, close beside the tent wall, and
pecked at the blubber. They were sent off once or twice but

returned. If the meat fall short we must resort to catching

birds.”

Thus the days passed by, one exactly like the other
; we

waited and waited for the snow to melt and worked desultorily

meanwhile at getting ourselves ready to proceed. This life

reminded me of some Eskimos who journeyed up»a fjord

to collect^rass for hay j but whan they arrived at their destina-

tion found it quite short, and so settled down and waited till

it was long enough to cut. A suitable condition of the snow

was long in coming; on June 29th I write :
—“Will not the

temjMsrature rise sufficiently to make something like an effectual

deaWnce of the snow ? We try to pass the time as best we ’•

can in talking of how delightful it will be when we get home,
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and how we shall enjoy life and all its char^is, and go through

a calculation of chances as to how^ soon that may be ; but

sometimes, too, we talk of how well we will arrange for the

winter in Spitzbergen, if we should not reach home this year.

If it should com'e to that, we may not even get so far, but have

to winter on some place ashore here—no, it can never come
to that !

”

“Sunday, June 30th. So this is tlte end of^Jurie, and we
are about the same place as when we began the month. And
the state of the snow ? Well, better it certainly is not ; but

the day is fine. It is so w'arni that we are quite hot lying here

inside the tent. Through the open door we can see out over

the ice where the sun is glittering through white sailing cirrus

clouds on the dazzling whiteness. And then there is a Sunday

calm, with a faint breeze mostly from the south-east, I think.

Ah me, it is lovely at home to-day, I am sure, with everything

in bloom and the fjord quivering in the sunlight ; and you are

sitting out on the point with Liv, perhaps, or are on the water

in your boat. And then my eye wanders out through the

door again, and I am reminded there is many an ice-floe

between now and then, before the time when I shall see it all

once more.
“ Here we lie far up in the north ; two grim, black, soot-

stained barbarians, stirring a mess of - soap in a kettle and
surrounded on all sides by ice

; by ice and nothing else

—

shining and white, possessed of all the purity we ourselves

lack. Alas, it is all too pure ! One's eye searched to the

very hopzon for a dark spot to rest on, but in vain. When
will it really £ome to pass? ^ow we have waited for it two
months. All the birds seem to have disappeared to^ay; not
even a cheery little auk to be seen. They were here until
yesterday and we have heard them flying north and south,*
proBably to and from land, where they have gone, I suppose^
•now that there is so little water about in these parts. If
we could move as easily as they."
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“ ^yednesday, July 3rd. Why write again ? What have I

to cbmmit to these pages ? Nothing but the same over-

powering longing to be home and away from this monotony.

One day just like the other, with the exception/ perhaps, that

before it was warm and quiet, while the last two days there has

been a aouth wind blowing, and we are drifting northwards.

Found fro>^a meridian altitude yesterday that we have drifted

back to 8 s!° N., while the longitude is about the ^me.
Both yesterday and the day before we had to a certain extent

really brilliant sunshine, and this for us is a great rarity. The
horizon in the south was fairly clear yesterday, which it has

not been for a long time ; but we searched it in vain for land.

1 do not understand it. . . .

“We had a fall of snow last night, and it dripped in here so

that the bag became weL This constant snowfall, which will

not turn to rain, is enough to make one despair. It generally

takes the form of a thick layer of new snow on the top of the

old, and this delays the thaw.

“ This wind seems to have formed some lanes in the ice

again, and there is a little more bird-life. We saw some little

auks again yesterday ; they came from the south, probably

from land.”

“Saturday, July 6th. -f 33’8“ Fahr. (-f i" C.). Rain.

At last, after a fortnight, we seem to have got the weather we
have been waiting for. It has rained the whole night and

forenoon, and is still at it—real good rain ; so now, perhaps,

this everlasting snow will take itself off ; it is as soft and loose

as scum. If only this rain would go on for seven days 1* But

before we have time to look rountt there will be rfcold wind

with snow, a crust will form, and again we must wait. I am
too used to disappointment to believe in anything. This is a

school of patience ; but nevertheless the rain has put us in

good spirits.

‘‘ T^e days dra:g wearily on. We work in an intermittent

way at the kayak-grips of wood for our sledges, and at caulk-
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ing and painting our kayaks to make them i^ater-tight. The
painting, howeicr, causes me a* good, deal of trouble. I

burned bones heie for many days till the whole place smelled

like the bonef-dust works at Lysaker then came the toilsome

process of pounding and grating them to make them perfectly

fine and even. The bone-dust was thereupon mtKed with

train oil, and at last I got as far as a trial, .btrC* the paint

proved uncomprisingly to be perfectly usel6ss. So now I

must 'mix it with soot, as I had first intended and add more
oil. I am now occupied in smoking Mie place out ki my
attempts to make soot, but all my exertions, when it comes to

collecting it, only result in a little pinch, although the smoke
towered in the air, and they might have seen it in Spitzbergen.

There is a great deal to do battle with when one has not a

shop next door. What would I not -give for a little bucket of

oil-paint, only common lamp black 1 Well, well, we shall

find a way out of the difficulty eventually ; but meanwhile we
are growing like sweeps.

“.On Wednesday evening ‘ Haren ’ was killed
;
poor beast,

he was not good for much latterly, but he had been a first-

rate dog, and it was hard, I fancy, for Johansen to part with

him ; he looked sorrowfully at the animal before it went to

the happy-hunting grounds, or wherever it may be draught-

dogs go to ; perhaps to places where there are plains of level

ice and no ridges and lanes. There are only two dogs left

now—‘ Suggen ’ and ‘ Kaifas ’—and we must keep them alive

as long as we can, and have use for them.

“The day before yesterday, in the evening, we suddenly
discoverecf a black hillock to the east. We* examined it

through the glass and it looked absolutely like a black rock
emerging from the snows. It also somewhat exceeded: the

Iteighbouring hummocks in height. I scrutinised it carefully

from the highest ridge hereabouts, but could not make it put.

I thought it too big to be only a piled-up hummock mixed
with black ice or earthy matter, and I have never wen anything
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of the kind before. That it is an island seems highly improb-

able j
for although we are' certainly drifting, it remains in the

s^me position in relation to us. We saw it yesterday, and see

it still to-day in the same quarter. 1 think the tftost reasonable

supposition is that it is an ice-berg.

No^ooner does the horizen clear in the south than one of

ud may b^sagn taking his customary walk to the * watch-tower
’

(a hummock beside the tent) to scan for land, sometinjjOS with

a glass, sometimes without it ; but there is nothing to be seen

but 'ihe same bare horizon.*
** Every day I take a turn round the ice in our neighbour-

hood to see if the snow has decreased, but it always seems to

be about the same, and sometimes I have moments of doubt

as to whether it wrill clear away at all this summer. If not, our

prospects will be more than dark. The best we can hope for

will then be a winter somewhere or other on Franz Josef Land.

But now the rain has come. It is pouring down the tent walls

and dripping on the ice. Everything looks hopeful again, and

we are picturing the delights of the autumn and winter at

home !
”

“Wednesday, July roth. It is a curious thing that now,

when I really have something of a little more interest than

usual to relate, I have less inclination to write than ever.

Everything seems to become more and more indifferent. One
longs only for one single thing, and still the ice -is lying out

there covered with impassable snow. i.

,

** But what was it I had to say ? Oh, yes, that we made our-

selves such a good bed yesterday with bear-skins un3er the

bag, that we slept the clock rouifd without knowing it, and I

thought it was six in the morning when I turned out. When I

tame out of the tent I thought there was something remark-

able about the position of the sun, and pondered over it for a

little while, until I came to the conclusion that it was six in the

^ Compare, however, what I aay on this subject later, July a4th.
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evening, and that we had slumbered for twenty-two hours;

We have not slept much of late, as we have been broken on the

wheel, so to speak, by the snowshoes we had to place under

the bag, in order to keep it clear of the poQls of water under

us. The apologies for hair still existing here and there on the

skin at the bottom of the bag do not afford much paotectiQn

against the sharp edges of the snowshoes.
“ This beneficent rain continued the whole d&y on Saturday,

doing away with a fair amount of snow, and we rejoice to hear

it. To celebrate the good weather we determined to have
chocolate for supper j otherwise we live entirely on our catch.

We had the chocolate accordingly, and served with raw blubler

it tasted quite excellent. It was the cause of a great disap-

pointment, however, for after having looked forward immo-
derately to this, now so rare, treat, I managed clumsily to

upset my whole cup, so that all the precious contents ran out

over the ice. While I was lying waiting for a second cup—it

was boiling over the train-oil lamp— ‘ Kaifas ’ began to bark

outside. Not doubting but that he had seen an animal, I

jumped up to hurry off to the look-out hummock to scan the

ice. Not a little surprised was I when I poked my head out

of the tent-door to see a bear come jogging up to the dogs and
begin sniffing at ‘ Kaifas,’ I sprang to the gun, which stood

ready in the snow beside the tent, and pulled off the case, the

bear meanwhile standing astonished and glaring at me. I

sent it a ball through the shoulder and chest, certain that it

would drop on the spot. It half staggered over, and then

turned round and made gff, and before I could extract a new
cartridge fr»m my pocket, Mihich was full of everything else,

was away among the hummocks, I could not get a shot at, it

where it was, and set off in pursuit. I had not goiie -many

steps before we saw (Johansen had followed me) two more
heads appearing a little way farther on. They belonged to

two cubs, which were standing on their hind-legs and looking

at their mother, who came reeling towards them, with a trail of
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blood behind her. Then Off they went, all three, over a lane,

and a wild chase began over plains and ridges and lanes and
every kind of obstacle, but it made no difference to their pace.

A' wonderful thing this love of sport ; it is like setting fire to a

fuze. Where at other times it would be laborious work to get

on at aH} where one sinks to the kneesnn the snow, and where

one woul?Mj«itate before choosing a way over the lane, let

only the sparlc be kindled, and one clears every obstacle with-

out thinking about it. ^The bear was severely wounded, and

dragged her left f«re-leg ; she did not go fast, but always so

fast that I had my work cut out to keep near her. The cubs

ran round her in their solicitude, and generally a little way in

front, as if to get her to come with them ; they little knew
what was the matter with her. Suddenly they all three looked

back at me as I was crashing after them as fast as I could. I

had been within range many times, but the bear had her hind-

quarters towards me, and when I fired I meant to be sure of

making an end of her, as I only had three cartridges with me,

one for each of them. At last, on the top of a huge hummock,

I got a sight of her broadside on, and there, too, she dropped.

The cubs hurried anxiously up to her when she fell—it made
one sorry to see them—they sniffed at and pushed her, and

ran round and round, at a loss what to do in their despair.

Meanwhile I had put another cartridge in the rifle, and picked

off the other cub as it was standing on a projection. It fell

over the declivity with a growl, and down on to its mother.

Still more frightened than before, the other cub hastened to its

Succour ; but, poor thing, what could it do ? While its ffrother

rolled overf growling, it stood thfere looking sorrdWfully some-

times at it, sometimes at the mother, who lay dying in a pool

of blood. When I approached it turned its head away indif-

ferently; what did it care -about me now? All its kindred,

everything it held dear, lay there mutilated and destroyed.

It no longer knew whither to go, and did not move from the
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spot. I went right up to it, and with a spherical ball through

the breast, it fell dead beside its mother.

“ Johansen soon came up. A lane had detained him, m
that he had lost ground. We opened the animals, took out

the entrails, and then went back to the tent to fetch the sledges

and dogs and proper, flaying-knives. Our secon(^cup
,
of

chocolate in the tent tasted very good after this hj^rruption.

When we had skinned and cut up the two bearrwe left theni

in a heap, covered over with the skins to protect the meat
from the gulls ; the third one we took%ack,with us. The ^ext

day we fetched the others, and now have more meat food than

we shall be able to consume, I hope. It is a good thing, thought

that we can give the dogs as much raw meat as they will eat

;

they certainly require it. ‘ Sitggen,’ poor thing, is in a very bad
way, and it is a question whether we can get any more work
out of him. When we took him with us after the bears the

first day, he could not walk, and we had to place him on the

sledge j but then he howled so terrifically, as much as to say it

was beneath his dignity to be transported in this way, that

Johansen had to take him home again. The dogs seem to be
attacked with a paralysis of the legs : they fall down, and have

the greatest difficulty in rising. It has been the same with all

of them, from * Gulen ’ downwards. * Kaifas,’ however, is as

fresh and well as ever.

“ It is remarkable how large these cubs were. I could

hardly imagine that they were born this year, and should with-

out hesitation have put them down as a year old if the she-

bear Rad not been in mijk, and ‘it is hardly to ,be supposed
that the cubs would suck for a year and a half.^ Those we
shot by the From on November 4th last year were hardly half

the size of these. It would seem as if the polar bear produces

its young at different times of the year. In the paunches oif

the cubs were pieces of skin from a seal.”

“Monday, July 15th. As we were working at the kayaks

yesterday, a Ross’s gull {Radostethia rosed) came flying by.
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It was a full grown bird, and made a turn when just over

showing its pretty rose-coloured breast, and then disappeared

again in the mist southwards. On Thursday I saw another

a^lt Ross’s gull, with a black ring round its neck ; it came
from the north-east, and flew in a south-westerly direction.

Otherwise it is remarkable how all the birds have disappeared

from here.’^^e little auk is no longer to be seen or heard

;

the only birdsme an ivory gull now and then and occasionally

a fulmar.” ^
“Wednesday, July 17th. At last the time is drawing near

when we can be off again and start homewards in earnest.

The snow has decreased sufficiently to make advance fairly

easy. VVe are doing our utmost to get ready. The grips on
the sledges are nicely arranged and provided with cushions of

bear-skin on Johansen’s and of cloth on mine. This is in

order to give the kayaks a firm and soft bed and prevent

chafing. The kayaks are painted with soot and train-oil, and
have been caulked with pastels (for drawing), crushed and
also mixed with train-oil ;

that is to say, as far as these various

ingredients would go. We are now using a mixture of stearine,

pitch, and resin,* to finish up with. A thorough revision of

our equipment will take place, and everything not absolutely

invaluable will be left behind. We must say good-bye here

to the sleeping bag and tent.t Our days of comfort are past,

and henceforth until we are on board the sloopj we mil live

under the open sky.

“Meanwhile we have lain here— ‘Longing Camp,’ as we
call it—and let the time slip by. Wc have eaten bear-meat

morning, no®n, and night, and, scf far from being tired of it,

have made the discovery that the breast of the cubs is quite a

delicacy. It is remarkable that this exclusive meat and fat

——

o

* This was taken in case it might be wanted for soldering the cooking

apparatus or the German silver plates under the sledge iiinncrs,

T We eventually decided to retain this, however.

{ The vessel we expected to catch in Spitzber^cn,
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diet has not caused us the slightest discomfort in any way^ and
we have no craving for farinaceous food, although we might,

perhaps, regard a large cake as the acme of happiness. Every
now and then we cheer ourselves up with lime-juice grog, a

blood-pancake, or some stewed whortleberries, and let our

imaginations run riot over all the amenities of oivilisation

which we mean to enjoy to the full when w^*^et home

!

Perhaps it will be many a long day before we get there,

perhaps there will be many a hard tr^l to overcome. But no ;

I will believe the best. There are still two months of smnmer
left, and in them something can be done.”

“Friday, July 19th. Two full-grown Ross’s gulls flew over

here from the north-east and went west this morning. When
far off they uttered cries which reminded me of that of the

wryneck, and which I at first thought came from a little auk.

They flew quite low, just over my head, and the rose-colour of
their under-parts could be seen plainly. Another Ross’s gull

flew by here yesterday. It is strange that there should be so

many of them. Where are we ?
”

“ Tuesday, July 23rd. Yesterday forenoon we at last got

clear of ‘ Longing Camp,’ and now, I am thankful to say, we
are again on the move. We have worked day and night to

get off. First we thought it would be on the 19th, then the

20th, and then the 21st, but something always cropped up that

had to be done' before we could leave. The bread, which had
been soaked in sea-water, had to be carefully dried in the

fryii^-pan over the lamp, and this took several days ; then the

socks had to patched, and the kayaks carefully looked over,

etc. We ^ere determined 1:o start on our last journey home
in good repair, and so we did. Everything goes like wild-fire.

The chances of progress are better than we expected, although

the ice is anything but even ; the sledges are lighter to draw
now that everything that can be dispensed with is left behind,

and the snow, too, has decreased considerably. On the

last part of the journey yesterday we could even go iyithQut
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inewshoe^ - and, aa a matter of tpmse, progress 'pnong the

^t%es and im^ah^ties^ where thdy kre difficult to manage, is

t|nii^er without them. Johansen performed a feat by crossing

a Ifne alone in his kayak, with ‘ Suggeir* lying on*the forc*deck,
' whilebe himself knelt on the after-deck and balanced the craft

as he paddled. 1 began to try the same with mine, but found
it too cranfcji^^ risk the attempt and preferred to tow it over,

with ‘ Kaifas ^on the deck, while I went carefully alongside

and jumped over on some pieces of ice.

•“ We have now <he advantage of finding drinking water

everywhere. We are also eating our old provender again

;

but, curiously enough, neither Johansen nor I think the

farinaceous food as good as one might suppose after a month
of’meat diet. It is good to be under way again, and not the

least pleasant part about it is our lighter sledges ; but then we
certainly left a good deal behind at * Longing Camp.’ In

addition to a respectable mound of meat and blubber, we left

three fine bear-skins. Our friend the bag, too, is lying on
the top of the bears, a quantity of wood consisting of the

boards from under the sledges, the snowshoes and other things,

more than half of Blessing’s fine medicaments—plaster of Paris

bandages, soft steam-sterilised gauze bandages, hygroscopic

cotton wadding—to say nothing of a good aluminium glass

horizon, rope, our combined frying-pan and melter, half an
aluminium cap belonging to the cooker, sheets of German
silver, a train-oil lamp of the same, bags, tools, sail-cloth,

Finn shoes, our wolf-skin fingerless gloves, also woollen ones,

a geological hammer, half a shirt, socks, and other sundriSk,. all

strewn about in chaotic confusidh. Instead of All these we
have an augmentation in the form of a sack of dried seal’s and
hearVfiesh and the other half of the aluminium cap full of

blubber.:^ We are now thoroughly divested of all superfluoua

Articles, and there is hardly so much as a bit of wood to be h.ad

if one should tmnt a stick to slip through the end of the

hauling rope."

VOL. II. o
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CHAPTER VII.

Land at Last.

“Wednesday, July 24th. At last the marvel has come to

pass—land, land, and after we had almost given up our belief

in it ! After nearly two years, we again see something rising

above that never-ending white line on the horizon yonder—

a

white line which for countless ages has stretched over this

lonely sea, and which for millenniums to come shall stretch

in the same way. We are leaving it, and leaving no trace

behind us, for the track of our little caravan across the

endless plains has long ago disappeared. A new life is

beginning for us, for the ice it is ever the same.
“ It has long haunted our dreams, this land, and now it

comes like a vision, like fairy-land. Drift-white, it arches

above the horizon like distant clouds, which one is afraid will

disappear every minute. The most wonderful thing is that

we have seen this land all the time without knowing it. I

examined it several times with the telescope from ‘ Longing
Camp,’ in the belief that it might be snowfields* but always

came to the conclusion that it was only clouds, as I could

never discover any dark point. Then, too, it seemed to

change form, which, I suppose, must be attributed to the

mist which always lay over it ; but it always came b.ack again

at the same place, whh its remarkable regular curves. I now
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remember that dark crag we saw east of us at the camp, and
which I took to be an iceberg. It must certainly have been

a little islet • of some kind.

“ The ice was worse and more broken than fever yesterday

;

it was, indeed, a labour to force one’s way over pressure-

ridges like veritable mountains, with valleys and clefts in

between ; on we went in good spirits, and made some
progress. At lanes where a crossing was difficult to find we
did not hesitate to launch kayaks and sledges, and were soon

over in this manner. Sometimes after a very bad bit we
would come across some flat ice for a short distance, and over

this we would go like wildfire, splashing through ponds and
puddles. While. I was on ahead at one time yesterday ihorn-

ing, Johansen went up on to a hummock to look at the ice,

and remarked a curious black stripe over the horizon ; but he
supposed it to be only a cloud, he said, and I thought no
more about the matter. When, some while later, I also

ascended a hummock to look at the ice, I became aware of

the same black stripe : it ran obliquely from the horizon up
into what I supposed to be a white bank of clouds. The
longer I looked at this bank and stripe the more unusual I

thought them, until I was constrained to fetch the glass. No
sooner had I fixed it on the black part than it struck me at

once that this must be land, and that not far off. There was a

large snowfield, out of which J)lack rocks projected. It was
not long before Johansen had the glass to his eye, and con-

vinced himself that we really had land before us. We l^th of

us naturally became highly elated, i then saw a similar white

arching outline, a little farther eSst ; but it was ^r the iftost

part covered with white mist, from which if could hardly be

distinguished, and moreover was continually changing form.

It soon, however, came out entirely, and was considerabfy

* This supposition is extremely doubtfuL

VOL. II. O a
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larger and higher than the former, but there was not a black*

speck to be seen on it. So this was what land looked like

now that we had come to it ! I had imagined it in many
forms, with high' peaks and glittering glaciers, but never like

this. There was nothing kindly about this, but it was indeed

no less welcome, and on the whole we could not expert it to

be otherwise than snow-covered, with all the snovt^which falls

here.

“ So then we pitched the tent and had a feast suited to the

occasion; lobscouse made of potatoes (for*" the last time but

one, we had saved them long for this occasion), pemmican,

dried bear's- and seal’s-flesh and bear tongues chopped up
together. After this was a second course, consisting of bread-

crumbs fried in bear’s grease, also vril-food and butter,* and a

piece of chocolate to wind up.”

We thought this land so near that it could not possibly take

long to reach it, certainly not longer than till next evening.

Johansen was even certain that we should do it the samevday,

but nevertheless thirteen days were to elapse, occupied in the

same monotonous drudgery over the drift-ice.

On July 25th I write :
—“ When we stopped in the fog

yesterday evening we had a feeling that we must have come
well under land. This morning when we turned out, the first

thing Johansen did when he went to fetch some water for me
to cook with was, of course, jto climb up on the nearest

hummock and look at the land. There it lay, considerably

nearef than before, and he is quite certain that we shall reach

it before night,” I also ‘tiiscovered a new land to oui; west

(S. 60® W. magnetic) that day ; a regular, shield-kke, arched

outline, similar to the other land ; and it was low above the

horizon, and appeared to be a long way off.*

’"We went on our way as fast as we could across lanes and

* It proved later that this must be Crown Prince Rudolf Land.
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rough ice, but did not get far in the day, and the land did not

seem to be much nearer. In reality there waf no difference to

be seen, although we tried to imagine that it was. steadily

growing higher. On Saturday, July 27th, I ’seem- to have a
suspicion that in point of fact we were drifting away from land.'

I wri»:—“The wind began to blow from the S.S.W.

(magnetic),„^ust as we were getting off yesterday, and increased

as the day went on. It was easy to perceive by the atmosphere

that the wind was driving the ice off the land and land-lanes

for»ned, particularly on the east side of it. When I was up on
a hummock, yesterday evening, I observed a black stripe on
the horizon under land ; I examined it with the glass, and, as.l

had surmised, there was an ice-edge or glacier stretching far in

a westerly direction
j
and there was plainly a broad lane in

front of it, to judge by the dark bank of mist which lay there.

It seems to me that land cannot be far off, and if the ice is

tolerably passable we may reach it to-day. The wind continued

last night, but it has quieted down now, and there is sunshine

outside. We try by every means in our power to get a com-
fortable night’s rest in our new bag of blankets. We have

tried lying on the bare ice, on the snowshoes, and to-night on
the bare ice again ; but it must be confessed that it is hard, and
never will be very comfortable ; a little chilly, too, when one is

wet—but we shall appreciate a good warm bed all the more
when we get it.”

“Tuesday, July 30th. We make incredibly slow progress,

but we are pushing our way nearer land all the same.* Every

kind of hindrance seems to beset «s: now I am, suffering so

much from my back (lumbago i^ that yesterday *t was only by
’ exerting all my strength of will that I could drag myself along.

In difficult places Johansen had to help me with my sledge.

^ It began yesterday, and at the end of our march he had toP go
first and find the way. Yesterday I was much worse, and how

* In reality we were probably farther from it than beforoi
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I am to-day I do not know before I begin to walk ; but I

ought to be thanjcful that I can drag myselfalong at all, though •

it is with endless pain. We had to halt and camp on account’

of rain yesterdiy morning at three, after only leaving gone

nine hours. The rain succeeded in making us wet before we
had found a suitable place for the tent. Here we havHbeen a

whole day while it has been pouring down, and w^ave hardly

become drier. There are puddles under us, and the bag is

soaked on the underside. The wind has gone round .to the

west just now, and it has stopped raining, fo we made sbfne

porridge for breakfast and think of going on again ; but if it

should begin to rain again we must slop, as it will not do to

get wet through when we have no change of clothes. It is

anything but pleasant aS it is to lie with wet legs and feet that

are like icicles, and not have a dry thread to put on. Full-

grown Ross’s gulls were seen singly four times to-day, and
when Johansen was out to fetch water this morning he saw

two.”*
“ Wednesday, July 31st. The ice is as disintegrated and

impracticable as can well be conceived. The continual friction

and packing of the floes against each other grinds up the ice

so that the, water is full of brash and small pieces
; to ferry

over this in the kayaks is impossible, and the search is long

before we eventually find a hazardous crossing. Sometimes
we have to form one by pushing small floes together, or must
ferry the sledges over on a little floe. We spend much time

and labour on each single lane, and progress becomes slow in

this way. back still painful, Johansen had to go ahead
yesterday also

;
and evening and morning he is obligtid to take

off my boots and socks, for I am unable to do it myself. He
is touchingly unselfish, and takes care of me as if I were a

chfid ;
everything he thinks can ease me he does quietly, with-

We saw more and more of these remarkable birds the farther we went.
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out my knowing it. Poor fellow, lye has to work doubly hard

now, and does not know how this will end. £ feel very much
better to-day, however, and it is to be hoped shall soon be all

right.”

** Thursday, August zst Ice with more obstacles than

here—is* it to be found, I wonder? But we are working

slowly on, and that being the case we ought, perhaps, to be
satisfied. We have also had a change—a brilliantly fine

day ; but it seems to me the south wind we have had, and
which opened thtflanes, has put us a good way farther off

land again. We have also drifted a long distance to the east,

and no longer see the most westerly land with the black

rocks, which we remarked at first. It would seem as if the

Ross’s gulls keep to land here ; we see them daily.

“ One thing, however, I am rejoicing over : my back is

almost well, so that I shall not delay our progress any more.

1 have some idea now what it would be like if one of us

became seriously ill. Our fate would then be sealed, I

think.”

“Friday, August and. It feems as if everything con-

spired to delay us, and that we shall never get away from this

drift-ice. My back is well again now; the ice was more
passable yesterday than before, so that we nearly made a good
day’s march; but in return wind and current set us from

shore, and we are farther away again. Against these two

enemies all fighting is in vain, I am afraid. We have drifted

far off to the south-east, have got the north point of the land

about*^ due west of us, and we are now in about 8i'’‘36' N.

My only hope now is that this <frift eastwards away from land

may stop or alter its course, and thus bring us nearer land.

It is unfortunate that the lanes are covered with young ice,

which it would be disastrous to put the kayaks through. *If

this gets worse, things will look very bad. Meanw'hile we
have nothing to do but go on as fast as we can. If we are

going to drift back into the ice again, thefn—then-——”
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.“Saturday* August 3rd. Inconceivable toil. We nev^,

could go on with it were it not for the fact that we mttst. ;We-

haye made wretchedly little progress even if we have

any at all. We have had no food for the dogs the last few

days except the ivory gulls and fulmars we have been able to

shoot, and that has been a couple a day. Yesterday^he dogs

only had a little bit of blubber each.”

“Sunday, August 4th. These lanes are desperate work
and tax one’s strength. We often have to go several hundred

yards on mere brash or from block to block, dragging* the

sledges after us, and in constant fear of their capsizing into

the w'ater. Johansen was very nearly in yesterday, but, as

always hitherto, he managed to save himself. The dogs fall

in and get a bath continually.”

“ Monday, August 5th. We have never had worse ice than

yesterday, but we managed to force our way on a little,

nevertheless, and two happy incidents marked the day : the

first was that Johansen was not eaten up by a bear; and the

second, that we saw open water under the glacier edge ashore.
“ We set off about 7 o’clock yesterday morning, and got on

to ice as bad as it could be. It was as if some giant had
hurled down enormous blocks pell-mell, and had strewn wet
snow in between them, with water underneath

; and into this

we sank above our knees. There were also numbers of deep
pools in between the blocks. It was like toiling over hill and
dale, up and down over block after block, and ridge after

ridge, with deep clefts in between; not a clear space big

enough to pitch a tent on „even, and thus it went on the whole
time. To put a coping-ston* to our misery, there was such a
mist that we could not see a hundred yards in front of us,

;

After an exhausting march we at last reached a lane where we
lijd to ferry over in the kayaks. After having cleared the side

of the lane from young ice and brash, I drew my sledge to the

edge of the ice, and was holding it to prevent it slipping' in,

when I heard a scuffle behind 'me^ and Johansen, who ha4
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seize my gun, which was in Its case on the foTe4fedt» Wit at Qie

samemoment the kayak slipped into the water. My firstthou^t

was to tlirow myself into the ifrater over the kayak and fire

from there, but I recognised how risky it would be. I began

to pull the kayak, with its heavy cargo, on to the high edge of

the ice again as quickly as I could, and was on my knees

pulliiig and tugging •to get at my gun. I had no time to look

round and see what was going on behind me, when I heard

Johansen quietly say: ‘You must look sharp if you want to

be in time.’

“ Look sharp ? I should think so I At last I got hold of

the butt-end, dragged the gun out, turned round in a sitting

posture, and cocked the shot-barrel. The bear was standing

not two yards off, ready to make an end of my dog, ‘ Kaifas.’

There was no time to lose in cocking the other barrel, so I

gave it‘a charge of shot behind the ear, and it fell down dead
between us. ^

“ The bear must have followed our track like a cat, and,

covered by the ice-blocks, have slunk up while we were
clearing the ice from the lane and had our backs to him. We
could see by the trail how it had crept over a small ridge just

behind us under cover of a mound by Johansen’s kayak.

While the latter, without suspecting anything or looking round,

went back and stooped down to pick up the haulinp rope, he
suddenly caught sight of an animal touched up at the end of

the kayak. But thought it was ‘ Suggen ’
;
and bclore he had

time to realise that it was so big he received a cuff on the

* Ab a rule, we crossed the lanes in this manner ; we placed the sledgest
with the kayaks on, side by side, lashed them together, stilTened them by
running the snowshoes across under the straps, which also steadied them,
and then launched them as they were, with the sledges lashed underqei^tlb

across w^ had only to haul thep up on the other sjde.
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ear which made him see fireworks, and then, as I mentioned

before, over he went on his back. He tried to defend himself

as best he could with his fists. With one hand he seized the

throat of the animal, and held fast, clenching it with all his

might. It was just as the bear was about to bite Johansen in

the head that he uttered the memorable words, ‘ Look sharp 1

'

The bear kept glancing at me continually, speculating, no
doubt, as to what I was going to do ; but then caught sight

of the dog and turned towards it. Johansen let go as quick

as thought, and wriggled himself away, while the bear gave
* Suggen ’ a cuff which made him howl lustily, just as he does

when we thrash him. Then ‘ Kaifas ’ got a slap on the nose.

Meanwhile Johansen had struggled to his legs, and when I

fired had got his gun, which was sticking out of the kayak

hole. The only harm done was that the bear had scraped

some grime off Johansen’s right cheek, so that he has a white

stripe on it, and had given him a slight wound in one hand
j

‘ Kaifas ’ had also got a scratch on his nose.

“ Hardly had the bear fallen before wc saw two more
peeping over a hummock a little way off—cubs who, naturally,

wanted to see the result of the maternal chase. They were

two large cubs. I thought it was not worth while to sacrifice

a cartridge on them, but Johansen expressed his opinion that

young bear’s flesh was much more delicate in flavour than old.

He would only shoot one, he said, and started off. However,
the cubs took to their heels, although they came back a little

whil^ later, and we could hear them at a long distance

growling a^er their motlier.^

“Johansen sent one of them a ball, but the range was too

long, and he only wounded it. With some terrific growls, it

started off again, and Johansen after it ; but he gave up the

chase soon, as he saw it promised to be a long one. While
we were cutting up the she-bear the cubs came back oti the

other side of the lane, and the whole time we were there We
had them walking round us. When we had fed the dogs wdl,
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and had eaten some of the raw meat ourselves, and had
furthermore stowed away in the kayaks the meat we had cut

off the legs, we at last“ ferried over the lane and .went on
our way.

* •

“The ice was not good; and, to make bad worse, we
immediately came on some terrible lanes, full of nothing but

tightly packed lumps of ice. In some places there were whole

seas of it, and it was enough to make one despair. Among
all this loose ice we came on an unusually thick old floe, with

high mounds on it anfl pools in between. It was from one of

these mounds that I observed through the glass the open
water at the foot of the glacier, and now we cannot have far

to go. But the ice looks very bad on ahead, and each piece

when it is like this may take a long time to travel over.

“As we went along we heard the wounded bear lowing

ceaselessly behind us ; it filled the whole of this silent world

of ice with its bitter plaint over the cruelty of man. It was

miserable to hear it
;
and if we had had time, we should

undoubtedly have gone back and sacrificed a cartridge on it.

We saw the cubs go off to the place where the mother was
lying, and thought to ourselves that we had got rid of them,

but heard them soon afterwards, and even when -we had
camped they were not far oft.”

“ Wednesday, August 7th. At last we are under land ; at

last the drift-ice lies behind us, and before us is open water,

open, it is to be hoped, to the end. Yesterday was the day.

When we came out of the tent the evening of the day befgre

yesterday w® both thought we must be*nearer the e^e of uie

glapier than etef', and with fresh courage, and in the faint hope

of reaching land that day, we started on our journey. Yet we
dared not think our life on the drift-ice was so nearly at an

end. .After wandering about on it for five months, and suffering
‘

sqi many disappointments, we were only too well prepared for

a new defeat. We thought, however, that the ice looked more
promising farther on, though before we had gone far we came
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to broad lanes fbll of slush and foiil, uneven ice, with hOisiftalt

dales, and deep snow and water, into which we sankTiup to^ouf

thighs, ^fter a couple of lanes of thii kind, mattew improved

a little, and*we got on to some flat ice. After having gone

over this for a while, it became apparent how much nearer.we

were to the edge of the glacier. It could not possibly be far

off now. We eagerly harnessed ourselves to the sledges again,

put on a spurt, and away we went through snow and water,

over mounds and ridges. We went as hard as we could, and
what did we care if we sank into watermill far above 'Our fur

leggings, SO that both they and our ‘komager’ filled and
gurgled like a pump ? What did it matter to us now so long

as we got on ?

“ We soon reached plains, and over them we went quicker

and quicker. We waded through ponds where the spray flew

up on all sides. Nearer and nearer we came, and by the dark

water-sky before us, which continually rose higher, we could

see how we were drawing near to open water. We did not

even notice bears now. There seemed to be plenty about,

tracks, both old and new, crossing and recrossing; one had
even inspected the tent while we were asleep, and by the fresh

trail we could see how it had come down wind in lee of us.

We had no use for a bear now : we had food enough. We
were soon able to see the open water under the wall of the

glacier, and our steps lengthened even more. As I was

striding along, I thought of the march pf the Ten Thousand
through Asia, when Xenophon’s soldiers, after a year’s war
against superior forces, at last saw the sea from a mountain

and cried,
* Thalatta ! thaTatta !

’ Maybe this*' aea was just as

welcome to us after our months in the endless white drift-ice.

“At last, at last, I stood by the edge of the ice. Before me
lay the dark surface of the sea, with floating white floes ; far

away the glacier wall rose abruptly from the water >. over the

whole lay a sombre, foggy light. Joy welled up in our hearts

gt this sight, and we could not give it expression in words.



its lay .ftll ouc txouble^y before ilte waterway home.
ht3rhat to Johansen^ who was a little way beh^d, and

he'^wayed bis in answer and shouted, * Hurrah !
’ Such an

eveuA -had to be celebrated in some way, and We did ,tt by
having a pitee of chocolate each.

“ While ere were standing there looking at the w'ater the

large head of a seal came up, and then disappeared silently

;

but soon more appeared. It is very reassuring to know .that

we can procure food at any minute we like.

“ Now came the rigging of the kayaks for the voyage. Or
course, the better way would have been to paddle singly, but,

with the long, big sledges on the deck, this was not easy, and
leave them behind I dared not ; we might have good use for

them yet. For the time being, therefore, there was nothing

else to be done but to lash the two kayaks together side by
side in our usual manner, stiffen them out with snowshoes

'

under the straps, and place the sledges athwart them, one
before and one behind.

“ It was sad to think we could not take our two last dogs

with us, but we should probably have no further use for them,

and it would not have done to take them with us on the decks

of our kayaks. We were sorry to part with them; we bad
become very fond of these two survivors. Faithful and
enduring, they had followed us the whole journey through

;

and, now that better times had come, they must say farewell to

life. Destroy them in the same way as the others, we could

not ; we sacrificed a cartridge on each of them. I shot

Johansen’s, and he shot mine. »

“ So then we were ready to set flff. It was a real pleasure

to let the kayaks dance over the water and hear the little

waves plashing against the sides. For two years we had not

seen such a surface of water before us. We had not gone far®

before we found that the wind was so good that we ought to

make use of it, and so we rigged up a sail on our fleet. We
glided easily before the wind in towards the land we had so
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longed for all these many months. %Vhat a change ftfter

having forced one’s way inch by inch and foot by foot op ^ce

!

The mist had hidden the land from us for a while, but now it

parted, and ye saw the glacier rising straight in front • of
,

us.

At the same moment the sun burst forth, and a more beautiful

morning I can hardly remember. We were soon underneath

the glacier, and 1 a 1 to lower our sail and paddle westwards

along the wall of ice, which was from 50 to 60 feet in height,

and on* which a landing was impossible. It seemed as if there

must be little movement in this glacier ^ the water had eaten

its way deep underneath it at the foot, and there was no noise

• of falling fragments or the cracking of crevasses to be heard,

as there generally is with large glaciers. It w^as also quite

even on the top, and no crevasses were to be seen. Up the

entire height of the wall there was stratification, which was
unusually marked. We soon discovered that a tidal current

was running westwards along the wall of the glacier with great

rapidity, and took advantage of it to make good progress. To
find a camping-ground, however, was not easy, and at last w’e

were reduced to taking up our abode on a drifting floe. It

was glorious, though, 'to go to rest in the certainty that we
should not wake to drudgery in the drift-ice.

“ When we turned out to-day we found that the ice had
packed around us, and I do* not know yet how we shall get out

of it, though there is open water not far off lO our west.”

“Thursday, August 8th. After hauling our impedimenta
over some floes we got into open water yesterday without much
difficulty. When we h^d reached the edge of the water, we
made a paddle each fron> our snowshoe-staffs, to which vre

bound blades made of broken-off snowshoes. They were a
great improvement on the somewhat clumsy paddles, with

canvas blades lashed to bamboo sticks. I was very much
inclined to chop off our sledges, so that they would only be
half as long as before ;

by so doing we could carry them on
the after-deck of the kayaks, and could thus each paddle



alone, and our advance would much (quicker thsiJ ^
paddling the twin kayaks. However, I thought, perhaps, it

^as unadvisable. The water looked promising enough on

ahead, but there was mist, and we could not see far ; we knew
nothing of the countiy or the coast we had come to, and

might yet have good use for the sledges. We, therefore, set

off in our*double kayak, as before, with the sledges athwart

the deck fore and aft.

“ The mist soon rose a little
;

it was then a dead calm ;
the

surface of the water lay like a great mirror before us, with bits

of ice’and an occasional floe drifting on it. It was a marvel-

lously beautiful sight, and it was indeed glorious to sit there,

in our light vessels and glide over the surface without any

exertion. Suddenly a seal rose in front of us, and over us

flew continually ivory gulls and fulmars and kittiwakes. Little

auks we also saw, and some Ross’s gulls, and a couple of

terns. There was no want of animal life here, nor of food

when we should require it.

“ We found open water, broader and broader, as we. paddled

on our way beside the wall of ice ;
but it vrould not clear so

that we could see something of our surroundings. The mist

still hung obstinately over it.

“ Our course, at first, lay west to north (magnetic), but the

land always trended more and more to the west and southt

west ; the expanse of water grew greater, and soon it widened

out to a large sea, stretching in a south-westerly direction. A
breeze sprang up from the north-north-east, and there was

considerable motion which was not pleasant, as in our dot&ble

craft the seas continually washe<^ up between th^ two and

wetted' us. ^iVe put in towards evening, and pitched the

tent on the shore-ice, and just as we did so it began to rain,

so that it was high time to be under a roof.”

"Friday, August 9th. Yesterday morning we had again to

drag the sledges with the kayaks over spme ice which had

dr^ed in front of our camping ground, and during this oper^
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tion 1 managed to fall into the water 4nd get wet It was

with difficulty we finally got through and out into open -water..

After a while we again found our way closed, and were ohliged

to take to hauling over some floes, but after this we had good
open water the whole day. It was a north-easterly wind
which had set the ice towards the land, and it wa^ lucky we
hud got so far, as behind 'us, to judge by the atmosphere, the

sea was much blocked. The mist hung over the land so that

we saw little of it. According as we advanced we were able

to hold a more southerly course, and the*wind being ne^ly on
the quarter we set sail about i o’clock, and continued sailing

•all day till we stopped yesterday evening. Our sail, however,

was interrupted once when it was necessary to paddle round

an ice point north of where we are now ; the contrary current

was so strong that it was as much as we could do to make way
against it, and it was only after considerable exertion that we
succeeded in doubling the point We have seen little of the

land we are skirting up to this on account of the mist ; but as

far as 1 can make out it consists of islands. First there was

a large island covered with an ice-sheet; then west of it a
smaller one, on which are the two crags of rock which, firet

made us aware of the vicinity of land
; next came a long fjord

or sound, with massive shore-ice in it ; and then a small, low

headland, or rather an island, south of which we are now
encamped. This shore-ice lying along the land is very

remarkable.. It is unusually massive and uneven ; it seems to

be composed of huge blocks welded together, whifch in a great

measure, at any rate, myst proceed from the ice-sheet. ..There

has also, perhaps, been violent pressure against tlje land, which
has heaved the sea-ice up together with pieces of ice from the

calving of the glacier, and the whole has frozeri together into

a conglomerate mass. A medium-sized iceberg lay off the

headland north of us, where the current was so strong. Where
we are now lying, however, there is flat fjord-ice between Ipe

low island here and a larger one farther south.
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“ This land grows more of a problem, and I am more than

ever at a loss to know where we are. It is very remarkable to

me that the coast continually trends to the south instead of to

the west. I could explain it all best by supposing ourselves

to be on the west coast of the archipelago of Franz Josef

Land, wer^ it not that the variation, I think, is too great, and
also for the number of Rosses gulls there still are. Not one
has with certainty been seen in Spitzbergen, and if fny sup-

position is right this should not be far off. Yesterday we savy

a number of them again
; they are quite as common here as

the other species of gull.”

“Saturday, August loth. We went up on to the little islet

we had camped by. It was covered by a glacier, which curved

over it in the shape of a shield ; there were slopes to all sides

;

but* so slight was the gradient that our snowshoes would not

even run of themselves on the crust of snow. From the ridge

we had a fair view, and, as the mist lifted just then, we saw
the land about us tolerably well. We now perceived plainly

that what we had been skirting along was only islands. The
first one was the biggest. "The other land, with the two rocky

crags* had, as we could see, a strip of ‘bare land along the

shore on the north-west side. Was it there, perhaps, the

Ross’^s gulls congregated, and had their breeding-grounds?

The island to our south also looked large
;

it appeared to "be

entirely covered by a glacier.* Between the islands,' and-as
far as we could perceive south-east and east, the sea was

covered by perfectly flat fjord-ice, but no land was to be
discerned in that direction. There .were no icebergs here

though we sajy some later in the day on the south ttde of the

island lying to the south of us.

* The first island 1 called “ Eva’s Island,” the second “ Liv’s Island,"
*

and the little one we were then on “Adelaide’s Island.” The fourth island
sojuthof u«:had, perh^, already,be^a sew by Payer, luid named by him
“ Freeden Island." Toe whole. group of islands I named “Hvidtenland"
(White Land). *

• VOL. II.
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“ The glacier covering the little island on wlricli we 'stbod

joined the fjord-ice almost imperceptibly, only a few’BihiH

Assures along the shore indicated where ft probably be^m.
There coul(f not be any great rise and fall hi the ice heri^

Consequent on the tide, as the fissures would then, as a iMtteir

of course, have been considerably larger. THs seemed
remarkable, as the tidal current ran swift as a rivef here. Oh
the west side of the island there lay in front of the glacier a

rampart of ice and snow, which was probably formed of

pieces of glacier-ice and sea-ice welded together. It had
the same character as the massive shore-ice which we had
seen previously running along the land. This rathpart

went over imperceptibly with an even slope into the glacier

within it.

“ About three in the afternoon we finally set off in o^n
water, and sailed till eight or so in the evening; the water was

then closed, and we were compelled to haul the fleet over flat

ice to open water on the other side. But here, too, oiir

progress seemed blocked, and as the current was against us we
pitched the tent”

On August loth we were “compelled partly to haut our
sledges over the ice, partly to row in open wafer in a south-

westerly direction. When we reached navigable waters again,

we passed a flock of walruses lying on a floe. It was a
pleasure to see so much food collected at one spot, but we
did not take any notice of them as, for the time being, we had
meat and blubber enough. After dinner we managed, in the

mist, to wander down a long bay into the shore-ice where
there was'^’no outlet ; we had to turn back, and this delayed
us considerably. We now kept a more westerly cburiie,

following the often massive and uneven edge of the ice;' but
the current was dead against us, and in addition young icfe had
been forming all day as we rowed along ; the weathef ha^
been cold an4 still, with falling sdow, and this began to be
thick that we could not make way against it ^y longer. We,
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^,,,tlj^i^tr|iclcsr old and, new, in all Sections, botjbi the sipjg^

on^ of. old » bachelors and those of i^e-bears with cubs.
, It

loo^ a^ if they had had a general rendezvous, pr as if a flpck

ofr them roamed backwards and forwards* J have nevj^

seen so ntany bear-tracks in one place in nay life.

. We have certainly done 14 or 15 miles to-day bat still I

think our progress is too slow if we are to reach Spitzbergen

this year, and I am* always wondering if we ought not tp cqt

the ends, off our hedges, so that each can paddle .his own
ka3fak. This young ice, however, which grows steadily worse,

and the eleven degrees below freezing we now have make mp
hold my hand. Perhaps winter is upon us, and then the

sledges may be very necessary.

“ It is a curious sensation to paddle in the mist as we are

doing without being able to see a mile in front of ua The
land ,we found we have led behind ua We are alvrays in

hopes of clear weather in order to see yhere the land lies in

front of us—for land there must be. This flat, unbroken icp

must be attached to land of some kind ; but clear weather we
aze not to have, it appears. Mist without ceasing; we mwt
push on as it is.”

After having hauled some distance farther over the ice, we
came to open water again the following day (August.^ith), and

paddled for four or five hours. While I was on a hummodk
inspecting the waters ahead, a huge monster of a walrus came
up quite near us. It lay puffing anji glaring at us. on«the

surface of thp water, hut we took no notice of it, got into our

kayaks, and went on. Suddenly it came up again by the side

Q(rus,.t;ai5ed itself high out of the water, snorted so that the

ak^shobk, and threatened to thrust its tusks into our frail craft.,

.We seized .our guns, but at the same moment it disappeared,

fuxi^/<;jatne up immediately afterwards on the pther side, by
Johansen’s kayak, where it repeated the same manoeuvre, I

p 2
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said to him that if the animal showed sighs of attacJdiag us we
must spend a cartridge on it. It came up several 'tiiueS '''AKl^

disapipeared again ; we could see it down in the water passing

rapi^y on its side under our vessels, and, afraid lest it should

make a hole in the bottom with its tusks, we thrust our.paddles

down into the water and frightened it away
j
but i^ddenly it

came up again right by Johansen’s kayak, and more sa%’age

than ever. He sent it a charge straight in the eyes
; it uttered

a terrific bellow, rolled over, and disappeared, leaving a trail of

blood on the water behind it. We paddlad on as hard ^s we
could, knowing that the shot might have dangerous conse-

quences, but we were relieved when we heard the walrus come
up far behind us at the place where it had disappeared.

We had paddled quietly on, and had long forgotten all

about the walrus, when I suddenly saw Johansen jump into

the air and felt his kayak receive a violent shock. I had no

idea what it was, and looked round to see if some block of

floating ice had capsized and struck the bottom of his kayak

;

but suddenly I saw another walrus rise up in the water beside

us. I seized my gun, and as the animal would not turn its

head so that I could aim at a spot behind the ear, where it is

more easily wounded, 1 was constrained to put a ball in the

middle of its forehead ; there was no time to be lost. Happily

this was enough, and it lay there dead and floating on the

water. With great difficulty we managed to make a hole in

the thick skin, and after cutting ourselves some strips of

blubber and meat from the back we went ort’our way again.

At 7 in the evening tlje tidal current turned and the channel
closed. TShere was no more water to be found. , Instead of
taking to hauling over the ice, we determined to wait for the

opening of the channel when the tide should turn next day,

,«and meanwhile td cut off the ends of our sledges, as I had so
long been thinking of doing, and make ourselves some good
double paddles so that we could put on greater pace, ahd, in

our single kayaks, make the most of the channel during thi
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S^e »,iy4s 9pe% While we were, occupied in doing this the

][^i^ . deared oif at last, and there lay land stretched out in

fx(xalt' of us, extending a long way south and w^st from S.E.

idght ' Up to N.N-W. It appeared to be a chain islands

with, sounds between them. They were chiefly covered with

glaciers, only here and there were perpendicular black moun-
tainowalls to be seen. It was a sight to make one rejoice to

see so much land at one time. But where were we ? This

seemed a more diffiqiult question to answer than ever. Could
we, after all, have arrived at the east side of Franz Josef Land ?

It seemed very reasonable to suppose this to be the case.

But then we must be very far east, and must expect a long

voyage before we could reach Cape Fligely, on Crown-Prince

Rudolf Land. Meanwhile we worked hard to get the sledges

ready, but as the mist gradually lifted, and it became clearer

and clearer, we could not help continually leaving them, to

climb up on to the hummock beside us to look at the country,

and speculate on this insoluble problem. We did not get to

bed till seven in the morning of August 12th.

“Tuesday, August 13th.' After having slept a few hours, we
turned out of the bag again, for the current had turned, and
thme was a wide channel. In our single kayaks we made
good headway, but after going about five miles the channel

closed, and we had to clamber on to the ice. We thought it

advisable to wait until the tidal current turned, and see if

there were not a channel running farther. If not we must

lash proper grips of wood to our cu^^^iled sledges, and com-

mence hauljng towards a sound running through the land,

which I see- about W.NiW. (true), and which, according to

Payer’s Chart, I take to be Rawlinson’s Sound.”
• !^t the craek did not open, and when it came to the point*

we bad to continue on our way hauling.

- “Wednesday, August 14th. We dragged our sledg^ and
loads over a number of floes and ferried across lanes, turiving

finally at a lane which ran westwards, in which we could
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jjaddle; but it soon packed together again, and ’wJrt

^topped. The ivory gulls are very bold, and last night stote i
piwe of blubber lying close by the tent wall.”

. ^
•

The following day we had to make our way as well as we cdukl

by paddling short distances in the lanes or hauling out loads

over floes smaller or larger, as the case might be. llbe current,

which was running like a mill race, ground them together in

its career. Our progress with our short, stumpy,sledges was
nothing very great, and of water suitably for paddlirrg in we
found less and less. We stopped several times and waited for

the ice- to open at the turn of the tide, but it did not do so, and
on the morning of August 15th w'e gave it up, turned inwards,

and look to the shore-ice for good. We set our course west

wards towards the sound we had seen for several days now,

and had struggled so to reach. The surface of the ice was

tolerably even, and we got over the ground well. On the way
we passed a frozen-in iceberg, which was the highest we saw in

these parts—some 50 to 60 feet, I should say.* I wished to

go up it to get a better view of our environment, but it w^ tod

steep, and we did not get higher than a third part up the side.

“ In the evening we at last reached the islands we had bfeen

steering for for the last few days, and for the first time' for two
years had bare land under foot The delight of the feeling of

being able to jump from block to block of granite f is inde-

scribable, and the delight was not lessened when in a little

sheltered corner among the stones we found moss and flowei*S,

beautiful poppies (Papaver nudicaule) Saxifraga nivalis^ and a

Sieuaria It goes r^ithout saying that the Norw^ian

* Icebergs of considerable size have been described as having been se^
off Franz Josef Land, but I can only say with reference to this' that

.4he whtde of ’onr voyage through this archipelago we saw noting, of the
kind. The one mentioned here was the biggest of all those we ea^e
acress, and they were, compared with the dreehiand iceberg' ^pme
insignificant masses of glacimr.ice.

t I have called it granite, in my diary, but it was in reality a veryct»nn.
grained basalt. The specimens I took have unfortunately Men lost.
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mex thw 0«f first j^rc li^d, and fi banquet

|^^|(r^parc4
,

Our petr<4i^Ui»,^,m^Whfle, !had given out

several days previously, and we had tq contrive another lamp

which $|^in-oU C!p;Hld be ,used. 1110 sinoking-hot lobscous^

tnade of p^tni^ and the last pf our potatQ(», was deHcious,

an4 we sa# inside the tent<and kicked the bare grit under us

to our hearts’ content.

“ Where we are is becoming more and more incomprehen-

sible. There appears to be a broad sound west of us, but

what is it? The island* we are now on, and where we have

slept splendidly (this is written on the morning of August i6th)

on dry land, with no melting of thg ice in puddles imdemeath

us, is a long moraine-like ridge running about north and south

(magnetic), and consists almost exclusively of small and large

•—^eperally very large—blocks of stone, with, I should say,

occasional stationary crags. The blocks are in a measure

roupded off, but I have found no striation on them. The
whole island barely rises above *the snow-field in which it lies,

and which slopes in a gradual decline down to the surrounding

ice. On our west there is a bare island, somewhat higher,

which we have seen for several days. Along the shore Jthere

is a .decided strand4ine (terrace). North of us are two small

islets and a small rock or skerry.
’

*‘As I mentioned before (August 13th) I had at first

supposed the sound on our west to be Rawlinson’s Sound,

but this now appeared impossible, as there was nothing

to be of Dove Glacier, by which it is bounded on one

side, if this was now our position/ we must have traversed

the glacier^d Wilc;;ek Land without noticing Sny trace of

eithet; for we had travelled westwards a good half degree

south of Cape Buda-Pestb. The possibility that we could be
in this region we consequently now held to be finally excluded*

mu^thave come to a new land in the western part Of Franz

• *'f{ouen's Island."
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Josef Land or Archipelago, and so far west that we had seen

nothing of the countries discovered by Payer. Btit so far west'

that we had not even seen anything of Oscar’s Land, which

ought to be ‘situated in Sa" N. and 52* E. This was indeed

incomprehensible ; but was there any other explanation ?

“Saturday, August 17th. Yesterday was a goocPday. We
are in open water on the west coast of Franz Josefs I.and, as

far as I can make out, and may again hope to get home this

year. About noon yesterday we walked across the ice from onr

moraine-islet to the higher island west of us.- As I was ready

before Johansen, I went on first to examine the island a little.

As he was following me he«caught sight of a bear on the level

ice to leeward. It came jogging up against the wind straight

towards him. He had his gun ready, but when a little nearer

the bear stopped, reconsidered the situation, suddenly turned

tail, and was soon out of sight.

“This island* we came to seemed to me to be one of the

most lovely spots on the face of the earth. A beautiful flat

beach, an old strand-line with shells strewn about, a narrow

belt of clear water along the shore, where snails and sea-

urchins (^Echinus) were visible at the bottom, and amphipoda
were swimming about. In the cliffs overhead were hundreds

of screaming little auks, and beside us the snow buntings

fluttered from stone to stone with their cheerful twitter.

Suddenly the sun burst forth through the light fleecy clouds,

and the day seemed to be all sunshine, ^ere was life and
bare land ; we were no longer on the eternal drift ice 1 At the

bottbm of the sea just beyond the beach I could see whole
forests of ^aweed (Laminaria and Fucus). Undter the cliffs

here and there were drifts of beautiful rose-coloured snow.f

o * “Tonjp’s Island.” ;

t This colour is owing to a beautiful minute red a^, which grpw* on
the snow (generally Spaerella nivalis). There were ako some yellowish-
green patches in this snow, which must certainly be attributed to another
species of alga.
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; “On the north side of the island we found the breeding-

|>lace of numbers of black-backed gulls ; they were sitting with

their young in ledges of the cliffs. Of course we had to climb

np and secure a photograph of this unusual scene of family

life, and as we stood there high up on the cliffs side we could

see the dffft-ice whence we had come. It lay beneath us like

a white plaii;, and disappeared far away on the horizon.

Beyond this it was we had journeyed, and farther away still

the jFrttm, and our comrades were drifting yet.

. “ r had thought of going to the top of this island to get a

better view, and perhaps come nearer solving the problem of

our whereabouts. But when we were on the west side of it

the mist came back and settled on the top ; we had to content

ourselves with only going a little way up the slope to look at

our future course westward. Some way out we saw open
water

;
it looked like the sea itself, but before one could

get to it there was a good deal of ice. We came down again

and started off. Along the land there was a channel running

some distance farther, and we tried it, but it was covered

everywhere with a thin layer of new ice which we did not

dare to break through in our kayaks, and risk cutting a hole

in them; so, finally, a little way farther south we put in to

drag up the kayaks and take to the ice again. While we
were doing this one huge bearded seal after ai)<Hher stuck

its head up by the side of the ice and gazed wonderingly

at us with its great eyes ; then, with a violent header, and
spashing the water in all directions, it would disappear, to

come up again soon afterwards on* the other side. They
kept playiifg round us, blowing, diving, reappearing, and
throwing themselves over so that the ,wat^r foamed round
them. It would have been easy enough to capture one had
we required it..

•

“A? lasti after a good deal of exertion, we stood at the

piargih of the ice ; the blue expanse of water lay befmre us as

far as the eye could reach, and we thought that for the future
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we had to do with it alone. To the north* there hu|4i

the steep, black, basalt cli/Fs of which fell perpendicularly u^to

the sea. We saw headland after headland standing out north-

wards, and farthest off of all we could descry a bluish glaci^.

The interior was everywhere covered with an ice-sheet. Below

the clouds, and over the land, was a strip of ruddy,«night sky,

which was reflected in the melancholy, rocking sea.

“So we paddled on. along the side of the glacier which

covered the whole country south of us. We became mote
and more excited as we approached the headland to the*west

Would the coast trend south here, and was there no more

land westward ? It was this we expected to decide our fate

;

decide whether we should reach home that year or be
,
com-

pelled to winter somewhere on land. Nearer and nearer we
came to it along the edge of the perpendicular wall of ice.

At last we reached the headland, and our hearts bounded
with joy to see so much water, only water, westwards, and tjie

coast trending south-west. We also saw a bare mountain

projecting from the ice-sheet a little way farther on; it was.

a

curious high ridge, as sharp as a knife-blade. It was as steep

and sharp as anything 1 have seen, it was all of dark, CQlum,im

basalt, and so jagged and peaked that it looked like a con4>.

In the middle of the mountain there was a gap or couIoir> and
there we ctept up to inspect the sea-way southwards. The
wall of rock was anything but broad there, and fell away on
the south side in a perpendicular drop of several hunted
feet. A cutting wind was blowing in the couloir. WhUe
we were lying there, I sfiddenly heard a noise .behind

on looking round I saw two foxes fighting over* a little auk
which they had jpst caught. They clawed and tugged 4tnd bit

as bard as they could on the 'very edge of the cha^; -then

'they suddenly caught sight of us not twenty feet aiirayTroni

them. They stopped fighting, looked up wondetipglyi^.apd

* It proved later to be Crown-Prloee Rudolfs Land.
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feegan to run iound and p<fep at tts, first from one side, then

'from' the other. Over us myriads of little auks flew backwards

iind foiw^rds, screaming shrilly from the ledges, in the moun>
tafh^ide. So far as we could make out, there appeared ‘to be
'bipeh sea along the land to the westward. The wind ‘was

favourable, and, although we were tired, we decideditO ':|ake

advantage of the opportunity, have something to eat, r^feup

mast and sail on our canoes, and get afloat. We sailed til«the

morning, when thejvind went down, and then we landed on
die sfiore-ice again and camped.*

** I am as happy as a child in the thought that we are now
at last really on the west coast of Franz Josef Land, with open
ttater before us, and independent of ice and currents.”
' ‘^Wednesday, August 24th. The vicissitudes of this life

will never come to an end. When I wrote last I was full of

hope and courage; and here we are stopped by stress of

weather for four days and three nights, with the ice packed, as

tight as it can be against the coast We see nothing but piled-up

ridges, hummocks, and broken ice in all directions. Courage

is still here,' but hope, the hope of soon being home—that was

i^inquished a long time ago, and before us lies the certainly

of^a long, dark winter in these surroundings.
' ** Il was at midnight between the 17th and 18th that we
off* from our last camping-ground in splendid weather; Though
it was cloudy and the sun invisible, there was along the horizon

in%e north the most glorious ruddy glow, with golden sun-

tipp^ clouds, and the sea lay shit],ing and dreamy in*the

di^ancet a^marvellous night. . . . On the suvface of the

smooth as a mirror, without a block of ice as far as the

eye Oould reach, glided the kayaks, the water purling oflT the

paddles at every silent stroke. It was like being in a gondola «
tm thb ‘Canale Grafitle. But .there was soraethipg almost

tm<mnhy about all this stillness, and the barometer had gone

• Off Brogger’s Foreland.
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down rapidly. Meanwhile, we sped towards the headland, itt

the south-south-west, which I thought was about la miles oflf.*

After some hours we espied ice ahead, but both of us thought

that it was only a loose chain of pieces drifting with the current

and we paddled confidently on. But as we grad^j^ally drew

nearer we saw that the ice was fairly compact, and extended a

greater and greater distance ; though from the low kayaks it

was not easy to see the exact extent of the pack. We accord-

ingly disembarked and climbed up on a hummock to filxd out

our best route. The sight which met us was anything but

encouraging. Off the headland we were steering for were a
number of islets and rocks, extending some distance out to

sea ; it was they that were locking the ice, which lay in every

direction, between them and outside them. Near us it was
slack, but farther off it looked much worse, so that further

advance by sea was altogether out of the question. Our only

expedient was to lake to the edge of the shore-ice, and hope
for the chance that a lane might run along it some vi'ay farther

on. On the way in, we passed a seal lying on a floe, and as

our larder was beginning to grow empty, I tried to get a shot

at it, but it dived into the water before we came within range.
“ As we were paddling along through some small bits of ke

my kayak suddenly received a violent ^hock from underneath.

I looked round in amazement, as I had not noticed any large

piece of ice hereabouts. There was nothing of the kind to

be seen either, but worse enemies were about. No sooner had
1 glanced down than I ^w a huge^w'alrus cleaving through the

water asterr, and it suddenly came up, raised itsqlf aqd stood

on end just before Johansen, who was following in my wake.

Afraid lest the animal should have its tusks through, the.d^ck

,
of his craft the next minute, he backed as hard as he could

and felt fqr his gun, which he had down in the kayak. I, was

* Clements Markham’s Foreland,
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not long either in pulling my gun out of its cover. The
animal crashed snorting into the water again, however, dived

under Johansen’s kayak, and came up just behind him.

Johansen, thinking he had had enough of such* a neighbour,

scrambled incontinently on to the floe nearest him. After

having waited a while, with my gun ready for the walrus to

come up close by me, I followed his example. I very nearly

came in for the cold bath which the walrus had omitted to

give me, for the edge of the ice gave way just as I set my foot

on it,*and the kayalf drifted off with me standing upright in it,

and trying to balance it as best 1 could, in order not to capsize.

If the walrus had reappeared at that moment, I should certainly

have received it in its own element. Finally, I succeeded in

getting up on to the ice, and for a long time afterwards the

walrus swam round and round our floe, where we made the

best of the situation by having dinner. Sometimes it was near

Johansen’s kayak, sometimes near mine. We could see how
it darted about in the water under the kayaks, and it had
evidently the greatest desire to attack us again. We thought

of giving it a ball to get rid of it, but had rio great wish to part

with a cartridge, and besides it only showed us its nose and
forehead, which are not exactly the most vital spots to aim at

when one’s object is to kill with one shot. It was a great ox-

walrus. There is something remarkably fantastic and pre-

historic about these monsters. I could not help thinking of a

merman, or something of the kind, as it lay there just under

the surface of the water blowing and snorting for quite a long

while at a time, and glaring at us with its round alassy ey^s.

After having continued in this way for some time, it disappeared

just as tracklessly as it had come ; and as we had .finished our

dinner, we were able to go on our way again, glad, a second

time,, not to have been upset, or destroyed by its tusks. The ‘

most ‘curious thing about it was, that it came so entirely with-

out warning—suddenly rising up from the deep. Johansen had

,

certainly heard a gregt splash behind him some time before.
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Tthich he took to be a seal, but perhaps it may; have bee^?j^
Walxt^Si

V; The lane along the shore-ice gave us little satisfactiqtij< a9
it was completely covered with young ice and we could malra

no way. In addition to this a wind from the S.S.W. spmng
up, which drove the ice on to us, so there was nothing for .it

but to put in to the edge of the ice and wait until it should

slacken again. We spread out the bag, folded the tent over

us, and prepared for rest in the hope of soon being able to go
on. But this was not to be, the wind freslfiened, the ice packed
tighter and tighter, there was soon no open water to be seeniir

any. direction, and even the open sea, whence we had come,
disappeared } all our hopes of getting home that year sank at

one blow. After a while we realised that there was nothing to

be done but to drag our loads further in on to the shore-ice

and, camp. To try and haul the canoes farther over this pack,

which was worse than any ice we. had come across since we
began our voyage, we thought was useless. We should get

very h'ttle distance in the day, and it might cost us dear with

the, kayaks on the short sledges, among all these ridges and
hummocks; and so we lay there day and night waiting for the

wind to go down or to change. But it blew from the same
quarter the whole time, and matters were not improved by
a heavy fall of snow, which made the ice absolutely

impracticable. • .

“Qur situation was not an attractive onej in front of us
massive broken sea-ice, close by land, and the godls alone

know if it will open again this year ; a good way behind us
land* whicH looked anything but inviting to speAd the winter

on ; a.round us impassable ice, and our provender very much
on the decline. The south coast of the country and Bwa

' Harbour now appeared to our imagination a veritable land
Canaan, and we thought that if only we were there ad our.

• Heliaad’s Foielaad.
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would be over. We hop^ to be able to find Leigh-

Smith’s hat there, or at any rate some remains of it, so that we
idtoOld^Nhre something to live in, and we also hoped that

where mo'e no doubt was much open water it would be easy

tO'find game. We regretted not htiving shot some seals while

they were^-numerous ; on the night when we left our' last

cemping'place there were plenty of them about. As Johansen
was ' standing cm the edge of the ice doing something to his

kayak, a seal came ii^ just in front of him ; he thought it waS
(rf-a kind he had not seen before, and shouted to me. But at

the same moment up came one black poll after another'quiet

and silent, from ten to twenty in number, all gazing at him
with their great eyes. He was quite nonplussed, thought

there was something uncanny about it, and then they dis^

appeared just as noiselessly as they had come.
“ 1 consoled him by telling him they really were of a kind

we had hot seen before on our journey ; they were young harp,

or saddleback seal {Phoca 'groenlandica). We saw several

schools of them again later in the day.
“ Meanwhile 'we killed time as best we could ; chiefly by

sleeping.: On the early morning of the 21 st, just as l lay

thinking what would become of us if the ice should not

slacken and we had no opportunity of adding to our larder

—

the chances I thought did not seem very promising—I heard

something pawing and moving outside. It might as usual

be the jpacking of the ice, but still I thought it was mdte like

somethmg on four legs. 1 jumped up, saying to Johansen
that it must be a bear, and then I su'ddenly heard^ it snil^ng

by the tent‘\9alL I peeped out through some holes in one
side of it and saw nothing; then I went across to a big hole

oh the other side of the tent and there I saw an enormous
bear just outside. It caught sight of me, too, at the same
moment, and slunk away, but then stopped again and looked

at the ^ent I snatched my gun down from the tent-pole,

stuck it through the hole and sent the bear a ball m the
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middle of the chest. It fell forward ;
but raised itself agairL

and struggled off, so I had to give it the contents of the other

barrel in the side. It still staggered on, but fell down tbetween

some hummocks a little way otf. An unusually large he-bear,

and for the time all our troubles for food were ended. The
wind, however, continued steadily from the same qharter. As
there was not much shelter where we were encamped, and
furthermore, as we were uncomfortably near the ridge where

the ice was continually packing, we removed and took up our

abode farther in on the shore-ice, where we are still ' lying.

Last night there was a bear about again, but not quite so near

the tent.

“ We went on an excursion inland • yesterday to see what

our prospects might be if we should be forced to spend a

winter here. I had hoped to find flatter ice farther in, but

instead it grew worse and worse the nearer we went to land,

and right in by the headland it was towering up, and almost

impassable. The ice was piled against the very wall of the

glacier. We went up on the glacier, and looked at the sound

to the north of the headland. A little way in ^he ice appeared

to be flatter, more like Ijord-ice, but nowhere could we see

lanes where there might be a chance of capturing seal. There
was no place for a hut either about here ; while, on the other

hand, we found on the south side of the headland quite a
smiling spot where the ground was fairly ‘level, and where
there was some herbage and an abundance of moss and stones

for building purposes. But outside it, again, the ice towered

up^on the
^
shore in chsi'otic confusion on all sides. It was a

little mdre level in the direction of the fjord or''sound, which
ran far inland to the south, and there it soon turned to flat

fjord-ice ; but there were no lanes there either where we could

hope to capture seal. There did not' seem much prospect of

game, but we comforted ourselves with the reflection that there

* On Helland’s Foreland.
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were tracks of bears in every direction, and bears would, in

case of necessity, be our one resource for both food and
clothes. In the cliffs above us crowds of little auks had their

nests, as on all such places that we have passed by. We also

saw a fox. ^The rock-formation was a coarse-grained basalt

;

but by the side of the glacier we discovered a mound of loose,

half-crumbled argillaceous schist, in which, however, we did

not find any fossils. Some blocks which we thought very

much like granite were also strewn about.* Everywhere

along the beaph the glaciers were covered with red snow,

which had a very beautiful effect in the sunshine.
“ We were both agreed that it might be possible to winter

here, but hoped it was the first and last time we should set foot

on the spot The way to it, too, was so bad that we hardly

knew how we should get the sledges and kayaks there.
.

“ To-day, at last, the change we have longed and waited for

so long has come. Last night the south-west wind quieted

down
;
the barometer, which I have been tapping daily in vain,

has at last begun to rise a little, and the wind has gone round

to the opposite quarter. The question now is whether, if it

keep there, it will be able to drive the ice out again.”

Here comes a great gap in my diary, and not till far on in

the winter (Friday, December 6th) do I write “ I must at

last try and patch the hole in my diary. There has been so

much to see about that I Jiave got no writing done ; that

excuse, however, is no longer available, as we sleep nearly the

whole twenty-four hours.” . »

After having written my journal for the 24th August, I went

out to look for a better and more sheltered place, as the wind

had changed, and now blew straight into the tent. I hoped,

too, that this land-wind inight open up the ice, and I therefore

I tdole fepecimens of the different rock-formations, licheiis, etc., that

we came across ; but in the course of the winter the collection was stolen

by the foxes, and I thus brought little home from the tracts north of our
w inter Jiut.

VOL. I|. q
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•first set off to see whether any sign of slackening was .tjO. jpe

discovered at the edge of the shore ice; but the fioes lay

packed toget^ier as solidly as ever. I found, however, a capital

place for pitching the tent, and we were busy moving thither

• when we suddenly discovered that the ice had split off to the

landward, and already there was a broad channel. We certainly

wanted the ice to open up, but not on our landward side ; 'and

now it was a question of getting across on to the shore ice

again at any price, so as not to drift out^ to sea with tfie pack.

But the wind had risen to a stiff breeze, and it seemed m6re than

doubtful whether we could manage to pull up against it, even

for so short a distance as across the channel. This was rapidly

growing broader and broader. We had, however, to make an

attempt, and, therefore, set off along the edge towards a spot

farther east, which we thought would give us a little more
shelter 'for launching our kayaks. On arriving, however, we
fouqd that it would be no easy matter to launch them here

either without getting them filled with water. It blew so that

the spoondrift was driven over the sea, and the spray was

dashed far in over the ice. There was little else to be done but

to pitch our tent and wait for better times. We were now more
than ever^ need of shelter to keep the tent from being torn

by the wind, but search and tramp up and down as we might

we could find no permanent resting-place, and at last had to

content ourselves with the scant shelter of a little elevation

which we thought would do. We had not lain long before the

gpsts of wind made such onslaughts on the tent that we found

it advisal^e to take it down, to avoid having it torn to pieces.

We could now sleep securely in our bags beneath the prostrate

tent, and let the wind rage above us. After a time I awoke,

and noticed that the wind had subsided so much that we could
once more raise our tent, and I crept out to look at the weather

I was less pleasantly surprised on discovering that we were,
already far out to sea ; we must have drifted eight or ten miles

Jrom land, and between it and us lay open sea. The land now



quite Ikr cff on the horizon; In the meantime, how-

eve*i; the Weaither had considerably improved, and we'<»»ce

mdre set out along the edge of the ice to try to get our kayaks

launched. But it was no easy matter. It was still blowing

hard, and the sea ran high. In addition to this, there were a

ntf^ber of loose floes beyond, ancJ these were in constant

motion, so that we had to be on the alert to prevent the

kayaks from being crushed between them. After some futile

attempts we at lengdr got afloat, but only to discover that the

wind and waves were too strong ; we should scarcely be able

to make any progress against them. Our only resource, there-

fore, was to sail if. this were practicable. We went alongside

an ice promontory, lashed the kayaks together, raised the mast,

and again put to sea. We soon had our single sail hoisted,

and, to our- unspeakable satisfaction, we now found that we, got

along capitally. At last we should be able to bid farewell to

the ice, where we had been compelled to abandon our hope of

reaching home that year. We now continued sailing hour after

hour, and made good progress; but then the wind dropped

too much for our single sail, and 1 ventured to set the whole

double sail. Hardly had we done so, when the wind s^ain

sprang up, and we dashed foaming through the water. This

soon, however, became a little too much ; the sea washed tfl^er

the lee kayak, the mast bent dangerously, and the situation did

not look very pleasant ; there was nothing for it but to lower

the sail again as quickl;^, as possible. The single sail was again

hoisted, and we were cured for sbmq time of w'ishing tq'^ry

anything moje. %

We sailed steadily and well the whole day, and now at last

had to pass the. difficult cape; but it was evening before we
left it behind, and now the wind dropped so much that the

whole double sail hM to' be hoisted again, and even then

progress was slow. We kept on, however, during the night,

along the shore, determined to make as much use of the wind

as possible. We passed a low promontory covered by a gently-

Q a
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sloping glacier;'* around it lay a number of islands, whi(;h

must, we thought, have held the ice fast. A little farther on
we came under some high basaltic cliffs, and here the wind

dropped completely. As it was also hazy, and we could

discern land and islands, both to right and left of^us, so that

we did not know in what direction to steer, we put in here,

drew the kayaks up on shore, pitched the tent, and cooked

ourselves a good meal of warm food, which we relished greatly,

from the consciousness of having done^a good day’s work.

Above our heads, all up the face of the cliff, the little auks

kept up a continual hubbub, faithfully supported by the ivory

gulls, kittiwakes, burgomasters, and skuas.. We ^lept none the

worse for that, however. This was a beautiful mountain. It

consisted of the finest columnar basalt one could wish to see,

with its buttresses and niches up the face of the cliff, and its

countless points and spires along every crest, reminding one

of Milan Cathedral. From top to bottom it was only column
upon column ; at the base they were all lost in the talus.

When we turned out the following morning, the weather had
so far cleared that we could better see the way we ought to

take. It appeared as if a deep fjord, or sound, ran in eastwards

in front of us
;
and our way distinctly lay round a promontory

which we had to the S.S.W. on the other side of the Qord. In

that direction the water appeared to be open, while within the

fjord lay solid ice, and out to sea drift-ije lay everywhere.

Through the misty atmosphere we ,could also distinguish

several islands.! Here, too, as we usually found in the
*

1
.

* As this promontory is probably the land Jackson saw iarthest north’ in

the spring ol i895> name upon my It is otherwise with
the islands outside, which he did not notice. They are only indicated
appro4|;imately (as Geelmuydcn Island and Alexander’s Island), as'l rfm
not certain of either their number or their exact situation.

t These three islands, whose bearings we were subsequently enabled
to take, and which we could see from our wirfter hut, are probably the land
which Jackson saw and took to be “ Kin^i Oscar Land.*^ In consequence
of his having seen them from only one p^^int (his Cape Fisher), due south,
in 81% he has placed them 40' too far north (in t2 ^), having overestimated
their (fiance. (See his map in the Geographical Journal^ Vol. VII,
No. 6, December, 1896, Londom)
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morning, a great quantity of ice had drifted in in the course

of the night—^great, flat, and thin floes which had settled

themselves in front of us—and it looked as if we should have

hard work to get out into open water. Things went a little

better than we expected, however, and we got through before

it closed «n entirely. In front of us now lay open water right

past the promontory far ahead ; the weather was good, and
everything seemed to promise a successful day. As it began

to blow a little from the fjord, and we hoped it might become
a sailing wind, we \)ut in beside a little rocky island, which

looked just like a great stone* sticking up out of the sea, and
there rigged up mast and sail. But the sailing wind came to

nothing, and we were soon obliged to unrig, and take to

paddling. We had not paddled far, when the wind went round
to the opposite quarter, the south-west. It increased rapidly,

and soon the sfea ran high, the sky became overcast in the

south, and it looked as if the weather might become stormy.

We were still several miles from the land on the other side

of the fjord, and we might have many hours of hard paddling

before we gained it. This land, too, looked -far from inviting,

as it lay there, entirely covered with glacier from the summit
right to the shore ; only in one place did a little rock emerge.

I'o leeward we had the margin of the shore-ice, low and
affording no protection. The waves broke right upon it, and
it would not be a good place to seek refuge in, should such

a proceeding become necessary; it would be best to get in

under land and see how the weather would turn out. We did

not like tlie prospect of once more being enclosed in the drift-

ipe ; we had had enough of that by this time, so we made
for some land which lay a little way behind us, and looked

very inviting. Should matters turn out badly, a good place

for wintering in might be found there.

Scarcely had I i^et foot on land, when* I saw a bear a little

* CaUed Steinen on the map.
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way up the shore ; and drew up our kayaks to go and shoot It.

In the meantime it came shambling along the shore towards

us, so we lay down quietly behind the kayaks and waited.

When close up to us it caught sight' of our footprints in the

snow, and while it was snuffing at them Johansen sent a bullet

behind its shoulder. The bear roared and tried to run, but

the bullet had gone through the spine, and the hind part of its

body was paralysed and refused to perform its functions. In

perplexity the bear sat down, and bit and tore its hind paws

until the blood flowed ; it was as if it were chastising them to

make them do their duty. Then it tried again to move away,

but with the same result ; the hind part of its body no
longer amenable to discipline, and dragged behind, so that it

could only shuffle along on its fore-legs, going round in a ring.

A ball through the skull put an end to its sufferings.

When we had skinned it, we made an excursion inland to

inspect our new domain, and were now not a little surprised

to see two walruses lying quietly on the ice close to the spot

where I had first caught sight of the bear. This seemed to

me to show how’ little heed walruses pay to bears, who wilt

never attack them if they can help it. I had more decisive

proofs of this subsequently. In the sea beyond we also saw
a walrus, which kept putting up its head and breathing so hard

that it could be heard a long way off. A little later, I Saw

him approach the edge of the ice and disappear, only to

appear again in the tidal channel close to the shore, a good
way from the edge of the ice. He struck his great tusks into

the edge of ^he ice, while he lay breathing hard, Just like an

exhausted swimmer. Then he raised himself high up on hiS

tusks, and looked across the ice towards the others lying th^,
and then dived down again. He soon reappeared with argrOat

deal of noise farther^ in, and the same performance was gotie

through again. A walrus's head is not a beautiful object as it

appears above the ice. With its huge tusks, its coatse whisks
bristles, and clumsy shape, there is something wild and goblin-
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like about it which, I can easily j^inderstand, might inspire

(e^ in more superstitious times, and give rise to the idea of

fabulous mouses, with which in ancient days these seas were

thought to swarm. At last the walrus came xip in the hole

b^ide which the others were lying, and raised himself
, a little

way up oil to the edge of the ice by his tusks ; but upon this

the bigger of the two, a huge old bull, suddenly awoke to life.

He grunted menacingly, and moved about restlessly. The
new-comer bowed his head respectfully down to the ice, but

soon pulled himsel? cautiously up on to the floe, so as to get

a hold with his fore-paddle, and then drew himself a little way
in. Now the old bull was thoroughly roused. He turned

round, bellowed, and floundered up to the new-comer in order

to dig his enormous tusks into his back. The latter, who
appeared' to be the old bull’s equal both as regards tusks and

size, bowed humbly, and laid his head down upon the ice just

Uke a slave before his sultan. The old bull returned to his

companion, and lay quietly down as before, but no sooner did

the new-comer stir, after having Iain ^or some time in this

servile posture, than the old bull grunted and thrust at him,

and be once more respectfully drew back. This was repeated

severaRimes. At length, after much manoeuvring backwards

and forwards, the new-comer succeeded in drawing himself on
to the floe, and finally up beside the others. I thought the

tender passion must have something to do with these pro-

ceedings; but I discovered afterwards that all three were

nudes. And it is in this friendly manner that walruses receive

their guests. It appears to be a specially chosen member of

the .flock tiiat has these hospitable duties to perlbrm. I am
inclined to think, it is the leader, who is asserting his dignity,

and wishes to impress upon every new-comer that he is to be

ql^yed,. These animals must be exceedingly sociable, when,

ju spite of such treatment, they thus constantly seek one

aijio^r’s society, and always lie close together. When we
returned a little later to look at them, another had arrived.
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and by the following morning six lay there side by $ide. ^ - It.is

not easy to believe that tliese lumps lying on the ice are living

animals. With head drawn in and hind-legs flat beneath the

body, they will lie motionless hour after hoiir, looking Uhe
enormous sausages. It is easy to see that these fellows lie

there in security, and fearful of nothing in the world.

After having seen as much as we wanted of the walruses at

close quarters, we went back, prepared a good meal from the

newly slaughtered bear, and lay down to sleep. On the shore

below the tent the ivory gulls were makilig a fearful hubbub.

They had gathered in scores from all quarters, and could not

agree as to the fair division of the bear’s entrails ; they fought

incessantly, filling the air with their angry cries. It is one of

nature’s unaccountable freaks to have made this bird so pretty,

while giving it such an ugly voice. At a little distance the

burgomasters sat solemnly looking on and uttering their

somewhat more melodious notes. Out in the sea the walruses

were blowing and bellowing incessantly, but everything passed

unheeded by the two^w’eary warriors in the tent; they slept

soundly, with the bare ground for their couch. In the middle

of the night we were awakened, however, by a peculiar sound

;

it was just like some one whimpering and crying, and^making
great ado. I started up, and looked out of the peep-hole.

Two bears were standing down beside our bear’s flesh, a

she-bear and her young one, and both sniffing at the bloody

marks in the snow, while the she-bear wailed as if mourning

for a dear departed one. I lt>st no time in seizing my gun,

andt was just putting it cautiously out, when the she-bear

caught sight of me at the peep-hole, and off they both set, the

mother in front, and the young one trotting after as fast a^i it

could. I just let them run—we had really no use for th^mr-
and then we turned over and went to sleep again.

Nothing came of the storm we had feared.
,
The wind blew

hard enough, however, to rend and tear our now well-worn

tent, and there was no shelter where We lay. We hoped to go
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-Oft^on tHc following day, but fobtid, to our disappointment,

that tho way whs blocked; the wind had again driven the ice

in* We must-remain for the jUresent where we were ; but in

that case we would make ourselves as comfortable as possible.

The firs^ thing to be done was to seek for a warm, well-sheltered

place for ahe tent, but this was not to be found. There was

nothing for it but to get something built up of stone. We
quarried stone in the debris at the bottom of the cliff, and got

together as much as we could. The only quarrying implemetft

we had was a runner that had been cut off a hand-sledge ; but

our two hands were what we had to use most. We worked
away during the night

; what we had at first only intended to

be a shelter from the wind grew little by little into four walls

;

afid we now kept at it until we had finished a small hut. It

was nothing very wonderful, Heaven knows, not long enough

for a man of my height to lie straight inside—I had to stick

my feet out at the door—and just broad enough to admit of

our lying side by side, and leave room for the cooking

apparatus. It was worse, however, with regard to the height.

There was room to lie down, but to sit up 'decently straight

was an impossibility for me. The roof was made of our thin

and fragile silk tent, spread over snowshoes and bamboo rods.

We closed the doorway with our coats, and the walls were so

loosely put together that we could see daylight between the

stones on all sides. We afterwards called it the den, and a

dreadful den it was, too j but we were none the less proud of

our handiwork. It would not blow down, at any rate, even

though the wind did blow right through it. When we had* got

our bearskifl in as a couch and lay warm and coffifortable in

Our bag, while a good potful of meat bubbled over the train-

oil lamp, we thought existence a pleasure; and the fact of

there being so much smoke that our eyes became red and the

team streamed down our cheeks could not destroy ouili»feeling

eff content.

.As progress southwards was blocked also on the following
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day (August aSth), and as autumn was now drawing on^ a,t

last ' resolved on remaining here for the winter. I thQUght

that we still had more than 138 miles to tra'^el in order to

reach Eira Harbour or Leigh Smith’s wintering-place it

might take us a long time to get there, and then we were hot

sure of finding any hut ; and when we did get therfe, it would

be more than doubtful if, before the winter set in, there would

be time to build a house, and also gather stores for the winter.

It was undoubtedly the safest plan to begip at once to prepare

for wintering, while there was still plenty of game to be had;
and this was a good spot to winter in. The first thing 1 should

like to have done was to have shot the walruses that had been

lying on the ice during the first day or two ; but now, of course,

they were gone. The sea, however, was swarming with them >

they bellowed and blew night and day, and, in order to be

ready for an encounter with them, we emptied our kayaks to

make them more easy of manipulation in this somewhat

dangerous chase. While thus engaged, Johansen caught

sight of two bears—a she-bear and her cub—coming along

the edge of the ice from the south. We lost no time in

getting our guns and setting oflf towards them. By the time,

they reached the shore they were within range, and Johansen

sent a bullet through the mother’s chest. She roared, bit at

the wound, staggered a few steps, and fell. The young one
could not make out what was the matter with its mother, and
ran round, snuffing at her. When we apprbached, it went off

a little way up the slope, but soon came back again and took

up a positicyi over its mother, as if to defend her against us.

A charge of small shot put an end to its life.
*

This was a good beginning to our winter store. As I ,was

* I thought I could safely conclude that we were on the west co^t
of Framr Josef l^nd, and were at this moment a little north of tieigh

Smith’s most north-westerly point, Cape Lodey, whidt should lie **littM>

south of 81” N. lat., while our observation that day made us about.
81” 19

' N. lat.
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re^iirhing to the hut to fetch the seal knives, 1 heard cries in

th^ air'above me. There were actually two geese flying south

!

V^thi what longing I looked after them as they,disappeared,

only wishing that I could have followed them to the land

towards wMch they were now wending their flight

!

Next to food and fuel, the most important thing was to get

a hut built To build the walls of this was not difficult ; there

was plenty of stone and moss. The roof presented greater

difficulty, and we had as yet no idea what to make it of.

Fortunately, I found a sound drift-wood pine-log thrown up on

to the ^hore not far from our den ; this would make a capital

ridge-piece for the roof of- our future house. And if there was

one, there might be others. One of our first acts, therefore,

was to make an excursion up along the shore and search
; but

all we found was one short, rotten piece of wood, which was

good for nothing, and some chips of another piece, : I then

began to think of using walrus-hides for the roof instead.

The following day (August 29th) we prepared to try our

luck at walrus-hunting. We had no great desire to attack

th^ animals in single kayaks, we had had enough of tha^

I thought, and the prospect of being upset or of having a

tusk driven through the bottotp of the kayak, or into one’s

thigh, was not altogether alluring. The kayaks were toere*'

fore lashed together, and, seated upon the ring, we^ put out

towards a big bull, which lay and dived just outside.

were well equipped with guns and. harpoons, and thought thad

it' was all quite simple. Nor was it difficult to get within

range, and v® emptied our barrels into the anitpal’s head.

It lay stunned for a moment, and we rowed towards but

stfddenly it began to- Splash and -whirl round in the water,

completely beside itself, I shouted out that we must back,

bftt it was too late : the*walrus got under the kayaks, and we

received severed blows underneath in the violence of fls cOn-

tortibnsf before it finally dived. It soon came up again, and

now the sound of its breathing resounded on all sides, while
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blood streamed from its mouth and nostrils, and dyed th6

surrounding water. We lost no time in rowing up to it^ and
pouring a fr^h volley into its head. Again dived, and we
cautiously drew back, to avoid receiving an attack from below.

It soon appeared again, and we once more rowed up to it

These manoeuvres were repeated, and each time*it came to

the surface it received at least one bullet in the head, and
grew more and more exhausted ;

but, as it always faced us, it

w&s difficult to give it a mortal wound t^^hind the ear. The
blood, however, now flowed in streams. During one of these

manoeuvres, I was in the act of placing my gun hurriedly in

its case on the deck, in order to row nearer, forgetting that it

was cocked, when all at once it went off. 1 was rather

alarmed, thinking the ball had gone through the bottom of

the kayak, and I began feeling my legs. They were uninjured,

however, and as I did not hear the water rushing in eithei^

I was reassured. The ball had passed through the deck, and
out through the side, a little above the water-line. We had

now had enough of this sport, however; the walrus only Jay

gasping for breath, and just as we rowed towards it it turned

its head a little, and received two bullets just behind the ear.

It lay still, and we rowed up to throw our harpoon ; but

before we got near enough, it sank and disappeared. It was

a melancholy ending to the affair ; in all, nine cartridges

had been expended to no purpose, and we silently rowed to

shore, not a little crestfallen. We tried ' no more walrus-

hunting from kayaks that day ; but we now saw that a walrus

ha^ come pp on to the shore-ice a little way off. Perhaps we
were to receive compensation there for the one we had just

lost. It was not long before another came up beside the first.

After having taken an observation and given them time to

compose themselves, we set off. Having bellowed and made
a hornble noise out there for some time, they now lay asleep

and unsuspecting, and we stole cautiously up to them; 1 in

front and Johansen close at my heels. I first went up to the
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head of the nearer <me, which was lying with its back to us.

Aa it had drawn its head well down, and it was difficult to get

a shot at a vulqi^rable spot, 1 passed behind it, and up to the

head of the other one. The animals still lay motionless,

asleep in the sun. The second was in a better position for

a shot, aifd when I saw Johansen standing ready at the

head of the first, I fired at the back of the neck. The
animal turned over a little, and lay there dead. At the

report the first startgd up, but at the same moment received

Johansen’s bullet. Half stunned, it turned its gigantic body
round towards us; in a moment I had discharged the ball

from my smooth-bore at it, but, like Johansen, I hit too far

forward in the head. The blood streamed from its nostrils

and mouth, and it breathed and coughed till the air vibrated.

Supporting itself upon its enormous tusks, it now lay still,

‘coughing blood like a consumptive person, and quite indifferent

to us. In spite of its huge body and shapeless appearance,

which called up to the imagination bogie, giant, and kraken,

and other evil things, there was something so gently suppli-

cating and helpless in- its round eyes as it lay there, that its

goblin exterior and one’s own need were forgotten in pity for

it. It almost seemed like murder. I put an end to its

sufferings by a bullet behind the ear, but those eyes haunt me
yet ;

it seemed as if in them lay the prayer for existence of the

whole helpless wafrus race. But it is lost
;

it has man as itS

pursuer. It cannot, however, be denied that we rejoiced at

the thought of all the meat and blubber we had now brought

down in one encounter ; it made up for the. cartridges expended

upon the one that sank. But we had not got them on land

yet, and it would be a long piece of work to get them skinned

and cut up, and brought home. The first thing we did was to

go after sledges and knives. As there was a possibility, too,

of the ice breaking off and beihg set adrift, I also thought it

wise to take the kayaks on the sledges at the same tin^ for it

had begun td blow* a little from the fjord. But for this
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fortunate precaution, it is not easy to say what would- have

become of u& While we were engaged in skinning, the wind

rose rapidly, and soon became a storm. To^ndward Of us

was the narrow channel or lane beside which tiie walrus^

had been lying. I feared that the ice might open here, and
we drift away. While we worked, I therefore Ifept an eye

on it to see if it grew broader. It remained unchanged, and
we went on skinning as fast as we could. When the first

walrus was half skinned, I happened to l^ok landwards across

the ice, and discovered that it had broken olT a good way
from us, and that the part on which we stood had already

been drifting for some time ; there was black water between

us and the shoredce, and the wind was blowing so that the

spray flew from the foaming waves. There was no time to be
lost ; it was more than doubtful whether we should be able to

paddle any great distance against that wind and sea, but as yet

the ice did not appear to have drifted a greater distance from

the land than we could cross, if we made haste. We could

not bring ourselves to give up entirely the huge animals we
had brought down, and we hurriedly cut off as much flesh as

we could get at, and flung it into the kayaks. We then cut

off about a quarter of the skin, with the blubber on it, and
threw it on the top, and then set off for the shore. We
had scarcely abandoned our booty before the gulls bore down
tn scores upon the half-skinned carcase. ' Happy creatures

!

Wind and waves and drifting were nothing to them ; they

screamed and made a hubbub and thought what a feast they

wefe having. As long* as we could see the carcases as they

drifted ouf to sea, we saw the birds continually gathering in

larger and larger flocks about them like clouds of snow. In

the meantime we were doing our utmost to gain the ice^ but it

had developed cracks and channels in every directiom We
managed to get some distance*in the kayaks.; but while 1 was
crossing a wide channel on some loose floes 1 alighted'on such

poor ice* that it sank under my weight, and I had to jump back
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qtttcldy to escape a bath. We tried in several places, but

everywhere it sank beneath us and our sledges, and there was
nothing for it^Jbut to take to the water, Jceeping along the

lee^ide of the ice. But we had not rowed far Ijefore we per-

ceived that it was of no use to have our kayaks lashed together

in such a aftnch; we had to row singly, and sacrifice the walrus-

hide and blubber, which it then became impossible to take

with us. i\t present it was lying across the stem of both

kayaks. While we were busy effecting these changes we were

surrounded, before we were aware of it, by ice, and had to pull

the kayaks up hastily to save them from being crushed. We
now tried to get out at several places, but the ice was in

constant ^motion ; it ground round as in a whirlpooL If a

channel opened, we had no sooner launched our kayaks than

it once more closed violently, and we had to snatch them up
in the greatest haste. Several times they were within a hair’s-

breadth of being smashed. MeanA^hile the storm was steadily

increasing, the spray dashed over us, and we drifted farther

and farther out to sea. The situation was not pleasant.

At length, however, we got clear, and now discovered, to our

joy, that by exerting our utmost strength we could just force

the £ayaks on against the wind. • It was a hard pull, and dur

arms achecL; but still we crept slowly on towards land. The
sea was choppy and bad, but our kayaks were good sea-boats,

and even mine, with the bullet-hole in it, did so wdl that I

kept to some extent dry. The wind came now and then in

such gusts that we felt as if it might lift us out of the water

and upset us ; but gradually, as we dfew nearer in under ‘the

high cliffs, it became quieter, and at last, after a long time, we
reached the shore, and could take breath. We then rowed in

smoother water along the shore up to our camping-place. It

was with genuine satisfaction that we clambered on shore that

night, and how unspeakably comfortable it was to be lying

again snugly within four walls in our little den, wet though we
were. A good polfpl of meat was prepared, and our appetite
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was ravenous. It was, indeed, with sorrow that we thought of

the lost walruses now drifting out there in the storm j but we
were glad thg^t we were not still in their company.

I had not slept long, when I was awakened by Johansen,

who said there w'as a bear outside. Even when only half awake,

I heard a strange, low grunting just outside the dborway. I

started up, seized my gun, and crept out. A she-bear, with

two large cubs, was going up the shore ; they had just passed

close by our door. I aimed at the she-b^r, but, in my haste,

I missed her. She started and looked round ; and she

turned her broadside to me I sent a bullet through her chest.

She gave a fearful roar, and all three started off down the shore.

There the mother dropped in a pool on the ice, but ^e young
ones ran on, and rushed into the sea, dashing up the foam

as they went, and began to swim out. I hastened down to

the mother, who was striving and striving to get out of the

pool, but in vain. To save ourselves the labour of dragging

the heavy animal out, I waited until she had drawn herself up

on to the edge, and then put an end to her existence. Mean-
while the young ones had reached a piece of ice. It was very

close quarters for two, and only just large enough to hold

them j but there they sat balancing and dipping up and <fown

in the waves. Every now and then one of them .fell off, but

patiently clambered up again. They cried plaintively and
incessantly, and kept looking towards land, unable to under-

stand why their mother was so long in coming. The wind

was still high, and they drifted quickly out to sea before it

witti the current. We thought they would at last swim to land

to look for their mother, and that we must wait
;
‘we therefore

hid ourselves among the stones, so that they should not be

afraid of coming on our account. We could still hear them
complaining, but the sound became more and more distant,

and they grew smaller and smaller out there on the blue waves,

till at last it was all we could do to distinguish them as two

white dots far out upon the dark plain. We had long been
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tired pf this, and went to our kayak^ But here a sad sight

met our eyes. All the walrus flesh which wc had brought
home with so much trouble lay scattered about on the shore,

torn and mangled ; and every bit of fat or blubber*to be found

on if had been devoured. The bears must have been rum-
maging finejy here while we slept One of the ' kayaks, in

which the meat had been lying, ;fras thrown half into the

water, the other high up among the stones. The bears had
been right into them, and dragged out the meat; but, fortu-

nately, they Ar§re non* the worse, so it was easy to forgite the

bears, and we benefited by the exchange of bear’s flesh for

walrus flesh.

VVe then launched the kayaks, and put off to chase the

young ones to land. As soon as ever they saw us on the

water they became uneasy, and while we were still some way
off one of them took to the water. The other hesitated for a
while, as if afraid of the water, while the first waited impatiently

;

but at last they both went in. We made a wide circuit round

them, and began to drive them towards the land, one of us on
each side of them. It was easy to make thena go in whatever

direction we panted, and Johansen could not say enough in

praise of this simple method of getting bears from one place

to another. We did not need to row hard to keep up with

them ; we went slowly and easily, but surely, towards land.

We saw several walruses in the vicinity, but fortunately escaped

being attacked by any of them. From the very first it was

evident how much better the bear that first went into the water

swam, although it was the smallest and thinnest. It wailed
however, patiently for the other, and kept it company ; but at

last the pace of the latter became too slow for its companion,

who struck out for the shore, the distance between the two

growing greater and greater. They had kept incessantly

turning their heads to look anxiously at us, and now the one

that was left behind looked round even more helplessly than

before. While I set off after the first bear, Johansen watched

VOL. H. R
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the second, and we drove them ashore by our den, and shot

them there.

We had thus taken three bears on that day, and this was a

good set-off against our walruses, which had dVifted out to sea,

and, what was no less fortunate, we found the sunken walrus

from the day before floating just at the edge of the shore. We
lost no time in towing it ^nto a place of safety in a creek and

making it fast. It made a difference to our winter store.

It was late before we turned in that night /ifter having

skinned the bears, laid them in a hea'p, and -covered them
with the skins to prevent the gulls from getting at them. We
slept well, for we had to make up for two nights.

It was not until September 2nd that we could set to work on
the skinning of our walrus, which still lay in the water. Close

to our den there was an opening in the strand, ice,^ connecting

the inner channel between the strand-ice and the land with the

outer sea. It was in this opening that we had made it fast,

and we hoped to be able to draw it on land here ; the glacier

ice went with a gentle incline right out into the water, so that

it seemed to promise well. We rounded off the edge of the

ice, made a tackle by drawing the rope through a H)op we cut in

the skin of the’head, used our broken-off runner of a sledge as

a handspike at the end of the rope, and cut notches in the ice

up the beach as a fulcrum for the handspike. But work and
toil as we might, it was all we could do to get the huge head
up over the edge of the ice. In the midst of this, Johansen
cried :

“ I say, look there 1
" I turned. A large walrus was

swimming straight up‘ the channel towards us. It did not

seem to be in any hurry, but only opened wide Its round eyes,

antd gazed in astonishment at us and at what we were doing.

I suppose that, seeing a comrade, it had come in to see what

* Ice which is frozen fast to the bottom, and is therefore often left ^ng
like an icy base along the shore, even after the sea is fi%e from lee. On
account of the warm water which comes from the land, an open channel ia

often formed between this ice-base and the shore.
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.we were doing with him. Quietly, slowly, and with dignity, it

came right up to the edge where we stood. Fortunately we
had. our guns with us, and when I approached with mine it

only rose up m*the water, and gazed long and searcbingly at

me. • I waited patiently until it turned a little, and then sent a

bullet into ^he back of its head. It was stunned for a* time,

but soon began to move, so that more shots were required.

While Johansen ran for cartridges and a harpoon, I had to

fight with it as I best could, and try to prevent it, with a stick,

from splashing out the channel again. At last Johansen
returned, and I did for this walrus. We were delighted over

our good fortune, but what the walrus wanted in that narrow

channel we have always wondered. These animals must be
uncommonly curious. While we were skinning the bears two
days before, a \valrus with its young one came close in to the

edge of the ice and gazed at us ; it dived several times, 'but

always returned, and, at last, drew the whole of the fore part of

its body up on to the ice, in order to see better. This it did

several times, and my approaching to within a few yards of it

did not drive it away ; it was only when I went up close to it

with my gun that it suddenly came to its senses, and threw

itself backwards into the water again, and we could see it far

below moving off with its young one by its side.

We now had two great walruses with enormous tusks

floating in our channel. We tried once more to drag one of

them up, but the attempt was as unsuccessful as before. At
last we saw that our only course was to skin them in the water,

but this was neither an easy nor an agseeable task. When,»at

last, late in the evening, we had got one side of €>ne animal

skinned, it was low water, the walrus lay on the bottom, and

there ,was no possibility of turning it over, no matter how we
toiled and pulled. We had to wait for high tide the following

day, in order to get at the other side.

'l^ile we were busy with the walruses that day, we suddenly

saw the whole fjord white with w'hite whales, gamboling all

R a
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round as far as the eye could see. There was an incredible,

number of them. In the course of on hour they had entirely

disappeared. Where they came from and whither they went

I was not able to discover. t

During the succeeding days we toiled at our task of skinning

and cutting up the, walruses, and bringing all up^into a safe

place on the beach. It was disgusting work lying on the

animals out in the water, and having to cut down as far as one
could reach below the surface of the water. We could put up
with getting wet, for one gets dry in time

f.
but what was^worse

was that we could not avoid being saturated with blubber and
oil and blood from head to foot, and our poor clothes .that we
should have to live in for another year before we could change,

fared badly during those days. They so absorbed oil that it

went right through to the skin. This walrus business was
unquestionably the worst work of the whole expedition, and
had it not been a sheer necessity, we should have let the

animals lie where they were ; but we needed fuel for the

winter, even if we could have done without the meat. When
at last the task was completed, and we had two great heaps of

blubber and meat on shore, well covered by the thick walrus

hides, we were not a little pleased.

During this time the gulls were living in luxury. There was
abundance of refuse, blubber, entrails and other internal

organs. They gathered in large flocks from all quarters, both

ivory and glaucus gulls, and kept up a perpetual screaming and
noise both night and day. When they had eaten as much as

they could manaj^e, they^generally sat out on the ice-hummocks
ana chatterpd together. When we came down tp skin, they

withdrew only a very little way from the carcases, and sat

waiting patiently in long rows on the ice beside us, or, led

on by a few bold officers, drew continually nearer. No .sooner
did a little scrap of blubber fall, than two or three ivory gulls

would pounce upon it, often at our very' feet, and fight over it

until the feathers flew. Outside the fulmars were sailing ii%
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their silent, ghost-like flight to and fro over the surface of the

water. Up and down the edge of the shore, flocks of kitti-

wakes moved ^incessantly, darting like an arro^, with a dull

splash, towards the surface of the water, whenever a little

crustacear> appeared there. We were particularly fond of

these birds, for they kept exclusively to the marine animals

and left our blubber alone ; and then they were so light and
pretty. But up and down along the shore the skua {Sterco-

rartus crepidatd) cHhsed incessantly, and every, now and again

we were startled by a pitiful cry of distress above our heads ;

it was a kittiWake pursued by a skua. How often we followed

with our eyes that wild chase up. in the air, until at last the

kittiwake had to drop its booty, and down shot the skua,

catching it even before it touched the water 1 Happy creatures

that can move with such freedom up there 1 Out in the water

lay walruses, diving and bellowing, often whole herds of them

;

and high up in the air, to and fro, flew the little auks in

swarms
; you could hear the whirr of their wings far off.

There were cries and life on all sides. But -soon the sun will

sink, the sea will close in, the birds will disappear one after

another towards the south, the polar night will begin, and
there will be profound, unbroken silence.

It was with pleasure that we, at last, on September 7tb, set

to'work to build our hut. We had selected a good site in the

neighbourhood, and from this time forward we might have^

been seen daily going out in the morning like other labourers,

with a can of drinking-water in one*hand and a gun in •the

other. We quarried stones up among the HibA’s from the

cliff, dragged them together, dug out the site, and built walls

as well as we could. We had no tools worth mentioning

;

those we used most were our two hands. The cut- off sledge-

runner again did duty as a pick, with which to loosen the

fast-frozen stones, and when we could not manage to dig up

the eaith on our site with our hands we used a snowshoe

staff with an iron ferrule. We made a spade out of the
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shoulder-blade of a walrus tied to a piece of a broken snowshbi^-
* staif, and a mattock out of a walrus tusk tied to liie cross-trefe

of a sledge,. They were poor things to wofk with, but wte

managed it with patience, and little by little there arose solid

walls of stone with moss and earth between. TJhe weather

was growing gradually colder, and hindered us not a little in

our work. The soil we had to dig in hardened, and the

stones that had to be quarried froze fast ; and there came
snow too. But great was our surprise when we crept put of

our den on the morning of the 12th of September to find the

most delightful thaw, with 4“ (G) of heat (39’’‘2 -Fahr.). This

was almost the highest temperature we had experienced

throughout the expedition. On every side streams were

tumbling in foaming falls down from mountain and glacier,

humming along merrily among the stones down to the sea.

Water trickled and tinkled everywhere ; as if by a stroke of

magic, life had returned to frozen nature, and the hill looked

green all over. One could fancy oneself far south, and forget

that a long, long winter was drawing near. The day after,

everything was changed again. The gentle gods of the south,

who yesterday had put forth their last energies, had once
more fied ; the cold had returned, snow had fallen and covered

every trace: it would not yield again. This little strip of

bare ground, too, was in the power of the genii of the COld

and darkness; they held sway now, right down to the sea,

I stood looking out over it. How desolath and forsaken this

spell-bound Nature looked ! My eye fell upon the ground at

my feet, pown there among the stones, the poppy still reared

its beautiful blossoms above the snow ; the last rays of the

departing sun would once more kiss its yellow petals, arid then
it would creep beneath its covering to sleep through the long

winter, and awake again to new .life in the spring. Ah, to be
able to do the same 1

After a week’s work, the walls of our hut were finished.

They were not high, scarcely 3 feet above the gtound
; but we
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dog. down same distance into the ground, so we
rejii^koned that it would be high enough to stand up in. Now
tl}e thing was to get it roofed, but this was not so easy. The
iOnly materials we had towards it were, as before mentioned,

the log we had found, and the walrus-hides. The log, which

was quite fa inches across, Johansen at last, after a day’s work,

succeeded in cutting in two with our little axe, and with no less

labour, we rolled it up over the talus, and on to tbe level, and it

was laid on the roof as the ridge-piece. Then there were the

hides'; but they were stiff and frozen fast to the meat and
blubber heaps which they covered. With much difficulty we
at length loosened, them by using wedges of walrus tusks, stone,

and wood. To transport these great skins over the long dis-

tance to our hut was a no less difficult matter. However, by
rolling them, carrying them, and dragging them we accomplished

this too ;
but to get the frozen skins stretched over the hut was

the worst of all. We got on pretty well with three half-skins,

just managing to bend them a little ; but the fourth half was

frozen quite stiff, and we had to find a hole in the ice, and sink

it in the sea, to thaw it.

It was almost a cause for anxiety, I thought, that all this

time we saw nothing of any bears. They were what we had to

live upon all through tire winter, and the six we had would not

go far. I thought,- however, that it might easily be accounted

fpr, as the fjord-ice, to which the bear prefers to keep, had

taken its departure on the day when we had nearly drifted out

to sea with the walruses, and I thought that, when the ice now
fprmed again, bears would appear oAce more.. It was, there-

fore, a relief when, one morning (September 33^!) I caught

sight of a bear in front of me, just as. I came round the pro-

montory to loisk at thb skin that we had in soak in the sea. It

,rH’as standing on the shore close by the skin. It had not seen

me, and I quickly drew%ack to let Johansen, who w^s follow-

ing, with his gun, pass me^ while I ran back to fetch mine.

W^en returned, Johansen lay on the same spot behind a stone.
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and had not fired. There were two bears, one by the hut and
one by the shore ; and Johansen could not get up to the one
without bein^ seen by the other. When I had gone after my
gun, the bear had turned its steps towards the fiut ; but just as

it reached it, Johansen suddenly saw two bear’s paws come
quickly over the edge of the wall, and hit out at the first bear,

and a head followed immediately after. This fellow was busy

gnawing at our roof-hides, which he had torn down and bent,

so that we had to put them into the sga too, to get them
thawed. The first bear had to retreat to the shore once‘more,

where we afterwards discovered it had drawn up our hide, and
had been scraping the fat off it. Under cover of some hum-
mocks we now ran towards it It noticed us, and set off

running, and I w'as only able to send a bullet through its body
from behind. Shouting out to Johansen that he must look

after the other bear, I set off running, and after a couple of

hours’ pursuit up the fjord, I at last chased it up under the wall

of a glacier, where it prepared to defend itself. I went right

up to it, but it growled and hissed, and made one or two attacks

on me from the elevation on which it stood, before I finally

put an end to its existence. When I got back Johansen was

busy skinning the other bear. It had been alarmed by us

when we attacked the first, and had gone a long way, out over

the ice ; it had then returned to look for its companion, and
Johansen had shot it. Our winter store was increasing.

The next day (September 24th), as we ‘were setting out to

work at our hut, we saw a large herd of walruses lying out on
thd ice. We had both had more than enough of these

animals, arid had very little inclination for them. Johansen
was of candid opinion that we had no need for them, and
could let them lie in peace, but I fhought*iit was rather

improvident to have food and fuel lying at one’s very door,

and make no use of them, so we set off with our gunsi To
steal up to the animals, under cover of some elevations on the

ice, was a matter of small difficulty, and we had soon come
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within 40 feet of them, and could lie there quietly and watch

them. The point was to choose one’s victim, and make good

use of one’s slyjt, so as not to waste cartridges.. There were

both old and young animals, and, having had more than

enough of^big ones, we decided to try for the two smallest

that we could see ; we thought we had no need of more than

two. As we lay waiting for them to turn their heads, and give

us the chance of a good shot, we*had plenty of opportunity to

watch them. They are strange animals. They lay incessantly

poking one another in the back with their huge tusks, both

the big old ones and the little young ones. " If one of them
turned over a little, so as to ccnne near and disturb his

neighbour, the latter immediately raised itself grunting and
dug its tusks into the back of the first. It was by no means a

gentle caress, and it is well for them that they have such a

thick hide
;
but, as it was, the blood ran down the backs of

several of them. The other would, perhaps, start up too,

and return the little attention in the same manner. But it

was when another guest came up from the sea that there was

a stir in the camp ; they all grunted in chorus, and one Of the

old bulls that lay nearest to the new arrival gave him some
well-meant blows. The newcomer, however, drew himself

cautiously up, bowed respectfully, and little by little drew

himself in among the others, who also then gave him as many
blows as time and circumstances would permit, until they

finally composed themselves again, and lay quiet until another

interruption came. We waited in vaip for the animals we |jad

picked out to turn their heads enough to let us^et a good
shot j but as they were comparatively small, we thought that a

bullet in the middle of the forehead might be enough for them,

and at last we fired. They started up, however, and turned

over half-stunned into the water. Then there was a commotion !

The whole herd quickly raised their ugly heads, glared at us,

and one by one plunged out over the edge of the ice. We
had hastily loaded again, and as it was not difficult now to get
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a good shot, we fired, and there lay two animals, one youc^
and one old. Most of the others dived, only one remaining

quietly, lyin§ and looking wonderingly, now at its two dead

companions, and now at us as we came up to it We did not

quite know what to do ; we thought that the two that were

now lying there would give us more than enough? to do,- but

nevertheless it was tempting to take this great monster as well,

while we were about it. While Johansen was standing with

his gun, considering whether he should i^e or not, I took, tlie

'

opportunity of photographing both him and the walruk It

ended, however, ^in our letting it go unharmed ; we did not

think we could afford to sacrifice more cartridges upon.it.

Meantime the water beyond was seething with furious animals,

as they broke up the ice round about and filled the air with

their roaring. The big bull himself seemed especially anxious

to get at us ; he kept returning to the edge of the ice, getting

half up on to it to grunt and bellow at us^ and look long at his

dead comrades, whom- he evidently wished to take with him.

But we would not waste more cartridges upon them, and he
threw himself back, only to return again immediately.

Gradually the whole herd departed, and we could hear the

big bull’s grunting becoming more and more distant; but

suddenly his huge head appeared again at the edge of the ice,

close to us, as he challenged us with a roar, and then dis-

appeared again as quickly as he had come. This was repeated

three or four times, after our having, in the intervals, heard

him far out ; but at last he disappeared entirely, and we coa-

tiiflted our work of spinning in peace. We very quickly

skinned the smaller of the walruses ; it was easy to manipulate

compared to those*we were accustomed to. .The other, how-

ever, wa's a great fellow that could not be easily turned over, in

the hollow in the snow where he lay ; so we contented

ourselves with skirfning one side from head to tail,; and then

went home again with our blubber and skitis. We now
thought we should have blubber enough for winter fuel, -and
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*t>ad also abundance of skins for covering the roof of our

hut.

The walruses still kept near us for some time. Every now
and then we would hear some, violent blows on the ice frcnn

beneath, two or three in succession, and then a great head

would burst up with a crash through the ice. It would remain

there for a time panting and puffing so that it could be heard

a long way off, and then vanish again. On September 25th,

while we were pulligg our roof-hides out of the water, at a
hole hear the shore, we heard the same crashing in the ice a
little farther out, and a walrus came up, and then dived again.

“ Look there ! It won’t be long before we have him in this

hole.” The words were scarcely spoken, when our hide in the

water was pushed aside, and a huge head, with bristles and two

long tusks, popped up in front of us. It gazed fixedly and
wickedly at us standing there, then there was a tremendous

splash and it was gone.

Our hides were now so far softened in the sea that we could

atretch them over the roof. They were so long that they

reached from one side of the hut right over the ridge-piece

down to the other side, and we stretched them by hanging

large stones at both ends, attached by strips of hide, thus

weighing them down over the edges of the wall, and we then

piled stones upon them. By the aid of stones, mo$s, strips of

hide, and snow to cover everything, we made the edges of the

walls to some extent close-fitting. To make the hut habitable,

we still had to construct benches of stone to lie upon inside it,

and also a door. This consisted of ah opening in one coAier

of the wall, which led into a short passage, du^ out in the

ground, and subsequently roofed over with blocks of ice on

very much the same principle as the passage to an Eskimo’s

house. We had not dug this passage so long as we wished,

before the ground was frozen too hard for our implements. It

was so low that we had to creep through it in a squatting

posture to get into the hut. The inner opening was covered
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with a bear-skin curtain, sewn firmly to the walrus-hide of th^

roof
;
the outer end was covered with a loose bear-skin laid

over the op^ening. It began to grow cold now, as low as

~ 20° C. (4“ below zero Fahr.), and living in our low den,

where we had not room to move, became more and more
intolerable; the Smoke, too, from the oil-lamp, wlien we did

any cooking, always affected our eyes. We grew daily niore

impatient to move into our new house, which now appeared to

us the acme of comfort. Our ever-recupring remark wlule we
were building was, how nice and snug it would be when we
got in, and we depicted to one another the many pleasant

hours we should spend there. We were, of course, anxious to

discover all the bright points that we could in our existence.

I he hut was certainly not large ; it was 10 feet long and 6 feet

wide, and when you lay across it, you kicked the wall on one
side, and butted it on the other. You could move in it a little,

however, and even I could almost stand upright under the

roof. This was a thought which especially appealed to us.

Fancy having a place sheltered from the wind where you could

stretch your limbs a little ! We had not had that since last

March on board the Fram, It was long, however, before

everj thing was in order, and we would not move in until it

w’as quite finished.

The day we had skinned our last walruses, I had taken

several tendons from their backs, thinking they might be very

useful when we made ourselves clothes foif the winter, for we
were entirely without thread for that purpose. Not until a few

da^s afterwards (September 26th) did I recollect that these

tendons had been left on the ice beside the carcases. I went out

there to look for them, but found to my sorrow that gulls and
foxes had long since-made away with them. It was some comfort,

however, to find traces of a bear, which must have been at the

carcases during the night, and as I looked about I caught

sight of Johansen running after me, making signs, and pointing

out towards the sea. 1 turned that way and there was a large
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bear, walking to and fro, and looking at us. We had soon

^fetched our guns, and, while Johansen remained near the land

to receive the bear if it came that way, I made a wide circuit

round it on theice to drive it landwards, if it should prove to

be frightened. In the meantime, it had lain down out there

beside som^ holes, I suppose to watch for seals. I stole up to

it
;

it saw me and at first came nearer, but th^ thought better

of it, and moved away again, slowly and majestically, out over

the new ice. I had no great desire to follow it il that direction,

and, tjiough the rangfe was long, I thought I ij^t try it. First

one sh6t : it passed over. Then one more hit. The
bear started, made several leaps, and then in h|w struck the

ice until it broke, and the bear fell througHHKThere it lay

splashing and splashing, and breaking the ice with its

we*ght as U cried to get out again. I was soon beside it, but

did not want to sacrifice another cartridge ; I had faint hopes,

too, that it would manage to get out of the water by itself, and
thus save us the trouble of dragging such a heavy animal out,

I called to Johansen to come with a rope, sledges, and knives,

and in the meantime I walked up and down waiting and
watching. The bear laboured hard, and made the opening in

the ice larger and larger. It was wounded in one of its fore-

legs, so that it could use only the other, and the two hind-legs.

It kept on taking hold and pulling itself up. But no sooner

had it got half up than the ice gave way, and it sink down
again. By degrees its movements became more and more
feeble, till at last it only lay still and panted. Then came a few

spasms, its legs stiffened, its head sank down into the watsr,

and all was still. While I was walking up and down I several

times hekrd walruses round about, as they butted holes in the

ice, and put their heads through
; and I was thinkihg to myselt

that I should soon have them here too. At that moment the

bear received a violent blow from beneath, pushing it to one;.^

side, and up came a huge head with great tusks ; it snorted,

looked contemptuously at the bear, then gazed for a while
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wonderingly at me, as I stood on the ice, and finally dl^
appeared again. This had the effect of making me think

the old solid ice, a little farther in, a pleasanter place

of sojourn 'than the new ice. My suspicion that the

walrus entertains no fear for the bear was more than ever

strengthened. At last Johansen came with a cope. We
slipped a runnii% noose round the bear’s neck, and tried to

haul it out, but soon discovered that this was beyond our

power; all we^id was to break the ice under the animal,

wherever we ^|ed. It seemed hard *to have to give ft

up; it was IK^ig bear, and seemed to be unusually fat;

but to contiiflll^ this way until we had towed up to the edge

of the thick^H^6uld be a lengthy proceeding. By cutting

quite a nairt^niPfack in the new ice, only wide enough to draw
the rope through, up to the edge of a large piece of ice which

was quite near, we got pretty well out of the difficulty. It was

now an easy matter to draw the bear thither under the ice, and
after breaking a sufficiently large hole, we drew it out there.

At last we had got it skinned and cut up, and, heavily laden

with our booty, we turned our steps homewards, late in the

evening, to our den. As we approached the beach where our

kayaks were lying upon one of our heaps of walrus-blubber

and meat, Johansen suddenly whispered to me :
“ I say, look

there !
” I looked up, and there stood three bears on the heaps,

tearing at the blubber. They were a she-bear and two young
ones. “ Oh dear !

” said I ;
“ shall we have to set to at bears

again.” I was tired, and, to tell the truth, had far more desire

foteouii;. sleeping-bag ancha good potful of meat. In a trice we
had got out guns out, and were approaching cautiously

; but

they had caught sight of us, and set off over the ice. It t^as

with an undeniable feeling of gratitude that we watched their

retreating forms. A little later, while I was standing cutting

up the meat, and Johansen had gone to fetch water, I heard

him whistle. I looked up, and he pointed out over the ice.

There in the dusk were the three bears corning back; our
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^Ivbber-heap had been too tempting for them. I crept with

my.gun behind some stones close to the heap. The bears

came straight on, looking neither to right nor left, and as

they passed me I took a$ good an aim at the she-bear as the

darkness would allow, and fired. She roared, bit her side, and
all three setoff out over the ice. There the mother fell, and
the young dnes stood' astonished and troubled beside her until

we approached, when they fled, and it was impossible to get

within range of them. They kept at a respectful distance, and
watched us while we dragged the dead bear to land, and
skinned it. When vfc went out next morning, they were

standing sniffing at the skin and meat ; but b^ore we could,

get within range they saw us, and were off agaim? AVe now saw
that they had been there all night, and had eateh up their oM^n

mother’s stomach, which had contained some pieces of blubber.

In the afternoon they returned once more ; and again we
attempted, but in vain, to get a shot at them. Next morning
(Saturday, September 28th), when we crawled out, we caught

sight of a large bear lying asleep on our blubber-heap^

Johansen crept up close to it, under cover of some stones.

The bear heard something moving, raised its head, and looked

round. At the same instant Johansen hred, and the bullet

went right through the bear’s throat, just below the cranium. It

got slowly up, looked contemptuously at Johansen, considered

a little,, and then walked quietly away with long measured
steps, as if nothing had happened. It. soon had a couple

bullets from each x>f us in its body, and fell out on the thin

ice. It was so full of food that, as ih lay there, blubber ajtd

oil and water ran out of its mouth on to the ice, aihich began
gmdually to sink under its weight, until it lay in a large pool,

and we hastily dragged it in to the shore, before the ice gave

way . beneath it. It was one of the largest bears I have ever

seen, but also one of the leanest ; for there was not a trace of

fat upon it, neither underneath the^ skin, nor among th^
entrails. It must have been fasting for a long time^ and been
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uncommonly hungry; for it had consumed an incredibly

quantity of our blubber. And how it had pulled it about

!

First it had thrown one kayak off, then it had scattered the

blubber about in all directions, scraping off the best of the fat

upon almost every single piece, then it had gathered the

blubber together again in another place, and then„happy with

the happiness of satiety, had lain down to sleep upon it,

perhaps so as to have it handy when it woke up again.

Previous to attacking the blubber-heap it had accomplished

another piece of work, which we only distovered later cm. It

had killed both the young bears that had been visiting us;

we found them not far off, with broken skulls, and fro«en

stiff. We could see by the foot-prints how it had run after

them out over the new ice, first one and then the other, and
had dragged them on land and laid them down without

touching them again. What pleasure it can have had in doing

this, I do not understand, but it must have regarded them

as competitors in the struggle for food. Or was it, perhaps,

a cross old gentleman, who did not like young people ? “ It

is so nice and quiet here now,” said the ogre, when he had
cleared the country.

Our winter store now began quite to inspire confidence.

At length, on the evening of that day, we moved into our

new hut ; but our first night there was a cold one. Hitherto

we had slept in one bag all the time, and even, the one we
had made by sewing together our two blankets.had been fairly

adequate. But now we thought it would not be necessary to

sleep in one bag any longer, as we should make the hut so

warm by bqrning train oil lamps in it, that we could very well

lie each in our own berth with a blanket over us, and so we
had unpicked the bag. Lamps were made by turning up the

corners of some sheets of German silver, filling them with

crushed blubber, and laying in this, by way of a wick, some
‘pieces of stuff from the bandages in the medicine-bag. They
burned capitally, and gave such a good light, too, that we
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thought it looked very snug ; but it neither was nor ever
would be sufficient to warm our still rather permeable hut, and
we lay and shivered with cold all night. We almost thought it

was the coldest night we had had. Breakfast next morning
tasted excellent, and the quantity of bear-broth we consumed
in order to "put a little warmth into our bodies is incredible.

We at once decided to alter this by making along the back
wall of the hut a sleeping-shelf broad enough for us to lie be-

side one another. The blankets were sewn together again,

we spread bear-skins iffider us, and were as comfortable as we
could be under the circumstances j and we made no further

attempt to part company at night. It was impossible to make
the substratum at all even, with the rough, angular stones

which, now that everything was frozen, were all we had at our

disposal, and therefore we lay tossing and twisting the whole
winter to find something like a comfortable place among all the

knobs. But it was hard, and remained so, and we always had
some tender spots on our body, and even sores on our hips

with lying. But for all that we slept. In one corner of the

hut we made a little hearth to boil and roast- upon. In the

roof above we cut a round hole in the walrus-hide, and made a
smoke-board up to it of bear-skin. We had not used this

hearth long before we saw the necessity of building a chimney

to prevent the wind from beating down, and so filling the hut

with smoke, as to make it sometimes intolerable. The only

materals we had for building this were ice and snow j but with

these we erected a grand chimney on the roof, which served its

purpose, and made a good draught. Ilf was not quite per^

manent, however ; the hole in it constantly widened with’use, and
it was not altogether guiltless of sometimes dripping down on to

the hearth ; but there was abundance of this building material,

and it was not difficult to renew the chimney when it was in need

of repair. This bad to be done two or three times during

the course of the winter. On more exposed spots we employed

walrus-flesh, bone, and such-like materials to strengthen it.

VOL. II. s
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Our cookery was as simple as possible. It consisted in

boiling bear’s flesh and soup (bouillon) in the morning, and

frying stea^ in the evening. We consumed large quantities at

eve^ meal, and, strange to say, we never grew tired of this

food, but always ate it with a ravenous appetite. We some-

times either ate blubber with it, or dipped the pieces of meat

in a little oil. A long time might often pass when we ate

almost nothing but meat, and scarcely tasted fat ; but, when

one of us felt inclined for it again, he would, perhaps, fish up

some pieces of burnt blubber out of th^ lamps, or eat >vhal was

left of the blubber from which we had melted the lamp-oil.

We called these cakes, and thought them uncommonly nice,

and we were always talking of how delicious they would have

been if we could have had a little sugar on them.

We still had some of the provisions we had brought from

the Fratn^ but these we decided not to use during the winter.

They were placed in a depot to be kept until the spring, when
we should move on. The dep6t was well loaded with stones

to prevent the foxes from running away with the bags. They
were impudent enough already, and took all the movable

property they could lay hold of. I discovered, for instance, on
October loth, that they had gone off with a quantity of jodds

and ends I had left in another depot during the erection of

the hut ; they had taken everything that they could possibly

carry with them, such as pieces of bamboo, steel wire,

harpoons and harpoon-lines, my collection of stones, mosses,

etc., which were stored in small sail-cloth bags. Perhaps the

worst of all was that they had gone off with a large ball of

twine, which had been our hope and comfort when thinking of

the time when we should want to make clothes, shoes, and
sleeping-bags of bearskin for the winter

j for we had reckoned
on making thread out of the twine. It was fortunate that they

had not gone off with the theodolite, and our other instruments

which stood there; but these must have been too heavy -for

fhemi I was angry when I made this discovery, and what
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made it more aggravating, it happened on my birthday. And
matters did not improve, when, while hunting about in the

twilight on the beach above the place where thet, things had
been lying, to sle if I could at any rate discover tracks to

show which way those demons had taken them, I met a fox

that stopped*at a distance of 20 feet from me, sat down, and
uttered some exasperating howls so piercing and weird, that I

had to stop my ears. It was evidently on its way to my things

again, and was now provoked at being disturbed. I got hold

of som(6 large stones and flung them at it. It ran off a little"

way, but then seated itself upon the edge of the glacier and
howled on, while I went home to the hut in a rage, lay down
and speculated as to what we should do to be revenged on the

obnoxious ammals. We could not spare cartridges to shoot

them with, but we might make a trap of stones. This we
determined to do, but nothing ever came of it ; there were

always so many other things to occupy us at first, while we
still had the opportunity, before the snow covered the talus,

and while it was light enough to find suitable, stones. Mean-
while the foxes continued to annoy us. One day they had
taken our thermometer, "* which we always kept outside the

hut,' and gone off with it. We searched for it in vain for a

long time, until at last we found it buried in a heap of snow
a little way off. From that time we were very careful to place

a stone over it at night, but one morning found that the foxes

had turned over the stone, and had gone off with the ther-

mometer again. The only thing we founc^this time was the case^

which they had thrown away a little way off. The theynometer

itself we were never to see again ; the snow had unfortunately

drifted in the night, so that the tracks had disappeared.

Goodness only knows what fox-hole it now adorns ; but from

that day we learned a lesson, and henceforward fastened our

last thermometer securely.

* It was a registering, thermometer, which was also used as a sling
themometcr.

8 •
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Meanwhile time passed. The sun sank lower and lower,

until on the 15th October we saw it for the last time above the

ridge to the south; the days grew rapidly darker, and then

began our third polar night.
*

We shot two more bears in the autumn, one on the 8th and

one on the 21st October; but from that time we'saw no more

until the following spring. When I awoke on the morning of

the 8th October, I heard the crunching of heavy steps in the

snow outside, and then began a rummjiging about among our

meat and blubber up on the roof. I could hear it was a bear,

and crept out with my gun, but when I came out of the pas-

sage, I could see nothing in the moonlight. The animal had

noticed me, and had already disappeared. We did not

altogether regret this, as we had no great desire to set

to at the cold task of skinning now, in a wind, and wdth

39° ^
70*2° Fahr.) of frost.

'I’l'.ere was not much variety in our life. It consisted in

cooking and eating breakfast in the morning. Then, perhaps,

came another nap, after which we would go out to get a little

exercise. Of this, however, we took no more than was neces-

sary, as our clothes, saturated as they were with fat, and worn

and torn in many places, were not exactly adapted for

remaining in the open air in winter. Our wind-clothes, which

we should have had outside as a protection against the wind,

were so worn and tom that we could not use them ; and we
had so little thread to patch them with, that I did not think we

c-ought to use any of ii until the spring, when we had to prepare

for our start. I had counted on being able to make ourselves

clothes of bear-skins, but it took time to cleanse them from all

blubber and fat, and it was even a slower business getting

them dried. The only way to do this was to spread them out

under the roof of the hut, but there was room for only one at

a time. When at last one was ready, we had first of all to use

it on our bed, for we were lying on raw, greasy skins, which

were gradually rotting. When our bed had been put in order
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with dried skins, we had to think about making a sleeping-bag,

as, after a time, the blanket bag that we had got rather cold to

sleep in. About Christmas time, accordingly, we at last

managed to makb ourselves a bear-skin bag. In this way all

the skins we could prepare were used up, and we continued

to wear the Clothes we had throughout the winter.

These walks, too, were a doubtful pleasure, because there is

always a wind there, and it blew hard under the steep cliff.

We felt it a wonderful^relief when it occasionally happened to

be almost calm. As a rule the wind howled above us, and
lashed the snow along, so that everything was wrapped in mist.

Many days would sometimes pass almost without our putting

our heads out of the passage, and it was only bare necessity

that drove out to fetch ice for drinking-water, or a leg or

carcase of a bear for food, or some blubber for fuel. As a rule

we also brought in some sea-water ice, or, if there were an

opening or a crack to be found, a little sea-water for our soup.

When we came in, and had mustered up appetite for another

meal, we had to prepare supper, eat till we were satisfied, and
then get ipto our bag and sleep as long as possible, to pass the

time. On the whole we had quite a comfortable time in our

hut. By means of our train-oil lamps we could keep the

temperature in the middle of the room, at about freezing point.

Near the wall, however, it was considerably colder, and there

the damp deposited itself in the shape of beautiful hoar-frost

crystals, so that the stones were quite white, and in happy

moments we could dream that we dwelt in marble halls. This

splendour, however, had its* disadvantages, for when the orft-

side temperature rose, or when we heated up the hilit a little,

rivulets ran down the wall into our sleeping-bag. We took

turns at being cook, and Tuesday, when one ended his cooking-

week, and the other began, afforded on that account the one

variation in OUr lives, and formed a boundary-mark by which

we divided out our time. We always reckoned up how many
cooking-vreeks we had before we should break up our camp in
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the spring. I had hoped to get so much doiie this winter,

work up my observations and notes, a!nd write some of the

account of ,our journey ;
but very little was done. It was not

only the poor, flickering light of the oil-lamp which hindered

me, nor yet the uncomfortable position, either lying on one’s

back, or sitting up and fidgeting about On the hard stones,

while the part of the body thus exposed to pressure ached

;

but altogether these surroundings did not predispose one to

work. The brain worked dully, and I «never felt inclined to

write anything. Perhaps, too, this was owing to the impossi-

bility of keeping what you wrote upon clean ; if you only took

hold of a piece of paper your fingers left a dark brown, greasy

mark, and if a corner of your clothes brushed across it, a dark

streak appeared. Our journals of this period looked dreadful.

They are “ black books ” in the literal sense of the term. Ah !

how we longed for the time when we should once more be able

to write on clean white paper and with black ink. I often

had difficulty in reading the pencil notes I had v/ritten the day

before, and now, in writing this book, it is all I can do to find

out what was once written on these dirty, dark brown pages.

I expose them to all possible lights, I examine them with a

magnifying glass ; but notwithstanding, I often have to give

it up.

The entries in my journal for this time are exceedingly

meagre ; there are sometimes weeks when there is nothing but

the most necessary meteorological observations with remarks.

The chief reason for jhis is that, our 4ife was so monotonous
tfiat there^ was nothing to write about. The same thoughts

came and went day after day ; there was no more variety in

them than in our conversation. The very emptiness of the

journal really gives the best representation of our life during

the nine months we lived there.

“Wednesday, November 27th. —-23° C. (9*4® below zero

Fahr.). It is windy weather, the qnow whirling about your

ears, directly you put your head out of the passage. Every-
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th|ng is grey; the black stones can be naade out in the snow a
lit^ Wiy up the beach, and above you can just divine the

presence of the dark cliff; but wherever else the gaze is turned,

out to sea, or up lithe fjord, there is the same leaden darkness

;

one is shut out from the wide world, shut into oneself. The
witid comesdn sharp gusts, driving the snow before it ; but up
under the crest of the mountain it whistles and roars in the

crevices and holes of the basaltic walls—the same never-ending

song that it has sung through the thousands of years that are

past, and will go on siffging through thousands of years to come.

And the snow whirls along in its age-old dance ; it spreads itself

in all the crevices and hollows, but it does not succeed in

covering up the stones on the beach; black as ever, they

project into the night. On the open space in front of the hut,

two figures^re running up and down like shadows in the

winter darkness to keep themselves warm, and .so they will

run up and down on the path they have trampled out, day

after day, till the spring comes.”

“Sunday, December ist. Wonderfully beautiful weather

for the last few days ; one can never weary of going up and
down outside, while the moon transforms the whole of this ice

world into a fairy-land. The hut is still in shadow under the

mountain which hangs above it, dark and lowering; but the

moonlight floats over ice and fjord, and is cast back glittering

from every snowy ridge and hill. A weird beautyj without

feeling, as though of a dead planet, built of shining white

marble. Just so must the mountains stand there, frozen and
icy cold ; just so must the lakes lie c(9ngealed beneath thek

snowy covering ;
and now as ever the moon sails silently and

slowly on her endless course through the lifeless space. And
everything so still, so awfully still, with the silence that shall one

day reign, when the earth again becomes desolate and empty,

when the fox will no more haunt these moraines, when the

bear will no longer wander about ori the ice out there, when
even the wind will not rage—infinite silence 1 In the flaming
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auroia borealis, the spirit of space hovers over the frozen

waters. The soul bows down before the majesty of night and

. death.”
“ Monday* December 2nd. Morning. To-day I can hear it

blowing again outside, and we shall have an unpleasant walk.

It is bitterly cold now in our worn, greasy clothes.. It is not

so bad when there is no wind ; but even if there is only a little,

it goes right through one. But what does it matter? Will not

the spring one day come here, too ? Yes ; and over us arches

the same heaven now as always, high anfl calm as ever.; and

as we walk up and down here shivering, we gaze into the

boundless starry space, and all our privations and sorrows

shrink into nothingness. Starlit night, thou art sublimely

beautiful, but dost thou not lend our spirit too mighty wings,

greater than we can control? Could’st thou Iful solve the

riddle of existence ! We feel ourselves the centre of the

universe, and struggle for life, for immortality, one seeking it

here, another hereafter ; while thy silent splendour proclaims :

at the command of the Eternal, you came into existence on a

paltry planet, as diminutive links in the endless chain of trans-

formations : at another command, you will be wiped out again.

Who then, through an eternity of eternities, will remember that

there once was an ephemeral being who could bind sound and
light in chains, and who was purblind enough to spend years

of his brief existence in drifting through frozen seas ? Is, then,

the whole thing but the meteor of a moment? Will the whole

history ofthe world evaporate like a dark, gold-edged cloud in

the glow of evening-'-achieving nothing, leaving no trace,

passing like a caprice ?

“ Evening. That fox is playing us a great many tricks,

whatever he can move he goes off with. He has once gnawed
off the band with which the door-skin is fastened, and every

now and then we hear him at it again, and have to go out and
knock on the roof of the passage. To-day he went off with

one of our sails, in which our salt-water ice was lying. We
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sail and all gone. We had no doubt as to who had been
there, but we could not under any circumstances afford to lose

our precious sa^ on which we depended for our voyage to

Spitsbergen in the spring, and we tramped about in the dark,

up the beach, over the level, and down towards the sea. We
looked everywhere, but nothing was to be seen of it. At last

we had almost given it up, when Johansen, in going on to the

ice to get more salt-water ice, found it at the edge of the, shore.

Our jqy was great ; lait it was wonderful that the fox had been
able to drag that great sail, full of ice too, so far. Down there,

however, it had come unfolded, and then he could do nothing
with it. But what does he want with things like this ? Is it

to lie upon in his winter den ? One would almost think so.

][ only wi«k I could come upon ' that den, and find the

thermometer again, and the ball of twine, and the harpoon
line, and all the other precious things he has taken, the

brute !

”

“Thursday, December 5th. It seems as if it would never

end. But patience a little longer, and spring will come, the

fairest spring that earth can give us. There is furious weather

outside, and snow, and it is pleasant to lie here in our warm
hut, eating steak, and listening to the wind raging over us.”

“ Tuesday, December loth. It has been a bad wind.

Johansen discovered to-day that his kayak had disappeared.

After some search he found it again several hundred feet off,

up the beach ; it was a good deal knocked about, too. The
wind must firs^ have lifted it right over my kayak, and then o^er

one big stone after another. It begins to be too jnuch of 4
good thing when even the kayaks take to flying about in the

air. The atmosphere is dark out over the sea, so the wind

has probably broken up the ice, and driven it out, and there is

open water once more.*

* It often blew very fresh there under the mountain. Another time,

one of my snowshoes. which was stuck into the snowdrift beside the hut

was broken short off by the wind. It was a strong piece of maple.
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“ Last night it all at once grew wonderfully calm, and the air

was surprisingly mild. It was delightful to be out, and it is

long since we have had such a long walk on our beat. It does

one good to* stretch one’s legs now and tl^n, otherwise I

suppose we should become quite stiff here in our winter lair.

Fancy, only 12* (21 F.) of frost in the middle of December 1

We might almost imagine ourselves at home—forget that we
were in a land of snow to the north of the eighty-first parallel.”

“ Thursday, December 12th. Between 6 and 9 this morning

tliere were a number of shooting start, most of thq>n in

Serpentarius. Some came right from the Great Bear ; after-

wards they chiefly came from the Bull, or Aldebaran, or the

Pleiades. Several of them were very bright, and some drew a

streak of shining dust after them. Lovely weather. But night

and day are now equally dark. We walk up and dtJwn, up and
down, on the level, in the darkness. Heaven only knows how
many steps we shall take on that level before the winter ends.

Through the gloom we could see faintly only the black cliffs,

and the rocky ridges, and the great stones on the beach, which
the wind always sweeps clean. Above us the sky, clear and
brilliant with stars, sheds its peace over the earth ; far in the

west falls shower after shower of stars, some faint, scarcely

visible, others bright like Roman candles, all with a message
from distant worlds. Low in the south lies a bank of clouds,

now and again outlined by the gleam of the northern lights ;

but out over the sea the sky is dark ; there is open water there.

It is quite pleasant to look at it ; one does not feel so shut in

;

it i| like a connecting liak with life that dark s^, the mighty

artery of the world, which carries tidings from land to land,

from people to people, on which civilization is borne victorious

through the earth ; next summer it will carry us home;”
“Thursday, December 19th. — 2$'$* ( 19

'

3
*
below aero

Fahr.). It has turned cold again, and is bitter weather to be
'out in. But what does it signify? We are comfortable and
warm in here, and do not need to go out more than we like.
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Ail the out-of-door work we have is to bring in fresh and salt

water ice two or three times a week, meat and blubber now
and again, and very occasionally a skin to dry under the roof.

And Christriias,»the season of rejoicing, is drawirig near. At

home every one is busy now, scarcely knowing how to get

time for everything ; but here there is no bustle ; all we want

is to.make the time pass. Ah, to sleep, sleep ! The pot is

simmering pleasantly over the hearth ; I am sitting waiting for

breakfast, and gazing into the flickering flames, whHe my
thoughts travel far aVay. What is the strange power in fire

and light that all created beings seek them, from the primary

lump of protoplasm in the sea, to the roving child of man, who
stops in his wanderings, makes up a fire in the wood, and sits

down to dismiss all care, and revel in the crackling warmth.

InvoluriTSufl^ do these snake-like, fiery tongues arrest the eye

;

you gaze down into them as if you could read your fate there,

and memories glide past in motley train. What, then, is

privation ? what the present? Forget it forget yourself ’, you

have the power to recall all that is beautiful, and then wait for

the summer .... By the light of the lamp she sits sewing

in the winter evening. Beside her stands a little maiden with

blue eyes and golden hair, playing with a doll. She looks

tenderly at the child, and strokes her hair ; but her eyes fill,

and the big tears fall upon her work.

“ Johansen is lying beside me asleep ; he smiles in his sleep.

Poor fellow ! he must be dreaming he is at home at Christmas

time with those he loves. But sleep on,—sleep and dream,

while the winter passes; for then confts spring—the spring* of

life.”

“ Sunday, December 22nd. Walked about outside for a

long time yesterday evening, while Johansen was having a

diorough cleaning in the hut, in preparation for Christmas.

This consisted chiefly in scraping the ashes out of the hearth, .

gathering up the refuse of bone and meat, and throwing it

away, and then breaking up the ice which has frozen together
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with all kinds of rubbish and refuse into a thick layer upon

the floor, making the hut rather low in the roof.

“ The northern lights were wonderful. However often we

see this weifd play of ligixt, we never tire of gazing at it

;

it seems to cast a spell over both sight and sense till it is

impossible to tear oneself away. It begins to dawn with a

pale, yellow, spectral light behind the mountain in the. east,

like the reflection of a fire far away. It broadens, and soon

the whole of the eastern sky is one glowing mass of fire. Now
it fades again, and gathers in a brightly Iflminous belt of mist

stretching towards the south-west, with only a few patches of

luminous haze visible here and there. After a while, scattered

rays suddenly shoot up from the fiery mist, almost reaching to

the zenith
;
then more ; they play over the belt in a wild chase

from east to west. I'hey seem to be always ddtarrg nearer

from a long, long way off. But suddenly a perfect veil of

rays showers from the zenith out over the northern sky

;

they are so fine and bright, like the finest of glittering silver

threads. Is it the fire-giant Suit himself, striking his mighty

silver harp, so that the strings tremble and sparkle in the

glow of the flames of Muspelheim? Yes, it is harp music,

wildly storming in the darkness ; it is the riotous war-dance

of Suit’s sons. And again, at times, it is like softly-playing,

gently-rocking, silvery waves, on which dreams travel into

unknown worlds.

“ The winter solstice has come, and the sun is at its

lowest ; but still, at midday we can just see a faint glimmer

of* it over the ridges in the south. Now it is again begin-

ning to mount northwards
; day by day it will grow lighter

and lighter, and the time will pass rapidly. Oh, how well I

can now understand our forefathers’ old custom of holding

an uproarious sacrificial banquet in the middle of winter,

when the power of the winter darkness was broken. We
would hold an uproarious feast here, if we had anything

to feast with ; but we have nothing. What need is there
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either? We shall hold our silent festival in the spirit, and

think of the spring.

“ In my walk I look at Jupiter over there above the crest of

the mountailf—Jupiter, the planet of the home it seems to

smile at us, and I recognise my good attendant spirit Am I

superstitious ?. This life and this scenery might well make one

so ;
and, in fact, is not every one superstitious, each in his

own way? Have not I a firm belief in my star, and that we
shall meet again ? It has scarcely foresaken me for a day.

Death, I believe, can never approach before one’s mission is

accomplished, never comes without one feeling its proximity

;

and yet a cold fate may one day cut the thread without

warning.”
** Tuesday, December 24th. At 2 p.m. to-day —24'’ C.

(ii'a® fielow zero Fahr.). And this is Christmas Eve, cold

and windy out of doors, and cold and draughty indoors. How
desolate it is ! Never before have we had such a Christmas

Eve.
“ At home the bells are now ringing Christmas in. I can

hear their sound as it swings through the air from the church

tower. How beautiful it is !

“ Now the candles are being lighted on the Christmas-trees,

the children are let in and dance round in joyous delight I

must have a Christmas party for children when I get home.

This is the time of rejoicing, and there is feasting in every cot-

tage at home. And we are keeping the festival in our little

way. Johansen has turned his shirt, and put the outside shirt

next him ; I have done the same, atfd then I have changed

my drawers, and put on the others that I had wrung out in

warm water. And I have washed myself, too, in a quarter of

a cup of warm water, with the discarded drawers as sponge and

towel. Now I feel quite another being; my clothes do not

stick to my body as much as they did. Then for supper .we

had ^fiskegratin,’ made of powdered fish and maize-meal, with'

train-oil to it instead of butter, both fried and boiled (one as
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dry as the other), and for dessert we had bread fried in train-

oil. To-morrow morning we are going to have chocolate and

bread.”*
“ Wednesday, December 25th. We have got]o^ly Christmas

weather, hardly any wind, and such bright, beautiful moonlight.

It gives one quite a solemn feeling. ’ It is the peace of

thousands of years. In the afternoon the northern lights were

exceptionally beautiful. When I came out at six o’clock there

was a bright, pale yellow bow in the southern sky. It remained

for a long time almost unchanged, and*then began to.^row

much brighter at the upper margin of the bow behind the

mountain crests in the east. It smouldered for some time, and
then all at once light darted out westwards along the bow

;

streamers shot up all along it towards the zenith, and in an

instant the whole of the southern sky from the arc the zenith

was aflame. It flickered and blazed, it whirled round like a
whirlwind (moving with the sun), rays darted backwards and
forwards, now red and reddish-violet, now yellow, green, and
dazzling white ; now the rays were red at the bottom, and

yellow and green farther up, and then again this order was

inverted. Higher and higher it rose
;
now it came on the

north side of the zenith too, for a moment there was a splendid

corona, and then it all became one whirling mass of fire up
there ;

it was like a whirlpool of fire in red, yellow, and green,

and the eye was dazzled with looking at it. It then drew
across to the northern sky, where it remained .a long time, but

not in such brilliancy. The arc from which it had sprung in

the south was still visible, but soon disappeared. The move-
ment of thq rays was chiefly from west to east, but sometimes

the reverse. It afterwards flared up brightly several times in

the northern sky ; I counted as many as six parallel bands at

* Christmas Eve and New Year’s Eve were the only occasions on which
we- allowed oursplves to take any of the provisions which w« were keeping

"for oui journey southwards.
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one time, but they did not attain to the brightness of the

former ones.

“ And this is Christmas Day. There are family dinners

going on at fiome. I can see the dignified old father standing

smiling and happy fh the doorway to welcome children and

grandchildren. Out-of-doors the snow is falling softly and

silently in big flakes, the young folk come rushing in fresh and

rosy, stamp the snow off their feet in the passage, shake their

things and hang them up, and then enter the drawing-room,

wherfi the fire is crackling comfortably and cosily in the stove ;

and they can see the snowflakes falling outside, and covering

the Christmas corn-sheaf. A delicious smell of roasting comes
from the kitchen, and in the dining-room the long table is

laid fo^ a^ good, old-fashioned dinner with good old wine.

How nice and comfortable everything is ! One might fall

ill with longing to be home. But wait, wait, when “summer

comes . . . ^ .

“ Oh, the road to the stars is both long and difficult.'”

“Tuesday, December 31st; And this year too is vanishing.

It has been strange, but after all it has perhaps not been so bad.’

“They are ringing out the old year now at home. Our
church-bell is the icy wind howling over glacier and snowfield,

howling fiercely as it whirls the drifting snow on high in cloud

after cloud, and sweeps it down upon us from the crest of the

mountain up yonder. Far in up the Qord you can see the

clouds of snow chasing one another over the ice in front of the

gusts of wind, and the snow-dust glittering in the moonlight

And the full moon sails silent and still out of one year into

another. She shines alike upon the good and liie evil, nor

does she notice the wants and yearnings of the new year.

Solitary, forsaken, hundreds of miles from all that one holds

dear ;
but the thoughts flit restlessly to and fro on their silent

paths. Once more a leaf is turned in the book of eternity^ a

new blank page it opened, and no one knows what will be
'

written on it.”
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The New Year, iSg%,

"Wednesday, January ist, 1896. — 4i*5“C. (42*2* below

zero Fahr.). So a new year has come, the year of joy and

home-coming. In bright moonlight 1895 departed, and in

bright moonlight 1896 begins ;
but it is bitterly ^^Id, the

coldest *days we have yet known here. I felt it, too, yester-

.

day, when all my finger-tips were frost-bitten. I thought I

had done with all that last spring.”

“ Friday, January 3rd. Morning : it is still clear and cold

out of doors : I dan hear reports from the glacier. It lies up

there on the crest of the mountain like a mighty ice-giant

peering down at us through the clefts. It spreads its giant’s •

body all over the land, and stretches out its limbs on all sides

into the sea. But whenever it turns cold—colder than it has

hitherto been—it writhes horribly, and crevice after crevice

appears in the huge body ; there is a noise like the discharge

of guns, and the sky and the earth tremble so that I can feel

the ground that I am lying on quake. One is almost afraid

that it will Some day come rolling over upon one.*
** Johansen is asleep, and making the hut resound. 1 am

* These rumblings in the glacier are due to rifts which are formed in the

muss of ice when the cold causes it to contract. New rifts seemed to be
formed only when the temperature sank lower than it had previously been
in the course of that winter ; at least it was only then that we heard the

rumblings.
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glad his mother cannot see him now. She would certainly

pity her boy, so black and grimy, and ragged as he is, with

sooty streaks all over his face. But wait, only wait ! She
shall have him again, safe and sound, and fresh and rosy.”

“ Wednesday, January 8th. Last night the wind blew the

sledge to which our thermometer was hanging out over the

slope. Stormy weather outside—furious weather, almost

taking away your breath if you put your head out. We lie

here trying to sleep—sleep the time away. But we cannot

always do it. Oh, those long sleepless nights when you turn

from side to side, kick your feet to put a little warmth into

them, and wish for only one thing in the world—sleep f The^
thoughts*are constantly busy with everything at home, but the

long, hea^' tmd^ lies here trying in vain to find an endurable

position'~am6ng the rough stones. However, time crawls on,

and now little Liv’s birthday has come. She is three years

old to-day, and must be a big girl now. Poor little thing t

You don’t miss your father now ; and next birthday I shall be

with you, I hope. What good friends we shall be ! You shall

ride-a-cock-horse, and I will tell you stories from the north

about bears, foxes, walruses, and all the strange animals up
there in the ice. No, I can’t bear to think of it.”

“Saturday, February ist. Here I am down with the

rheumatism. Outside it is growing gradually lighter day by
day, the sky above the glaciers in the south grows redder,

until at last one day the sun will rise above the crest, and our

last winter night be past. Spring is coming 1 I have often

thought spring sad. Was it because it vanished so quickly,

because it carried promises that summer never fulfilled ? But

there is.no sadness in this spring; its promiseS.»will be kept

;

it would be too cruel if they were not.”

It was a strange existence, lying thus in a hut underground

the whole winter through, without a thing to turn one’s hand

to. How we longed for a book 1 How delightful our life on

board the From appeared, when we had the whole library to

VOL. II. T
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We would often tdl each other how beauli^

this itort of life would have been after all, if we had ohly -had

anything tp read. Johansen always spoke with a si|^ 'Of

Heyse’s novels; he had specially liked those on board, ‘ind

he had not been able to finish the last one he was reading*.

The little readable matter which was to be found in our navi-

gation-table and almanack I had read so many times already

that I knew it almost by heart—^all about the Norwegian royal

family, all about persons apparently drowned, and all about

self-help for fishermen. Yet it was always a comfort'^^to see

these books ; the sight of the printed letters gave one a feeling

that there was after all a little bit of the civilised man left.

All that we really had to talk about had long ago been

thoroughly thrashed out, and, indeed, there wpre not many
thoughts of common interest that we had not exchanged.

The chief pleasure left to us was to picture to each other how
we should make up next winter at home for everything we had

missed during our sojourn here. We felt that we should have

learnt for good and all to set store by all the good things of

life, such as food, drink, clothes, shoes, house, home, good
neighbours, and all the rest of it. Frequently we occupied

ourselves, too, in calculating how' far the Fram could have

drifted, and whether there was any possibility of her getting

home to Norway before us. It seemed a safe assumption that

she might drift out into the sea between Spitzbergen and
Greenland next summer or autumn, and probability seemed

to point to her being in Norway in August or September.

But there was just the'* possibility that she might arrive earlier

in the sutnmer; or, on the other hand, we might not reach

home until later in the autumn. This was the great question

to which we could give no certain answer, and we reflected

with sorrow, that she might perhaps get home first. What
‘would our friends then think about us? Scarcely anyone
would have the least hope of seeing us again, not even our

comrades on board the Fram. It seemed to us, howevet',
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^ Wjis hardjy to . be expected that the SrgtM

cf>»fd<^e free from; the ice so eariy io- the summer,;.

i.jPut where wese we? And how great was the distance .we

had to travel ? Over and over again I reckoned out our
observations of the autumn and summer and spring, bat the

whole matter was a perpetual puszle. It seemed clear, indeed,

that we must be lying somewhere far to the west, perhaps off

the west coast of Franz Josef Land, a little north of Cape
Lofley, as I had conjectured in the autumn. But if that were
so, what could the lands be which we had seen to the north-

ward ? And what was the land to which we had first come?
From the first group of islands, which I had called White
Land (Hvitenland), to where we now lie, we had passed about

7
° of iSilgtlud^—that our observations proved conclusivdy;

But if we were now in the longitude of Cape Fligely, these

islands must lie on a meridian so far east that it would fall

between King Oscar's land and Crown Prince Rudolf Land j

and yet we had been much further east and had seen nothing

of these lands. How was this to be explained? And further-

more, the land we saw had disappeared to the southward ; and
we saw no indication of islands further east. No, we could

^ot have been near any known land ; we must be upon some
island lying further west, in the strait between Franz Josef

Land and Spitzbergen; and we could not but think of the

hitherto so enigmatic Gillies Land. But this, too, seemed
difficult to explain ; for it was hard to understand how, in this

comparatively narrow .strait, such an expensive mass of land as

this could find room without coming so near the North-East

Land of Spitzbergen that it could easily be seen from it. No
other conclusion, however, seemed at all plausible. We had
long ago given up the idea that our watches could be even

approximately right : for in that case, as already mentioned/

wo. must haye come right across Payer’s Wilczek Land and
Dove Glacier without having noticed them. This theory was

VOL. n. r 2
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consequently excluded. There were other things, too, that

greatly puzzled me. If we were on a new land, near Spitz-

bergen, why were the rose gulls never seen there, while we had

found them in flocks here to the north ? And then there was

the great variation of the compass. Unfortunately I had no

chart of the variations with me, and I could not remember

where the zero meridian of variation lay—the boundary line

between easterly and westerly variation. I thought, however,

that it lay somewhere near the North-Eagt Land ; and here we
had still a variation of about 20°. The whole thing w&s and

remained an insoluble riddle.

As the daylight began to lengthen later in the spring, I

made a discovery which had the effect of still more hopelessly

bewildering us. At two points on the horizon a^out W.S.W.,

I fancied that I could see land looming in the air. The
appearance recurred again and again, and at last I was quite

certain that it really was land ; but it must be very far away

;

at least 69 miles, I thought.* If it had been difficult to find

room between Franz Josef Land and North-East Land for the

islands we had hitherto seen, it was more difficult still to find

room for these new ones. Could it be the North-East Land
itself? This seemed scarcely credible. This land must lie in

about 81° or so northward, while the North-East Land does not
reach much north of 80°. But at least these islands must be
pretty near North-East Land, and if we once reached them,

we could not have much farther to go, and would perhaps find

open water all the way to the Tromso sloop on which our

fancy had now dwelt for over a year, and which was to take us

home.
The thought of all the good things we should find on board

that sloop was what comforted us whenever the time hung
unendurably heavy on our hands. Our life was not, indeed,

•altogether luxurious. How we longed for a change in the uni-

* It proved afterwards that the distance was about 56 inUe&
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fqrmity of our diet. If only we could have had a little sugar

and farinaceous food, in addition to all the excellent meat we
had, we could have lived like princes. Our thoughts dwelt

longingly on great platters full of cakes, not to mentiori bread

and potatoes. How we would make up for lost time when we
got back j and we would begin as soon as we got on board that

Tromso sloop. Would they have potatoes on board? Would
they have fresh bread ? At worst, even hard ship’s bread

would not be so bad, especially if we could get it fried in sugar

and butter. But befter even than food would be the clean

clothes we could put on. And then books—only to think of

books ! Ugh, the clothes we lived in were horrible ! and when
we wanted to enjoy a really delightful hour we would set to

work imagining a great, bright, clean shop, where the walls

were hufl5*witR nothing but new, clean, soft woollen clothes,

from which we could pick out everything we wanted. Only to

think of shirts, vests, drawers, soft and warm woollen trousers,

deliciously comfortable jerseys, and then clean woollen stock-

ings and warm felt slippers—could anything more delightful be

imagined ? And then a Turkish bath ! We -would sit up side

by side in our sleeping-bag for hours at a time, and talk of all

these things. They seemed almost unimaginable. Fancy
being able to throw away all the heavy, oily rags we had to

live in, glued as they were to our bodies. Our legs suffered

most ; for there our trousers stuck fast to our knees, so that

when we moved they abraded and tore the skin inside our thighs

till it was all*raw and bleeding. I had the greatest difficulty

in keeping these sores from becoming ’hltogether too ingrained

with fat and dirt, and had to be perpetually washing them
with moss, or a rag from one of the bandages in our medicine-

bag, and a little water, which I warmed in a cup over the lamp.

I have never before understood what a magnificent invention

soap really is. We made all sorts of attempts to wash tt\e

worst of the dirt away ; but they were all equally unsuccessful.

Water had no effect upon all this grease ; it was better to scour
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oneself with moss and sand. We could find plenty of sa^nd in

the walls of the hut, when we hacked the ice off theni. Tfie

best method, however, was to get our hands thoroughly lubri-

cated with warm bears’ blood and train-oil, and then scrub it

off again with moss. They thus became as white and soft as

the hands of the most delicate lady, and we could scarcely

believe that they belonged to our own bodies. When there

was none of this toilet preparation to be had, we found the

next best plan was to scrape our skin with a knife.

If it was difficult to get our own bodids clean, it was §. sheer

impossibility as regards our clothes. We tried all possible

ways
; we washed them both in Eskimo fashion and in our

own ;
but neither was of much avail. We boiled our shirts in

the pot hour after hour, but took them out only to find them
just as full of grease as when we put them in.* S'i>«rr we took

to wringing the train-oil out of them. This was a little better ;

but the only thing that produced any real effect was to boil

them, and then scrape them with a knife while they were still

warm. By holding them in our teeth and our left hand and
stretching them out, while we scraped them all over with the

right hand, we managed to get amazing quantities of fat out of

them ; and we could almost have believed that they were

quite clean when we put them on again after they were dry.

The fat which we scraped off was, of course, a welcome
addition to our fuel.

In the meanwhile our hair and beard grew entirely wild. It

is true we bad scissors and could have cut theigi ; but as our

supply of clothes was. by no means too lavish, we thought

it kept us little warmer to have all this hair, which began to

flow down over our shoulders. But it was coal-black like our

faces, and we thought our teeth and the whites of our eyes

shone with an uncanny whiteness now that we could see each

other again in the daylight of the spring. On the whole,

however, we were so accustomed to each other’s appearance

that we really found nothing remarkable about it, and not until
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YeH in with other people and found that they wer? not

^edsely of that opinion, did we begin to recognise that our

outer man was, perhaps, open to criticism. ^ ,

It was a strange life, and in many ways it put our patience

to a severe test ; but it was not so unendurable as one might

suppose. We, at any rate, thought that, all things considered,

we were fairly well off. Our spirits were good the whole time j

we looked serenely towards the future, and rejoiced in the

thought of all the d^ights it had in store' for us. We did not

even have recourse to quarrelling to while away the time.

After* our return, Johansen was once asked how we two had

got on during the winter, and whether we had managed not

to fall out with each other ; for it is said to be a severe test

for twt^menjo^live so long together in perfect isolation. “Oh,
no,” he answered, “ we didn’t quarrel ; the only thing was that

I have the bad habit of snoring in my sleep, and then Nansen
used to kick me in the back.” I cannot deny that this is the

case ; I 'gave him many a well-meant kick, but fortunately he

only shook himself a little and slept calmly on.

Thus did our time pass. We did our best to sleep away as

much as possible of it. We carried this art to a high pitch of

perfection, and could sometimes put in as much as 20 hours’

sleep in the 24. If anyone still holds to the old superstition

that scurvy is due to lack of exercise, he may look upon us as

living evidences to the contrary ; for all the time our health

was excellent. As the light now began to return with the

spring, however, we were more inclined to go out. Besides, it

was not always so cold now, and we had to restrict our sleep a

little. Then, too, the time for our departure was approaching,

and we had plenty to occupy us in the way of preparation and

so forth.

“ Tuesday, February 25th. Lovely weather to be out in to

day ;
it is as though spring were beginning. We have seen

the first birds, first a flock of half a score of little auks

(Misr^lus al/e), then a flock of four ; they came from the south-
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along the land, evidently through the sound in the south-east

and disappeared ‘behind the mountain crest to the north-west

of us. Once more we heard their cheerful twittering, and it

roused a responsive echo in the soul. A little later we heard

it again, and then it seemed as if they were perched on the

mountain above us. It was the first greeting from life.

Blessed birds, how welcome you are !

“ It was quite like a spring evening at home ; the sun’s red

glow faded little by little into golden c\puds, and the moon
rose I went up and down outside, and dreamt I in

Norway on a spring evening.”
“ Wednesday, February 26th. To-day we ought to have had

the sun again, but the sky was cloudy.”

“ Friday, February 28th. I have discov^red ^ th<i {: it is

possible to get twelve threads out of a bit of twine, and

am as happy as a king. We have thread enough now,

and our wind-clothes shall be whole once more. It is

possible, too, to ravel out the canvas in the bags, and

use it for thread.”

“ Saturday, February 29th. The sun high above the glacier

to-day. We must begin to economise in train-oil in earnest

now if we are to get away from here, or there will be too little

blubber for the journey.”

“Wednesday, March 4th. When Johansen went out this

morning, the mountain above us was covered with little auks,

which flew twittering from crest to crest, arid sat all over the

glacier. When we went out again later on, they were gone.”
“ Friday, March 6th. We are faring badly now. We

have to sle^p in the dark to save oil, and can only cook once a

day,”

“Sunday, March 8th. Shot a bear. Johansen saw ten

flocks of little auks flying up the sound this morning.”
- “ Tuesday, Mar'*!^ loth. That bSar the day before yesterday

came in the niclj '^me, and an amusing fellow he was too.

We were ver* both for blubber and meat, but most
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for blubber, and we were longing for a bear ; we thought it

must be about time for them to come again now. I had just

spent Sunday morning in mending my wind-trousers and

patching my ^komager ’ so as to be all ready if a Bear should

come. Johansen, whose cooking week it was, had been sewing

a little too, and was just cleaning up the hut for Sunday, and

taking out some bone and meat : he hadT' taken it as far as the

passage. But no sooner had he raised the skin over the open-

ing out there, than I heard him come tumbling head foremost

in again over the bone heap and say : ‘ There’s a bear stand-

ing just outside the door.’ He snatched his gun down from

where it hung, under the roof, and again put his head into

the passage, but drew it quickly back, saying, ‘ He is standing

close b^, and must be thinking about coming in.’ He
managed fB^dra^ aside a corner of the door-skin, just enough

to give him elbow room to shoot, but it was not altogether

easy. The passage was narrow enough before, and now, in

addition, it was full of all the back-bones and scraps of meat
I saw him once lift the gun to his shoulder, as he lay crouched

together, but take it down again ; he had forgotten to cock it,

and the bear had moved a little away, so that he only saw its

muzzle and paws. But now it began scraping down in the

passage with one paw, as if it wanted to come in, and Johansen

thought he must fire, even if he could not see. He put out

his gun, pointing the barrel at the upper edge of the opening

;

he thought the shot must go right into the bear’s breast, and

so he fired. I heard a dull growl, and the crunching of the

snow under heavy footsteps, which weilt up towards the talus.

Johansen loaded again, and put his head out at tlrc opening.

He said he saw it going up there, and that it didn’t seem up

to much, and forthwith he rushed after it. I, meanwhile, was

lying head foremost in the bag hunting for a sock which I

could ftof find. At last, after a long search, I found it

—

ot)

the floor, of course. Then I, too, was ready ;
and well

equipped with gun,, cartridges, knife, and file (to sharpen the
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seal-knife), I followed. I had my wind-trousers ort, too j thiy

had been hanging unused all through the winter's cold for

want of thread to mend them with, but now, when the

temperature was only— 2® C. (28*4° F.), they of course had

to come out. I followed the tracks ; they went westwards

and northwards along^the shore. After a little while I at last

met Johansen, who said that the bear lay farther on ; he had

at last got up to it, and finished it with a shot in the back.

While he returned to fetch the sledgeg, I went on to begin

skinning. It was not to be done quite so quickly, hdivever.

As I approached the place where I thought it must be lying,

I caught sight of the * dead bear ’ far ahead, trotting pretty

briskly along the shore. Now and then it stopped to look

round at me. I ran out on to the ice, to f outside it, if

possible, and drive it back, so that we should not have so far

to drag it. When I had kept on at this for some time, and

was about on a level with it, it began clambering up the

glacier, and under some ragged rock. I had not reckoned

on a ‘ dead bear ’ being able to do this, and the only thing

was to stop it as soon as possible ; but, just as I got within

range, it disappeared over the crest. Soon I saw it again, a

good deal higher up and far out of range. It was craning its

neck to see if I were following. I went up some way after

it, but, as it went on along the mountain more quickly than

I could follow it in the deep snow, under which, moreover,

there were crevices into which I kept falling up to my waist,

I preferred to clamber^ down on to the fjord-ice again. In a

little while the bear emerged from beneath a perpendicular

cliff with a precipitous bit of talus beneath it. Here it began
to crawl carefully along at the very top of the talus. I was
now afraid of its lying down in a place like this where we
could not get at it, and even though the range was long I

felt I must fire and see if I could not make it fall over. It

did not look as if it had too firm a footing up there. It was
blowing like anything here under the cliff, and I saw that the
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l^r had to lie flat down and hold on with it& claws when
the worst gusts came, and then, too, it had lonly three paws
to hold on with : the right fore-leg had been brc^^. I, went

up to a big stone at the lower edge of the talus, took good
aim and fired. I saw the bullet strike the snow just beneath

it, but whether it was hit or not, it started up and tried to

jump over a drift, but slipped, and rolled over. It tried

several times to stop itself, but went on, until at last it found

its feet, and began t^ crawl slowly up again. Meanwhile I

had leaded again, and the range was now shorter. I fired

once more. It stood still a moment, then slipped farther

and farther dow'n the drift, at first slowly, then quicker and
quicker, rolling over and over. I thought it was coming

straight towards me, but comforted myself with the thought

that the'^one I was standing behind was a good solid

one. I squatted down and quickly put a- fresh cartridge

into my gun. The bear had now arrived at the talus below

the drift ;
it came tearing down, together with stones and

lumps of snow, in a series of leaps, each longer than the last.

It w'as a strange sight, this great white body flying through the

air, and turning somersault after somersault, as if it had been

a piece of wood. At last it took one tremendous leap, and
landed against an enormous stone. There was a regular

crash, and there it lay close beside me ; a few spasms passed

through it, and all was over. It was an uncommonly large he-

bear, with a beautiful thick fur, which one might well wish to

have at home ; but the best thing of all was that it was very

fat. It was so windy that the gusts were apt to blow you over,

if you were not prepared for them j but with the iir so mild

as it was, wind did not matter much ; it would not have been

such bad work to skin it had it not been that it was lying in

a hollow, and was so big that one man could not stir it. After

a time, however, Johansen came, and at last we had got it

dismembered, and had dragged it down to the ice, and piled

it, on the sledge. We had not gone far, however, before we
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found that it would be too heavy for us to draw all at onpe

against this wind, and for such a distance. We laid half of it

in a heap on the ice, and spread the skin over it, intending to

fetch it in a day or two; and even then we had difficulty

enough in fighting on against the wind, in the dark, so that

it was late at night before we got home. But it was long

since we had so much enjoyed our home-coming, and being

able to lie down in our bag, and sup off fresh meat and hot

soup.” ^
We lived on that bear for six weeks. ^

“ When Johansen was out this morning at 6, he thought he

saw little auks in millions flying up the sound. When we went

out at 2 in the afternoon, there was an unceasing passage of

flock after flock out to sea, and this continued^ujjtil lajp in the

afternoon. I saw two guillemots {Uria gryUe\ too, fly over

our heads. They are the first we have seen.”*

“ Wednesday, March 2Sth. There is the same dark water-

sky behind the promontory in the south-west, stretching thence

westwards almost to the extreme west. It has been there all

through this mild weather with south-westerly wind, from the

very beginning of the month. There seems to be always open
water there, for no sooner is the sky overcast than the reflec

tion of water appears in that quarter.”

“Thursday, April 2nd. As I awoke at about 8 this evening

(our morning happened to fall in the evening to-day), we heard

an animal rustling about outside, and gna^ving at something.

We did not take much notice of it, thinking it was a fox, busy

as usual with some meat up on the roof ; and if it did seem
to be making rather more noise than we had of late been
accustomed to hear from foxes, yet it was scarcely noise

* We bad now, as the spring advanced, a good opportunity of seeing
bow the little auk in great flocks and the black guillemots in smaller
numbers, invaiiably set forth from land at certain times of the day towards
the open sea, and then at other times returned in unbroken lines up the
ice-bound fjords to their nest-rocks again.
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enough to come from a bear. We did not take into con-

sideration that the snow was not so cold and c{^ckling now as

it had been earlier in the winter. When Johansen went out

to read the thermometer, he saw that it was a beat that had
been there. It had gone round the hut, but had evidently not

liked all the bears’ carcases, and had not ventured past them
up to the walrus blubber on the roof. At the opening of the

passage and the chimney it had sniffed hard, doubtless

enjoying the delicious scent of burnt blubber and live human
flesh. = Then it had dragged a walrus-hide, that was lying

outside, a little way off, and scraped the blubber off it. It

had come from the ice obliquely up the hill following the

scent, had then followed our footsteps from the hut to the

place where we get salt water, and had thence gone farther out

over the Vtk until it had got scent of the walrus-carcases out

there, and was going towards them when Johansen caught

sight of it There it set to work to gnaw. As my gun was

not fit to use at the moment, I took Johansen’s and went

alone. The bear was so busy gnawing and tearing pieces off

the carcase that I could get close up to it from behind without

troubling about cover. Wishing to try how near I could get,

I went on, and it was not until I was so near that I could

almost touch it with the muzzle of my gun that it heard my
steps, so busy had it been. It started round, gazed defiantly

and astonished at me, and I saluted it with a charge right in

its face. It threw up its head, sneezed, and blew blood out

over the snow, as it turned round again and galloped away.

I was going to load again, but the cartridge jammed, and it

was only by using my knife that I got it out. WJiile I was

doing this, the bear had bethought himself, stopped, turned

towards me, and snorted angrily, as he made up his mind to

set upon me. He then went up on to a piece of ice close by,

placed himself in an attitude of defence, and stretched out his

neck towards me, while the blood poured from his mouth and

nostrils. The ball had gone right through his head, but with-
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out touching the brain. At last I had put another cartridge

in, but had to give him five shots before I finally killed him.

At each shot he fell, but got up again. I was not accustomed

to the sighfs on Johansen’s gun, and shot rather too high with it

At last I grew angry, rushed up to him, and finished him off.”

We were beginning to be well supplied with blubber and
meat for the journey south, and were now busy fitting ourselves

out. And there was a great deal to be done. We had to

begin to make ourselves new clothes out of our blankets ; our

wind-clothes had to be patched and mended ; our “ komager ”

had to be soled, and we had to make socks and gloves out of

bear-skin. 'I'hen we had to make a light, good sleeping-bag

of bear-skin. All this would take time ; and from this time

we worked industriously at our needle from early morning till

late at night. Our hut was suddenly transformed Tfito a busy

tailor’s and shoemaker’s work-room, where we sat side by side

in the sleeping-bag upon the stone-bed, and sewed and sewed

and thought about the home-coming. We got thread by
unravelling the cotton canvas of some provision bags. It

need hardly be said that we were always talking about the

prospects for our journey, and we found great comfort in the

persistence of the dark sky in the south-west, which indicated

milch open water in that direction, I consequently thought

we should have good use for our kayaks on the journey to

Spitzbergen, I mention this open water several times in my
journal. For instance, on April 1 2th :

“ open water from the

promontory in the south-west, northwards as far as we can
see.” By this I mean,* of course, that there was dark air over

the whole«horizon in this direction, showing clearly that there

was open water there. This could not really surprise us;

indeed, we ought to have been prepared for it, since Payer
had found open water in the middle of April at a more
northerly point on the west coast of Crown-Prince Rudolf
Land ; and this had been continually in my thoughts all

through the winter.
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Another thing which made us believe in the close vicinity

of the sea, was that we were daily visited by ^vory gulls and

fulmars {Froceiaria glacialis), sometimes skuas also. We
saw the first ivo^y gulls on March lathj throughout -April

they became more and more riumerous, and soon we had
plenty both of them and of the burgomasters {Larus glaucus)

sitting on our roof and round the hut, and drumming and

])ecking at the bones and remains of bears they found there.

Dining the winter the continual gnawing of the foxes at the

meat iip there had en*l:erlained us and reminded us that we
were not quite forsaken by living things; when half asleep

we could often imagine that we were in our beds at home,

and heard the rats and mice holding their revels in the attic

above us. With the coming of daylight, the foxes vanished.

They nor\^‘foimti plenty of little auks up in the clefts of the

mountains, and had no longer to depend on our stone-hard

frozen bear-meat. But now we had the drumming of the gulls

instead
;
but they did not call up the same illusions, and,

when we had them on the roof just over our heads, were often

very tiresome, and even disturbed our sleep, -so that we had

to knock on the roof, or go out and frighten them away,

which, however, had the desired effect only for a few minutes.

On the 1 8th of April, while I was at work on some solar

time observations, I happened to look up, and was surprised

to see a bear standing just opposite to me down on' the ice

by the shore. It must have been standing there a long time,

wondering what I was about. I ran to the hut for a gun
;

but when I returned it took to its heels, and I was not eager

to follow it, •

“Sunday, April 19th. I was awakened at 7 o’clock this

morning by the heavy steps of a bear outside. I wakened

Johansen, who struck a light, and I got on my trousers and
‘ komager ’ and crept out with loaded gun. During the night

a great disal of snow had, as usual, drifted over the skin that

covered the opening,, and was difficult to break through. At
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last by kicking with all my might from below, I managed to

knock the snov^ off, and put my head out into the daylight,

which was quite dazzling after the darkness down in the hut.

I saw nothiing, but knew that the bear must.be standing just

behind the hut. Then I heard a snorting and blowing, and

off went the brute in a clumsy bear’s gallop up the slope. I

did not know whether to shoot or not, and to tell the truth I

had little inclination for bear-skinning in this bitter weather

;

but half at random, I sent a shot aft^r it, which of course

missed, and I was not sorry. I did not shoot again ; ^e one

shot was enough to frighten it, and keep it from coming again

for the present ; we did not want it, if only it would leave our

things in peace. At the cleft to the north it looked back, and
then went on. As usual it had come against the wind, and
must have scented us far west upon the ice. Ifliad made
several tacks to leeward to us, had been at the entrance of the

hut, where it had left a visiting-card, and had then gone
straight to a mound at the back of us, where there is some
walrus blubber, surrounded on all sides by bears’ carcases.

These had no terrors for it. The bear-skin which covered it,

it had dragged a long way, but fortunately it had not succeeded

in getting anything eaten before I came.”

“Sunday, May 3rd. When Johansen came in this morn-
ing, he said he had seen a bear out on the ice

;
it was coming

in. He went out a little later to look for it, but did not see

it; it had probably gone into the bay to the north. We
expected a visit from it, however, as the wind was that way

;

and as we sat later id the day, sewing as hard as we could
sew, we ‘heard heavy footsteps on the snow outside. They
stopped, went backwards and forwards a little, and then some-
thing was drawn along, and all was quiet. Johansen crept

cautiously out with his gun. When he put his head out of the

hole, and his eyes had recovered from the first dazzling effects

of the daylight, he saw the bear standing gnawing at a bear-

skin. A bullet through the head killed it on the spot. It was
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a lean little animal, but worth taking, inasmuch as it saved us

the trouble of thawing up carcases, in order cut provisions

for our journey off them. Frozen stiff as they now are, we
cannot cut them, up outside in the cold, but have to bring

them into the hut, and soften them in the warmth, before we
can cut anything off them, and this takes time. Two bears

were here on a visit last night, but they turned back again at

the sledge, which is stuck up on end in the moraine to the

west of us, to serve as a stand for our thermometer.”

As we were breakfasting on May pth, we again heard a

bear’s footstep outside^ and being afraid that it was going to

eat up our blubber, we had no other resource than to shoot it.

We now had far more meat than we required, and did not care

to use more cartridges on these animals for the present ; but

what grfbved us**most was the thought of all the beautiful bear-

skins which we should leave behind us. The time was now
drawing near when we should break up our camp, and we
worked eagerly at our preparations. Our clothes were now
ready. The entry for Tuesday, May 12th, runs thus : “Took
leave to-day of my old trousers. I was quite sad at the

thought of the good service they had done j but they are now
so heavy with oil and dirt that they must be several times their

original weight, and, if they were squeezed, oil would ooze out

of them.” It was undeniably pleasant to put on the new,' light

soft trousers of blanket, which were, to some extent, free from

grease. As, however, this material was loose in texture, I was

was afraid it might wear out before we reached Spitsbergen,

and wo had therefore strengthened it bftth inside and outside

with pieces of an old pair of drawers, and of a shirt, to protect

it from wear.

While I was taking some observations outside the hut on
Saturday, May i6th, I saw a bear with quite a small young one

out on the ice. I had just taken a turn out there, and they

were examining my tracks. The mother went first, going up
on to all the hummocks I had been upon, turning round and -

VOL. II. u
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snuffing, and looking at the tracks, and then descending again,

and going on. ^The tiny young one trotted along behind,

exactly repeating the movements of its mother. At last they

grew tired of this, and turned their steps towards the shore,

disappearing behind the promontory to the north of us.

Shortly after Johansen came out, and I told him about it, and
said ; “ I expect we shall soon see them in the cleft up there,

as the wind is that way.” I had scarcely said it, when, looking

across, we saw them both standing, s^fctching their necks,

snuffing and looking at us and the hut. We did not wknt to

shoot them, as we had abundance of food ; but we thought it

would be amusing to go nearer and watch them, and then, if

possible, frighten them sufficiently to keep them from visiting

us in the night, so that we could sleep in pca<^e. AV^en we
approached, the mother snorted angrily, turned several times

as if to go, pushing the young one on first, but turned back

again to observe us more closely. At last they jogged slowly

off, continually hesitating and looking back. When they got

down to the shore, they again went quite slowly among the

hummocks, and I ran after them. The mother went first,

the young one trotting after exactly in her footsteps. I was

soon close to them, the mother saw me, started, and tried to

get the young one to go with her
; but I now discovered that

it coufd run no faster than I could follow it. As soon as the

mother saw this, she turned round, snorted and came storming

right at me. I halted, and prepared to shoot, in case she

should come too nea^ and in the meantime the little one
tramped on as fast as it could. The mother halted at the

distance of a few paces from me, snorted and hissed again,

looked round at the young one, and when the latter had got a
good way on, trotted after it. I ran on again, and overtook

the young one, and again the mother went through the same
manoeuvres ; she seemed to have the greatest possible desire

to strike me to the earth, but then the young one had again;:

got ahead a little, and she did not wait to do it but trotted ^
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a^er. This was repeated several times, and then they began
t6 clamber up the glacier, the mother in froA, the young one
after. But the latter did not get on very fast ; it trudged along

as well as it could in its mother’s footprints in the deep snow j

it reminded me exactly of a child in trousers, as it clambered

up and kept looking round, half frightened, half curious. It

was touching to see how incessantly the mother turned round
to hasten it on, now and then jogging it with her head, hissing

and snorting all the frhile at me standing quietly below and
looking on. When they reached the crest the mother stopped

and hissed worse than ever, and when she had let the young
one pass her, they both disappeared over the glacier, and I

went back to continue my work.

For tJie lasfc»fe'./ iveeks a feverish activity had reigned in our

hut. We had become more and more impatient to make a

start ;
but there was still a great deal to be done. We realised

in bitter earnest that we had no longer the Fram's stores to

fall back upon. On board the Fram there might be one or

two things lacking
; but here we lacked practically everj'-

thing. What would we not have given even for a single

box of dog-biscuits—or ourselves—out of the Fram's abun-

dance? Where were we to find all that we needed? “For
a sledge expedition, one must lay in light and nourishing

provisions, which at the same time afford as mucli variety

as possible ; one must have light and warm clothing, strong

and practical sledges,” etc., etc.—we knew by heart all these

maxims of the Arctic text-book. The journey that lay before

us, indeed, was not a very great one
\
the thing was pimply to

reach Spitzbergen and get on board the sloop ; but it was long

enough after all to make it necessary for us to take certain

measures of precaution.

When we dug up the stores which we had buried at the^

beginning of the winter, and opened the bags, we found that

thebBf were some miserable remains of a commissariat which
had once, indeed, been good, but was now for the most part

VOL. II. u a •
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mouldy and spoilt by the damp of the previous autumn. Oyr
flour, our precidlis flour, had got mildewed, and had to be

thrown away. The chocolate had been dissolved by the

damp, and no longer existed; and the pemmican—well—it

had a strange appearance, and when we tasted it—ugh ! It

too had to be thrown away. There remained a certain

quantity of fish-flour, some aleuronate flour, and some damp
half-moulded bread, which we carefully boiled in train-oil,

partly to diy it, as all damp was expelled by the boiling oil,

partly to render it more nutritious by impregnating it wfth fat.

We thought it tasted delightful, and preserved it carefully for

festal occasions, and times when all other food failed us. Had
we been able to dry bear’s flesh, we should have managed very

well ; but the weather was too raw and cold, a/'d the strips of

flesh we hung up became only half dry. There was nothing

for it but to lay in a store of as much cut-up raw flesh and

blubber as we could carry with us. Then we filled the three

tin boxes that had held our petroleum with train-oil, which we
used as fuel. For cooking on the journey we would use the

pot belonging to our cooking apparatus; and our lamp we
used as a brazier in which to burn blubber and train-oil

together. These provisions and this fuel did not constitute

a particularly light equipment ; but it had this advantage, that

we should probably be able to replace what we consumed of

it by the way. It was to be hoped that we should find plenty

of game.

Our short sledges w/ire a greater trouble to us, for of course

we could jiot get them lengthened now. If we failed to find

open water all the way over to Spitzbergen, and were com-
pelled to drag them over the uneven drift-ice, we could scarcely

imagine how we should get on with the kayaks lying on these

short sledges, without getting them knocked to pieces on
bummocks and pressure-ridges ; for the kayaks were supported

only at the middle, while both ends projected far beyond the

sledge, and at the slightest inequality these ends hacked
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against the ice, and scraped holes in the sail-cloth. We had
to protect them well by lashing bear-skins j^nder them ; and
then we had to make the best grips we could contrive out of

the scanty wood we had, to hx on the sledges. This was no
easy matter, for the great point was to make the grips high in

order to raise the kayaks as much as possible, and keep them
clear of the ice ; and then they had to be well lashed in order

to keep their places. But we had no cord to lash them with,

and had to make it /or ourselves of raw bear-skin or walrus-

hide, which is not the best possible material for lashings.

This difficulty, too, we overcame, and got our kayaks to lie

steadily and well. We of course laid the heaviest part of their

cargo as much as possible in the middle, so that the ends

should not b^Jbroken down by the weight. Our own personal

equipment was quite as difficult to get in order. I have

mentioned that we made ourselves new clothes, and this took

a long time with two such inexpert tailors ; but practice made
us gradually more skilful, and I think we had good reason to

be proud of the results we finally achieved. When we at last

put them on, the clothes had quite an imposing appearance

—

so we thought at any rate. We saved thepi up and kept them
hanging as long as possible, in order that they might still be
new when we started. Johansen, I believe, did not wear his

new coat before we fell in with other people. He declared

he must keep it fresh till we arrived in Norway ; he could not

go about like a pirate when he got among his countrymen

again. The poor remains of underclothes that we possessed

had of course to be thoroughly washed before we started, so

that it should be possible to move in them without their

rasping too many holes in our skin. The washing we accom-
plished as above described. Our foot-gear was in anything

but a satisfactory condition. Socks, indeed, we could make
of bear-skin ; but the worst of it was that the soles of our
“ komager ” were almost worn out We managed, however, to

make soles of a sort out of walrus-hide, by scraping about half
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kjS, thidcness away* and then drying it over the lamp. ,

these soles mended our “komager” after the fash^op.ortl^e;

Finns; we had plenty of “senne” thread (sedge thread), and
we managed to get our komagers pretty well lyater-tight again.

Thus in spite of everything we were tolerably well oflf for

clothes, though it cannot be said that those we had w;ere

remarkable for their cleanliness. To protect us against wind

and rain we had still our wind-clothes, which we had patched

and stitched together as well as we cguld ; but it took a

terrible time, for the whole garments now consisted of scarcely

anything else but patches and seams, and when you bad sewn

up a hole at one place, they split at another the next time you
put them on. The sleeves were particularly bad, and at last I

tore both sleeves off my jacket, so that I should not have the

annoyance of seeing them perpetually stripped away.
*

It was very desirable, too, that we should have a tolerably

light sleeping-bag. The one we had brought with us no longer

existed, as we had made clothes out of the blankets ; so the

only thing was to try and make as light a bag as possible out

of bear-skin. By picking out the thinnest skins we possessed,

we managed to make one not so much heavier than the

reindeer-skin bag which we had taken with us on leaving the

From. A greater difficulty was to procure a practicable tent.

The one we had had was out of the question. It had been
worn and torn to pieces on our five months’ journey of the

year before, and what was left of it the foxes had made an end
of, as we had had it lying spread over our meat and blubber

heap in the autumn to protect it against the gulls. The foxes

had gnawed and torn it in all directions, and had carried off

great strips of it which we found scattered around. We
speculated a great deal as to how we could make ourselves a
new tent. The only thing we could think of was to put our

sledges, with the kayaks upon them, parallel to each other at the

distance of 'about a man’s height, then pile snow around them
at the sides until they were closed in, lay our snowshoes and
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B^ittboo staffs across, and then our two sails, laced

©6^ther, bV»' the whole, so that ihe;^ Should^ach the ground
oh both sides. In this' way we managed to inal;;e ourselves

a quite effective* shelter, the kayaks forming the roof ridges,

and the sails the sjde walls of the tent It was not quite

impervibus to drifting Snow, and we had usually a good deal of

trouble in stopping up cracks and openings with our wind-

clothes and’ things of that sort

But the most impostant part of our equipment was, after all,

our firearms, and these, fortunately, we had kept in tolerably

good order. We cleaned the rifles thoroughly and rubbed
them with train-oil. We had also a little vaseline and gun-oil

left for the locks. On taking stock of our ammunition, vre

found Jo our v?.y that we still had about 100 rifle cartridges and
I xo small shot cartridges. We had thus enough, if necessary,

for several more winters.
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CHAPTER IX.

The Journey SouxHWifRDS.

Ax last, on Tuesday, May 19th, we were ready for the start.

Our sledges stood loaded and lashed. The last thing we did

was to photograph our hut both outside and inside, and to

leave in it a short report of our journey. It rarrthus *

“Tuesday, May 19th, 1896. We were frozen in north of

Kotelnoi at about 43' N. lat., September 22nd, 1893.

Drifted north-westward during the following year, as we had
expected to do. Johansen and I left the JFram, March t4th,

1895, about 84° 4' N. lat. and 103° E. long.,* to push on
northward. The command of the remainder of the expedition

was transferred to Sverdrup. Found no land northwards. On
April 6th, 1895, we had to turn back at 86“ 14' N. lat., and
about 95“ E. long., the ice having become impassable. Shaped
our course for Cape Fligely j but our watches having stopped,

we did not know our longitude with certainty, and arrived on
August 6th, 1895, at four glacier-covered islands to the north

of this line of islands, aft about 81“ 30’ N. lat., and about 7“ E.

of this plarf:e. Reached this place August 26th, 1895, and
thought it safest to winter here. Lived on bears’ flesh. Are
starting to-day south-westward along the land, intending to

cross over to Spitzbergen at the nearest point We conjecture

that we are on Gillies Land.

“Fridtjof Nansen.”

* This was a slip of the pen ; it ought to be 102“ E. long.
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Hiis earliest report of our journey was deposited in a brass

tube which had formed the cylinder of the^^ir^pump of our
“ Primus.” The tube was closed with a plug of, wood and
hung by a wire to the roof-tree of the hut.

At length, on Tues^y, the 19th May, we were ready, and
at 7 p.m. left our winter lair, and began our journey south.

After having had so little exercise all the winter, we were not

much disposed for walking, and thought our sledges with the

loaded kayaks heavy«to pull along. In order not to do too

much at first, but make our joints supple before we began to

exert ourselves seriously, we walked for only a few hours the

first day, and then, well satisfied, pitched our camp. There
was such a wonderfully happy feeling in knowing that we were,

at last^on the^ move, and that we were actually going home-
wards.

The following day (Wednesday, May 20th) we also did only

a short day’s march. We were making for the promontory to

the south-west of us that we had been looking at all the

winter. Judging from the sky, it was on the further side of

this headland that we should find open water. We were very

eager to see how the land lay ahead of this point. If we were

north of Cape Lofley, the land must begin to trend to the

south-east. If, on the other hand, the trend of the coast was

to the south-west, then this must be a new land further west,

and near Gillies Land.

The next day (Thursday, May 21st) we reached this pro-

montory, and pitched onr camp there, ,A11 through the winter

we had called it the Cape of Good Hope, as we expected

to find difierent conditions there, which would facilitate our

advance; and our hopes were not to be disappointed. From
the crest of the mountain I saw open water not far off to the

south, and also two new snow-lands, one large one in front (in

the south, 40° W.), and one not much smaller in the west

(S. 85“ W.). It was completely covered with glacier, and

looked like an evenly vaulted shield. I could not see clearly
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how the 'Cbut ran on account of a headland to the tidutSeHh^lf

But it did not ^cem to trend to the south-east, so that tte-

could not,be near Cape Loflejr. We now hoped tiAfwe!

might be able to launch our Icayaks the very next day^' ^hd

-that we should then make rapid prog^ss in a south*wester!y

direction ; but in this we were disappointed. The heitt dky

there was a snowstorm, and we had to stay where we were.

As I lay in the bag in the morning, preparing breakfast, I all

at once caught sight of a bear walking quietly past us at a

distance of about twenty paces. It looked at us add our

kayaks once or twice, but could not quite make out what we
were, as the wind was in another direction and it could not

get scent of us, so it continued its way. I let it go unharmed
j

we still had food enough. , ^
On Saturday, May 23rd, the weather was still bad, but we

went ahead a little way to examine our road onward. The
point to be found out was whether we ought at once to make
for the open water, that lay on the other side of an island to

the west, or whether we ought to travel southwards upon the

shore ice along the land. We came to a headland consisting

of uncommonly marked columnar basalt, which on account of

its peculiar form we called the “ Castle.”* We here saw that

the land stretched farther in a southerly direction, and that

the open water went the same way, only separated from the

land by a belt of shore ice. As the latter appeared to be full

of cracks, we decided to go over to the island in the west,

and put to sea as quickly as possible. We therefore returned

and made all ready. Our preparations consisted first and
foremost in carefully caulking the seams of our kayaks by
melting stearine over them, and then re-stowing the cargo feo

as to leave room for us to sit in them. The following day
(Sunday, May 24th) we moved on westwards towards the

island, and as the wind was easterly, and we were able to

* Jackson’s “Cape M'CUntock.”
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tij^w^Hf). fi;9ia (|ie,,^utlHre$^ jlfter >be bad upset

s^vfrai wq jrere obb^^ , to. ^takq .down our ^iis, The
sky became overcast, the air grew misty, and we worked our

way agamst the strong Wind in towards the land. The thing

w^ to get to kind as quickly as possible, as we might evidently

expect bad weather. But now the ice became treacherous.

As we approached theJand there were a number of cracks in

every direction, and these were covered with a layer of snow
so that it was difficult to see them. While Johansen was busy

lashing the sail and mast .securely to the deck of his kayak, so

that the wind should not carry them away, I went on ahead

as fast as 1 could to look for a camping-ground, but all of a

sudden*the ice’sank beneath me, and I lay in the water in a

broad crack which had been concealed by the snow, I tried

to get out again, but with my snowshoes firmly fastened it was

not possible to get them through all the rubble of snow and
lumps of ice that had fallen into the water on top of them. In

addition to this I was fastened to the sledge by the harness so

that I could not turn round. Fortunately, in the act of falling,*

1 had dug my pike-staff into the ice on the opposite side of the

crack, and holding myself up by its aid and the one arm that

I had got above the edge of the ice, I lay waiting patiently for

Johansen to come and pull me out. 1 was sure he must have

seen me fall in, but could not turn enough to look back.

When 1 thought a long time had passed, and I felt the staff

giving way and the water creeping furth'er. and further up my
body, I began to call out, but received no answer. *1 shouted

louder, for help, and at last heard a “Hullo!” far behind.

After some little time, when the water was up to my chest,

9pd it wquld not have been long before I was right under,

Johansen came up, and I was pulled out. He had beeq.

so occupied with his sledge that he had not noticed that I was

in the water until the last time I called. This experience
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had the effect of making me careful in the future not to, go
on such deceitful ice with my snowshoes firmly attached.

By observing a' little more caution, we at length reached the

land, and found a camping-place where there was a certain

amount of shelter. To our surprise we discovered a number
of walruses lying along the shore here, herd upon herd, beside

the cracks; but we took no notice of them either, for the

present; we thought we still had a sufficient supply of food

and blubber to draw upon. t

During the succeeding days, the storm raged, and we could

not move. 'The entry for Tuesday, May 26th, is as follows

:

“ We have lain weather-bound yesterday and to-day beneath

the glacier cliff on the north side of this island. The snow is

so wet that it will be difficult to get anywhere ;. but itJs to be

hoped that the open channel outside is not far off, and we shall

get on quickly there when once the storm abates. We shall

then make up for this long delay.” But our stay was to be

longer than we thought. On Thursday, May 28lh, the journal

says :
“ We were up on the island yesterday, and saw open sea

to the south, but are still lying weather-bound as before. I

"only moved our tent-place a little on account of the cracks ;

the ice threatened to open just beneath us. There are a

great many walruses here. When we go out over the ice, the

fellows follow us and come up in the cracks beside us. We
can often hear them grunting as they go, and butting at the

ice under our feet.”

That day, however^ the storm so far abated that we were

able to move southwards along the east side of the island.

On the Vay we passed a large open pool in the shore ice

between this island and the land. It must have been shallow

here, for there was a strong current, which was probably the

cause of this pwol being kept open. We passed two or three

herds of walruses lying on the ice near it. Concerning these,

I wrote that evening : " 1 went up to one herd of about nine

to take photographs of the animals. I went close up to them
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i)e|iind a little mound, and they did not* see me ; but directly

I rose up not more than 20 feet away from th^ a female with

her young One plunged into the Water through a hole close by.

I could not get the others to stir, however much I shouted.

Johansen now joined me, and, although he threw lumps of

snow and ice at them, they would not move ; they only struck

their tusks into the lumps, and snuffed at them, while I kept

on photographing them. When I went right up to them, most
of them at last got u{i and floundered away towards the hole,

and ohe plunged in ; but the others stopped and composed
themselves to sleep again. Soon, too, the one that had first

disappeared came back and crept on to the ice. The two that

lay nearest to me never stirred at all
; they raised their heads a

little opce or twice, looked contemptuously at me as I stood

three paces from them, laid their heads down and went to sleep

again. They barely moved when I pricked them in the snout

with my pike-staff, but I was able to get a pretty good photo-

graph of them. I thought I now had enough, but before I

went I gave the nearest one a parting poke in the snout with

my pike-staff ; it got right up, grunted discontentedly, looked

in astonishment at me with its great round eyes, and then

quietly began to scratch the back of its head, and I got

another photograph, whereupon it again lay quietly down.

When we went on, they all immediately settled themselves

again, and were lying like immovable masses of flesh when we
finally rounded the promontory, and lost sight of them.”

Once more we had snow-storms, and now lay weather-bound

on the south side of the island.

“ Friday, May 29th. Lying weather-bound.
*

“ Saturday, May 30th. Lying weather-bound, stopping up
the tent against the driving snow, while the wind flits round us,

attacking first one side and then another.” It was all we could

do to keep ourselves tolerably dry during this time, with the

snow drifting in through the cracks on all sides, on us and our

bag, melting and silturating everything.
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‘‘Monday, June ist. Yesterday it at last Httlle

calmer, and cleared up so that we had bright sunshine in tlie

evening. We rejoiced in the thought of moving on, got our

kayaks an<3[ everything ready to launch, and crept into our bag

to turn out early this morning for a fine day, as we thought.

The only thing that made it a little doubtful was, that the

barometer had ceased rising, had fallen again i millim., in

fact. In the night the storm came on again,—the same
driving snow, only with this difference that now the wind

is going round the compass with the sun, so there' must

soon be an end of it. This is beginning to be too much
of a good thing ; I am now seriously afraid that the Fram
will get home before us. I went for a walk inland yesterday.

There were flat clay and gravel stretches everywhere., I saw

numerous traces of geese, and in one place some white egg-

shell, undoubtedly belonging to a goose’s egg.” We therefore

called tl\e island Goose Island.*

“Tuesday, June and. Still lay weather-bound last night,

and to-day it has been windier than ever. But now, towards

evening, it has begun to abate a little, with a brightening sky,

and sunshine now and again, so we hope that there will really

be a change for the better. Here we lie in a hollow in the

snow, getting wetter and wetter, and thinking that it is June
already, and everything looks beautiful at home, while we
have got no farther than this. But it cannot be much longer

before we are there. Oh, it is too much to think of! If only

I could be sure about the Fram I If she arrives before us,

ah, what will those poor waiting ones do 1

”

At len^h on Wednesday, June 3rd, we went on, but now
the west wind had driven the ice landwards, so that there

was no longer open sea to travel south upon, and there was

nothing for it but to go over the ice along the land. How-

* Jackson, who sow it in the spring of 1895, called it Mary Elizabeth
Island.
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W^pd MCgs.from the north and we could put up a sail

oii ”bur sledges> and thus get flong prettgr fast We still saw

several walruses on the ice, a«d there were alio some in the

water that were continually putting their heads u^ in the

cracks and grunting after us. The ice we were crossing here

was remarkably thin and bad, and as we got farther south it

became even worse. It was so weighed down with the masses

of snow that lay upon it, that there was water beneath the

snow wherever we turned. We had to make towards land as

quickly i>ossible, as it looked still worse farther south. By
going on snowshoes, however, we kept fairly well on the top

of the snow, though often both sledge and snowshoes sank

down into the water below, and stuck fast ; and jao little

trouble would be spent in getting everything safely on to

firmer idb again. At last, however, we got in under a high,

perpendicular basaltic cliff,* which swarmed with auks. This

was the first time we had seen these birds in any great

quantity ; hitherto we had only seen one or two singly. We
took it as a sign that we were approaching better known
regions. Alongside of it, to the south-east, there was a small

rocky knoll, where numbers of fulmar {Froularia glacialis)

seemed to be breeding. Our supply of food was now getting

very low, and we had been hoping for a visit from some bear

or other ; but now that we needed them, they of course kept

aw'ay. We then determined to shoot birds, but the auks flew

too high, and all we got was a couple of fulmars. As wre just

then passed a herd of walruses, we determined to take some of

this despised food, and we shot one of thgm, killing it on the

spot. At the report the others raised their heads a Kttle, but

only to let them fall again, and went on sleeping. To get our

prize skinned with these brutes lying round us was not to be

thought of, and we must drive them into the water in some
way or other. This was no easy matter, however. We went

Jackson’s “ Cape Fisher.”
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up to t^em, shouted and hallooed, but they only looked at „us

lazily, and did not move. Then we hit them with snoKrshoe-

staves ; they b^ame angry, and struck their tusks into the ice

until the thips flew, but still would not move. At last, how-

ever, by continuing to poke and beat, we drove the whole herd

into the water, but it was not quick work. In stately, dignified

procession they drew back, and shambled slowly off", one after

the other, to the water’s edge. Here they again looked round

at us, grunted discontentedly, and theu^plunged into the water

one by one. But while we were cutting up their comrade,

they kept coming up again in the crack beside us, grunting

and creeping half up on to the ice, as if to demand an ex-

planation of our conduct.

After having supplied ourselves with as much meat and
blubber as we thought we needed for the moment, as well as

a quantity of blood, we pitched our tent close by and boiled a

good mess of blood-porridge, which consisted of a wonderful

mixture of blood, powdered fish, Indian meal, and blubber.

We still had a good wind, and sailed away merrily with our

sledges all night. When we got to the promontory to the

south of us, we came to open water, which here ran right up
to the edge of the glacier-covered land ; and all we had to do
was to launch our kayaks, and set off along by the glacier cliff

in open sea for the first time this year. It was strange to be
using paddles again, and to see the water swarming with birds,

auks, and little auks and kittiwakes all round. The land was
covered with glacier, the basaltic rock only projecting in one
or two places. There were moraines, too, in several places on
the glaciers. We were not a little surprised, after going some
way, when we discovered a flock of eider-ducks on the water.

A little later we saw two geese sitting on the shore, and felt

as if we had come into quite civilised regions again. After

a couple of hours’ paddling our progress south was . stopped

by shore-ice, while the open water extended due west towards

some land we had previously seen in that direction, but which
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was now covered by mist. We were very much in doubt as

to which way to choose, whether to go on irythe open water
westwards—which must take us towards Spitsbergen—or to

leave it and again, take to our sledges over the smooth shore-

ice to the south. Although the air was thick, and we could not

see far, we felt convinced that by going over the ice, we should

at last reach open water on the south side of these islands

among which we were. Perhaps we might there find a shorter

route to Spitsbergen.* In the meantime morning was far

advanced (June 5th), and we pitched our camp well-pleased at

having got so far south.*

As it was still so hazy the following day (Saturday, June 6th)

that we could not see any more of our surroundings than

before, ^n as there was a strong north wind, which would be
inconvenient in crossing the open sea westwards, we determined

on going southwards over the shore-ice. We were once more
able to use a sail on our sledges, and we got on better than

ever. We often went along without any exertion
; we could

stand on our snow-shoes, each in front of our sledge, holding

the steering-pole (a bamboo cane bound firmly to the stem of

the kayaks), and letting the wind carry us along. In the gusts

we often went along like feathers, at other times we had to pull

a little ourselves. We made good progress, and kept on until

far on into the night, as we wanted to make as much use

of the wind as possible. We crossed right over the broad

sound we had had in front of us, and did not stop until we
were aBle to pitch our camp by an i^and on its southern

side.

Next evening (Sunday, June 7th) we went on again still

southwards before the same northerly wind,' and we could sail

well We had hoped to be able to reach the land before we
again pitched our camp, but it was further than we had

* • This was on the south sideof Jackson’s “ Cape Richthofen,” the most
northerly point which Jackson had reached earlier the same spring.
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thought, and at last, when morning (Monday, ^Ih)

iar advanced, we had to stop in the middle of the/ice fna
fhrious st^rm. '"Fhe numerous islands among ti^hich We iiow

were, seemed more and more mysterious to ps. I fiiid In my
journal for that day: “Are continually discovering liew islands

or lands to the south. There is one great land of snow beyond
us in the west, and it seems to extend southwards a long way.”

This snow-land seemed to us extremely mysterious ; we had

not yet discovered a single dark patch ^apon it, only snow and
ice everywhere. We had no clear idea of its extent, as we had

only caught glimpses of it now and then, when the mist lifted

a little. It seemed to be quite low, but we thought that it

must be of a wider extent than any of the lands we had
hitherto travelled along. To the east we found island upon
island, and sounds and fjords the whole way along. We
mapped it all as well as we could, but this did not help us to

find out where we were ; they seemed to be only a crowd of

small islands, and, every now and then, a view of what we took

to be the ocean to the east, opened up between them.

The ice over which we were now travelling was remarkably

different from that which we had had farther north, near our

winter-hut ; it was considerably thinner, and covered, too, vlth

very thick snow, so that it was not in a good condition for

travelling over. When, therefore, the following day (Tuesday,

June 9th) it also began to stick in lumps to our snowshoes and

the sledge-runners, they both worked rathi?r heavily ; but the

wind was still favourable, and we .sailed along well Notwith-

standing. As we were sailing full speed, flying before the

wind, arid had almost reached the land, Johansen and his

sledge suddenly sank down, and it was with difficulty that he
managed to back himself and hia things against the wind and

on to the firmer ice. As I was rushing along, I saw that the

snow in front of me had a suspiciously wet colour, and my
snowshoes began to cut through

; but fortunately I still had>

time to luff before any further misfortune occurred. We had
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dpwnqur aaa^ an^ inakc long detour westwards.

I^tpire we .c0uld cpnitinue our sail^. Next day* also» the snow

.dq^edf ,bqt the wind . h^ freshened, aa<f we sailed bettei

than ever* ;
As the land to the east* aow appearW to trenc

to the south-ca^ we steered for the southernmpst point of s

land to the south-westf It began to be more and more exciting

We thought we must have covered about 14 miles that day, anc

reckoned that we must be in 80° 8' N. lat, and we still had lane

in the south. If it continued far in that direction, it was

certain that we coulcf not be on Franz Josef Land (as I stil'

thought might be the case)
;
but we could not see far in this

hazy atmosphere, and then it was remarkable that the coast or

the east began to run in an easterly direction. 1 thought ii

might agree with I.eigh Smith’s map of Markham Sound. It

that oose we must haVe come south through a sound whicl

neither he nor Payer could have seen, and we were therefon

not so far out of our longitude after all. But no 1 in ou)

journey southward we could not possibly have passed righ

across Payer’s Dove Glacier and his various islands and land!

without having seen them. There must still' be a land farthei

west of this between Franz Josef Land and Spitzhergen

Payer’s map could not be altogether wrong. I wanted tc

reach the land in the south-west, but had to stop on the ice; ii

was too far,

“ Our provisions are getting low ; we have a little meat foi

one naore day, but there is no living thing to be seen, not s

seal the ice, and no open water anywhere. How long ii

this going on ? If we do not soon reacR open sea again, when
there may be‘game to be had, things will not look ver}» pleasant.'

“ “Tuesday, June 16th. The last few days have been s<

eventful that there has been no time to write. I must try t<

' make up for lost time this beautiful morning, wlrile the sun i

peeping in under the tent. The sea lies blue and shining ou(

' ^ * It proved afterwards to be “ Hooker Island.”

+ It proved to be “Northbrook Island.”
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side, and one can lie and fancy oneself at home on a June
morning.”

On Frid^’, Jun*fe 12th, we started again at 4 a.m. with sails

on our sledges. There had been frost, so jthe snow was in

much better condition again. It had been very windy in the

night, too, so we hoped for a good day. On the preceding

day it had cleared up so that we could at last see distinctly the

lands around. We now discovered that we must steer in a

more westerly direction than we had don^ during the preceding

days, in order to reach the south p>oint of the land to the«West.

The lands to the east disappeared eastwards, so we had said

good-bye to them the day before. We now saw, too, that

there was a broad sound in the land to the west,* and that it

was one entire land, as we had taken it to be. The land north

of this sound was now so far away, that I could only just see it.

In the meantime the wind had dropped a good deal ; the ice,

too, became more and more uneven—it was evident that we
had come to the drift-ice, and it was much harder work than

we had expected. We could see by the air that there must be

open water to the south, and as we went on, we heard, to our

joy, the sound of breakers. At 6 a.m. we stopped to rest a

little, and on going up on to a hummock to take a longitude

observation I saw the water not far off. From a higher piece

of glacier ice we could see it better. It extended towards the

promontory to the south-west Even though the wind had
become a little westerly now, we still hoped' to be able to sail

along the edge of the ice, and determined to go to the uftter by
the shortest way. We ‘were quickly at the edge of the ice, and
once mor® saw the blue water spread out before us. We soon
had our kayaks lashed together, and the sail up, and put to sea.

Nor were our hopes disappointed ; we sailed well all day long.

At times the wind was so strong that we cut through thd water,

4nd the waves washed unpleasantly over our kayaks ; but we

* The sound between Northbrook Island* and Bruce Island on the one
.side and Ptter Head on Alexandra Land on the other side#
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got on, and we had to put up with being a little wet. We
soon passed the point we had been making for,* ar^d here we
saw that the land ran westwards, that the e^e of the unbroken
shore-ice extended in the same direction, and that we had
water in front of us. In good spirits, we sailed westwards along

the margin of the ice. So we were at last at the south of the

land in which we had been wandering for so long, and where
we had spent a long winter. It struck me more than ever that,

in spite of everything, this south coast would agree well with

Leigh Smith’s map of Franz Josef Land and the country sur-

rounding their winter quarters ; but then I remembered Payer’s

map, and dismissed the thought.

In the evening we put in to the edge of the ice, so as to

stretcji our legs a little; they were stiff with sitting in the

kayak all day, and we wanted to get a little view over the

water to the west, by ascending a hummock. As we went

ashore the question arose as to how we should moor our

precious vessel. “Take one of the braces,” said Johansen; he
was standing on the ice. “ But is it strong enough ?” “ Yes,”

he answered ;
“I have used it as a halyard on my sledge-sail

all the time.” “Oh, well, it doesn’t require much to hold

these light kayaks,” said I, a little ashamed of having been

«o timid, and I moored them with the halyard, which was

a strap cut from a raw walrus-hide. We had been on the

ice JV little while, moving up and down close to the kayaks.

The wind had dropped considerably, and seemed to be more

weste^y, making it doubtfixl whether '^e could make use of it

any longer, and we went up on to a hummock close by to

ascertain this better. As we stood there, Johansen suddenly

cried : I say 1 the kayaks are adrift 1
” We ran down as

hard as we could. They were already a little way out, and

were drifting quickly off ; the painter had given way.

“Here, take my watch 1” I said to Johansen, giving it to

Cape Barents.
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him ; and as quickly as possible I threw o^T some
so as to be able te swim more easily : I did not dare totalw

everything bfiF, as 1 might so easily get cramp*^ I sprang.into

the water, but the wind was off the ice, and the light kayaks^

with their high rigging, gave it a good hold. They we*e

already well out, and were drifting rapidly. The water was

icy cold; it was hard work swimming with clothes oa, and

the kayaks drifted farther and farther, qften quicker than I

could swim. It seemed more than doubtful whether I eould

manage it. But all our hope was drifting there; all we
possessed was on board ; we had not even a knife with us

;

and whether I got cramp and sank here, or turned back

without the kayaks, it would come to pretty much the same
thing ; so I exerted myself to the utmost When I gol tired

I turned over, and swam on my back, and then I could see

Johansen walking restlessly up and down on the ice. Poor
lad ! He could not stand still, and thought it dreadful not

to be able to do anything. He had not much hope that

I could do it, but it would not improve matters in the least

if he threw ^himself into the water too. He said afterwards

that these were the worst moments he had ever lived through.

But when I turned over again, and saw that I was nearer*

the kayaks, my courage rose, and I redoubled my exertions.

I felt, however, that my limbs were gradually stiffening and
losing all feeling, and I knew that in a sliort'time I shoul<]r not

be able to move them. But there was not far to go now ; if

I could only hold out a ‘little longer, we should be saved—and
I went on. , The strokes became more and more feeble, but

the distance became shorter and shorter, and I begM to think

I should reach the kayaks. At last I was able to stretch out

'

my hand to the sn'owshoe, which lay across the stems; I

grasped it, pulled myself in to the edge of the kayak

—

and we
were saved. I tried to pull myself up, but the whole of thy

body was so stiff with cold, that this was an impossibility. For
a moment I thought that after all it was too late : I was to get
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m toTf bat not be able tOf get in. After a little, however, %

to*^iftg one leg up on "to the edge of the sledge

wHiOh lay on the deck, and in tM^ way tnanaged to tumble up.

There I sat, bu| so stiff with cold, that I had difficulty in

paddlit^. Nor was it easy to paddle in the double vessel,

where I first had to take one or two strokes on one side, and

then step into the other kayak to take a few strokes on the other

side. If I had been able to separate them, and row in one while

I towed the other, it would have been easy enough ; but 1 could

not undertake that piece of work, for I should have been stiff

before it was done ;
the thing to be done was to keep warm by

rowing as hard as I could. The cold had robbed my whole

body of feeling, but when the gusts of wind came they seemed
to go right through me as I stood th^ere in my thin, wet woollen

shirt. I shivered, my teeth chattered, and I was numb almost

all over; but I could still.use the paddle, and I should get

warm when I got back on to the ice again. Two auks were

lying close to the bow, and the thought of having auk for

supper was too tempting ; we were in want of food now. I got

hold of my gun, and shot them with one discharge. Johansen
said jffterwards that he started at the report, thinking some
accident had happened, and could not understand what I was
about out there, but when he saw me paddle and pick up two

birds he thought I had gone out of my mind. At last I managed
to reach the edge of the ice, but the current had driven me a
long way from our landing-place. Johansen ’^me along the

e<i^e of the ice, jumped into the kayak beside me, and we
soon got back to our place. I was mideniably a good deal

exhausted, and could barely manage to crawl oit land. I

could scarcely stand, and while I shook and trembled all over

Johansen had to pull off the wet things I had on, put on the

few dry ones 1 still had in reserve, and spread the sleeping-bag

out upon the ice. I packed myself well into it, and he covered

me with the sail and everything he could find to keep out the

ccdd air. There I lay shivering for a long time, but gradually
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the warmth began to return to my body. For some time

longer, however, my feet had no more feeling in them than

icicles, fdr they Had been partly naked in the water. While

Johansen put up the tent and prepared supper, consisting^pf

my two auks, I fell asleep. He let me sleep quietly, an^
when I awoke, supper had been ready for some time, anc\^

stood simmering over the fire. Auk and hot soup soon '

effaced the last traces of my swim. During the night my
clothes were hung out to dry, and the nq;ct day were nearly all

dry again.

As the tidal current was strong here, and there was no wind
for sailing, we had to wait for the turn of the tide, so as not to

have the current against us ; and it was not until late the

following evening that we went on again. We paddled and

got on well until towards morning (June 14th), when w% came
to some great herds of walrus on the ice. Our supply of meat

was exhausted but for some auks we had shot, and we had not

many pieces of blubber left. We would rather have had a

bear, but as we had seen none lately, it was perhaps best to

supply ourselves here. We put in, and went up to one herd

behind a hummock. We preferred young ones, as they were

much easier to manipulate : and there were several here.

I first shot one quite small, and then another. The full-

grown animals started up at the first report, and looked

round ; and at the second shot the whole herd began to go
into the water. * The mothers, however, wotild not leave their

dead young ones. One sniffed at its young one, and pushed

it, evidently unable to make out what was the matter ; it only

saw the blood spurting from its head. It cried and wailed

like a human being. At last, when the herd began to plunge

in, the mother pushed her young one before her towards the

water. I now feared that I should lose my booty, and ran

forward to save it ; but she was too quick for me. She todc

the young one by one fore-leg, and disappeared with it like:

lightnii^ into the depths. The other mother did the same; I
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hardly knew how it had all happened» and remained standing

at the edge looking down after them. I thought the young
ones must rise to the surface again, but therefwas nothing to

be seen ; they had disappeared for good j the mothers must
have taken them a long way. I then went towards another

herd, where there were also young ones, and shot one of them

;

but, made wiser by experience, I shot the mother too. It was

a touching sight to see her bend over her dead young one
before she was shot, ayd even in death she lay holding it with

one fore-leg. So now we had meat and blubber enough to last

a long time, and meat, too, that was delicious, for the side ot

young walrus tastes like loin of mutton. To this we added a
dozen auks, so our larder was now well furnished with good
food ; and if we needed more, the water was full of auks and
other f3od, so there was no dearth.

•

The walruses here were innumerable. The herds that had

been lying on the ice, and had now disappeared, were large

;

but there had been many more in the water outside. It seemed
to seethe with them on every side, great and small ; and when
I estimate their number to have been at least 300, it is certainly

not over the mark.

At 1.30 the next morning (Monday, June isth) we pro-

ceeded dn our way in beautifully calm weather. As walriises

swarmed on all sides, we did not much like paddling singly,

and for some distance lashed the kayaks together ; for we knew
how obtrusive these gentlemen could be. The day before they

had come pretty near, popped up close beside my kayak, and
several times followed us closely a long 'distance, but without

doing us any harm. 1 was inclined to think it was scuriosity,

and that they were not really dangerous ; but Johansen was

not so sure of this. He thought we had had experience to the

contrary, and urged that at any rate caution could do no harm.

AU day long we saw herds, that often followed us a long wny^

poressing in round the kayaks. We kept close to the edge of^

the ice } and if any came too near, we put in, if possible, on an
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ic^^oot* We also kept close together or beside one'

,

We paddled past one large herd on the ice^ and
them a fong waj^off lowing like cows. , ,

We glided quickly on along the coast, bu{ unfortunatdy a

mist hung over it, so that it was often impossible to determine

whether they were channels or glaciers between the dark patches

which we could just distinguish upon it I wanted very much
to have seen a little more of this land. My suspicion that we
were in the neighbourhood of the Leigh^mith winter quarters

had become stronger than ever. Our latitude, as abo the

direction of the cOast-line and the situation of the islands and

sounds, seemed to agree far too well to admit of the possibility

of imagining that another such group of islands could lie in

the shgrt distance between Franz Josef Land and Spitzbergen,

Such a coincidence would be altogether too remarkable.

Moreover, we caught glimpses of land in the far west which in

that case could not lie far from North-East Land. But Payer's

map of the land north of this? Johansen maintained with

reason that Payer could not possibly have made such mistakes

as we should in that case be obliged to assume.

“Towards morning we rowed for some time without seeing

any walrus, and now felt more secure. Just then we saw a
solitary rover pop up a little in front of us. Johansen, who
was in front at the time, put into a sunken ledge of ice

;
and

although 1 really thought that this was caution carried to

excess, I was on the point of following his example. I had

not got so far, however, when suddenly the walrus shot up

beside me, threw itsel? on to the edge of the kayak, |took hold

farther ofer the deck with one fore-flipper, and as it tried to

upset me aimed a blow at the kayak with its tusks. I held on.,

as tightly as possible, so as not to be upset into the water^ and

* The icc-foot Is the part of a floe which often projects Ihto‘ the

under the surface. It is formed through the thawing of the vlpp«r part Of
ice in the summer-time by the warmer surface layer of the sea.
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' head W2th'di6 paddle as hafd as I could.

<^ '^ekayalc ohcC^kSttfj artd tilted me up,^so that

the defck was almost under iralterV^ffien Iet gd,'Ad raised itself

right'^p. ' I s(«2ed*my gttnV»J>a* at the saihe moment it turned

round and disappeared as quickfy as it had come. The whole

thing had happened in a moment, and I was just going to

remark to Johansen that we were fortunate in escaping so easily

from that adventure, when I noticed that my legs were wet I

listened, and now hear<kthe water trickling into the kayak under

me. Tb turn and run her in on to the sunken ledge of ice

was the work of a moment, but I sank there.* The thing was

to get out and on to the ice, the kayak all the time getting

fuller. The edge of the ice was high and loose, but I managed
to get ug ; and Johansen, by tilting the sinking kayak oijer to

starboard, so that the leak came above the water, managed to

bring her to a place where the ice was low enough to admit of

our drawing her up. All I possessed was floating about inside,

soaked through. What I most regret is that the water has got

into the photographic apparatus, and perhaps my precious

photographs are ruined.

So here we lie, with all our worldly goods spread out to

dry, and a kayak that must be mended before we can face the

Walrus again. It is a good big rent that he has made, at least

six inches long; but it is fortunate that it was no worse. How
easily he might have wounded me in the thigh with that tusk

of his 1 And it would have fared ill with me if we had been

farther out, and not just at such a convenient place by the

edge of the ice, where there was a sunken ledge. The
sleeping-bag was soaking wet ; we wrung it out as* well as

we could, turned the hair outside, and have spent a capital

night in* it.”

On the evening of the same day, I wrote; ** To-day I have

p^tjched myJcayak, and we have gone over all the seams in •

both kayaks vnth st^rine j so now we hope we shall be able

to go on in quite sound boats. In the meantime the walruses
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are lying outside, staring at us with their great, round eyes,

grunting and blowing, and now and then clambering up on
the edjge of th6 ice, as though they wanted to drive us away.”

“Tuesday, June 23rd.
,

“ ‘ Do I sleep ? do I dream ?

Do I wonder and doubt 7

Are things what they seem ?

Or is visions about ?
’

What has happened? I can still scarcely grasp it. How
incessant are the vicissitudes in this wandering life!'’ A few

days ago swimiding in the water for dear life, attacked by

walrus, living the savage life which I have lived for more than

a year now, and sure of a long journey before us, over ice and

sea, through unknown regions, before we should meet with

other human beings—a journey full of the same ups and
downs, the same disappointments, that we have become so

accustomed to—^and now living the life of a civilised European,

surrounded by everything that civilisation can afford of luxury

and good living, with abundance of water, soap, towels, clean,

soft woollen clothes, books, and everything that we have been

sighing for all these weary months.

“It was past midday on June 17th when I turned out to

prepare breakfast. I had been down to the edge of the ice

to fetch salt water, had made up the fire, cut up the meat, and
put it in the pot, and had already tak^n off one boot pre-

paratory to creeping into the bag again, when I saw that the

mist over the land had risen a little since the preceding day.

I thought it would be as well to take the opportunity of having

a look round, so I put on my boot again, and went up on to a
hummock near to look at the land beyond. A gentle breeze

came firom the land, bearing with it a confused noise of
thousands of bird-voices from the mountain there. As I

, listened to these sounds of life and movement, watched flocks

of auks flying to and fro above my head, and as my eye
followed the line of coast, stopping at the dark, naked cHifi^
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glancing at the cold, icy plains and glaciers in a land which 1

believed to be unseen by any human eye and untrodden by
any human foot, reposing in arctic majesty behfiid its ^antle of

mist-* a sound suddenly reached my ear, so like the barking

of a dog, that I started. It was only a couple of barks, but

it could not be anything else. I strained my ears, but heard

no more, only the same bubbling noise of thousands of

birds. I must have, been mistaken, after all ; it was only

birds I had heard ; and again my eye passed from sound

to island in the west. Then the barking came again, first

single barks, then full cry ; there was onel* deep bark, and
one sharper ; there was no longer any room for doubt. At
that moment, I remembered having heard two reports the

day before, which I thought sounded like shots, but I had
explained them away as noises in the ice. I now shouted to

Johansen that 1 heard dogs farther inland. Johansen started

up from tfie bag where he lay sleeping, and tumbled out of

the tent. *Dogs ?’ He could not quite take it in, but had to

get up and listen with his own ears, while X got breakfast

ready. He very much doubted the possibility of such a thing,

yet fancied once or twice that he heard something which might

be taken for the barking of dogs ; but then it was drowned
again in the bird noises, and, everything considered, he thought

that what I had heard was nothing more than that. 1 said he

might believe what he liked, but I meant to set off as quickly

as possible, and was impatient to get breakfast swallowed.

1 had emptied the last of the Indian meal into the soup,

feeling sure that wc should have farinaceous food enough by
the evening. As we were eating, we discussed who it could

be, whether our countrymen or Englishmen. If it was the

English expedition to Franz Josef Land which had been in

contemplation when we started, what should we do? *Ohl

well ju|t have to remain with them a day or two,’ said Johansen, .

‘and then we’ll have to go on to Spitzbeigen, else it will be too

long before we get home.’ We were quite agreed on this point i
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but vr& would take care to get some good provisions for the

voyage out of them. While I went on, Johansen was to,stay

b^ind and mipd the kayaks, so that we should run no risk of

their drifting away with the ice, I got out my snowshoes, glass,

and gun, and was ready. Before starting I 'went up once more
to listen, and look out a road across the uneven ice to the land.

But there was not a sound like the barking of dogs, only

noisy auks, harsh-toned little auks, and screaming kittiwakcs.

Was it these, after all, that I had heard? I set off in doubt.

Then in front of me I saw the fresh tracks of an anima}. .They

could hardly haife been made by a fox, for if they were, the

foxes here must be bigger than any I had ever seen. But
dogs? Could a dog have been*no more than a few hundred
paces from us in the night without barking, or without our

having heard it ? It seemed scarcely probable ; but*whatever

it was, it could never have been a fox. A wolf, then ? I went
on, my mind full of strange thoughts, hoverii^ between
certainty and doubt. Was all our toil, were all our troubles,

privations, and sufferings, to end here ? It seemed incredible,

and yet . Out of the shadowland of doubt, certainty was
at last beginning to dawn. Again the sound of a dog yelping

reached my ear, more distinctly than ever ; I saw mor^ and
more tracks which could be nothing but those of a dc^.

Among them were foxes’ tracks, and how small they looked 1

A long time passed, and nothing was to be heard but the

noise of the birds. Again arose doubt as to whether it was
all an illusion. Perhaps it was only a d^eam. But then I

remembered the dwgs’ tracks; they, at any rate, were no
delusioij. But if there were people here, we could scarcely

be on Gillies Land or a new land, as we had believed all

the winter. We must, after all, be upon the* south side, of
Franz Josef Land, and the suspicion I had had a few, days
ago was correct, namely, that we had come south through

an unknown sound and out between Hooker Island and
Northbrook Island, and were now. off the latter, in spite
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of the impossibility of reconciling our position with •Payer’s

mapt*.
•

"it was with a strange mixture of feelings |hat I made my
way in towards land among the nulnerous hummocks 'and

inequalities. Suddenly I thought I heard a shout from a

human voice, a strange voice, the first for three years. How
my heart beat, and the blood rushed to my brain, as I ran up

on to a hummock, and hallooed with all the strength of my
lungs. Behind that ot^e human voice in the midst of the icy

desert, this one message from life, stood home and ^he who
was waiting there ; and I saw nothing else ^ I made my way

between bergs and ice-ridges. Soon I heard another shout,

and saw, too, from an ice-ridge, a dark form moving among
the hummocks farther in. It was a dog ; but farther off came
another*figure, and that was a man. Who was it ? Was it

Jackson or one of his companions, or was it perh^s a fellow-

countrymAn ? We approached one another quickly
; I waved

my hat ; he did the same. I heard him speak to the dog, and

I listened. It was English, and as I drew nearer I thought I

recognised Mr. Jackson, whom I remembered once to have seen.

" I raised my hat ; we extended a hand to one another, with

a hearty * How do you do ? ’ Above us a roof of mist, shut-

ting out the world around, beneath our feet the rugged, packed

drift-ice, and in the background a glimpse of theJand, all ice,

glacier, and mist. On one side the civilised European in an

English check suit and high rubber water-boots, well-shaved,

well-groomed, bringing with him a perfume of scented soap,

perceptible to the wild man’s sharpened «enses ; on the other

side the wild man, clad in dirty rags, black with oil ynd soot,

with long, uncombed hair and shaggy beard, black with smoke,

with a face in which the natural fair complexion could not

possibly be discerned through the thick layer of fat and soot

which a winter’s endeavours with warm water, moss, rags, and

at lai^ a knife had sought in vain to remove. No one sus-'

pected who he was or whence he came.
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“ Jaclcson :
‘ I'm immensely glad to see you.'

‘"Thank you, I also.’

“ * H&ve you £ ship hei:e ?
’

“
‘ No ; my ship is not here.'

^
“ * How many are there of you ?

'

“ ‘ I have one companion at the ice-edge.'

“ As we talked, we had begun to go in towards land. I

took it for granted that he had recognised me, or at any rate

understood who it was that was hidden behind this savage

exterior, not thinking that a total stranger would be received

so heartily. Suddenly he stopped, looked me full in the face,

and said quickly :

—

“ ‘ Aren’t you Nansen ?

'

“ * Yes, I am.’
“

‘ By Jove ! I am glad to see you !

'

“And he seized my hand and shook it again, while his

whole face became one smile of welcome, and delight at the

unexpected meeting beamed from his dark eyes.
“ ‘ AVhere have you come from now ? ’ he asked.
“

‘ I left the Fram in 84° N. lat., afte? having drifted for

two years, and I reached the 86' 15' parallel, where we had to

turn and make for Franz Josef LAnd. We were, however,

obliged to stop for the winter somewhere north here, and are

now on our aeute to Spitzbergen.’

“*I congratulate you most heartily. You have made a

good trip of it, and I am awfully glad to be the first person to

congratulate you on your return.’ ^
“ Once more he seized my hand and shook it hewtily. ' I

could noC have been welcomed more warmly ; that handshake

was more than a mere form. In his hospitable English manner,

he said at once that he had ‘plenty of room ’ for us, and that

he was expecting his ship every day. By ‘ plenty of room’ I

discovered afterwards that he meant that there were still a few

square feet on the floor of their hut that were not occupied at

night by himself and his sleeping companions. But ‘heart*
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room makes house-room,’ and of the former there was*no lack.

As ‘soon as I could get a word in, I asked how things were
getting on at home, and he'was able to give tne the^^elcome

intelligence that my wife and child had both been in the best

of health when he left two year?! ago. Then came Norway’s
turn, and Norwegian politics; but he knew nothing .about

that,' and I took it as a sign that they must be all right too.

He now asked if vge could not go out at once and fetch

Johansen and our belongings ; but I thought that our kayaks
would be too heavy for us to drag over this packed-up ice

alone, and that if he had men enough it would certainly be
better to send them out. If we only gave Johansen notice by
a salute from our guns, he would wait patiently ; so we each

fired two shots. We soon met several men ; Mr. Armitage,

the sedbnd in command ; Mr. Child, the photographer; and
the doctor, Mr, KoetJitz. As they approached, Jackson gave

them a sign, and let them understand who I was ; and I was

again welcomed heartily. We met yet others; the botanist, Mr.

Fisher, Mr. Burgess, and the Finn, Blomqvist (his real name
was Melenius). Fisher has since told me that he at once

thought it must be me when he saw a man out on the ice ; but

he quite gave up that idea when he met me, for he had seen

me described as a fair man, and here was a dark man, with

black hair and beard. When they were all there, Jackson said

that I had reached 86° 15' N. lat., and from seven powerful

lungs 1 was given a triple British cheer, that echoed among
the hun^ocks. Jackson immediately sent his men ofif to

fetch sledges and go out to Johanseh, while we went on
towjurds the house which I now thought I could s^ on the

shore. Jackson now told me that he had letters for me from

home, and that both last spring and this he had had them
with him when he went north, on the chance of our meeting.

We now found that in March he must have been at no great

distance south oSi our winter-hut,'*^ but had to turn there, as he '

* lie had reached Cape Kfehthofen, about 35 miles to the south of us.

VOL. II, y
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was stopped by open water, the same open water over jvhjch we
had seep the dark atmosphere all the winter. Only whc^'we
came up nearly <b the houses did he inquire more particularly

about the From and our drifting, and I br^fly told him 6ur
story. He told me afterwards that from the time we met he
had believed that the ship had been destroyed, and that we
two were the only survivors of the expedition. He thought
he had seen a sad expression in my face^when he first asked
about the ship, and was afraid of touching on the subject

again. Indeed, he had even quietly warned his men tiot to

ask. It was' only*through a chance remark of mine that he
found out his mistake, and began to inquire mo/e particularly

about the From and the others.

“ Then we arrived at the house, a low Russian timber hut,

lying on a flat terrace, an old shore-line, beneath the mountain,
and 50 feet above the sea. It was surrounded by a stable and
four circular tent-houses, in which stores were kept. We
entered a comfortable, warm nest in the midst of these

desolate, wintry surroundings, the roof and walls covered
with green cloth. On the walls hung photographs, etchings,

photo-lithographs, and shelves everywhere, containing b(;^k8
and instruments ; under the roof clothes and shoes hung
drying, and from the little stove in the middle of the floor

of this cosy room the warm coal fire shone out a hospitable
welcome. A strange feeling came over me as I seated myself
in a comfortable cjiair in these unwonted surroundings. At
one stroke of changing fate, all responsibility, al]^ trouWes
were swept away from a mind that had been oppressed by
them during three long years; I was in a safe haven, in the
midst of the ice, and the longings of three years were lulled in
the golden sunshine of the dawning day. .-My duty ws
done : my task was ended ; now I could rest, only rest fUd
>vaiL

, , , ,

-“A carefully soldered tin packet was h^fhded to, ihe
; jt

contained letters from Norway. It was almost with a tfetn"

,
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olihg hand and a beating heart that I opened it; and there

W^e tidings, only good tidings, front honie. .^elightfu) feeing
dP J^de, Sealed lipon the soul.

^Thfen ^nner *was served, and how nice it was to have
breads butter, milk, sugar, coffee, and everything that a year

had taught us to do without and yet to long for. But the

height of comfort was reached when we were able to throw off

our dirty rags, have d warm bath, and get rid of as much dirt

as Was possible in one t)out ; but we only succeeded in becom-
ing anything like clean after several days aryi many attempts.

Then clean soft clothes from head to foot, hair cut, and the

shaggy beard shaved off, and the transformation from savage to

European was complete, and even more sudden than in the

reverse direction. How delightfully comfortable it was to be
able to put on one’s clothes without being made greasy, but

most of ajl to be able to move without feeling them stick to

the body with every movement.
**It was not very long before Johansen and the others

followed, with the kayaks and our things. Johansen related

how these warm-hearted ipnglishmen had given him and the

Norwegian flag a hearty cheer when they came tip and saw it

waving beside a dirty woollen shirt on a bamboo rod which he
had put up by my orders, so that I could find my way back to

him. On the way hither they had not allowed hint to touch

the sledges, he had only to walk besi4e them like a passenger,

arid he sdd that, of all the ways in which we had travelled over

drift-ice, this was without comparison tke most comfortable.

His reception in the hut was scarcely less hospitable tb^n*mine,

arid he Soon went through the same transformation that 1

had undergone. I no longer recognize my comrade of the

lorig^ printer night, and search in vain for any trace of the

traxrip who wandered up and down th^ desolate shore, beneath

the steep, talus an^ the dark basalt cliff, outside the low under-

ground hut. The black, sooty troglodyte has vanished, and

in his place sits a well-favoured, healthy-looking European

VOL, 11, Y a
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citizen in a comfortable cliair, puffing away at a short pip4

a cigar and with a book before him, doing his best to. leant

English. ' It seems to me that he gets fatter and fatter every

day, with an almost alarming rapidity. It is indeed surprising

that we have both gained considerably in weight since we left

the Fram. When I came here, I myself weighed about 14^

stone, or nearly 22 lbs. more than I. did when I left the Fram ;

while Johansen weighs over ii stone ii lbs., having gained a

little more than 13 lbs. This is the resfhlt of a winter’s feeding

on nothing but bear’s meat and fat in an Arctic climatei, It is

not quite like tfie experiences of others in parallel circum-

stances j it must be our laziness that has done it. And here

we are, living in peace and quietness, waiting for the ship from

home and for >yhat the future will bring us, while everything is

being done for us to make us forget a winter’s privations. We
could not have fallen into better hands, and it is impossible to

describe the unequalled hospitality and kindness We meet with

on all hands, arid the comfort we feel. Is it the year’s priva-

tions and want of human society, is it common interests, that

so draw us to these men in these desolate regions ? I do not

know ; but we are never tired of talking, and it seems as if we
had known one another for years, instead of having met for

the first time a few days ago.”

“Wednesday, June 23rd. It is now three years since we
left home. As we sat at the dinner-table this evening,

Hayward, the cook, came rushing in and said there was. a

bear outside. We yrent out, Jackson with his camera and I

with my rifle. We saw the head of the bear above the edge
of the shore ; it was sniffing the air in the direction of the hut,

while a couple of dogs stood at a respectful distanceand buked.
As we approached, it came right up over the edge to us,

stopped, showed its teeth, and hissed, then turned round and
went slowly back down towards the shore. To hinder- it

enough for Jackson to get near and photograph if, I sent; a
bullet into its hind-quarters as it disappeared over the edge.
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^fs helped, and a ball in the left shoulder still , more. Sur-

rounded by a few dogs it now made a stand. The dqgs grew

bolder, and a couple of shots in the muzzl^ from Jackson's

revolver made thft bear quite furious. It sprang first at one

dog, * Mis^re,’ caught hold of it by the back, and flung it a
good way out over the ice, then sprang at the other, seizing it

by one paw and tearing oqe toe badly. It then found an old

tin box, bit it flat, and flung it far away. It was wild with fury,

but a ball behind the eir ended its sufferings. It was a she-bear,

with nlilk in the breast ; but there was no sign of any embryo,

and no young one was discovered in the neighbourhood.”
“ Sunday, July isth. This evening, when Jackson and the

doctor were up on the mountain shooting auks, the dogs

began Jo make a tremendous row (especially the bear-dog
‘ Nimrod,’ which is chained outside the door), and howled and
whined in a suspicious manner. Armitage went out, coming
back a little while after and asking if I cared to shoot a bear.

I accompanied him, with my rifle and camera. The bear had
taken flight to a little hummock out on the ice south of the

house, and was lying at full length on the "tc^ of it, with
‘ Misbre ’ and a couple of puppies round it, standing at a little

distance and barking persistently. As we approached, it fled

over the ice
;
the range was long, but, nevertheless, we sent a

few shots after it, thinking we might perhaps retard its progress.

With one of these I was fortunate enough to hitjt in the hind-

quarters, and it now fled to a new ice-hilL Here I was able

to get nearer to it. It was evidently very much enraged ; and

when I came under the hummock where it stood, it showed its

teeth, and hissed at me, and repeatedly gave signs of 'tenting to

jump down on to the top me. On these occasions I rapidly

-got ready my rifle instead of the camera. It scraped away the

loose snow from under its feet to get a better footing for the

leap wbichi however, it never took ; and I re-exchanged my rifle,

for my camera. In the meantime, Jackson had arrived with

his camera, on the other side ; and when we had taken all the
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photographs we wanted, we shot the bear. It was j|ll^U13^

usually^arge she-bear.” • ’

Oiie <4 the ftrst things we did when we came
Jackson’s station was of course to make a clpse comparison of

our watches with his chronometer; and Mr. Armitage was also

kind enough to take careful time observations for me. It now
appears that we had not been so far opt after all. We had put our

watches about 26 minutes wrong, making a difference of ^jbout

6^** in longitude. A protracted comparison undertaken by
Mr. Armitage also showed that the escapement of our watches

was very nearly what we had assumed. With the help of this

information, I was now enabled to work out our longitude

observations pretty correctly ; and one of the first tasks I here

set about, now that we once more had access to paper, writing

and drawing materials, and all that we had longed for so much
during the winter, was to prepare a sketch-map of Franz Josef

Land, as our observations led me to conclude that it must
actually be. Mr. Jackson very kindly allowed me to consult

the map he had made of that part of the land which be had
explored. This enabled me to dispense with the labour of

reckoning out my own observations in these localities. Further-

more, I have to thafik Mr. Jackson for aid in every possible

way, with navigation-tables. Nautical Almanack,* scales, and
all sorts of drawing material.

It is by a qpmparison of Payer’s map, Jackson’s map, and
my own observations, that I have made oiiit the sketc^map
here reproduced. I have altered Payer’s and Jackson’s map
only at places where my observations differ essentially froin

theirs, i make no pretence to give more than a provisional

sketch ; 1 had not even time to woik out my own observations

with absolute accuracy. When this has been done, and if I can

gain access to all Payer’s material, no dpubt a considerably more

* We had not anv Nautical Almanack for 1896, and bad hltberld ttSed

the almanack for the jwevious year.
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^
1^ru»timortii7 map. can be produced. The only importance
which 1 daim for the accompanying map, is that, shows
j^nghly hoW'what we have.hitherto called Frin? Josef Land is

cuhup into innuirorable small islands, without any continuous

and extensive mass of land. Much of Payer’s map I found to

coincide well enough with ,our observations. But the enigma
over which we had pondered the whole winter still remained

unsolved. . Where were Dove Glacier and the whole northern

part of Wilczek LandP Where were the islands which Payer
liad iiamed Braun Island, Hoifmann Island, and Freeden
Island ? The last might, no doubt, be identified with the

southermost island of Hvidtenland (White Land), but the

odrers had completely disappeared. I pondered for a long

time over the question how such a mistake could have crept

into a ^ap by such a man as Payer—^an experienced topo-

grapher, whose maps, as a rule, bear the stamp of great

accuracy and care, and a Polar traveller for whose ability 1 have

always entertained a high respect. I examined his account

of his vojrage, and tliere 1 found that he expressly mentions

that during the time he was coasting along this Dove Glacier

he had a great deal of fog, which quite concealed the land

ahead. But one day (it was April 7th, 1874) he says* ;

f‘At this latitude (8j® 23’) it seemed as if Wilczek land
suddenly terminated, but when the sun scattered the driving

mists we saw the glittering ranges of its enormous glaciers

—

the Dove Glaciers—shining down on us. Towards, the north-

east we. could trace land trending to a cape lying m the grey

distance : Cape Buda-Pesth, as it was afterwards called. The
•prospect thus opened to us of a vast glacier land •conflicted

'With die general impression we had formed of the resemtdani^

betweeif the newly discovere4 rei^on and Spitsbergen ; for

.g^acims of such extraordinary magnitude presuppose the exist-

ence.ofa country stretching far into the interior.”

tS': :
: ^ r—

* Aiw Lands within the Arctic Circle^ By J. Payer, Vol. II, 129.
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I have often thought over this description, and I cannot'

find in Payer’s book any other information that thwvs light

upon the mystery. Although, according to this, it wotiM

appear as if they had had clear weather that day, there must,

nevertheless, have been fog-banks lying over Hvidtenland,

uniting it with Wilczek Land to the south and stretching

northwards towards Crown-Prince Rudolf Land. The sun

shining on these fog-banks must have glhtered so that they

were taken for glaciers along a continubus coast. I can all

the more easily understand this mistake as I was m)rself on
the point of falling into it. As before related, if the weather

had not cleared on the evening of June nth, enabling us to

discern the sound between Northbroob Island and Peter

Head (Alexandra Land), we should have remained^ under

the impression that we had here continuous land, and should

have represented it as such in mapping this region.

Mr. Jackson and I frequently discussed the naming of the

lands we had explored. I asked him whether he would object

to my naming the land on which I had wintered “ Frederick

Jackson’s Island,” as a small token of our gratitude for the

hospitality he had shown us. We had made the discovery

that this island was separated by sounds from the land farther

north, which Payer had named Karl Alexander Land. For

the rest, I refrained from giving names to any of the places

which Jackson had seen before I saw them.

The country around Cape Flora proved to be very interest*

'ing from the geological point of view, and as often as time

permitted I investigated its structure, either alone, or more
frequently in company with the doctor and geologist ot the

English expedition. Dr. Koetlitz. Many an interesting eX*

ctirsion did we make together up and down those st^eji

moraines in search of fossils, which' in certain places ' we
found in great numbers. It appeared that from the sea^

level up to a height of about 500 or 600 feet the land

consisted of a soft clay mixed with lumps of a red-brown clay
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stindstone, in which lumps the fossils chiefly abounded. But

the eurth so pverstrewn with loose stones which h%d rolled

down from the basalt walls above, that it wa^difficult to reach

it For a long ti^e I maintained that all this clay was only a

comparatively late strand formation ; but the doctor was inde-

fatigable in his efforts to convince me that it really was an old

and very extensive formation, stretching right under the super-

imposed basalt. Atvlast I had to yield, when we arrived at the

topmost stratum of the clay, and I saw it actually going under

the basalt, and found some shallower strata of basalt lower down
in the clay. An examination of the fossils, ^hich consisted for

the most part of ammonites and belemnites, convinced me that

the whole of this clay formation must date from the Jurassic

period. At several places Dr. Koetlitz had found thin strata of

coal in*the clay. Petrified wood was also of common occur,

rence. But over the clay formation lay a mighty bed of basalt

600 or 700 feet in height, which was certainly not Ihe least

interesting feature of the country. It was distinguished by its

coarse-grained structure from the majority of typical basalts,

and seemed to be closely related to those which are found in

Spitzbergen and North-East Land.* The basalt, however,

seems to vary a good deal in appearance here in Franz Josef

Land. That which we found farther north—^for example, at

Cape M'Clintock and on Goose Island—was considerably more
coarse-grained than that which we found here. The situation

of the basalt here on Northbrook Island and the surround-

ingJslands was also very different from that which we had

ol^erved farther north. It is here met with, as a rule, only

at a ‘height of 500 or 600 feet above the sea, whfle on the

more northerly islands—from 81® northwards—it reached

right to the shore. Thus it 4|ropped in an almost perpen-

dicular wall straight into the sea at Jackson’s Cape Fisher, in

81*. It was the same at Cape M‘Clintock, at our winter cabin.

* Where they are generally called diabases.
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at the headland of columnar basalt where we passed, the ni£;ht

of Augu|t a5th, 1895, at Cape Clements Markham, and at ^e<

sharp poi]>t of rdck where we landed on the night . between

August i6th and 17th. The structure seemed to be similar*

too, so far as we had seen, on the south side of Crown-Prince

Rudolfs Land. Wherever we had been to the northward I

had kept a sharp look-out for strata whose fossils could ^ve
us any information as to the geological age of this country.

According to what I here found at Cape* Flora, it appeared as

if a great part, at least, of this basalt dated from the Jurassic

period, as it lay inftnediately above, and was partly intermixed

with, strata of this age. Moreover, on the top of the basalt,

as will presently appear, vegetable fossil? were found dating

from the later part of the Jurassic period. It thus seems as

though Franz Josef Land»were of a comparatively old*^forma-

tion. All these horizontal strata of basalt, stretching over all

the islands at about the same height, seem to indicate that

there was once a continuous mass of land here, which in the

course of time, being exposed to various disintegrating forces

such as frost, damp, snow, glaciers, and the sea, has been

split up and worn away, and has in part disappeared under

the sea, so that now only scattered islands and rocks remain,

separated from each other by fjords and sounds. As these

formations bear a certain resemblance to what has been found

in several places in Spitsbergen and North-East Land, we may
plausibly assume that these two groups of islands originally

belonged to the same^ mass of land. It would, therefore! be
interesting to investigate the as yet unknown region which

separates* them, the region which we should have bad to

traverse had we not fallen in with Jackson and his expedition*

There is doubtless much that i^new, and e!^>eciaj[ly many ne^
islands, to be found in this strait—possibly a continumls series

of islands, so that there may be some difficulty in determining

where the one archipelago ends and the other begins* The
investigation of this region is a problem of no small sciratilie
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^ ihk'^rtance, which we may hope that the Jackson-Hannsworth
BxpeditioQ'Will succeed in solving. ,

' How far the Franz Josef Land archipelago %t]$tches towards

the north cahnot ^s yet be detennined with certainty. Accord-

ing to our experience, indeed, it would seem improbable that

there is land of any great extent in that direction. It is true

that Payer, when he was upon Crown-Prince Rudolf s L.and,

saw Petermann’s l»and and Oscar’s Land, the first to the

north and the second to the west; but that Petermann’s

Land, at any rate, cannot be of any size, seems to be proved

by our observations, since we saw no land %t all as we came
southwards a good way east of it, and the ice seemed to drift

to the westward practically unimpeded when we were in its

latitude. That King Oscar’s Land also cannot be of any

great extent seems to me evident from what we saw in the

course of the winter and spring, as the wind swept the ice

unhindered away from the land, so that there can scarcely be

any extensive and continuous mass of land to the north Or

north-west to keep it back.

It is, perhaps, even more difficult to determine how iar the

Franz Josef Land archipelago stretches to the eastward.

From all we saw, 1 should judge that Wilczek Land cannot be

of any great extent ; but there may nevertheless be new islaQds

further to the east. 'I’his seems probable, indeed, from the

fact that in June and July, 1895, we remained almost motion^

less at about 82^ 5' N. lat., in spite of a long continuance of

northerly winds ;
whence it seemed that there must be a

stretch of land south of us obstructing, like a long wall, the

further drift of the ice to the southward. But it is sseless to

discuss this question minutely here, as it, tod, will doubtless be
answered authoritative by thesEnglish expedition.

Another feature of Northbrook Island which greatly inter-

ested nte was the evidence it presented of changes in the level

inf die sea. I have already mentioned that Jackson’s hut lay

an old strand-line or terrace about from 40 to 50 feet high,
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but there were also several other strand-lines, both lowet and
higher, il’hus ^ found that Leigh Smith, who also ha4 wintered

on this headland,^ had built his hut upon an old strand-line

17 feet above the sea-level, while at other r places I- found

strand-lines at a height of 80 feet I had already noticed such

strand-lines at different elevations when I first arrived in the

previous autumn at the more northern part of this region (for

example, on Torup’s Island). Indeed we had lived all the

winter on such a terrace.
*

Jackson had found whales’ skeletons at several places about

Cape Flora. Close to his hut for instance, at a height of

50 feet there laid the skull of a whale, a balana, possibly a

Greenland whale {Balcena mysiicetus f). At a point farther

north there lay fragments of a whole skeleton, probably pf the

same species. The underjaw was 18 feet 3 inches long ; but

these bones lay at an elevation of not more than 9 feet above

the present sea-level. I also found other indications that the

sea must at a comparatively recent period have risen above;

these low strand-terraces. For instance, they were at many
points strewn with mussel shells. This land, then, seems to

hav5 been subjected to changes of level analogous to those

which have occurred in other northern countries, of which, as

abowe mentioned, I had also seen "indications on the north

coast of Asia.

One day when Mr. Jackson and Dr. Koetlita were out on
an excursion together they found on a “ nUnatak,” or spur of

rock, projecting above a glacier on the north side of Cape
Flora, two places which were strewn with vegetable fossil^

This discovery, of course, aroused my keenest interest, and oh
July the 17th Dr.‘ Koetlitz and I set out for the spot togetheV.,

The spur of rock consisted entirely of basalt, at some pointjr

showing a marked columnar structure, and projected in rfie

middle of the glacier, at a height which I estimated at 600 or

700 feet above the sea. Unfortunately there was ho time to

jtneasure its elevation exactly. At two points on the surface of
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the. basalt there was a layer consisting of innumerable frag-

ments of sandstone. In almost every one of th(^e impressions

were to be found, for the most part of the needles and leaves

of pine-trees, but also of small fern-leaves. We picked up as

many of these treasures as we could carry, and retmned that

evening heavily laden and in high contentment. On a snow-

shoe excursion, some days later, Johansen also chanced unwit-

tingly upon the same place, and gathered fossils, which he
brought to me. Sinbe my return home, this collection of

vegetable fossils has been examined by Professor Nathorst, and
it appears that Mr. Jackson and Dr. Koetlifz have here made
an extremely interesting find.

Professor Nathorst writes to me as follows :
—“ In spite of

their vSty fragmentary condition the vegetable fossils brought

home by you are of great interest, as they give us our first

insight into the plant world in regions north of the eightieth

degree of latitude during the latter part of the Jurassic period.

The most common are leaves of a fir-tree (J>inus) which

resembles the jfinus JNordenskioldi (Heer) found in the Jurassic

strata of Spitzbergen, East Siberia, and Japan, but which

probably belongs to a diiferent species. There occur alio

narrower leaves of another species, and furthermore male

flowers and fragments of a pine cone* with several sel<3s,

one of which suggests the finus Maakiana (Heer) from the

Jurassic strata of Siberia, Among traces of other pine-trees

may be mentioned those of a broad-leaved taxites resembling

iaxites, gramineus (Heer) specially foun<f in the Jurassic strata

of Spitzbergeii and Siberia, which has leaves of about^the same

size as those of the Cephalotaxus Fortunei^ at present existing

in China and Japan. It is interesting, too, to find remains of

t^e genus FeUdenia, which has as yet been found only in the

.• I.«lgh Smith had idready brought back from Spitrbergen a fossil cone,

Y'hich Carrothers classified as ti pmus ; but he regaided it as belonging to

die dpp^r patt oi the cretaceous system. «
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Polar regions. It was first discovered by Nordenskiold in.the

tertiary,strata near Cape Staratschin on Spitzbergen, ih.^i8d8f

and was <iescribtd by Heer under the name of Torettipt. It

was subsequently found by Feilden in’^the, tertiary strata at

Discovery Bay, in Grinnell Land, during the English Polar

Expedition of 1875-76 ; and Heer now changed the generic

name to JFeildenia, as TorelUa had already been employed as

the name of a mussel. This species has tsince been found by
me in 1883 in the upper Jurassic strata*of Spitzbergen. The
leaves ftmind one of the leaves of , the sub-species tta^ia of

the existing gtriM^podocarpus,

“The finest specimens of the whole collection are the leaves

of a small ginkgo, of which one is complete. This genus, with

plum-like seeds and with leaves which, unlike those qf other

pine-trees, have a real leaf-blade, is found at present, in one
single species only, in Japan, but existed in former times in

numerous forms and in many regions. During the Jurassic

period it flourished especially in East Siberia, and has also

been found on Spitzbergen, ' in East Greenland '(at Scoresby
Sound), and at many places in Europe, etc. During the

cretaceous and the tertiary periods it was still found on the

west coast of Greenland at 70* N. lat. The leaf here repro-

dujed belongs to a new species whifth might be called ginkgo

polaris, and which is most closely related to the g. Jlabellata

(Heer) from the Jurassic strata of Siberia. It bears a certain

habitual resemblance to ginkgo digitata (Lindljsy and Hutton/,
particularly as found -in the brown Jurassic strata of England
and Spitzber|en ; but its leaves are considerably smaller.

Besides this species, one or two others may also occur in

this collection, as well as fragments of the leaves of the genus
czekoftowskia, related to the ginkgo family, but with riaito^

leaf-blades resembling pine-needles.

“ Ferns are very scantily represented. Such fragments as
there are belong to four different types

j but the species can
'carcely be determined. One fragment belongs to the genus^'
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(lado^hlebisy common in Jurassic strata ; another suggests the

thyrsopieriSt found in the Jurassic strata of East Siberia*and of

England
; a third suggests the onychupsis chafhCteristic of the

upper jurassic strata. ’The fourth, again, seems to be closely

related to the asplenium (JReiruschtnense), which Heer has

described, found in the Siberian Jurassic ftrata. The specimen

is remarkable from the fact that the epidermis cells of the leaf

have left a clear impi^ssion on the ro<^.

“ With its wealth ofpine leaves, its poverty of ferns, and its

lack of cyeadece, this Franz Josef Land" flora has somewhat the

same character as that of the upper Jurassic fldta of Spitzbergen,

although the species are somewhat different. Like the Spitz-

bergen flora, it does not indicate a particularly genial climate,

although doubtless enormously more so than that of the

present ^ay. The deposits must doubtless have occurred in

the neighbourhood of a pine forest So far as the specimens

enable one to Judge, the flora seems to belong rather to the

upper (white) Jurassic system than to the middle (brown)

system.”

.
It was undeniably a sudden transition to come straight

from our long inert life in our winter lair, where one’s scientific

int^ests foun'd little enough stimulus, right into the midst of

this scientific oasis, where there was plenty of opportunity for

work, where books and all necessary apparatus were- at hand,

and. where one could employ one’s leisure moments in dis-

cussing with men of similar tastes all sorts of scientific

questions connected with the Arctic zone. In the botanist

of the ,expedition, Mr. Harry Fisher, I found a man fifll of the

warmest interest in the fauna and flora of the Polar regions,

an^.tte ^haustive investi^tions which his residence here

has enabled him to make into the plant-life and animal-life

(especially the former) of the locality, both by sea and land, .

will; certainly augment in a most valuable degree our know-

|e^e of its biological conditions; I shall not easily forget the ,
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many pleasant talks in which he communicated to me his

discoveries and observations. They were all eagerly absorbed

by a mind long deprived of such sustenance. I felt like a

piece of parched soil drinking in rain after a drougfft of a

whole year.

But other diversions were also available. If my brain grew

fatigued with unwonted labour, I could set off with Jackson for

the top of the moraine to shoot auks, which swarmed under the

basalt walls. They roosted in hundreds and hundreds on the

shelves and ledges above us ; at other places the kittiwakes

brooded on theii* nests. It was a refreshing scene of life and
activity. As we stood up there at a height of 500 feet, and
could look far out over the sea, the auks flew in swarms back-

ward and forwards over our heads, and ‘every now and then

we would knock over one or two as they passed. Evely time a
gun was fired, the report echoed through all the rocky clefts,

and thousands of birds flew shrieking down from the ledges.

It seemed as though a blast of wind had swept a great dust-

cloud down from the crest above ; but little by little they

returned to their nests, many of them meanwhile falling to our

guns. Jackson had here a capital larder, and he made ample
use of it. Almost every day he was up under the rock

shooting auks, which formed a daily dish at dinner. In the

autumn great stores of them were laid in to last through the

winter. At other times Jackson and Blomqvist would go up
and gather eggs. 1 hey dragged a ladder up with them, and
by its aid Jackson clambered up the perpendicular cliffs.

This egg-hunting a'mong the loose basalt cliffs where the

stones were perpetually slipping away from under one, ap-

peared to me such dare-devil work that I was chary of tiddng

part in it Far be it flrom me to deny, however, that the eggs

made delicious eating, whether we had them soft-boiled Tor
breakfast, or made into pancakes for dinner. It was remark-

able how entirely I had got out of training for climbing in

precipitous places. I well remember that the first time I Went
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jup .the moraine with Jackson, I had to stop and take breath

every hundred paces or so. This was, no d^Ubt, dud to our
long inactivity ;

perhaps, too, I had become somewhat anaemic

during the winteran our lair. But there was more than that m
it ; the very height and steepness made me uneasy ; I was in-

clined to turn dizzy, and had great difficulty in coming down
again, preferring, if possible, simply to sit down and slide. After

a while this passed <3ff a little, and I became more accustomed
to the heights again. *I also became less short-winded, and at

last I could climb almost like a normal human being.

In the meantime the days wore on, and still we saw nothing

of the Windward, Johansen and I began to get a little im-

patient. We discussed the possibility that the ship might

not ma]|^ its way through the ice, and that we should have to,

winter here after all. This idea was not particularly attractive

to us—to be' so near home and yet not to reach home. ^Ve

regretted that we had not at once pushed on for Spitzbergen

;

perhaps we should by this time have reached the much-talked-

of sloop. When we came to think of it, why on earth had we
stopped here ? That was easily explained. These people w'cre

so kind and hospitable to us that it would have been more than

'Spmtan had we been able to resist their amiability. And then

we had gone through a good deal before we arrived, and here

was a warm cosy nest, where we had nothing to do but to sit

do^ and wait. Waiting, however, is not always the easiest

of work, and we began
.
seriously to think of setting off again

for Spjtzbergen. But had we not delayed too long ? It was

the middle of July, and although we should probably get on

quickly enough, we might meet wth unexpected impediments,

and it might take us a month or more to reach the waters in

which we could hope to find a ship. That would bring us to

the middle or perhaps to the end of August, by which time

the sloops had begun to make for home. If we did not come
across one at once, when we got into September it would be

difficult enough to get hold of one, and then we should per-

yon. II. z
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haps be in for another winter of it after all. No, it was ,best

to remain here, ^or there was every chance that the ship would

make ife appearance. The best time for navigating these

waters is August and the beginning of September, when there

is generally the least ice. We must trust to that, and let the

time pass as best it might. There were others than we who
waited impatiently for the ship. Four members of the English

expedition were also to go home in Sier, after two years’

absence. >

”

“Monday, JuJy 20th. We begin to get more and more
impatient for the arrival of the vessel, but the ice is still

tolerably thick here. Jackson says that she should have

been here by the middle of June, and thinks that there has,

several times, been sufficiently .Open water for her to^have got

through ; but I have my doubts about that. Though only a
little scattered ice is to be seen here, even from a height of

500 feet, that does not mean much ; there may be more ice

farther south blocking the way. One day Jackson and the

doctor were on the top of the mountain here, and from that

point, too, there seemed to be very little ice in the south;

but I am not convinced any the more I think all experience

goes to show that there must still be plenty of ice in the sea

to the south. What Mr, Jackson says about the Windward
having been able to get through as early as July last year

without needing to touch the ice, adding that then, too, there

was no ice to be seen from here, I do not find at all conclu-

sive. During the last few days more ice has again come
drifting, in from the east I long to get away. What if we
are shut in here all the winter ? Then we shall have done
wrong in stopping here. Why did we not continue our journey

to Spitzbergen? We should have been at home by now. The
eye wanders out over the boundless white plain. Not one
dark streak of water—^ice, ice !—shut out from the worlds from

the throbbing life, the life that we believed to be so near,

“ Low down on*’ the horizon there is a strip of blue-grey
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cloi;(h Far, far away beyond the ice there is open water, and
perhaps there, rocked on long swelling billowy from the great

oceain,''lie3 the vessel which is to bear us to the familiar shores,

the vessel which brings tidings from home, and from those we
love.

** Dream, dream ofhome and beauty ! Stray bird, here among
the ice and snow, you will seek for them all in vain. Dream
the golden dream oWuture re-union 1

”

“Tuesday, July 21st. Have at last got a good wind from
the north which is sending the ice out to sea. There is

nothing but open sea to ' be seen this evening ; now perhaps

there is hope of soon seeing the vessel.”

“Wednesday, July 22nd. Continual changes and continual

disappi^tments. Yesterday hope was strong ; to-day the wind
has changed to the south-east, and driven the ice in again. We
may still have to wait a long time.”

“ Sunday, July 26th. The vessel has come at last. I was
awakened this morning by feeling some one pull my legs. It

was Jackson, who, with beaming countenance, announced that

the Windward had come. I jumped up and looked out of the

wrindow. There she was, just beyond the edge of the ice,

steaming slowly in to find an anchorage. Wonderful to see

a ship agmn i How high the rigging seemed, and the hull 1

It was like,an island. There would be tidings on board from
the great world far beyond.”

There was a general stir. Every man was up, arrayed in the

most wonderful costumes, to gaze out of the window. Jackson
and Blottiqvist rushed off as soon as they had got on their

clothes. As I scarcely had anything to do on board«at present

I went to bed again, but it was not long before Blomqyist came
piahting back, sent by the thoughtful Jackson, to say that all

was well at home, and that nothing had been heard of the

J^ank < This Was the first thing Jackson had asked about I

felt my heart as light as a feather. He said, too, that when
Jackson had told the men who bad come to meet him on the •

VOL. II. z 2
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ice about us and our journey, they had greeted the intelUgenre

with three hearty cheers.

I hadJiardly^ept two hours that night, and not much more the

night before. I tried to sleep, but there was no rest to be had

;

I might just as well dress and go on boar^. As I drew near

the vessel, I was greeted with ringing cheers by the whole crew

gathered on the deck, where I was heartily received by the

excellent Captain Brown, commander of the Windward^ by
Dr. Bruce, and Mr. Wilton, who wete both to winter with

Jackson, and by the ship’s company. We went below into

the roomy, snu^ cabin, and all kinds of news were eagerly

swallowed by listening ears, while an excellent breakfast with

fresh potatoes and other delicacies glided down past a palate

which needed less than that to satisfy it. There were remark-

able pieces of news indeed. One of the first was*fhat now
they could photograph people through doors several inches thick.

I confess I pricked up my ears at this information. That
they could photograph a bullet buried in a person’s body was
wonderful, too, but nothing to this. And then we heard that

the Japanese had thrashed the Chinese, and a good deal more.

Not least remarkable, we thought, was the interest which the

whole world now seemed to take in the Arctic regions. Spits-

bergen had become a tourist country ; a Norwegian steamship

company (the Vesteraalen) had started a regular passenger ser-

vice to it,* a hotel had been built up there, and 'there was a
post office and a Spitzbergen stamp. And then we heard that

Andr^e was there waiting for wind to gQ to the Pole in a
balloon. If we haS pursued our course to Spitzbergen, we
shouldothus have dropped into the very middle of all this.

We should have found a hotel and tourists, and should have
been brought home in a comfortable modern steamboat, very

different from the whaling sloop we had been talking of all the

winter, and, indeed, all the previous year. People are apt

* I did not dream that Sverdrup a year after would be in command of.
tbis steamer.
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to think . that it would be amusing to see themselves, and I

form no exception to this rule. 1 would have givei>a good
deal to see us in our unwashed, unsophistidDted condition, as

we came out of our winter lair, plumping into the middle of a

band of English tourists, male and female. I doubt whether

there would then have been much embracing or shaking of

hands, but I don’t doubt that there would have been a great

deal of peering thrcsigh ventilators or any other loophole that

could have been found.

Thu Windward had left London on June 9th, and Vardo bn
the 2Sth. They had brought four reind&r with them for

Jackson, but no horses as he had expected.* One reindeer

had died on the voyage.

Every one was now busily employed in unlading the Wind-

ward, 2hd bringing to land the supplies of provisions, coal,

reindeer-moss and other such things which it had brought for

the expedition. Both the ship’s crew and the members of the

English expedition took part in this work, which proceeded

rapidly, and had soon made a level road over the uneven ice

;

and now load after load was driven on sledges to land. In less

than a week Captain Brown was ready to start for home, and
only awaited Jackson’s letters and telegrams. They took a

few more days, and then everything was ready. In the mean-

time however, a gale had sprung up, blowing on the shore

;

the Windward’s moorings at the edge of the ice had given

way ; she was set adrift, and obliged to seek a haven farther in,

where, however, it was so shallow that there was only one or

two feet of water beneath her keel. Meanwhile, the wind

drove the ice in, the navigable water closed in all Itound it

outside, and the floes were continually drawing nearer. For

a time the situation looked anything but pleasant; but

fortunately the ice did not reach the vessel, and she thus

* Jackson had brought with him several Russian horses, which he had
used along with dogs on his sledge expeditions. Only one of these horses

was alive at the time of our arrival.
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escaped *being screwed out of the water. After a delay cif a
couple of days on this account the vessel got out again.

*

And now we were to bid adieu to this last station on our

route where we had met with such a cordial and ho^itable

reception. A feverish energy came over ‘the little colony.

Those who were going home had to make themselves ready

for the voyage, and those who were to remain had to bring

their letters and other things on board.
^
This, however, uras

sufficiently difficult. The vessel lay waiting impatiently and
incessantly sounding her steam-whistle; and a quantity of

loose ice had packed itself together outside the edge of the

shore ice, so that it was not easy to move. At last, however,

those who were to remain had gone on sh<xe, and we who
were going home were all on board—that is to say, Mr. Fisher,

the botanist, Mr. Child, the chemist, Mr. Burgess, and tfete Finn,

Blomqvist, of the English expedition, along with Johansen and
myself. As the sun burst through the clouds above Cape
Flora we waved our hats, and sent our last cheer as a farewell

to the six men standing like a little dark spot on the floe in

that great icy solitude ; and under full sail and steam w'e set

out on the 7th August, with a fair wind, over the undulating

surface of the ocean, towards the south.

Fortune favoured us. Ori her northward voyage the Wind>
ward had much and difficult ice to combat with, before she at

last broke through, and came in to land. Now, too, we met a
quantity of ice, but it was slack and comparatively easy to get

through. We were stopped in a few placesj^ and had to break

a way through with' the engine ; but the ship was in good
hands. „From his long Experience as a ifrhaler. Captain Brown
knew well how to contend with greater odds than the thin ice

we met with here—the only ice that is found in this sea.

From morning till night he sat up in the crow’s-nest as long
as there was a bit of ice in the water. He gave himself little

time for sleep ; the point was, as he often said to me, to bring

us home before the I^ram arrived, for he understood well what
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a bk>w it would give to those near and dear to us if she got

home before ns. Hianks to him, we had as short and
pleasant a homeward voyage as few, if any,’ can have had
from these inhospitable regions, where we had spent three

years. From the*moment we set foot on deck, he did every-

thing to make us comfortable and at home on board, and
we Spent many a pleasant hour together, which will never be
forgotten by either of us. But it was not only the captain

who treated us in this way. Every man of the excellent

crew showed us kindness and goodwill in every way. I

cannot think of them—of the little stevuard, for instance,

when he popped his head into the cabin to ask what he
could get for us, or wakened me in the morning with his

cheery voice, or sang his songs for us—without a feeling of

unspealaable well-being and happiness. Then, too, we were

continually drawing nearer home; we could count the days

and hours that must pass before we could reach a Norwegian

por^ and be once more in communication with the world.

From the experience he had had on the northward voyage^

Captain Brown had come to the conclusion that he would

find his way out of the ice most easily by first steering in a

south-easterly direction towards Novaya Zemlya, which he

thought would be the nearest way to the open sea. This

proved also to be exactly the case. After having gone about

220 knots through the ice, we came into the open sea at the

end of a long bay, which ran northwards into the icis. It was

just' at the right spot ; had we been a little farther east or a

little farther west, we might have spent 'as many weeks drift-

ing about in the ice, as we now spent days in it O^ce more

we saw the blue ocean itself in front of us, and we shaped

our course straight for Vardd. It was an indescribably

delightfiil feeling once more to gaze over the blue expanse,

ns we paced up and down the deck, and were day by day

carried nearer home. One morning, as we stood looking

over thet sea, our gaze was arrested by something; what
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could thtit be away on the horizon ? We ran on to the,

bridge and looked througii the glass. The first sail. Fahey

being once more, in waters where other people went to and

fro 1 But* it was far away ; we could not go to it. Then we
saw more, and later in the day four great “ monsters ahead.

Ihey were British men-of-war, probably on their way home
after having been at Vadsd for the eclipse of the sun, which

was to have taken place on August 9th. Later in the evening

(August 1 2th) I saw something dark ahgad, low down on the

horizon. What was it? I saw it on the starboard bow,

stretching low and even towards the south. I looked again

and again. It was land, it was Norway 1 I stood as if turned

to stone, and gazed and gazed out into the night at this same

dark line, and a fear began to tremble in my breast. What
were the tidings that awaited me there ? «*>

When 1 came on deck next morning we were close under

the land. It was a bare and naked shore we had come up
to, scarcely more inviting than the land we had left up in

the mist of the Arctic Ocean—but it was Norway. The
captain had mistaken the coast in the night and had come in

too far north, and we were still to have some labour in beating

down against wind and sea, before we could reach Vardo. We
passed several vessels, and dipped our flag to them. We
passed the revenue cutter ; she came alongside, but they had
nothing to do there, and no one came on board. Then came
pilots, father and son. They greeted Brown, but were not
prepared to meet a countryman on board an English vessel.

They were a little surprised to hear me speak Norwegian, but

did not pay much attention to it. But when Brown asked them
if they knew who I was, the old man gazed at me again, and a
gleam, as it were, of a possible recognition crept over his face.

But when the name Nansen dropped from the lips of the warm-
hearted Brown, as he took the old man by the shoulders and
shook him in his delight at being able to give him such new§,

an expression came into the old pilot’s wc.ithcr-beaten facp, a
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mixture of joy and petrified astonishment, which was indescrib-

able. He seized my hand, and wished me welcome Jback to

life; the people here at home had long ag*, laid me in my
grave. And then came questions as to news from the expedi-

tion, and news f/om home. Nothing had yet been heard of

the Fratity and a load was lifted from my breast, when I knew
that those at home had been spared that anxiety.

.

Then, silently an^ unobserved, the Windward glided, with

colours flying, into'iVardo Haven. Before the anchor was

dropped, I was in a boat with Johansen on our way to the

telegraph station. We put in at the quay,‘but there was still

so much of our former piratical appearance left that no one
recognised us ; they scarcely looked at us, and the only being

that took any notice of the returned wanderers was an intelligent

cow, i^lTich stopped in the middle of a narrow street, and
stared at us in astonishment, as we tried to pass. That cow
was so delightfully summery to look at that I felt inclined to

go up and pat her ; I felt now that I really was in Norway.

When 1 got to the telegraph-station I laid a huge bundle down
on the counter, and said that it consisted of telegrams that 1

should like to have sent as soon as possible. There were

nearly a hundred of them, one or two rather long—of about a

thousand words each.

The head of the telegraph office looked hard at me, and
quietly took up the bundle ; but as his eye fell upon the signa-

ture of the telegram that lay on the top, his face suddenly

changed, he wheeled sharp round, and went over to the lady

clerk who was sitting at the table. When he again turned and
came towards me his face was radiant, and he bewde me a

hearty welcome. The telegrams should be despatched as

quickly as possible, he said ; but it would take several days and
nights to get them all through. And then the instrument began

to tick and tick, and to send through the country and the

•Vvorld the news that two members of the Norwegian Polar

Expedition had returned safe and sound, and that I expected
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the Fram home in the course of the autumn. I pitied the

four young ladies in the telegraph office at Vardoj they had

hard wdrk of it,during the following days. Not only had
all my telegrams to be despatched, but hundreds streamed in

from the south—both to us and to people in the town,

begging them to obtain information about us. Amongst the

first were telegrams to my wife, to the King of Norway, and

to the Norwegian Government. The last ran as follows

“ To His Excellency Secretary Hagemp :

‘*1 have the pleasure of announcing to you and ta the

Norwegian Government that the Expedition has carried out

its plan, has traversed the unknown Polar Sea from north of

the New Siberian Islands, and has explored the region north

of Franz Josef Land as far as 86“ 14' N. lat No land was

seen north of 82“.

“ Lieutenant Johansen and I left the Fram and the other

members of the Expedition on March 14th, 1895, in 84“ N.
lat. and loa* 27' E. long. We went northward to explore the

sea north of the Frames course, and then came south to Franz

Josef Land, whence the Windward has now brought us.

“ I expect the Fram to return this year.

“Fridtjof Nansen.”

As I was leaving the telegraph-office, the manager told me
that my friend Professor Mohn was in the town, staying, he
understood, at the hotel. Strange that Mohn, a man so

intimately connected with the Expedition, should be the first

friend I was to meet*! Even while we were handing in our

telegrams, the news of our arrival had begun to filter through

the town, and people were gradually flocking together to see

tKe two Polar bears who strode through the streets to the

hotel. 1 rushed in and enquired for Mohn. He was in his

room, number so and so, they told mej but he was taking

his siesta. I had no respect for siesta? at that moment; t

thundered at the door and tore it open. There lay Mohn on
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tjbe sofa, reading, with a long pipe in his mouth. He started

Uj) and stared fixedly, like a madman, at the long ligu^ stand-

ing on the threshold ; his pipe fell to the ^ound, his face

twitched, and then he burst out : “ Can it be true ? Is it

Fridtjof Nansen I believe he was alarmed about himself

thinking he had seen an apparition; but When he heard my
well-known voice, the tears came to his eyes, and crying,

** Thank God, you'ye still alive !
” he rushed into my arms.

Then came Johansen’s turn. It was a moment of wild re-

joicing, and numberless were the questions asked and answered
cm both sides. As one thing after another came into our heads,

the questions rained around without coherence and almost

without meaning. The whole thing seemed so incredible

that a long time passed before we even collected ourselves

suffici^niy to sit down, and I could tell him in a somewhat
more connected fashion what experiences we had gone

through during these three, years. But where was the From 9

Had we left her? Where were the others? Was anything

amiss ? These questions poured forth with breathless anxiety,

and it was no doubt the hardest thing of all to understand

that there was nothing amiss, and yet that we had left our

splendid ship. But, little by little, even that became com-
prehensible ; and then all was rejoicing, and champagne
and cigars presently appeared on the scene. Another ac-

quaintance from the south was also in the hotelj^ he came
in to speak to Mohn ; but seeing that he had visitors, was

on the point of going again. Then he stopped, stared at us,

discovered who the visitors were, and sfood as though nailed

to the spot ; and then we all drank to the Expedition and to

Norway. It was clear that we must stop there that evening,

and we sat the whole afternoon talking and talking without a

pause. J|3ut meanwhile the whole town had learnt the names
its wiewly-arnved guests, and when we looked out of the

fnndqw tHe street was full of people, and from all the fiagstaffs

over the town, and from all the masts in the harbour, the
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Norwegian flag waved in the evening sunshine. And then

came telegrams in torrents, all of them bringing good news.

Now all qur troubles were over. Only the arrival of the F^ram

was wanting to complete things ; but we were quite at ease

about her ; she would soon turn up. The first thing we had

to do, now that we were on Norwegian .soil, and could look

about us a little, was to replenish our wardrobe. But it was

now no joke to make our way through the streets, and if we
went into a shop, it was soon overflowing with people.

Thus we spent some never-to-be-forgotten days in Vardo,

and the hospitality with which we met was lavish and cordial.

After we had said good-bye to our hosts on board the

Windward and thanked them for all the kindness they

had shown us. Captain Brown weighed ' anchor on the

morning of Sunday, the i6th, to go on to Hainmerfest.

He wanted to pay his respects to my wife, who was to

meet us there. On August 21st Johansen and 1 arrived at

Hammerfest. Everywhere on tlie way people had greeted

us with flowers and flags, and now, as we sailed into its

harbour, the northernmost town in Norway was in festal

array from the sea to the highest hill-top, and thousands

of people were afoot. To my surprise, I also met here my
old friend. Sir George Baden-Powell, whose fine yacht, the

Otaria, was in the harbour. He had just returned from a

very successful scientific expedition to Novaya Zemlya, where
he had been with several English astronomers to observe the

solar eclipse of August 9th. With true English hospitality,

he placed his yacht entirely at my disposal, and I willingly

accepted<^ his generous invitation. Sir George Baden-Powell
was one of the last people I had seen in England. When we
patted—it was in the autumn of 1892—he asked me where we
ought to be looked for if we were too long away. I answered
that it would be of little use to look for us—it would be like

searching for a needle in a hay-stack. He told me I must not
think that people would be content to sit still and do nothing.
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In England, at any rate, he was sure that something would be
done—and where ought they to go ? “ Well,” I replied, “ I

can scarcely think of any other place than Eranz Josef Land

;

for if the J^ram^ goes to the bottom, or we are obliged to

abandon her, we must come out that way. If the From docs
not go to the bottom, and the drift is as I believe it to be, we
shall reach the open sea between Spitzbergen and Greenland.”

Sir George now thought that the time had come to look for us,

and since he could Vot do more for the present, it was his

interttion, after having carried out his expedition to Novaya
Zemlya, to skirt along the edge of the ice, Ind see if he could

not pick up any news of us. Then, just at the right moment,
we made our appearance at Hammerfest, In the evening, my
wife arrived, and my secretary, Christofersen ; and after having

atten<I^ a brilliant fdte given that night by the town of

Hammerfest in our honour, we took up our quarters on board

the Otaria^ where the days now glided past so smoothly that

we scarcely noticed the lapse of time. Telegrams of congratu-

lation, and testimonies of goodwill and hearty rejoicing,

arrived in an unbloken stream from all quarters of the world.

But the Fram 1 I had telegraphed confidently that I

expected her home this year ; but why had she not already

arrived ? I began more and more to think over this, and the

more I calculated all chances and possibilities, the more
firmly was I convinced that she ought to be out of the ice by

this time, if nothing had gone amiss. It was strange that she

was not already here, and I thought ^ith horror that if the

autumn should pass without news of her, the coming winter

and summer would be anything but pleasant. •

Just as I had turned out on the morning of August 20th, Sir

George knocked at my door and said there was a man th6re

who insisted on speaking to me. I answered that I wasn’t

dressed yet, but that I would come immediately. ** Oh, that

doesn’t matter,” said he, “ come as you are.” I was a little

surprised at all this urgency, and asked what it was all about,
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He said he did not know, but it was evidently something

pressingi I nevertheless put on my clothes, and then went

out into the salodh. There stood a gentleman with^a telegram

in his hand, who introduced himself as the
^
head of the tele-

graph office, and said that he had a telegram to deliver to me.

which he thought would interest me, so he had come with it

himself. Something that would interest me ? There was only

one thing left in the world that could really interest me. With
trembling hands I tore open the telegranJ

“ Fridtjof Nansen.

Fram arrived in good condition. All well on board.

Shall start at once for Tromso. Welcome home.
“ Otto Sverdrup.”

I felt as if I should have choked, and all I could say was,
“ The Fram has arrived !

” Sir George, who was standing by,

gave a great leap of joy; Johansen’s face was radiant; Chris-

tofersen was quite overcome with gladness ; and there in the

midst of us stood the head of the telegraph office, enjoying

the effect he had produced. In an instant I dashed into my
cabin to shout to my wife that the Fram had arrived ; she was
dressed and out in double quick time. But I could scarcely

believe it—it seemed like a fairy tale. I read the telegram

again and again before I could assure myself that it was not

all a dream ; and then there came a strange, serene happiness

over my mind such as I had never known before.

There was jubilation on board and over all the harbour and
town. From the Windward, which was just weighing anchor
to precefle us to Tromso, we heard ringing cheers for the Fram
and the Norwegian flag. We had intended to start for Tromso
that afternoon, but now we agreed to get under weigh as

quickly as possible, so as to try to overtake the Fram at

Skjaervd, which lay just on our route. 1 attempted to stop her

by a telegram to Sverdrup, but it arrived too late.

« It was a lively breakfast we had that morning. Johansen
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and I spoke of how incredible it seemed that we should soon

press our comrades’ hands again. Sir Geijige was® almost

beside himself with joy ; every now and then he wodfd spring

up from his chair,•thump the table, and cry :
** The has

arrived f The Fram has really arrived 1
” lady Baden-Powell

was quietly happy ; she enjoyed our joy. *

The next day weientered Tromso harbour, and there lay the

Fram, strong and blq^d and weather-beaten. It was strange

to see again that high rigging and the hull we knew so well.

When last we saw her she was half buried, in the ice ; now
she floated freely and proudly on the blue sea, in Norwegian

waters. We glided alongside of her. The crew of the Otaria

greeted the gallant ship with three times three English cheers,

and tht<&'am replied wjth a nine-fold Norwegian hurrah. We
dropped our anchor, and the next moment the Otaria was

boarded by the Franis sturdy crew.

The meeting which followed I shall not attempt to describe.

I don’t think any of us knew anything clearly, except that we
were all together again—we were in Norway—and the expedi-

tion had fulfilled its task.

Then we set oflF together southward along the Norwegian
coast. First came the tug Haalogaland, chartered by the

Government, then the Fram, heavy and slow, but so much
the surer, and last the elegant Otaria, with my wife and me
on board—which was to take us to Trondhjem. What a

blesSed sensation it was to sit in peace at last, and see others

take the lead and pick out the way. >

Wherever we passed, the heart of the Norwegian people

went out to us, from the steamers crowded with holiday-

making townsfolk, and from the poorest fishing-boat that

lay alone among the skerries. It seemed as if old Mother
Norway were proud of us, as if she pressed us in a close

and warm embrace, and thanked us for what we had done.-

And what was it, after all ? We had only done our duty, we
hftd simply accomplished the task we had undertaken, and it>
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was we who owed her thanks for the right to saii, under her

flag, i remember one morning in particular. It w^as.in Brdno-

sund—the morning was still grey and chill when I was called

up—there were so many people who wanted to greet us. I

was half asleep when I came on deck. The whole sound was

crowded with boats. We had been going slowly through them,

but now the Haalogaland in front put op more speed, and we
too went a little quicker. A fisherman irf his boat toiled at the

oars to keep up with us; it was no easy work. Then he shouted

up to me

:

“You don’t want to buy any fish, do you ?”

“No, I don’t think we do.”

“ I suppose you can’t tell me where Nansen is ? Is he on
board the From ?”

•

“ No, I believe he’s on board this ship,” was the reply.

“ Oh, I wonder if I couldn't get on board ? I’m so desper-

ately anxious to see him.”
“ It can hardly be done, I’m afraid

; they haven’t time to

stop now.”
“ That’s a pity. I want to see the man himself.”

He went on rowing. It became harder and harder to keep

up, but he stared fixedly at me as I leant on the rail smiling;-

while Christofersen stood laughing at my side.

“ Since you’re so anxious to see the man himself, I may tell

you that you see him now,” said I.

“ Is it you ! Is it you ! Didn't I guess as much ! Welcome
home again 1 ” ,

- •

And thereupon the fisherman dropped his oars, stood up fn

his boat, and took off his cap. As we went on through the

splendour of the morning, and I sat on the deck of the

luxurious English yacht, and saw the beautiful barren cba«
stretching ahead in the sunshine, I realised to the full- for the

. first time how near this land and this people lay to my -tietirt'.

Ifwe had sent a single gleam of sunlight over their lives> these

.three years had not been wasted.



Hie Joa^i$]r -^QX^fawarcf^. ^3
Thid Norway^ thi« N<^4i^

— It is d^r to' ittJs, so dear,

^ Akd DO |3CK>pfe has a foirer land than this our hOm^ati^l here.*

:* 0)i,4he shepherding in spring,

When the birds begin to sing,

When the mountain-peak glitters' and green grows the lea^ * ^

And the turbulent river sweeps brown to the sea • • •

Whoso knows Norway must well understand

How her sons can suffer for such a land.
•

One felt all the vitafity and vigour throbbing in this people,

and saw as in a vision its great and rich future, when all its

prisoned forces shall be unfettered and set free.

Now one had returned to life, and it stretched before one

full of light and hope. Then came the evenings when the sun

sank fa{ out behind the blue sea, and the clear melancholy of

autumn lay over the face of the waters. It was too beautiful to

thieve in. A feeling of dread came over one ; but the silhou-

ette of a woman’s form, standing out against the glow of the

evening sky, gave peace and security.

So we passed from town lo town, from f§te to fete, along the

coast of Norway. It was on September ptb that the JFram

st^med up Christiania Fjord and met with a reception such

as a prince migjit have envied. The stout old men-of-war,

Nordstfemen and Elida, the new and elegant Valkyrie^ and the

nimble little torpedo-boats, led the way for us. Steamboats

swarmed around all black with people. There, 'ivere flags

high and low, salutes, hurrahs, waving ofhandkerchiefs and hats,

radiant faces everywhere, the whole fjord one multitudinous

welcoine. There lay home, and the well-known strand before

it, glittering and smiling in the sunshine. Then steamers on

stumers again, shouts after shouts ; and we all stood hat in,

band bowing as they cheered.

The whole of Peppervik was one mass of boats and people

a^flagpi and waving pennants. Then the men-of-war saluted *

w^. ]diiiteen guns apiece, and the old fort of Akershus followed

VOL. n. 2 A
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with its thirteen peals of thunder, that echoed from the hills

aroundo
In thet^evenin^ I stood on the strand out by the Ijord. The

echoes had died away, and the pine woods stood silent and
dark around. On the headland the last embers of a bonfire of

welcome still smouldered and smoked, and the sea rippling at

my feet seemed to whisper :
“ Now you are at home.” The

deep peace of the autumn evening sankcbeneficently over the

weary spirit.

I could not but recall that rainy morning in June whetf I last

set foot on this istrand. More than three years had passed

;

we had toiled and we had sown, and now the harvest had come.

In my heart I sobbed and wept for joy and thankfulness.

The ice and the long moonlit polar nights, with all their

yearning, seemed like a far-off dream from another' world-nr^

dream that had come and passed away. But what would life

be worth without its dreams ?

The Mean Temperature of Every Month Durino Nansen
AND Johansen’s Sledge Journey.

Date.
Mean

Temperature
(Fa^,)*

Maximum.

*

Minimtibit

March (16-31) .

0

- 37

0
‘

- 9
1

- s%
April
May

189s

.

— 20 - 2
i

^
35

1^5

.

24 28 — II
June 189s • < 30 38 9
July 189s

.

32 H as, .. .

August
,,

1895

.

29 36 • 1^'
September , 1895

.

20 41 -'J.*

October 189s

.

— I ! 16 IfX „
J^ovcmber 189s

.

- IS to — 35
December 1^5 • — 13 12 37 '‘'-<

January 18^

.

- 14 1
19 - 46

February 1896

.

— 10 30 - 40
March 1896

.

10 30
April
May

18^

.

1896

.

8
18

27
43

June 1896

.

29 39



REPORT OF CAPTAIN OTTO SVERDRUP
ON THE DRIFTING OF THE FRAM^

FROM MARCH 14TH, 18^.

CHAPTER I.

March 15TH to June 22ND, 1895.

As f^r back as February 26th, Dr. Nansen had officially

inform^ the crew that after he left the ship I was to be chief

officer of the expedition, and Lieutenant Scott-Hansen second

in command. Before starting, he handed me a letter, or set

of kisttuctions, which has been mentioned earlier in the

volume.*

The day after that on which the postscript to my instruc-

tions is dated, (.e., on Thursday^ March 14th, at zi.30 a.m.,

Dr. Nansen and Johansen left the Fram and set forth on their

sledge expedition. We gave them a parting salute with flag,

pennant, and guns. Scott-Hansen, Henriksen, and Pettersen

accompanied them as far as the first camping-pkce, 7 or 8

miles from the vessel, and returned the next day at 2.30 p.m.

In the morning they had helped to harness the dogs and

put them to the three sledges. In the team of the last sledge

thefe were ** Barnet ” and “ Pan,” who all the time Rad been

mortal enemies.t They began to fight, and Henriksen had to

give, “ Barnet ” a good thrashing in order to part him from the

Fuk pp. 53 and (53 , Vol. II.

t -ijttle “ &rnet,” who weighed only 38 lbs. , and was one of the smallest

of th<|^ dogs, was a regular fighter, and* as a rule, the aggressor. *
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•

other. In consequence of this fight the last team iftis Sdme-

what behind in starting. The other dogs were all the %hile

hauling With all their might, and when the thmShlng ^ene
was over, and the disturbers of the peaqe suddenly coiii-

menced to pull, the sledge started off faster than Johansen

had calculated, and he was left behind and had to strike but

well on his snowshoes. Scott-Hansen and^the others followed

the sledging party with their eyes until t^hfey looked like little

black dots far, far away on the boundless plain of ice. With
a last sad lingering look after the two whom, perhaps, they

might never see again, they put on their snowshoes and
started on their journey back.

,

At the time when the sledge expedition started the J^m
lay in 84“ 4' N. lat. and Joa® E. long. The RitU|,tion was

briefly as follows :—^The vessel was ice-bound in about 25 feet

of ice, with a slight list to starboard. She had thus a layer of

ice, several feet in thickness underneath her keel. Piled high

against the vessel’s side, to port, along her entire length, there

extended from S.S.E. to N.N.W., a pressure-ridge, reaching up
to about the height of the rail on the half-deck aft and slanting

slightly eastward from the ship. At a distance of about 160

yards to the north-west there extended in the direction froth

south to north a long and fairly broad ice-mound, the so-called

“great hummock,” as much as 22 feet high in places. Mid-
way between the J^ram and the “ great hummock,” there was
a newly-formed open lane about 50 yards wide, while across her

bow, at a distance of* 50 yards, there was an old channel that

had been closed up by the ice-pressure, but which openediater

on in the spring.

Upon the “great hummock,” which had been formed by the

violent ice-pressure on January 27th, 1894, we had established

our dep6t, on the slope looking towards the ship. The^depdt
'consisted of piled-up tin boxes containing provisioneatldt>thef

necessaries, and formed six- or seven small mounds cohered

<«rith sail-cloth. Moreover our snowshoes and sledgeti waiik
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stqred . there. Half-way between the vessel and the great

hummock lay the petroleum launch which, when "the new
channel or rift had opened right undm: her, likd to be drawn a
little way further out on to the ice. Finally there was our

forge. This was situated about 30 yards off, a little abaft the

port quarfer, and was hewn out in the slope of the above-

mentioned pressure-ridge, the roof being made of a quantity of

spars over which Weeks of ice were piled, with a layer of snow
on the top, all frozen together so as to form a compact mass.

A tarpaulin served in place of a door.

The first and most pressing work which weliad to take in l^nd
was to remove part of the high pressure-ridge on the port side.

I was afraid that if the ice-pressure continued the vessel might

be fos^d down instead of upwards while she had so high a

ridge ofTce resting against the whole of her port side. The
work was commenced by all hands on March 19th. We bad

five sledges, with a box on each, and each worked by two

men. There were two parties at work simultaneously with

one sledge each—forward, and two parties aft—^working towards

each other, while the fifth party of two men with one sledge

were cutting a passage 13 feet wide, right up to the middle of

the vessel. The layer of ice which was in this way removed

from all along the vessel’s side reached to double the height

of a man, except in the central passage, where it had previously

been removed to a depth of about 3 yards, pardy in view of

possible ice-pressure against this, the lowest part of the hull,

and partly in order to clear the gangway, by which the dogs

pasaed to and from the vessel.

The carting away of ice commenced on March i^th, and

concluded on the 27th. The whole of the pressure-ridge on

the pott side ytras removed down to such a depth that two-and-a-

h^f planks of the ship’s ice-skin were free. All the time while

thisitweik waa going on, the weather was fairly cold, the tern-'

perature down to — 38® and — 40® C. (— 36*4® and — 40“

However, all passed off well and successfully, except
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that Scott-Hansen was unfortunate enough to have onte df

big toes lirozen. .

’

The doctor and I were together at the same sledge; ISf

diary says :
—“ He always suspected me of be^g out of lempir,

and I him.” As a matter of fact, it is my habit to- dfelike

talking when I am busy with any work, while the rewrse is the

case with the doctor. As, according to my custom, I kepl-

silence, the doctor believed that I was in i bad humour, and

in the same way I fancied that he was in the sulks, because he

abstained from chatting. But the misunderstanding was 'soon

clewed up, and we laughed heartily at it.

As Dr. Nansen’s and Johansen’s departure afforded an
opportunity for a more comfortable redistribution of quarters,

I moved into Nansen’s cabin, after having packed in^i^es the

effects he left behind, and stowed them away in the fore-hold.

Jacobsen, the mate, who was formerly quartered with four of

the crew in the large cabin on the port-side, had my cabiri

allotted to him ; and in the starboard cabin, where four mCh
had been quartered, there were now only three. The work-

room, too, was restored to its former honour and dignity. The
lamp-glasses of the oil-stove there had got broken in the course

of the year. Amundsen now replaced these with chimneys of

tin, and fitted thin sheets of mica over the peepholes. The
stove having thus been repaired the work-room became the

busiest and most comfortable compartment in the whole

vessel. ^
•

After the various operations of shifting and putting fn ordcff

the thinp on board and in the dep6t, our next care was to

ensure easy and convenient access to the vessel 'by construOfiiig

a proper gangway aft, consisting of two spars with packing-case

planks nailed between them, and a rope hand-rail attached.

When all this was done, we set to work at the loiig^ Ihwi

manifold preparations of every kind for a sledge Joffniey

southward, in the event (which, as a matter of fodt, nbne 6f^
considered likely) of our being obliged to abandon the
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WiS^CDhstnicte^ sledgcis and kaya^ sewed bags for oitr stores,

selected and weighed out provisions and other necessaries,'

etc.. ’T^s work kept us busy fpr a long4^me.

In addition to all the other things we had to provide oiir-

seiytM with more Inowshoes, as we were scantily supplied with

them. Snowshoes we must have, good strong ones, at least

one pair to every man. But where were the materials to come
from ? There was jo more wood fit for making snowshoes to

be found on board. * It is true that we had a large jpiece of

oak-timber left available, but we were in need of a suitable

instrument to split it with, as it could not he cut up with the

snaall saws we had on board. In our dilemma we had
recourse to the ice-saw. Amundsen converted it (by filing

it in a different way) into a rip-saw; Bentzen made handles

for it ; altd as soon as it was ready, Mogstad and Henriksen

commenced to saw the beam of oak to pieces. At first the

work went slowly, most of the time being taken up with filirig

and setting the saw; but gradually it went better, and on
April 6th the timber was cut up into six pairs of good boards

for making snowshoes, which were temporarily deposited in the

saloon for drying. As I consider Canadian snowshoes superior

to Norwegian snowshoes, when it is a question of hauling

heavily-loaded sledges over such a rough and uneven surface

as is presented by Polar ice, 1 directed Mogstad to make fen

Canadian pairs of maple-wood, of which we had a quantity on
board. Instead of the netting of reindeer-skin, ^e stretch^

sail-cloth over the frames. This did the same service as net-

work,, while it had the advantage of being easier to repair.

the snowshoes which we had we undertook* frequent

exeuxsiems, more particularly Scott-Hansen and myself. \^ile
out; ot^ one of these trip^ on which Amundsen, Nordahl, and
|]^j|tt<nsen also accompanied us, '3 miles west of the vessel we
;^B;^l^.#cross a. large hummock, which we named “ Lovunden,^

^(^.ac^nnt of its resemblance to the island Lovundeh,*' off

^.qpast of Helgeland. This hummock presented very go^
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snowsho^hing slopes, and we practised there to our he^r^s. con-

tent.

On iTtay 1st if«e had finished the snowshoes . intended lor

daily use/ and I gave orders that, henceforth, daily snow^oe
trips should be made by all hands from ii iLm. till i p.ia.,.ii

the weather was good. These snowshoe runs were to everyr

body’s taste, and were necessary, not only in order to afford

brisk exercise in the open air, but also in *order to impart to

those who were less accustomed to snowshoes, a sufficient

degree of skill in the event of our having to abandon the Jfram,

.
While the removal of the ridge was proceeding, there con-

tinued to be a good deal of disturbance in the ice. Twenty
yards from the vessel, a new lane was formed running parall^

to the old one between us from the dep6t ; and in addition to

this a number of larger or smaller cracks had opeBctf in all

directions. A little later on, during the time from April i ith

to May 9th, there was on the whole considerable disturbance

in the ice, with several violent pressures in the lanes around
the vessel. On the first-mentioned day, in the evening, Scotb-

Hansen and I took a snowshoe trip towards the north-east,

'

along the new channel between the vessel and the dep^. On
our way back pressure set in in the channel, and we had an;

opportunity of witnessing a “screwing” such as I had never

seen equalled. First there was quite a narrow channel,

running parallel to the principal channel, which was covered
'

over with young ice about 2 feet thick. Thereupon a larger

channel opened just beyond the first and running alongside ib

During the pressure tvhich then followed, the edges crashed

against e^ch other with such violence as to force the ice down,
so that we frequently saw it from 3 to 4 fathoms deep ttnder< ^

water. -
. "v..

Newly-frozen sea-ice is marvellously elastic, and will bend >

to an astonishing degree without breaking. In anothef iplace \

we saw how the new ice had bulged up in l^rge wave-ltke

eminences, without breaking. •
, , >. . ua
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' On May 5th the iride lane aft was jammed up by ice-pres-

sure, and in its stead a rift was formed in the ice on the port

Side kb^^t JfOo yards from us, and a|)proximatfely parsjlel to the

Shij^. Hiiis we how lay in an altered pbsition, inasmuch as

the FrAm was no Ibriger connected with and dependent on one

sohd and continuous ice-field, but separated from it by more

or less opeh channels and attached to a large fioe which was

daily decreasing in ^ze as new cracks were formed.

The principal charfhel aft of the vessel continued to open

out during the latter part of April, and on the 29th had

become Very wide. It extended north aS far as the eye

could reach, and was conspicuous, moreover, by reason of the

dark reflection which seemed to hover above it in the sky. It

probably attained its maximum width on May ist, when Scott-

Hanse^ 3hd 1 measured it and found that just astern of the

vessel it was 975 yards, and further north over 1,500 yards

(f,432 metres) in width. .Had the From been loose at the

time I should have gone north in the channel as far as possible,

but this was not to be thought of, seeing how the ship had
been raised up on, and walled in by, the ice.

Ho later than May 2nd the principal channel closed up
again. The mate, Nordahl, and Amundsen, lyho just then

happened to be out on a snowshoe trip south along the channel,

were eye-witnesses of the jamming of the ice, which they

described as having been a grand sight. The fr^sh south-

eastietly wind had imparted a considerable impetus to the ice,

and when the edges of the ice approached each other with

considerable velocity and force, two large projecting tongues

came into collision with a crash like thunder, a(hd in a

moment were forced* up in a hummock about 20 feet high,

only to collapse soon after, and disappear with equal sudden-
'

ness under the edge of the ice. Wherever the ice was not

fotc^iup Into the air, the one ice-edge would slide over or

.

under the other/ while all the projecting tongues and blocks of

ice were crushed to thousands of fragments which filled up,.
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pretty evenly, any small crevices still remaining of 1^4
before been such a mighty opening.

?

^

Our dijift towards the north, during the first month, wfas

almost nil. For instance, on April 19th we had not advanced

more than 4 minutes of latitude (about 4 miles) to the north.

Nor did we drift much to the west in the same period^ l4t,^er

on we made better headway, but not, by a long way, as much
as in 1894. On May aard I wrote in th^ Journal as follows ;

“ We are all very anxious to see what wSl be the nett result of

our spring drift. If we could reach 6o*J E. long, by the

summer or autumfl, I believe we could be certain to get back

home about the autumn of 1896. The spring drift, this yw,
is considerably less strong than last year, but perhaps it may
continue longer into the summer. If we were to drift this

year as far as last, during the time from May i6tlrt5 June
16th, we should reach 68° E. long., but it will not be pr^ssible

now to reach that longitude so early. Possibly we may
manage this year to escape the strong back-d;rift during the

summer, make a little headway instead, and if so it will be all

the better for us. The ice is not so much cut up by channels

this year as it was this time last year. It is true there are a good

many ; but last year we could scarcely get about at all simply

on account of the lanes. This year we have large sheets of ice

ahead of us in which scarcely any openings are to be found*"

In order to observe the drift of the ice we prepared a kind

of log-line, from 100 to 150 fathoms in length, to the end of

which there was attached a conical open bag of loosely-woven

material, in which small animals could be caught up. Imme-
diately above the bag a lead was fitted to the line, so that the

bag itself might drag freely in tlie water,; * The log was lowered

through a fairly wide hole in the ice, which it w^ a n\Q!Sf

difficult task to keep open during the cold season,

times a day the line was examined and the “angle of- d?^^
was measured. *For this measurement we had constructed,

.quadrant fitted with a plumb-line, . Now and then we Y03u)d
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ih the log-Une to see whether it was still in order and to

collect whatever the bag might contain in the way ef little

ahtn^s or Other objects. As a rule the confents were insig-

nlScahl:, consisting^only of a few specimens of low organisms.

At the end of May the “ spring drift " was over. The wind

veered round to the S.W., W. and N.W. The backdrift or
“ summer drift ” th^ set in. However, it was not of long

duration, as by June» 8th we again had an easterly wind with

a good drift to the west, so that on the aand we were at 84“

31*7' i^. lat. and 80“ 5S' E, long. ; and during the last days of

June and the greater part of July the drift wdJit still better.

A circumstance which helped to increase the monotony of

oUr drift in the ice during the winter and spring, 1895, was the

great scarcity of animal life in that part of the Polar Sea, For

long periods at a stretch we did not see a single living thing;

even the Polar bears, who roam so far, were not to be seen.

Hence the appearance in the afternoon of May 7th of a small

seal in a newly-opened lane, close by the vessel, was hailed

with universal delight It was the first seal that we had set

eyes upon since March. Subsequently we often saw seals of

the same kind in the open channels, but they were very shy,

so that it was not until well on in the summer that we
succeeded In killing one, and this was so small that we ate

the whole of it at one meal.

On May t4th, Pettersen told us that he had Seen a white

bird, as he thought an ice-gull, flying west^hird. On the

sand, Mogstad saw a snow-bunting, whiph circled rotmd the

vessel, and after this the harbingers of spring became daily

.more numerous. *

Our hunting bags, however, were very scanty. It was not

flhtil June loth thaf we secured the first game, when the

^Dpci^r succeeded in shooting a fulniar and a kittiwake

True, he prefaced these exploits by sundry

misses,’ but in the end he managed to hit the birds, and “

weU that ends well.” As regards the fulmar it was an exciting
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chase, as it had only been winged, and took refuge in the dpen ‘

channel* Pettersen was the first to go after it, folloWdJ by
Amundson, the iDoctor, Scott-Hansen, and the whole 'of

dogs, and at last they managed to secure it.
^

After this, it was a matter of daily occurrence to see birds

quite near, and in order to be better able to secure them, and

seals to boot, we moored our sealing-bo^t in the open chaii-

nel. This was equipped with a sail, and with ballast com-

posed of some of the castings from the wind-mill, which we
had been obliged to take down; and the very first evening

after the boat tfad been put on the water, Scott-Hansen,

Henriksen, and Bentzen went for a sail in the channel. The
dogs seized this occasion to take some capital exercise. They
took it into their heads to follow the boat along t^e edge of

the channel, backwards and forwards as the boat tacked ;''it

was stiff work for them to keep always abreast of it, as they

had to make many detours round small channels and bays in

the ice, and when at last they had got near it, panting, and

with their tongues protruding far from their mouths, the bbat

would go about, and they had to cover the same ground ovet

again.

On June 20th the Doctor and I shot one black guillemot

each. We also saw some little auks, but the dogs, entering

too eagerly into the sport, as a welcome break in the prolonged

oppressive solitude and monotony, rushed ahead of us, and
scared the bir<^ away before we could get 4 shot at them.

As I have already mentioned, the 'mill had to be taken

down. The shaft broke one fine day below the upper drivinig-i

wheel, ttnd had to be removed and taken to the fOrgb for

repair. Pettersen welded it together again, and on May ^^fh

the mill was again in sufficiently good order for use. But ft

wore out very speedily, more especially in the geiirtngs^ abr'

.that, after the first week or two in June, it was almostni^le^s.

We therefore pulled it down, and stowed away iili wbbdtft

parts and castings on the ridge on the port nde, ekcttpt'
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I^rypns^ o£ hard wood, which we kept on board, and* found
Vi^y useful for making up into sledge shafts and other things.

, The wetithei: was gopd all through March, aijd May,
with miid easterly breezes or calms,. and, as a rule, a clear

atmosphere. , Onc^ or twice the wind veered round to the

south or, west, but tliese changes were invariably of short

duration. This settled calm weather at last became quite a

trial to us, as it contributed in a great measure to increase the

drearhtess and monotdny of the scene around us, and had a
depressing effect on our spirits. Matters improved a little

towards the end of May, when for a time •we had a fresh

westerly breeze. To be sure this was a contrary wind, but it

wa?, at any rate, a little change. On June 8th the wind veered

round |o the east again, and now increased in strength, so

that on Sunday, the 9th, we had half a gale from the E.S.E.,

with a velocity of 33 feet per second, being the strongest fair

wind we had had for a long time.

: It was astonishing what a change a single day of fair wind

would work in the spirits of all on board. Those who pre-

viously inoved about dreamily and listlessly, now awakened to

fresh courage and enterprise. Every face beamed with satis-

faction. Previously our daily intercourse consisted of the

monosyllables, “ Yes ” and “ No ”
; now we were brimming

over with jokes and fun from morning to night ; laughter and

song> and lively chat was heard all around. And ^ with our

spirits rose our hopes for a favourable drift.. The chart was

brought out again and again, and the forecasts made were

apt ,to be sanguine enough. If the wind keeps long in this

quarter . w;e shall be at such and such a spot on such and such a

dfy. ,,
It is. as clear as daylight we shall be home some time in

tte;autumn of rSpd. Just see how we have drifted up to now,

tho.further we get west the faster we shall go,” and so forth.

.ThfU^c^ which in the middle of March did not ei^ceed
^

-rT40*,)C., kept steadily at from —30" C. (— aa" F.) to —as*
’

Qt during April, but it decreased at a comparatively^
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rapid rdte in May, so that by about the middle of the month

the thermometer registered— 14®, and in the latter part .'only

—6®. *On Junft 3rd—so far the warmest day--—a large poBdt>f

water' had formed close to the vessel, although the highest

temperature attained that day was — 2°, aad the wither .was

overcast.*

On June sth the thermometer for the first time stood above

freezing-point, viz., at It then felKagain for a few days,

going down to —6°, but on the nth ib rose again to about 2°

above freezing-point, and so on.

The amount of atmospheric moisture deposited during the

above-mentioned period was most insignificant ; only a vefy

slight snowfall now and then. However, Thursday, June 6tfa,

was an exception. The wind, which for several diys had

been blowing from the south and west, veered romad to the

north-west during the night, and at 8 a.m. next morning it

changed to the north, blowing a fresh breeze, with an ex-

ceptionally heavy snowfall.

We saw the midnight-sun for the first time during the night

of April 2nd.

One of the scientific tasks of the expedition was to investi-

gate the depth of the Polar Sea. Our lines, which were weak
and not very suitable for this purpose, were soon so worn . by
friction, corrosion, oxidation, etc., that we were compelled' not

only to use them most cautiously, but also to limit the number
of soundings far more that was desirable. It sometimes

happened that the line would break while'*being hauled in,^ So

that a good deal ofIt was lost. . ,

The«first sounding after the departure of Dr. Nansen and

* On April l8th, when the doctor and I were oat lookingrfiwa
piece of ice for determining the specific gravity of the ice, we pbserym a
remarkable drop of water hanging under a proj^ing COmte <Mr a
block of ice, reared up high by pressiwe. Inere it hta>g, In ttul^thiiM,

quivering in the fresh breeze, although the thermometer
— 23" of frost. “ That must be very salt,” t said, and tast^ ”

,

It was salt in very truth—raqk salt, like the strongest bdn«. >
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Jdhhasen was taken on April a3rd. We thought we should

at^eto lowet away down 103,000 metres ( 1,6.2g/athosns) inone

ftiii ; but as the line commenced to slacken at 1,90b metres

(1^029, fathoms) we thought we had touched bottom and

hauled the line up again. As it appeared that the line had

not rekc^ed the bottom, we now let down 3,000 metres of line

{1,625 ikthcnns), buein doing so we lost about 900 metres of

line (487 fathoms). « Accordingly I assumed that we had
touched ground at 2,100 metres (1,138 fathoms), and I there-

fore lowered the line to that depth without pouching bottom.

The next day we took new soundings at depths of 2,100, 2,300,

2,500, and 3,000 metres respectively (1,137, 1,245, 1,353,

1,625 fkthoms), but all without touching bottom. On the third

dity, Aprik 25th, we sounded first at 3,000 metres, and then

at 3,200 metres (1,625 and 1,733 fathoms) without touching

bottom. The steel-line being too short we had to lengthen it

with a hemp-line, and now went down to 3,400 metres (r,84X

fathoms). While hauling up we perceived that the line broke,

and found that,^in addition to the 10 fathoms length of hemp-

line; we bad lost about 275 fathoms of steel-line. We then

stopped taking soundings till July 22nd, as the hemp lines were

So badly worn that we dared not venture to use them again

until milder weather set in.

: Wind and weather were, of course, a favourite topic on
board the Fram^ especially in connection with our drift. As
fa but right and proper, we had a weather prophet on board,

to wit,.Pettersen. His speciality was to predict fair wind, and
hi ti^ respect he was untiring, although his predictions were
by im means invariably fulfilled. But he also posed as a

l^phet in other departments, and nothing seemed to delight

l^ inota than the ofier of a bet with him on his predictions.

-<lf he won he was beaming with good humour for days at^a

and if he lost he often knew how to shroud bofii his*

forecast and the result in oracular mystery and darkne^.so

that both parties appeared to be right. At times, as already
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hinted, he wdS unlucky, and then he was mercilessly cliai(|ra
^

but at dther tim^s he would have a run of astodbdii^^Ucic^

and then’his courage would rise to such an extent that lil' wm
ready to prophesy and bet about anything.

,

Among his great misfortunes was a bet made with the mate
on May 4th that we should have land in sight by the end of

October. And on May 24th he made a bet with Nordahl that

by Monday night (the 27th) we shou\^* be at 80® E. long

Needless to say we all wished that his incredible predictions

might come true ^ but alas ! the miracle did not happen, for it

was not until June 27 th that the Fram passed the 80th degree

of longitude.

During the later part of May the sun and the spring weather

commenced to disperse the layer of snow around tbs vessel to

such an extent as to make quite a little pond of snow water on
the ice forward. As at that part especially, but also all along

the side of the vessel, the snow was full of soot, refuse, and the

clearings from the kennels, it was greatly to be feared that an
injurious, or at any rate, obnoxious smell might arise, and if,

besides this, as was the case last year, a- pond should form

round the vessel, the water- in it would be too impure b$

used in (lushing the deck. I therefore set all hands to work

to cart away the snow from the starboard side—a job which

took about two days.
vc

The setting in of spring now kept us busy with various

things for some time, both on board and on the ice.
’ One of

the first things to be done was to bring ouf depdt safely oh
board, ^s lanes and rifts were now forming more frequently in

the ice, and some of the goods in the dep6t would not bear

exposure to damp. • * -

The action of the sun’s rays on the awning 'or*tetttf i^cot

became so strong that the snow underneath the boats and
^
on

• the davits began to melt. All snow and ice had thehsfere to

be removed or scraped away not only under the awniti^ bht

’also under the boats, on the deck-house, in the passage On the
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^ide, in the holds and nrher^ver else it was necessary*

In the afterhold there was much more ice now than last winteri

^roh&bly owing to the fact that we had kept the saloon much
warmer this winter than before.

In the saloon, the library and the cabins we had a thorough
” spring cleaning.” This was very badly ' needed, as the

ceilings, walls, and all the furniture and fittings in the course

of the long Polar n^ht, had got covered with a thick, grimy-

looking coating comfiosed of soot, grease, smoke, dust and
other ingredients.

I myself took in hand the paintings in the^saloon and in my
own cabin, which little by little had assumed the same dusky

ground tint as their surroundings, and on the whole looked

rather enigmatic. By dint of much labour, and the application

of a iil>er31 supply of soap and water, I succeeded in restoring

them to something like their pristine beauty.

We hnished our general clean-up on Whitsun Eve, June ist,

and thus spent a really comfortable Whitsuntide with butter-

porridge for supper, and a few extra delicacies afterwards.
' After Whitsuntide, we again took in hand various things

re,<luired in view of the season, and of the possibility that the

Jhxfft nu'gbt get afloat in the course of the summer. On the

grefit huiumock were many things I thought might be left there

for the present; for instance, the greater part of our dogs’

food. The cases containing this were piled up to four dif-

ferer^t heights so as to form a sloping roof off which the water

could ^sily run, and I had the whole covered over with tar-

paulin. The long-boat on the port sid^ which I proposed to

I^ye on the ice till the winter, yras deposited in a sitfe place

i&but 50 yards from the ship, and provided with sails, rigging^

A full equipnient, ready for any emergency,

scraping away of the ice in the holds and on the half-

"finished pn June lath. We tried to cut the steam-

.

pipe p|ipe for rinse-water) out of the ice, but had tp

attthHbn ihe, attempt One end of this pipe had been restins

VOL. n.
, 1 . SB
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ever sinte last year on the ice, and it was now so

in that we could not release it. We cut a hole, |^ j?ouy5|jd^

4 feet <ieepr butcthe hole quickly filled with water, sq ,yr.(R,.k^

it to the summer heat to thaw the pipe loose.
..-. j'tt

So much water commenced to accumulate in the engine-

room about this time that we had to bale out considerable quan-

tities'—certainly 130 gallons per day. We at first thought, that

the water was produced by the thawing the ice on boards

but it subsequently appeared that it was mainly due to leakages,

which probably arose from the fact that ice fornung in tl^e

different layers ofcthe ship’s skin forced the planking somewhat

The state of health continued excellent, and the doctqr jhad

virtually nothing to do in his professional capacity,

way of “casualties ” there were only a few of the mast 'triflijng

nature, such as a frozen big toe, a little skin-chafing here and
there, a sore eye or two; that was all. However, we led

a very regular life, with the 24 hours suitably distributed

between wnark, exercise, and rest. \Ye slept well and fed well,

and so we were very little concerned at the fact that
. when

being weighed on May 7th we were found to haye Ip^t^

flesh. However, the falling off was not great; the.aggr^l^
weight of the whole party was barely 8 lbs. less than the montfe

before. . .

There was, however, one complaint tliat we suffered from,^a

contagious one, though not of a dangerous nature. It became
a fashion, or, if you like, a fashionable complaint, on bo^d thf

Franit to shave one’s head. It was said that an infalliblemetjh^
of prodtjping a more luxuriant growth of hair was^ ti^i shity^

away the little hair that still adorned the head

Juell first started it, and then a regular mania

others following his example one by one, .with,the i^qptM^of
myself and one or two more. Like a wutipus,,gen(^^

'waited a while to see whether the expected - haryfft.

on my comrades’ shaven polls ; and as the hair .did iipt,
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to any stronger thin bdbrei 1 preferred a recipe ordered

the dbrtor," yi^.^ to wasTt the head daily with sSft sjjapind
stthseduCntly mb in ’ an ointment; To mal^ - this treatment

more effectual, howCvCr, and let the ointment get at the scalp^

I"fbll6wed’the ex^ple of the others and Shaved my head

several titties; Personally I do not believe that the process

did 'atiy good, but Pettersen was of a different opinion. **The
dedCo take me,” sai^ he, one day afterwards when cutting my

,

hair, ** if the Captain ‘hasn’t got some jolly strong bristles on
his crown iSfter that treatment.”

May ryth brought the finest weather that cfeuld be imagined.

A clear, bright sky, dazzling sunshine, 10® to 12° of cold and
att almost perfect calm. The sun, which at this time of the

year never sets throughout the 24 hours, was already high in

the heaveifS, when at 8 a.m. we were awakened by the firing

of 4 gun ahd by joyous strains on the organ. We jumped into

bur (dothes more speedily than usual, swallowed our breakfast,

ahd With the liveliest expectation prepared for what was in

8t<We ; for the Festival Committee ” had been very busy the

previous day. Punctually at 1 1 o’clock the various coipora-

tiibhs 'assembled under their flags and insignia, and were

their position in the grand procession. I marched
ait thb'head with the Norwegian flag. Next came Scott-Hansen

with the J^ram^s pennant, and then followed Mogstad with, the

banner of the Meteorological Department, richly bedecked
wtth * cyclonic centres ” and “prospects of fair weather.S He
whs sekted on a box covered with bearskin placed on a sledge

dihtm by seven dogs, the banner waving behind him on a

fiole r^ed as a mast. Amundsen was No. 4, bearing a

derhohstilLtioh banner in favour of “the Pure Flag,” and he

Was i^loWed by his esquire, Nordahl; on snbwshoes wife a

his hand and a rifle slUng on bis back. -The flag

sHiSW^" ohf the'ted ground a picture of an old Norvw^an'^

WhirdoFibr^king his' spear over his knee, with the ihscrip^on

" Onward, Ohward, [Ffam, Fram 1] ye Norsemen ! Your owq
yOL. II 2 B 3
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flag in your own land. What we do we do for Horway.”

Fifth in the procession came the mate, with the Norwegian

Arms OB a red ‘background, and sixth was Pettersen with the

flag of the Mechanical Department. Last came the “ Band,”

represented by Bentzen with an accordion. The processipn

was followed by the public dressed in their best, viz., the

Doctor, Juell, and Henriksen in picturesque confusion.

To the waving of banners and strains' of music the proces-

sion wended its way past the corner of the University (viz.,

the JFram), down “ Karl Johan’s Street ” and “ Church Street ”

(a road laid out by Scott-Hansen for the occasion across the

rift in front and the pressure-ridge), past Engebrel’s (the dep6t

on the ice), and ^then wheeled round to the “ Fortification

Parade,”* viz., the top of the great hummock, where it gtopped

and faced round with flags erect.

There I called for cheers in honour of the festive occasion,

in response to which there rose a ninefold hurrah from the

densely-packed multitude.

At exactly 12 o’clock the official salute of May 17th was

fired from our big bow guns. Then came a splendid banquet

;

the Doctor had contributed a bottle of aqua vitae, and every

man had a bottle of genuine Crown Malt Extract from the
“ Royal Brewery i’ in Copenhagen.

When the roast was served Scott-Hansen proposed the

health of our dear ones at home and of our two absent

comrades, who he hoped might achieve the task they had set

themselves and retvrn home safely. This toast was acconr-

panied by a salute of two guns.

At 4 a great popular festival was held on the ice.

Thf place was prettily decorated with flags and other

emblems, and the programme offered a rich variety of enter-

tainments. There was rope dancing, gymnastics, shdoting

* These are well known localities in Christiania-^Engebrct’s being a
‘restaurant.

' ' ‘
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lit runn.ing hares, and many other items. The public*were in

a - highly . Jestive roood throughout and vigorously applauded

’th^' artisls in j^ll .their performances. After®, supper which
was i;\ot far behind' the dinner in excellence, we gathered at

riighl in the saloon around a steaming bowl of punch,. The
Doctor, amid loud applause, proposed the health of the or-

ganising committee, and I proposed the Pram. After this we
kept it up in the iflerriest and most cordial spirit until far

into the night
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CHAPTER II.

June 22Nd to August 15x11, 1895.

As spring advanced, the disturbance in the ice increasea,

and new lanes and pools.were formed in every direction. At
the same time there was a daily increase in the jiuipber. of

aquatic animals and birds around us.

On the night of Juiie 22nd I was awakened by the watch,

who told me that there were whales in the lane on the star-

board side. Everyone hurried on deck, and we now saw that

some seven or eight female narwhals were gambollit^ in the

channel close upon us. We fired some shots at them, but

these did not seem to take effect. Later in the day* I went

after them in the sealing-boat, but without getting within

range. In order to be able to give effectual chase, should

they, as we hoped, pay us a visit in the future, we made ready

two harpoon-bladders and an oak anchor, which we attached

to the end of the harpoon line. Should the whafe, when
harpooned, prove too strong for us, we’ would let go the

anchor and the bladders, and if the fates were not ag^nst

us, we ihight be successful. .!

We were quite anxious to try the new jqiparatus, and thete*

fore kept a sharp look-out for the whales. One or two weife

seen occasionally in the channel, but they disappeared' 'again

so quickly that we had no time to pursue them. .,Oni .the

evening of July 2nd we had the prospect*of a *gQo4
*The lane swarmed with whales, and we quickly atarted. out
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with the boat in pursuit But this time, too, they were so shy

that we could not get at them. One of them remained some
time in a. small channel, which was so narrow that .we could

throw across it We attempted to steal on him along the

ledge, but as soon as we had got within a short distance of

him he took alarm, and swam out into the large channel,

where he remainec^ rollipg about, turning over on his back

for some four or five minutes at a time with his head above

water, puffing away, and positively jeering at us. When at

length we had warily worked our way back again to the large

channel, intending to assist him a little in h*s performances

—

|»p ! away he went,

- Some ^ys later we again received a visit from a troupe of

these .coipedians in another channel newly formed in close

proximity to the vessel. Three of them had long, heavy tusks.

Which they how showed high above the water, and then used

to scratch' their female friends on the back with. We imme-

diately prepared ourselves with rifies and harpoons, and ran

towards the channel as fast as our legs would carry us. But

before we got there the beasts had fled. It was of no use

trying to get within range of these shy creatures, so, after that,

as a rule, we allowed them to remain unmolested.

Ohcei however, during the spring of 1896, we were near

.catching a narwhal. I had been out fowling, and was just

busily taking out of the boat the birds I had jhot, when
suddenly a narwhal appeared in the channel close to out

usual landing-place, where the harpoon with the line attached

iay Steady for immediate use. I quickly seized the harpoon,

but the coil of line was too short, and when I''h.ad*got this

Hght the whale dived below the water, just as I was ready to

hatpdcnhim.
> ' An oeea$iDt^^ large seal {Phoca barbatd) also appeared at

thi»>^e) we chased them sometimes, but without suqceiaf

ward too shy.
"

' ‘ Wfth the^ te our luck was better, and so early as June
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7th we stiot so many black guillemots, gulls, fulmars, and littte

auks, that we partook on that day of our first fneal of fresh,

meat during the^ year. The flesh of these birds is not, ,«s a

rule, valu’ed very much, but we ate it with ravenous appetite,

and found that it had an excellent flavour—better than the

. tenderest young ptarmigan.

One day three gulls appeared, and settled down at some
distance from the vessel. Pettersen- fire<^' twice at them and

missed, they meanwhile resting calmlj on the snow, and
regarding him with intense admiration. Finally they' flew

away, accompanied by sundry blessings from the hunter, who
was exasperated at his “mishap,” as he called it. The eye-wit-

nesses of the bombardment had another idea of the “mishap,”

and .many were the jokes that rained down upon the fellow

when he returned empty-handed. '

However, Pettersen soon became an ardent sportsman, and
declared that one of the first things he would do when he’

returned home would be to buy a fowling-piece, He appeared

to have some talent as a marksman, though he had hardly

ever fired a shot before he came on board the From. Like

all beginners, he had to put up with a good many miss^
before he got so far as to bit his mark. But practice mak^
perfect; and one fine day he began to win our respect as a^

marksman ; for he actually hit a bird on the wing. But then

came, a succession of “ mishaps ” for some time, and he lost

faith in his power of killing his game on the wing, and sought

less ambitious outlets for his skill. Long* afterwards the reab

cause of his many bad shots came to light. A wag, who
thought ^hat Pettersen was doing too much execution among^
the game, had quietly re-loaded his cartridges, so that Pettersen

had all the time been shooting with salt instead of lead, and
that, of course, would make a little difference. . q

Besides the animals named, it appears that Greenland sharit^<

'are also found in these latitudes. One day Hemtksen went td
remove the blubber from some bear-skins, which he had had
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hanging out in the channel for a week or so; he found that

the two smallest skins had been nearly devoured, so tjiat only

a few. shreds were left. It could hardly hav^.been any other

animal than the Greenland shark which had played us this

trick. We put out a big hook with a piece of blubber on it,

to try if we could catch one of the thieves, but it was of no
use.

One day in the b^inning of August the mate and Mogstad
were out upon the icef trying to find the keel of the petroleum

launch, which had been forgotten. They said that they had
seen fresh tracks of a bear, which had been trotting about the

great hummock. It was now almost a year since we last had
a bear in our neighbourhood, and we felt, therefore, much
elated at the prospect of a welcome change in our bill of fare.

For a long time, however, we had nothing but the prospect.

True, Mogstad saw a bear at the large hummock, but, as it

was far off to begin with, and going rapidly further, it was not

pursued. Almost half-a-year elapsed before another bear paid

us a visit-—it was not fill February 28th, 1896.

As I said before, the JFram had, ever since the first week in

May, been - fast imbedded in a large floe of- ice, which daily

diminished in extent. Cracks were constantly formed in all

directions, and new lanes were opened, often only to close up
again in a few hours. When the edges of the ice crashed

gainst each other with their tremendous force, all the pro-

jecting points were broken off, forming smaller floes, and
pushed ova: and' under each other, or ^iled up into large or

smhll hammocks, which would collapse again when the

pressure ceased, and break off large floes in their fall. In

consequence of these repeated disturbances the cracks in

diir> floe constantly increased, particularly after a very violent

presstuu on July 14th, when rifts and channels were formed

rig|ht.;throu|^ the old pressure-ridge to port, and close up to

flte »ide of the vessel, so that it appear^ for a time as if the'

JSnnw .would soon slip' down into the water. JFor the tim^
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being, however, she remained in her old berth, but fretjuerttly

veered round to different points of the compass during I these

disturbances in ‘the ice. The great hummock, which eon*

stantly increased its distance from the vessel, also drifted very

irregularly, so that it was at one time abeam, at another right

ahead.

On July 27th there was a disturbance in the ice such as

we had not experienced since we got fast. Wide lanes were

formed in every direction, and the floe Upon which the smith’s

forge was placed danced round in an incessant whirl, making

us fear we might lose the whole apparatus at any moment.

Scott-Hansen and Bentzen, who were just about to have a sail

in the fresh breeze, undertook to transport the fotge and all its

belongings to the floe on which we were l5nng. Th^-took two

men to help them, and succeeded, with great difficulty, iri

saving the things. At the same time there was a violent

disturbance in the water around the vessel. She turned

round with the floe, so that she rapidly came to head W. half

S., instead of N.E. All hands were busy getting back into

the ship all the things which had been placed upon the floe^

and this was successfully accomplished, although it was hd
trifling labour, and not without danger to the boati^ owing to

the strong breeze and the violent working of the floes and
blocks of ice. The floe with the ruins of the forge was slowly

bearing away in the same direction as the large hummock, and
served for some time as a kind of beacon fqr us. Indeed, in

the distance it looked like one, crowned as it whs its

summit with a dark skull-cap, a huge iron kettle, which hiy

there bottom upwards. The kettle was originaUy bought tby
Trontheim, and came on board at Khabarova together with

the dogs. He had used it on the trip through Siberht' Ibr

cooking the food for the dogs. We used to keep blubber imd
. others dogs’ food in it In the course of its long

rust had eaten holes in the bottom, and it Was
xrashiered, and thrown away upon the pressur^^ridge closd tb
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tliei«mitliy. r It now seEved> as I bave said, as a beacon, and
iaHj[^?hap»; 4oday drifting about in the Polar Sea# in that

capacityiwunlbis it has been,found and taken*‘^ossessiott of by
scuno^kikno housewife on the east coast of.Greenland.

/ 'As the sun and mild weather brought their influence to

bear upon the surface of the ice and the snow, the vessel rose

daily higher and hi^er above the ice, so that by July a^rd,

we had tibree and a half planks of the greenheart ice-hide clear

on the port side and ten planks to starboard. In the evening

of August 8th our floe cracked on the port, and the J^ra»t

altered her list from 7° to port to 1*5° starboard side, with

respectively four»and two planks of the ice-hide clear, and
eleven bow irons clear forward.

I f^red that the small floe in which we were now embedded
might driit off down the channel if the ice slackened any more,
and X tli^refore ordered the mate to moor the vessel to the

main floe, where many of our things were stored. The order,

however, was not quickly enough executed, and when I came
on deck h£df-an-hour later the j^avt was already drifting down
through the channel. Ail hands were called up immediately,

and with our united strength we succeeded in'hauling the vessel

up to the floe again and mooring her securely.

As we were desirous of getting the J^ram quite clear of the

ice-bed in which she had been lying so long, I determined to

try blasting her loose. The next day, therefore, August 9th,

at 7*30 .p.tn,, we.firedamine of about 7 lbs. pf gunpowder,

plaeed under the floe six feet from the#stem of the vessel.

Was a .violent shock in the vessel when the mine
egtifloded,' but the ice was apparently unbroken. A Uveiy

^^mtssion arose touching the question of blasting. The
Siaajority believed that the mine was not powerful enough ; one

ifV(^^i^ritaiaed:tkat the quantity of gunpowder used should

Sf> lbs. : But just as we were in the heat : of

tk«^v4!i^te M^e' floe suddenly burst Big lumps of ice from

.below the :ship: came driving up through the openings; 'the
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From gave a great heave with her stern, started forwastd ijnd

began roll heavily, as if to shake off the fetters of ^cei-.'snd

then plunged witii a great splash out into the water.r Theifray

on her was so strong that one of the bow hawsers parted, biit

otherwise the launch went so smoothly that no shipbuilder

could have wished it better. We moored the stem to the

solid edge of ice by means of ice-anchors, which we had recently

forged for this purpose. c

Scott-Hansen and Pettersen, however,Vere very near getting

a cold bath. Having laid the mine under the floe, they pfaced

themselves abaft 'with the “ pram in order to haul in the

string of the fuze. When the floe burst, and the Fratn

plunged, and the remainder of the floe capsized as soon as it

became free of its 600 tons burden, the two men in the boat

were in no pleasant predicament right in the midst of the

dangerous maelstrom of waves and pieces of ice ; their faces,

especially Pettersen’s, were worth seeing while the boat was

dancing about with them in the caldron.

The vessel now had a slight list to starboard ^07 5°), and
floated considerably lighter upon the water than before^ as

three oak planks were clear to starboard, and somewhat more
to port, with nine bow-irons clear forward. So far as wecould
see her hull had suffered no damage whatever, either froin die

many and occasionally violent pressures to which she had been
subjected, or from the recent launching.

The only fault about the vessel was that she still leaked-*

little, rendering it necessary to use the pqrflps frequently. For
a short time, indeed, she was nearly tight, which made, ^9
inclined to believe that the leakage must be above the Vfatm**

line, but we soon found we were in error about this, wh^ sh^
began to make more water than ever. ; . cixSi.

For the rest, she was lying very well now, . with;;t^ |>Pft

side along an even and rather low edge of ice, and ,wil[h an

* A small keel-less boat^
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to starboard ; the channel soon closed up, but

stilhleft a small opening, about 200 yards long and lao yards

wide. - 1 only wished that winter would soon %ome, so that we
might freeze securely into this favburable position. But it was

too early in the yehr, and there was too much disturbance in

the ice to allow of that. We had still many a tussle to get

through before the Fram settled in her last winter haven.

Our drift westward in the latter half of June and the greater

part of July was on the whole satisfactory. I give the following

Observations

Date. Longitude.
Direction of

Wind.

0 / 0 f
-

JuQe . 22nd • 84 32 80 58 N.
June 27th 44 79 35 N. by E.

June- 29th 84- 33 79 5° E.N.E.
July Sth 84 48 75 3 S.E.
July 7th 84 48 74 7 W.S.W.
July 12th
luJy 22nd

84 41 76 20 W S.W.
84 36 73 56 N.N.W.

July 27th

July 31st 84
29
*7

73
76

49 -

10
S.VV, byS.
S.W.

i August 8th 84 38 77 3^ N.W.
. .(^ugust 22nd 84 9 78 47 S.W.
August 25th 84 17 79 2 E. by NT.’

^ Seji^tember 2nd 47 77 17 S.E.
September 6th

1

84 AA 79 5* S.W,

As it will be seen from the above, there were comparatively

small devisdions towards the south and the north in the line of

the drift, whereas the deviations to east and west wefe much
greater.

From Jane 22nd to the agth it bore rapidly westwards, then

tJSek ^‘bine' distance in the beginning of July : again for a

eoufite'df-dftyfe quickly towards the west, and theft a rapid,

return till- July 12th; From this day until the 22nd we again

drifted well to the west, to 72° 56', but from that time the
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backward drift predominated, placing us at 79° 52/ on

te^inber^th, or about the same longitude as we rStat^^ ffom

on June 29th. *

• During’ this period the weather was, on the \YhQle, ,&ir ^aiid.

mild. Occasionally we had some bad weather, with drift:,

snow and sleet, compelling us to stay indoors. However, th^

bad weather did not worry us much; on the contrary w;e-

looked rather eagerly for changes in thej weather, especially

if they revived our hopes of a good drift westwards, with ^
prospect of soon getting out of our prison. It must not be
imderstood that we dreaded another winter in the ice befpre

getting home. We had provisions enough, and everything,

else needful to get over some two or three polar winters, if

necessary, and we had a ship in which we all placed the fullest

confidence, in view of the many tests she had been ^ut to.

We were all sound and healthy, and had learned to stick ever

closer to one another for better and for worse.

With regard to Nansen and Johansen hardly any of us

entertained serious fears; however dangerous their trip was,

we were not ahraid that they would succumb to their hard-

ships on the way, and be prevented from reaching Franz Josef

Land, and thence getting back to Norway before the year was

out.
;
On the contrary, we rejoiced at the thought that they

would soon be home telling our friends that we were getting

on all right, and that there was every prospect of our return in

the autumn of 1896. It is no wonder, however, that we were

impatient, and that both body and soul suffered when the drift

was slow, or when a protracted contrary wind and back-drift

seemed»to make it highly improbable that we should be able

to reach home by the time we were-exacted.
Furthermore, the most important part of our mission was in

a way accomplished. There was hardly any prospect that the

drift would carry us much further northward than we were

now, and whatever could be done to explore the regions to the

^north, w'ould be done by Nansen and Johansen. It was ouf
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object, therefore, in compliance with the instructions from

Dr/ Nansen, to make for open ^ater and home by the shortest

way and in the safest manner, ^oing,, howSVer, everything

within pur poWer to carry home with uli the best possible

scientific fesults.
'

"Sniese results, to judge from our experience

up to this point, Were almost a foregone conclusion : to wit,

that the Polar Sea retained Its characteralmost unchanged as

we drifted westwart®, showing' the same depths, the same

condft^ns of ice an^d* currents, and the same temperatures..

No islands, rocks. Shoals, and still less, any mainland,

appeared in the neighbourhood of our frefjuently irregular

cotir^

;

wherever we looked there was the same monotonous

and desolate plain of more or less rugged ice, holding us

firmly, and carrying us willy-nilly along with it. Our scientific

obServaiiorft were continued uninterruptedly, as regularly and

accurately as possible, and comprised, besides the usual

meteorological observations, soundings, measurement of the

thickness of the ice, longitude and latitude, taking the

temperature of the sea at various depths, determining its

salinity, collecting specimens of the fauna of the sea, magnetic

and electrical observation?, and so forth.
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CHAPTER IIIs^

August 'isth, 1895, to January ist, 1896.

With the rise in the temperature the snow surface became

daily Worse, so that it was seldom fit for snow-shoeing; even

with “ truger”* on it was most laborious to get aldng, for the

snow was so soft that we sank In up to our knees. Now and

then for an odd day or so the surface would be fit, even in the

month of July, and we took these opportunities of making

short excursions for shooting and the like Then the surface

would be as bad as ever again, and one day when 1 had to go
out on the ice to fetch a fulmar which had been wounded, the

snow was so soft that I constantly sank in up to my wmst.

Before I could reach the bird the whole pack of dc^ came
tearing by, got hold of it, and killed it. One of the' dogs

seized the bird in his mouth, and then there was a wild lace

between it and the others. At last the whole pack tamed
back towards the 'lane 'in the ice again; and X watched my
opportunity and snatched the bird from them. I had paid

prettyNearly for my booty, all spent and dripping with 'pca>

spiration as I was from plodding though that .bottomless

morass of snow.

Our chief occupation was still the work at' pur .^edgea and
kayaks. The sledges, which were all brought on ^toard from

* A round wickf^r snowshoe like a
"
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the great hununock where they had lain all the winter, were
repaired and fitted with runners. By July i6th they were all

in good order—eight hand-sledges and two do^wledg^
The kayaks, upon 'which we had long been engaged, were

finished about the same time. We had now in all five double

and one single kayak. Of these I myself made one, the single

kayak, which weighed 32 lbs. All of them were tested in the

channel, and proved ^ound and watertight. Both the kayaks

and the sledges were hbisted on the davits, so that they could

be let*down at a moment’s notice in case of need.

The petroleum launch, which was of no us€ to us as it was,

but would afford good materials for runners and other things,

was brought from the great hummock and taken to pieces. It

was built of choice elm, and a couple of planks were

immediately used for runners to those of the sledges, which,

for lack of material, were as yet unprovided with these

appliances.

The medicine chest, which had also lain in dep6t at the

great hummock, was fetched and stowed away in one of the

loi^-boats, which had been placed on the pressure-ridge hard

bylhoship. The contents had taken no harm, and nothing

hod burst with the frost, although there were several medicines

m tbe dttest which contained no more than 10 per cent, of

a|cc^<ri.

At that time we were also busy selecting and weighing pro-

visions and stores for eleven men for a. seventy days^ sledging

expedition and a six months’ sojourn on tj^e ice. The kinds

of prOvisiofis and their weight will be seen from the accompany-

ing table. ^
•

*“%8VfeNTlr Slsdob Provisions for Eleven MSN.

Lb*.
efwicofste, of 48 IbFi. .

' . . .
‘ 240

c^ttoo^te * . . .... . .
.

' . . 25
Wheaten bread, t6 boxes of 44 lbs. . . • . . 704
DaaUh batter, 12 tins of 28 >bs. ..... 336
Limejuiee tablets 9

VOL. II, 9 C
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Fish flour (Professor Vaige’s)
Vikinff potatoes, 3 tins of 26 lbs.

Knorrs pca-^up.
,, lentil -soup

,, bean-soup . • «

Bovril, 2 boxes. ....
Vril food, I box ....
Oatmeal, i box . • • •

Serin powder, 1 tin

Aleuronate bread, 5 boxes of $0 lbs.

Pemmican, 6 boxes . •

, , ^ sacks • « •

Liver, i sack . • « «

Total

‘n

3,016

Besides these we took salty pepper, and mustard4

Provisions for Eleven Men during a Six Months^ Stav
ON THE Ice.

Roast and boiled beef, 14 tins of 72 lbs. •

Minced collops, 3 tins of 48 lbs. .

Corned beef, 3 tins of 84 lbs. . ^

Compressed ham, 3 tins of 84 lbs.

Corned mutton, 17 tins of 6 lbs. .

Bread, 37 tins of 50 lbs. ....
KnorPs soups, various, 2 tins of 564 Its. .

Vegetables i white cabbage, julienne, pot-herbs
Flour, sugar, 3 cases of 40 lbs. . • *

Oatmeal, 4 cases of 80 lbs. ....
Groats, 4 cases of 80 lbs

Cranbei^, 2 cases of 10 lbs.....
Margarine, 20 jarS of 28 ibs. . . . ^ .

Lunch tongue, i case
Danish butter, 2 cases .....
Stearine candles,

§ cases . # .

Preserved fi^h, 1 tin . . . , ,

Msfcaroni, i case • .
"

. . , ;

Viking potatoes, 4 cases . . .

Vaage^s fish-flour, 2 casco . . . ^

Fratne-food jelly, t jar

Marmalade jelly, i jar . . ^ .

Limejuice j^ly, i jar . . . . ^r

Cadbury’s chocolate, 3 cases....

Lbs*
i,ooS

144
2521
252
102

1,850
II3
60
120
39Q.
320
20

560

54
t44
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XActoserin cocoa, x case .

^ Milk, 16 cases of 48 tins

. Tea, X case .

^English pemmican, 13 cases
Danish pemmican, i case
,^ied liver patties, 3 cases

; vril food, 5 cases

ut ^ ^

Lha.
18

* 480
«o
756
68
304
3P8

Besides these, 3 tins of salt, i tin of mustard, and I tin of pepper.

When all the stSi^s were ready and packed, they were

provisionally stowed at certain fixed points on deck, under the

awning forward. I did not want them taken out on the ice

until later in the year, or until circumstances rendered it neces-

sary! 'We had still abundance of coal—about loo tons. I

considered that 30 tons would be about enough for six months*

consune’ptiqp on the ice. With that quantity, therefore, we
filled butts, casks, and sacks, and took it out on the ice,

togedier with 1,400 lbs. of tinned potatoes, about 45 gallons of

petroleum, about gallons of gas-oil, and about 34 gallons of

coal-oil.

i^s.t^e ship was still deeply laden, I wished to lighten her as

much as possible, if only it could be managed -without expos-

ing'tq risk any of the stores which had to be unloaded. After

the windmill was worn out and taken away we had, Of course,

no use for the battery and dynamo, so we took the whole

concern to pieces and packed it up, with lamps, globes, and
eve^thing belonging to it. The same was done with the

petroleum-motor. The “ horse-mill ” was also taken down and
put out on the ice, with a lot of heavy mSterials. One long-

boat had been put out earlier, and now we took the other down
from the davits, and took it up to the great hummock. But as

the hummok^k shortly afterwards drifted a good way off from us,

tbe^TOat, with everything else that lay there, was brought, back

ag^fh^and placed upon the great icefloe to which we,‘were

moqjral—our estate,” as we used to call it. On top of the

davi^ and right aft to the half-deck, we ran a p’atform of,
'

3- c a
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plunks, on whidi &e sledges, kayaks, and other thin^

be laidup, in the winter.
,

>

On July 22nd we continued our deep-s^ soundingjs/ taking

tmn on that day, the first to 1,354 fathoms ^*,500 itfetres) and

the second to 1,625 fathoms (3,000 metre^, -without toaching

bottom either time. lA order to make sure that ^e lead

should sink, we lowered away the line very slowly, SO' that' it

took two hours and a>quarter to reach a^depth of 3,000 metres.

On the 23rd we again took two soundings, one of 1,840 fadibms

(3,400 metres) without finding bottom, and then one in which

we found bottom at 2,056 fathoms (3,800 metres). It took

two hours and a half to lower the lead to the latter depth.

Finally, on July 24th we again took a sounding Of 3,600

metres without finding bottom, and therefore conclq^ed the

depth to be from 3,700 to 3,800 metres. , ^ '

On July 7th the doctor rowed out in the ** pram ” in search

of algsp, but came back empty-handed. There were remarkably

few algae to be found this summer, nor did there seem tO be

so much animal life in the water as there*had been the -year

before.

For a few days after she got loose, the Frdm lay in a very

good position in the pool ; but during the night of August 14th

a high block of ice came floating down the lane, which had

now widened a little, and jammed -itself between the ship's

side and the further edge of the pool, which it thus entirely

blocked. As we did not like having this uncomfortable-and

dangerous colossus close at our side, in case We should remain

at the same spot throughout the autumn and winter, we
deterihined to blast it away. Scott^-Hansen and Nordahl at

once took this in hand, and accomplished the" task after

several days’ laboun ; ; >/-

Oa Saturday afternoon, August 17th, a pAettyrattscasg iAC-

pressure suddenly set in around^ u8. . In the Odutsisi'^bf a- few

minutes the Fram was lifted 22 inches by the stern, 'and ^'1-4

inches by the bOw. In stately fashion, with Ad ndise, and
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.^Itf^Ung'C^er;^ the,lMy$t, the heavy vessdr was^snofily

and lightly raised, as if she had been a feather-^a speotade at

90jQ(^im§^ei}s|Me and>rea^
i .The nexI day, the ice sladtened a little againt. and the ship

was;once more adoht So it lay quietly until the morr^gof
the 2ts$h when another strong pressure began. The ship now
lay In a r%ry awkward position, within high hummdck on each

side,,which gripped her amidships for a space of abcmt 9 yard^

and, screwed her up 6 or 8 inches. But the pressure ended in

half an hour ,or so, and the Fram sank again into her former

herd>«i
*

When there were Symptoms of pressure we always tried to

warp the ship as far away as possible from the threatening

point,, ^nd^occasionaily we succeeded. But during the stormy

weather, wilh southerly winds, which prevailed at this tim^ it

waa often quite impossible to get her^o budge ; for she ofiered

a. i^eat surface to die wind, with her heavy rigging and the

high awning forward. Our united fctfces were often unable to

move her an inch, and ice>anchors, moorings, and warping-

cables were perpetually breaking.*

,At last, on August 22nd, we succeeded in warping the ship

bit, so that we might hope to escape pressure ff the

ice should again begin to pinch. As the ice soon , after

slackened a good deal, and became more broken than , before,

^
wesqme days later made another attempt to haul her a Httle

I furthet,. but bad soon to give it up; there was noe enough

, space'between the two great floes on either hand of ua We
now; lay. at the same spot until September 2nd, with halfa gale

blqwin8.continually from the south-west, and with heavy rain

now said then. Oh the evening of August jotii, for instance,

we had a violent rain-storm, which loosened the icedoating of

.r|ggii% ffi4;mnde a frightful racket as it brought the pieces

xof iee down upon the <le<dc, .the deck-house, and tiie

iowning. .,1 v . 't

" estate was very thoroughly ploughed, harrowed and •
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drained at this time by wind, rain^ pressure, and (fther abch

doughty* labourers. Then came the tiresome' busing ‘of

moving the things out from the ship, whidh ' ini^edN^ ' th^

cutting up and parcelling out of almost the #hol6 '*‘ estate**' sd

that what was lelt open to us was scanty andi cramped enough;

Thus reduced, the “ estate ” now formed an approximately

oblong floe, with its greatest length fro^ east to west, and
surrounded on all sides by more or less ,(^n rifts and lanes;

The From lay moored to the north side, close to the north-eiast

point, with her bow heading west. Immediately astern of hef,

and separated from the point only by a narrow lane, lay a large

floe, upon which was stowed, among other things, a part of otir

provision of coal. Far ofT to the westward the great hummock
still lay drifting.

»
»

While the other sides of the “ estate ” were pretty nearly

straight, the east side fSrmed a concave arc or bay, t^ich

offered an excellent winter berth for the J^am. But thare was

no possibility of getting the ship into it so long as the channel

between the estate” and the floe to eastward remained doshdi

Late in the afternoon of ^ptember and the ice ’'at' last

slackened so much that we could make an attempt. By the

help of our tackle, we managed to get her warped a ship’s

length eastwards, but it was impossible for the moment to

get her any further, as the new ice was already ptetty thick

(the night temperature was— 5**
’C.), and also a goc^ deal

packed. Nor was it any use to bring the ice-raw into play and
cut a channel, for the slush was so deep ‘that we Could ‘ not

shove the fragments aside or under each other. '
: /

The next day began with half a gale from the south-dast and
rain ; but at 6 o’clock the wind moderated and veered* t& ‘the

souths and at 8 o’clock the ice aroUnd the lane‘began- td'slaeken

a good deal. As there was now more ibom;'U% inadtP^gnod

progress with cutting our way through the ndtr ^Ice^a^
midday we had got the Fram hauled into the bay and mooted

<^in the winter harbour which we alt hc^d mlght^^oyeberl^
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ii .Wheu 'l^altsen and Johftnsen set out^ the^ left seveu d<^
l^hijQd«: ^te bitch ‘'Sussi^' and the six youngest pui${)ies t

?iKobb«»j«'n t“ Snadden/ “ Bella*?* '** Skvint,^., ** Axel," aiid

!^Bo]d«*'* “Sussi”, gave birth to twelve

prtq[>}ne$. ; -We. had made a cosy hule kennel for her on deck^

Utiing i it with reindeer skin. Pettersen came down in the

• inont,ing» and told, us that “ Sussi " was runnh^ round

whinmg^ and howling^ Mogstad and I went up and shut h^
into

,
the kennel, where she at once gave birth to a puppy.

When the aftmrnoon came, and we saw that more and more
citiaens were being added to our community, we feared Uiat

the mother would not be able to warm all her litter, and coti*

seqnendy leittovedr the whole family into the saloon. Ad the

puppies were large and handsome, most of them qnite whiu^

^d lopking as though they would turn out regular little

V bjelkieri'^ as the Samoyedes call all white dogs. They grew

4md tbl’Ove excellently as saloon passengetw, and were petted

and spoiled by every one. They made ^.^eir home in the

Ssdocn a month, and then we transferred them to the

abhvermentioned kennel on deck. After they had been up
there ;for. tsome weeks, it appeared as though they had
suddenly! st<^ped growing, although they were constantly well

fed; with taw bear’s flesh, milk, and the broken meat from our

table* 'About the second week of August two of -the puppfes

died ef cpnvuisions. The doctor managed to save a third by
jp^psipf warm bad>s and. careful nursing. At the^nd of the

'imouthi another of them was seised with convulsions and died,

although ft, too, was treated with warm baths and Comfortably

ihbPtedf fhst ih' the saloon and afterwards in the Work->rbom.

tiCrInftherbegtomng of September, when the frequent min
{inadg^thti^S.very,m<^t and uncomfortable in the

K»i>de$|;«iVebntH>a kennel out on the ice with a tarpaulin

'Pkmks, asith ^enty of shavings speead; nW
:^j^fe(itw^sL being built wedet dte.wfaClepadc.oldogs

l^t tUpon ti^e ^fea r.fcpt .aiiter playing for half an hour tba
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ptippfes, dne after another, began to ' have cdnvubionafi'' Th^
attacks passed quickly over, however. We drenched '’thtm

wid^ soap and water, and then settled them in (heirnew ab^e.
' As the puppies grew older, we had to keep aisbarp watdh

upon them when we let them out upon the Ice. TheyTP0fn^)ed

and gambolled with such ungovernable glee that^ it' often

happened that one or other of them pluipped into the ivater,

and had to be laboriously fished out a^iain by the -Master of

the Hounds for the time being, or whoever else happened to

be at hand. Moreover, they soon acquired a taste for longed

excursions, and followed our tracks far over the ice.

One day the doctor and I were out photographing. At a
considerable distance from the ship we came upon a large pool

of fresh water, and took a little rest upon its inviting, pniwor-

like ice. While we lay there chatting at our easCi we sa#
** Kobben *' coming after us. As soon as he caught sight -of

us, he stopped auu stood wondering what strange creatures We
could be. Then we began to creep on all-fours towards him

j

and the moment we did so, “ Kobben " found his legs to some
purpose. He set off homeward as though he were running for

dear life j and even when we got back to the ship, and Several

other puppies met us and knew us, the poor creature was sliH

so panic-stricken that it was a good while before he Ventured

to come near us. . ;

Oh September 28th we again lost one of thf pupi^. ' It

was seized with convulsions and lay whining and bowling' all

day. As the evening^ advanced, and it became paralysed along.’

oneeide, there was no hope of saving it, we put aiv^nd td' its

misery. * It was pitiful to see how these pretty little Creatures

suffered when the convulsions came upon them^ .
• ^ ,

*

On October pih “ Skvint ” gave birth to puppies, biit so

young an animal could not have brought them' up,
jn such a cold season, we allowed her to keep' dtily bife 'idf

them as ah experiment; the others were at 'dtich k'iHed.' iA
week later “Sussi” produced a second litter, two he-dogs ahd
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Shfi,. jx^r. k^p^ the p^ales 9i>d,pne

'iift'jproYpd iinftdvisaWe: to li^ve tipth^fhe nibthlrf wkh.

ftuiuUcs. in same kennel. If pne ol^tbe motoem iirent out

for a- mom^t, tte^>ther at once took all the puppies ipto . bee

keeping, and then there was a battle royal when the brat one

returned and wanted to reclaim her property. Something of

this sort had, no <Sbubt, occurred
,

one night in the case of

*‘.J^vint|” whom Henriksen found in the morning lying at the

dopr oftbe kennel frozen so fast to the ice that it cost iis a

good deal of trouble to get her loose again.* She must have

had-anything but a pleasant night—the thertnometer had. been

down to 33° C* (
— 37 ‘4° Fahr.)—^and her tail was frozen fast

to onp of her hind legs, so that we had to take her dpwn into

dre saloonTtP get her thawed. To obviate .such misadventurps

for the fujPue I had a detached villa built for her where she

could be at peace with her child

. Qne' evening, when Mogstad was housing the puppies for

the .night, two of them were missing. Henriksen a^ I at

opce set off with lanterns and guns to hunt for them. ,We
thought that there had been a bear in the npighbourbopd, as

we had heard a great deal of barking earlier in die day put

uppp. the iep- tp the east of the ship ; but we could fmd^ no
tracks. After supper we set out again, five of us, all carrying

lanterns. After an hour’s search along the lanes and up ip the

pressure-ridges, we at last found the puppies on the-<ethpr side

ofa'pew lanp. Although the new ice opt.|he lane was strong

enough to bear them, they were so terrified after having been

ip.thi^ Watpr that they dared not cpme over to us, and* we had

to make a long detour to get bold of them.

Ip; niiddle pf December we took the youngest puppies

as thpy had now grown so big, and ran. away if

WCfe;pot;v«y;Cl<^ly watched. The gangway was left ppen at

pight .sp (hat the mothers could come into them from the iep

whenever they.wanted tp,
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In respect to temper, there was a great* difference' ‘between*

the generation of dogs we had originally taken -dn board >aitdi

those we now h\d. While the former were ^reat^iigtitorst'

perpetually at feud with each other, and often-' to the' deadi,'

the latter were exceedingly quiet and well-behaved, ^tfaoug^:

wild and fierce enough when it came to chasing a bear. Now
and then there would be a little squabble among 'thein> but

this was rare. “ Axel ’* was the worst of them. Shortly before

Christmas, he all of a sudden made a fierce attack upon the

unoffending “ Kobben,” against whom he bore a grudge *Bot

he got the rope’S end for supper several time^ and that

improved his manners amazingly.

During the first half of September the weather was very

unsettled, with prevailing westerly and south-westerly winds,’

a good deal of rain and snow, especially rain, an3 frequent

disturbance in the ice. The frost at night, which sometimes

reached lo® or 1 1®, soon made the new ice strong enough t6

bear a man, except just at the stern of the ship, -where all

the slops were thrown out. Here the ice was nmch broken

up, and formed a thick slush, the surface of Which waa frozen

over, but so thinly that it would not bear much weight. ' Thus
it happened one day that three men got a ducking, one-afref

another, at the same treacherous spot. The first was Fe^rseih
He had to go round the stem to look to the log-tine which

hung from the ship’s side to port, but before he got so fiw,

down he went through the ice. Shortly after the same thing

happened to NordaW, and half-an-hour later it was Betltzen^S

turn to plump in. He plunged right up to his netfk,' but' at

once bobbed up again like a cork, and scrambled gkllantly^up

on to the edge of the ice without a moment's delay;. TIM
observation of the log-line had to be postponed^whiiea’^fUid

changing and drying of clothes took'place on board.

On September 15th the ice sladcened 'so much thftt'>thbio

was quite a little sea between us and the’ gfeat

The following day the ice was still so tdiKh disturbed thMhWe
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biAii to; (think jsetiousiy fetching hock the things wiuch . still

Iky them^.' iAbout^ midday, I took a walk over toi«ards. the

lHm«ihdt!i^‘i<>4ndiout a suitable tran$port'patlf> ^<3^ discovered'

aft'£3fceUe];|^pQe>': But scmoe hours later, when X set off with

men and s1e^ges,ft> fetch back the things, so many lanes had
opened

.
around the estate” that we had to give up the

atternpf for that da^. During the whole of Sef^ember, and

well on . in October,cthere was almost incessant disturbance in

the ice. lanes* opened on all sides, some close to the

ship, and there were frequent pressures. The winter harbour

we had found proved an excellent one. Th%re was very little

disturbance in the bay where the was moored, thanks to

tlm new ice we here had around us, of which the pressure was

quite inconsiderable. It was quickly broken 'up, and the

feagments%}rced over or under each other, while the two solid

points of die bay bore the brunt of the attacks. Once or twice

it seemed as though would, be afloat again before the

winter finally chained bf'r ini its icy fetters. On October 25tb,

for instance, it slackealJa $0 much in the lane nearest us that

the ship lay free from the stem right to the fore-cliains ; but

soon' the .ice packed together again, so that she was once more
froren quite fast The hardest pressure occurred on. October
a6th and 27th, but the ship was not very severely attacked*

Fressuri^ however, is more ynpleasant in winter, on account

of the deafening noise it makes, when the ice is hurled .against

the ship!$ aide. It is quite different in summer, whlKn the ice

iS^nsfere. toy^h and elastic, and the pre^ure goes on calmly

and quietly.!

hfovembar; rst a more peaceful period set* in; the

l^qssures almost entirely ceased, the cold increased, the wind'

reinfuned aaat^tly, and we drifted at a steady rate nordiwaids

and westwards.fer the rest of the year. ;
‘

the .autumn; thk. drift had, put our patience fjiq a

RfyesCfitmt. 5 ..0w^**8 prevailing westerly windsi.ft . ho»»

ifeadihr Oastwardt, and day idfer day we looked in vain fw ji
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change. The only thing that kept our spirits, up 'nr^a ithe

knowledge that, if we were going backward, It was dk>wly,'f

s<Mnetimes very slowly, indeerh . Even several days, of .westerly

wind did not take us so far to the east but thatj^^ay or., two;

of favourable wind would enable us to make up what we had
lost, with something to boot. •

September 22nd was the second anniversary of our being

frozen in, and the event was celebrated wifti a little festivity in

the evening. We had reason to be sathhed with the second

year’s drift, since we had advanced nearly double as fair as

during the first ‘year, and, if this continued, there could

scarcely be any doubt that we should get clear of the ice in

the autumn of 1896.

As will be seen from the following table, September 22nd

also brought us a marked change for the better. On that day

the winter drift set in for good, and lasted without intermi^ion

through the remainder of the year, so that between that day

and the second week in January we drifted from .
82° -g'..to

41° 41' E. long.

Date. Latitude. Longitude. Oirectioa of
Wind.

September 6th, 1895 .

0 /

84 43

0 / i

79 5* S.W.
September iith, 1895 . 84 59 78 IS 1

E,
September 22nd, 1895 • 85 2 82 s

j

Calm.
October 9th, 1895 • 85 4 79 30 E.
October 19th, 1895 . 85 45 78 « 21 £. to N. *

October 2Sth, 1895*". 8s 46 73 *5 N.E.
October 30th, 1895 . 85 46 70 so N.N.W.
November 8th, 1895 . 85 4« 65 2 E.
November isth, 1895 . 85 55-5 66 31 ^N.E,

,

November 25th, 1895 . 8S 47-5 6a 56 N.E. toN.
December rst, 1895 . 8s 28 58 45 te.

-

December 7th, 1895 . 8s 26 54 40 •

December I4tb> 1895 . 8s 24 so 2 Qfhn.
December 21st, 1895 , 8S >5 47 56

‘
iCls.

- ' '

December 28th, 1895 • 8S 24 48 22 ' N.W. ,

' Jamtary 9th^ 18^ • 84 57 41 4* 0
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Qn October X ith we hauled up the Iog*Hne and cut a neiT

bole^ it in the ice right aste^i.. Hitherto the logjiad bad
'TOO metres (54 ^thorns) of line, nOwtwe gave it 500

metres (£60 feihoms). ;

*

After the middle of September the cold steadily increased,

as the following observations will show

—
„lp.

•

^ Date* ^

* 1

Minimum
Temperature.

September iSth • • • .

Septem^r 26tb « • » •

October 19th . . • .

Novemoer 5th • « « •

j
Novexabe^ 9th • • • .

November 22nd • • • .

^ December « • • •

0
Degrees

Centigrade.
- 12*5
— 24-0
-30*0
— 32-2

-383
-43 '6
- 44-6

Degrees
Fahrenheit

+ 9*6
- 11-2
— 22*0
-25*8
-36S
-46-4
— 48*2

*"The weather was, as a rule, fine during the last three

months of' 1895, with clear air and light breezes ; only now
and then^’(for example, on October 29tb, and Nove'mber nth,

a6th, and 37th) the wind freshened to half a gale, with a

velocity of as much as 48 feet per second. ^

In the beginning of September we found that the J^ram was

drawing tnpre and more water, so that we had a stifiF job every

day to pump and bate her empty. But from the 23rd onwards

the leakage steadily declined, and about* the second week of*

October ttw engine-room was quite watertight. It stjjl leaked

a liftle. However, in the main hold ;
but soon the leak ceased «•

here also, ^e water Having frozen in the ship’s side, For the

rest, WO'employed our time in all sorts of work about theahip,

cutting and removing ice in the hold, cteabing, jputting

things in order, etc. . , . /
•

Not until Septetaber 23rd did the state of the ice permit us
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to carrjTout our intention of fetching back the things from the

great hummock. The surface was that day ^ceUaut* ,.for

sledges With German silver runners j wooden rt^em, on the

other hand, went rather heavily. We had al^ done aqme

road*making here and there, so that the conveyance of .tiie

goods went on easily and rapidly. We brought back to the

ship, in all, thirty-six boxes of dog biscuits, and four barrels of

petroleum. Next day we brought all thaj^was left, and stacked

it on the ice close to the ship, •
*

On September i6th Scott-Hansen and Noidahl set about

preparations for ^building a ‘proper house for their magnehc
observations. Their building material consisted of great blocks

of new ice, which they piled upon sledges and drove with the

aid of the dogs to the site they had chosen. £^c|fpt for one

or two trial trips which Scott-Hansen had previously;made with

the dogs, this was the first time they had been employed ajs

draught-animals. They drew well, and the carting went

excellently. The house was built entirely of hewn blocks of

ice, which were ranged above each other with an inward slant,

so that when finished it formed a compact circular dome of ice,

in form and appearance not unlike a Finn tent A covered

passage of ice led into the house, with a wooden flap for a

door.

When this observatory was finished, Scott-Hansep gave a

house-warming, the hut being magnificently decorated for the

occasion. It was furnished with a sofa, and with armchairs

covered with bear and reindeer-skins. The pedesta) pr the

* middle of the floor, on which the xtaa^etic instruments

were to be established, was covered with a flag, and an ice-flpe

,
served as a table. On the table stood a lamp with a red s^de,

^nd along the walls were fixed a number of red paper lai^e^^

The effect was quite festal, and we all sat round th^e; rqpm. ^
’

the highest of spirits. Our amiable host atldr^^d little

humorous speeches to every one. Tettersen expressed the n^ish

that this might be the last ice-hut Scott-Hansen sbould. build
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On this bip^ and that we might all be hothe again this time

hOxt' aubimn, and “ none the worse for it all" Fettersen's

a^e^iitdo address was received with frantic gnthusiaSau

,

For thebes^ Pettereen had just about this tiihe entered upon

a'neboflSce, having from September loth onward undertaken

the Vrhirfe' charge of Juell’s -fi»ttier domain, the 'galley, a

department to which he devoted his whole heart, and in which

his performances gave entire satisfaction to every one. The
only branch of the° culinary art with which he would have

ttotlif’ng to do was the baking of Christmas cakes. This Juell

hhnself had to attend to when the time cam^
When winter set in, we built ourselves a new smithy in the

place of the one which drifted off on July 27th. It was con-

structed on the pressure-ridge where the boats and part of the

stores^from the great hummock had been placed. Its plan was

very inuch like that of the former smithy. We first hollowed

out a caVity of sufficient size in the pressure-ridge, and then

roofed it over with blocks of ice and snow.

As the year waned, and the winter night impended, all the

Sea animals and birds of passage which had swarmed around

tts and awakened our longings during the short summer,

desated us one by one. They set off for the south, towards

sunshine and light and hospitable shores, while we lay there in

the ice and darkness for yet another winter. On September

fitb we saw the last narwhals gambolling in the lanes around

thb ship, and a fbw days later the last flock of skuas {Lestrii

took their departure. The sun moves quickly in

these latitudes fnoni the first , day that he ^eers over the horizon

fn the* south till he circles round the heavens all day^and all

hight ; but still quicker do his movements seem when he is'on.

ihe downward path in autumn. Before you know where you

ibe 'he haS .disappeared, -and the crushing darkness of the

JlLiebd'night stitrbdnds you once more.
•'
'’Ort ' S^tfemb'CT 12th we should have seen the midnight

imirfdtthe last time if it had beep' clear; and no later than
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October 8th we caught the last gliinipse of the sun^s iim^at

midday.. Thus we plunged into the longest Arctic ni^' any
human beings have yet lived through in about’ .85^"

' N; 'latw

Henceforth there was nothing that could for a moment be'

called daylight, and by October 26th them was scarcety any

preceptible difference between day and night. ^

Whenever time permitted, and the surface was at all

favourable, we wandered about on snoi^shoes in the neigh-

bourhood of the ship, either singly or 'several together. ‘ On
October 7th, when alt of us were out snowshoeing in the

morning, the mate found a log of drift-wood 7 feet long and

7 inches thick. Part of the root was still attached to the trunk.

The mate and I went out in the afternoon and brought it in on

a hand-sledge. No doubt it had grown in one of the Siberian

forests, had been swept away by a flood or by the carrot of a

river, and carried out to sea to be conveyed hither by the drift*

ice.

Besides snowshoeing, we also took frequent walks on the ice,

and on November 20th I gave orders that every man should

take two hours’ exercise a day in the fresh air. I myself was

very fond of these walks, which freshened up both soul and

body, and I would often wander backwards and forwards on
the ice four or five hours a day, as a rule two hours in the

morning and two in the afternoon.

On October 8th Scott-Hansen and Mogstad made an
experiment in dragging sledges with 230 lbs. bf freight. They
started at half-past lyne and returned at five in the afternoon,

after having been about four miles from the ship, and traversed

pretty heavy country.

We did not believe, indeed, that the Fram ran the slighest

risk of being ctushed in any ice-pressure ; but it was obviously

possible, or at least conceivable^ so that it w'as our duty to be

prepared for all contingencies. Accordingly we devoted much
labour and care to securing ourselves against being taken by

^surprise.
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At the end of,;Oetober?.we establUhed a^ew depot *pn tl«

i<»».fcefnj5iating' of.proyisions, for-six ipaonth?. with a full equips

n«ent 6i sledgeSf'Jcao^ajks, snowshoes, etc, ^ The^rovisidns were
divided iato^hx^ 'diiTetent piles, and stacked so that the boxes

in ;cadj< pUa form^ an arch. Thus stored, not more than

two cases could well he lost even if the worst happened, and
the ice split up, right under the heap. The provisions con-

sisted partly of pemmican, as may be seen by the list quoted—
a very nutritious article of diet, which makes an excellent sort

of Irish stew (lobscouse). With 200 grammes of pemmican,
loo. gi^mmes of bread, and 120 grammes of potatoes you can

make a very satisfying and palatable dish.

On November 28th we passed the sixtieth degree of longi-

tude, and celebrated the occasion by a little feast The
saloon was decorated with flags, and a rather more sumptuous,

dinner than usual was served, with coflee after it } while supper

was followed by a dessert of fruits and preserves. This meridian

passes near Cape Fligely in Franz Josef Land, and through

Khabarova, where we two years ago had bidden farewell to

the last faint traces of civilisation. So it seemed as though we
retdly felt ourselves nearer the world and life. - ^
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CHAPTER IV.

January tsx to May ijth, 1896.

New Year’s Day came with fine, clear weather^^mQpnltght,

and about 43 degrees of cold. The ice kept remarkably quiet

for about a month, but on February 4th the pressure com-

menced again. It was not of long duration, but made a great

noise while it lasted
;
the ice all round us roared and screamed

as if a tremendous gale were blowing, I took a walk on the

ice for the purpose, if possible, of observing the pressure wore
closely, but could see nothing. The following day we again

sallied forth on the ice, and found a comparatively new channel

and a large new pressure-ridge about a mile from the ship. It

was impossible, however, to get any comprehensive view of the

state of the ice, as it was still too dark, even at midday. The
surface of the snow was hard and good, but the hollow edges

of the snow-drifts %’ere so deceptive that we every now and
then tumbled head over heels.

On February 7th Scott-Hansen, Henriks^^ Amuttdsen, and
myself took a run northwards from the ship. The, fnntber

north we went, the more broken and tmeven the ice becante,

.

and at last we had to turn, as we came to a new anid, w<ide

lane. During the morning a dark bank of clouds ha^- been

gathering in' the south-west, and now the fog got so. thick .thet
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it was not easy to find our way back to •the ship again. At
last" we heard the voice of “ Sussi,” and from tlie top of a

pressure-ridge which we ascended we got si^ht of the crow’s-

nest and the main-topmast of the Fram, towering above the

fog, only a little way off. Close as we were to the ship, it was

not so easy to gel on board again. We were stopped by a

large lane which had formed just abaft the ship during our

absence, and we h^ to skirt it a long way westwards before

we could cross it. *Xhose on board told us that the opening,

of the lane had given the ship a great shock, very much like

the shock felt when we blasted the From loose in August. At
12.30 at night we felt another shock in the ice. When we
came on deck we found that the ice had cracked about 30
yards abaft the ship, parallel with the large lane. The crack

passed al^ng the side of the nearest long-boat, and rj^t

tbtough one of the coal-heaps. On the heap a barrel was

standing, which would have been lost if the crack had not

divided itself in front of it at about right angles and then joined

again^ after passing through the outer edges of the heap. On
the island thus formed the barrel and some coal-bags fioated

about • in the channel. However, we soon got the island

hooked to shore, and the coals were all saved, with the excep-

tion of a sack of i cwt, which went to the bottom. By way
of making sure, I gave orders that the depot should

,
be

inspected once during each watch, or oftener if the pressure

began again.

--’On February 13th Henriksen, Amundsen, and I made an

exfiedition' southwards to examine into tlte state of the ice in

that direction. We found that it was very uneven .tl^ere, t^o,

and full comparatively new lanes. The channel abaft the.

Sthip ' widened d^ng the forenoon, and gave off such ma^es
fog ttot we soon lost sight of the ship. The next day it

opasied IttiU more^ and on the.Mfith there was a very strong

pteWtfe in 'it. ; The ice^ trembled and roared like a.gffat

waeerfhltKrmd splintered into small horizontal ftal^ on, ;^e

VOL. IX. a D a
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surface. * The preslure was repeated almost every day, and

more cracks and lanes were constantly to be styen for kome
time, tfut afte» that the ice was conrtparatively quiet until

April loth, when it again began to be very restless. Oh the

night of the 15 th the pressure was very strqng in the lahe oh
the port side. We were obliged to haul up the log-lin6 with

the bag and shift the sounding apparatus. The same night

the ice split under two of the provision de^6ts, so that We bad
to get them closer to the ship. *

On the morning of the 21st we were awakened by a violent

pressure astern. ^Nordahl came down and woke me, saying

that the ice threatened to rush in over the vessel. We found

that a tremendous ice-floe had been pressed up over the edge

of the ice astern and came gliding along unchecked until it

ran right against our stern. But the Fram had boihe Shocks

like this before, and now again she held her own well. The
ice was split against the strong stern, and lay shattered on
both sides of the ship on a level with the edge of the half-deck

all the way forward to the mizzen shrouds. The ship now lay

almost loose in her berth, and the ice round about was broken

up into a mass of smaller floes. As these were pressed down
by the heavy drifts, it was hard work to get round the ship, as

one ran the risk of plumping down into the slush at any

moment.
Late in the afternoon of May 13th the lane between the

forge and the ship began to widen very much, so' that in a
couple of hours’ time it was about 90 yards wide. From the

crow’s-nest I saw on the south-east a large channel extending

southwards as far as I could see, and the channel abaft us
' extended to the north-east as far as my sjght could reach. I,'

therefore, went out in the “ pram ” to try to fin 1 a pks^ge
through to the channel on the south-east, but without r^ult.

After supper I was off again southwards, but I could hbt find

any thoroughfare. At 10 o’clock in the evening 1 ai^ath w^t
up in the crow’s-nest, and now saw that the channel had
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wi<^pe4 considerably and reached, away southwards as far as

thc.eye coulB reach, with dark air over it
^

•

. ,,Sc.Ott-Hansen,?ind I deliberated as to whit Vfas to be done.

Aithough I did not believe it would do much good under the

cu:cumstances, we*decided upon an attempt to blast the vessel

free* We.agreed to try some mines right aft, and, all hands

lyere at once put ^o. this work. Fii;st we fired six powder-

mines at about the *£^pie spot, but without much result Then,

we made an unsuccessful, trial with gun-cotton. At 3 o’clock

in .the morning we concluded operations for the time being, as

tlie ice was so thick that the drill did not reach through and

the slush so bad that it was impossible to get the ice-floes

shov.ed away. At 8 eight o'clock the next morning we laid

two t\5w mines, which Scott-Hansen and Nordahl had made
ready during the night, but neither of them would go olT.

0ne or two of the mines which we had fired during the day

Itad produced some effect, but so little that it was not worth

while to continue. We were obliged to wait for a more

favourable condition, of the ice.

The weather during the two fiirst weeks of January was

settled and good, with clear air and 40 to 50 degrees of cold.

The coldest day was January 15th, when the thermometer

showed from —50* C. (—58“ F.) to —52* C. (—61*6” F.).

The last two weeks of January the temperature was consider-

ably higher, but dropped again in Februar}’, until on the 13th

it was about —48° C. (—54*4“ F.), after which it was some-

what higher ; about —35° C. (— 31° F.) during the remainder

of February. Qn March 5th the thermometer again showed

49® C, of cold j but from that time the temperature rose

quickly. Thus on March 12th it was —12° C. (-l-io‘4® F,),

on the ?7th —6’’ C. (-l-2i*2'’ F.), with a few colder days, of

<»urse,.h9w arid then. April w'as somewhat cold throughout,

^put —2^ C. (— F-); the coldest day was the 13th, with

-r‘34*’ C. F,). The first week of May was also sorhe-

what cold, about —20* C. (—4° F.) to —25* C. (
— 13'* F.)»
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the second week somewhat milder, about —14“ CL

an4 on lAay aisiwe had the first rise ^bove freezing point'oif

this year, the maximum thermometer showing at tjje eyening

observation +o’9® C. ,
,

,

Some days during this winter were remarkable for very

great and sudden (dianges in temperature. One instance

was Friday, February 21st. In the moijiing it was cloudy,

with a stiff breeze from the south-east. •Late in the afternoon

the wind suddenly changed to the south-west, and slackened

off to a velocity' of 14 feet ; and the temperature went

down from —7° C. (-f i9’4° F.) in the morning to — 2^® C.

(—13“ F.) shortly before the change in the wind, rapidly

rising again to — 6’2* C. (-|-2o‘9° F.) at 8 o’clock p.m.

Ixi my journal I wrote of this day as follows : “I was vlalking

on deck to-night, and before I went down had a look-out astern.

When I put my head out of the tent, I felt so warm a current

of air that my first thought Avas that there must be fire some-

where on board. I soon discovered, however, that it. was the

temperature which had risen so greatly since I was under the

open sky. Scott-Hansen and I afterwards went up and placed

a thermometer under the ship’s tent, where it showed only

— i9'’'C. (— 2‘2® F.), while the thermometer outside showed
—6® C. (+ 2i'2° F.). We walked for some time backwards

and forwards, and breathed the warm air in deep draughts.

It was beyond all description pleasant to feel the rmld wind
caress one’s cheek. Yes, there is a grea^ difference betW^n
living in such a temperature and daily breathing an air 44® to

50® belpw freezing-point. Personally, I am not very nipch
r incommoded by it, but many complain that

.
they, feel a pain

deep in the chest. I only find when I have been piking a
good deal of exercise that my mouth is parched.”

The following day, February 22nd, it first blew frbin the

S.S.E., blit later the wind changed to half a gale frbip the

west, with a velocity of 55 feet per second. 'The bayonqiete^

Showed the lowest reading during the whole voyage' up till
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then, namely, 723'6 mtn. The air was so full of drifting

Snow that could not sto 6 feet fro|h the ship^and the

thermometer-house' out on the ice was in af few minutes so

packed with drift-snow that it was impo^;sible to rfead off the

instruments. It i«flas not very comfortable down in the saloon,

as it was impossible to create any draught. We made unsuc-

cessful attempts to light the stove, but ^oon had to take the

fir^ away, to pteven? suffocation by snioke. Sunday night the

storm abated^ but on Monday and Tuesday there was again'

half a gale, with snowfall and drift, and nearly 28 degrees of

frost. Not before Wednesday afternoon ditf the weather im-

prove in earnest ; it then cleared up, and the wind slackehed

to 19 feet 6 inches, so both we and the dogs could get oiit

on th| ice and take a little exercise. The dogs wanted to get

out of then kennels in the morning, but even they found the

weather too bad, and slunk in again.

We had a good many rough-weather days like this, not only

in fhe winter, but also in the summer; but as a rule the rough

weather lasted only a day at a time, and did not involve any
great discomfort. On the contrary, we had no objection to a

little rough weather, especially when it was accompanied by a

fresh breeze, that might drift the ice speedily westwards. Of
course, what most interested us was the drifting and every-

thing connected with it. Our spirits were often far better in

rough weather than on glittering days of clear weather, with

pnlj a ^I’gbt breeze, or a calm and a brilliant aurora borealis

at night. •

With the drift we had reason to be well satisfied, especially

in January and the first week in February. During that time

we
,

drifted all the way from the 48th to the 25th degree of

loAgitude, while , bur latitude kept steady : about 84° 50'.

The best drift we had was from January 28th to February 3rd,

wbeii tliere'.'tfas a .constant stiff breeze blowing from the east,

^ich‘ on Sunday, February 2nd, increased to a kpCed of

58 id 69 feet a second, or even more during squalls. This
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was, however, the * only real gale during the whole o£ pur

voyage. On Saturday, February ist, we passed the longitude

ofVardo'and celebrated the occasion by some festivities in

the evening. On February 15th we were in 84* so' N. lat

and. 23° 28' £. long., and we now drifted some distance back^

so that on February 29th we were in 27° E. long, Afterwards

the drift westwards was very slow, but it was better .towards

the south, so that on May i6th we were ® 83° 45' N. lat. and
'12'’ 50' E. long. •

The drift gave occasion to many bets, especially when it

was good, and spirits proportionately high. One day at the

end of January, when the line showed that we were drifting

briskly in the right direction, Henriksen found his voice and
said :

“We have never made a bet before. Captain ; suppose

we make a bet now as to how far south we have get’”* “All

right,” I said, and we accordingly made a bet of a ration of

salmon, I that we were not south of 84“ 40', or between

40' and 41', and he that we were between 36' and 37'. Scott-

Hansen then took an observation, and found that Henriksen

had lost. The latitude was 84® 40'2'.

Since the last bird of passage left us we had nowhere seen

a single living creature, right up to February 28th. Not even

a bear had been seen during our many rambles on the ice.

At 6 a.m. Pettersen came rushing into the cabin, and toljd

me that he saw two bears near the ship. I < hurried up on

deck, but it was still so dark that I could not at once get

sight of them, although Pettersen was pointing in their direc-

tion. At last I saw them trotting along , slowly towards the

ship. About 150 yards away they stopped. I tried to take

'aim at them, but as it was still too dark to be .sure of my shot,

I waited a little, hoping that they would come nearer.,. They
stood for a time staring at the ship, but then wheeled roupd

nnd sneaked off again. 1 asked Pettersen if h^ had .somelhmg
to fry which would smell really nice and strong and eptice the

^ars backi He stood ruminating a little, then ran downstairs,
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and.came up again with a' pan of fried butfer and oniona I

aib blowed if I haven’t got something eavcwry fwr, them,” he
8eid,^and'tossed the pan up on the rail Th# beats Irad long

been Out Of sight. It was cold, 35 degrees I should diinkj and

I hurried down to^et my fur coat on, but before. I had done

so Bent2en came running down and told me m make haste, as

the bears #ere coming back. We tore on deck at full rpeed,

and now had the a0imals well within range, about 100 metres

away. I squatted dotvn behind the rail, took a good aim, and*
•—missed fire. The bears were a little startled, and seemed to

be contemplating a retreat. I quickly cocked the rifle again

and fired at the largest one. It fell head over heels, with a

tremendous roar. Then I fired at the second one. ' It first

turned a fine somersault before it fell. After that they both

got up and took a few steps forward, but then they both came
down again. I gave them each one of the two cartridges I

had left, but still this was not enough for these long-lived

animals. Pettersen was very much interested in the sport

Without any W’eapon he ran down the gangway and away

towards the bears, but then he suddenly had misgivings and
called to' Bentzen to follow him. Bentzen, who had no
Weapons either, was naturally not very keen about running

after tWo wounded bears. After getting some more cartridges,

I met Pettersen midway between the bears and the From.
The animals were now crawling along a pressure-ridge. I

stopped at a distance of 30 yards, but first of all I ^ad to shoot

td'P'ett^sen, Who, in his eagerness, hurriqp on before me, and
how Stood just in the line of fire. At last the great she-beargot

her d^th-wouhd, and I ran along the pressure-ridge sn order

to see Where the other one had got to. Suddenly it sttmk it^

h^d up' oter the ridge, and P’at once sent a shot through its

'riwk^ close up to the head.

All fiah(fe were tlren called out, and great was the rejoiding.

Out* thbtitfes watered at the thought of the delicious fresh- aheat

wfe now enjoy for a long time* It was about montljs
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since we had last slftot a bear, and for 14 moi^ths we ha4>not
had any |re5h meat, except one or two dishes of s&ls apd. birds

shot during thtf summer. We blessed Pette^en’s Myoury
frying-pan. The bears were cut up and made into

,
sweats,

rissoles, roasts, etc. Even the bones we fetid aside to make
soup of. The ribs were the most succulent. We had them
for dinner, and everybody voted that a sirloin of bear was a

dish for a king. Accordingly we all atft very large helpings,

"with heartfelt wishes that it might not^e long before some
bears again paid us a visit.

After this Pettdlrsen became so infatuated with bear-hunting

that he talked of it early and late. One day he got it into his

head that some bears would come during the night. He had

such a belief in his forebodings that he made all possible

preparations for the night, and got Bentzen to join fbrees wdth

him. Bentzen had the morning watch, and was to call him as

soon as the bears appeared. A merry fellow, who wanted to

make sure of seeing Pettersen bear-hunting, had taken the

precaution to hang a little bell on Bentzen’s rifle, sQ that he
could hear when they started. Unfortunately no bear appeared.

Pettersen, however, had so set his heart on shooting a bear

that I had to promise to let him have a shot some time when
I myself was by and had a charge ready, in case the incon-

ceivable should happen, and Pettersen should miss—ra mishap

which he would find it very hard to get over.

On Sunday, March 8th, we had another instanceof a sudden
change in temperature like that of February 21st, In, the

morning it was cloudy, with a fresh breeze from the E.M.E.-,

but at the wind fell, and at 6 o’clock changed to a,light

*S.S.E. breeze. At the same time the temperature ros? from
- 26° C. (- I4'8° F.) to - C. (+ 17*6° F.), and it was

very pleasant to saunter round on the half-deck in the evening

and breathe the mild air.
. : ^ ^

On March 4th we saw the sun for the first time. It should

have been visible the day before, but then it was too clpudy.
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• •

By xfsty of comfreftsation, it no# a double festival day, iist

We could celebrate both the rettirfa of the suri and'^Tordahl^

biiKhday iii ohe.
‘ #

On March t4th it; was one year since Nansen and Jbhaniseri

cbftimenced their fbrig ice-journey. The day was Celebrated by
a better dinnCr, with coffee afterwards, and a punch-bowl in the

evening;
'

’ ^
Besides the usuat scientific observations, which were con-^

tiflued without any interruptions worth mentioning, we also

took soundings during the winter, but did not reach bottom
with a 3,bbo-metre line (1,625 fathoms).

On April r3th Scott-Hansen and I took an observation with

the theodolite, and Norddhl an observation with the sextant,

on th^ ngtural horizon. According to the theodolite, the

latitude was 84® ii’s', and by the sextant 84® 13'. We had
previously ascertained that there was a difference of about two

minutes between the artificial and natural horizons. In using

the natural horizon a smaller latitude is obtained, even thou^
there is no mirage. The deviation will, however, under favour-

able circumstances seldom exceed two minutes. But if there

is much mirage, it becomes almost impossible to obtain a fairly

correct result As a rule, therefore, in taking observations in

thb drift-ice^ one has to use the artificial horizon or theodolite,

if a Very exact result is desired.

As the time passed on towards spring the days became
longer, and more rifts and channels were formed round the

ship.' It was time to think of beginning preparations for

forcing the J^am ahead as soon as sufficiently large openings

Should appear in the ice. The things stored on the ice ha^
been frequently shifted about ih the course of the winter, but

bs the ice became more broken up, it was of little use to shift

them. So in die middle of April we took the winter depdt on
board and stowed it away in the main hold. We also took dh

board the sacks from the coal dep6f, while the barrels and

hogsheads,' tCgetHer with the dog-biscuits, kayaks, and Sledges,
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were for the present left upon the ice. The sun at this time

became go strong, that on April 19th the snow Began to melt

away on the tent'; along the ship’s side it had b^n melting for

several days. .

The first harbinger of spring we saw thiS year wa? a ^snow-

bunting, which made its appearance on the evening of April

25th. It took up permanent quarters ip one of the sealing-

boats, where it was treated with groats apd scraps of food, and
' soon got very tame. It favoured us with its presencp^ for

several days, and then flew away. The Fram had evidently

been a welcome Nesting-place for it; it had eaten its fill,, and

gathered new strength for the remainder of its journey., On
May 3rd we were again visited by a snow-bunting, and a

couple of days later by two more. I fancy it was pur former

guest, who in the meantime had found its mate, and novf

returned with her to call and thank us for our hospitality.

Th6y remained with us about an hour, and did their best to

cheer us with their chirping and twittering ; but as the dogs

would not give them any peace, but chased them everywhere,

they finally took flight, and did not return again.

After the first few days in May, we removed the temporary

deck, which had been laid over the davits, cleared the
,
main-

deck, and took both the sealing-boats
,
and the long-boats on

board. The gangway was also removed, and a ladder put in

its place. Next we shipped the rest of the coal dep6t, the dog
provisions, and the sledges

;
in fact, we look in everything that

was left on the ice. «All that was now left to be done was to

get the engine ready for getting up steam, and this we set

about oft May i8th.
*' The dogs got on well in their kennels on the ice, in spite

of the prolonged and intense cold, and we had very little

trouble with them. But after the first month in the New
Year some of the bigger dogs became so fierce towards the

smaller ones that we had to take two of the worst tyrants on
b«>ard and keep them locked up for a time. They also did a
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good deal
,
of miscWef whenever they hafi an opportunity.

Qhe diay^ fori^nstance, they began tb gnaw at the kayaks that

wep placed on the top of the largest dog-kenneL. However,
we gdt hold of therh in time before any serious damage was

done and cleared ,away the snow round the kennel, -so that

tThiey coiild riot climb up again to go on with this amusement.

Ori February loth one of “Sussj's” puppies littered. We
toolc' her on board, |^nd laid her in a large box filled with

shavings. ’ We allowed her to keep only one of her five pups ;*

we hilled two at once, one was born dead, and sfie ^d
devoured her first-born, the cannibal ! •

Some days later “ Kara ” had a litter. She was the only

one of the dogs who manifested any maternal instinct It was
quite' touching to see her, and we felt sorry to have to take the

pups jAvayrfrom her; but we were forced. to make away with

them, not only because it was impossible to bring them up at

that time of the year, but also because the mother herself was

only a puppy, delicate and diminutive.

,
In the beginning of March the October whelps were let out

all day, and on March sth we put them, with the older dogs,

under the hood of the fore-companion. In -the evening the

co^r was put on, and when during the night the hole near the

edge of the ice became filled up with snow, it got so warm, in

the hutch that the hoar-frost and ice melted, and all the dogs

got wet. The pups felt the cold terribly when they were let

oatjn the morning, and we therefore took them doWri into the

saldrin, until they were warm again.
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CHAPTER V

The Third Summer.

On May 17th the From was in about 83” 45' N. lat. and 12°

50' E. long. We again celebrated the day with a flag pro-

cession, as on the previous May 17 th. Mogstad sat on the

bear-skins in the sledge, driving a team of seven dogs, add with

the band Bentzen) at his side. Just as we were arranging

the procession for the march upon the ice, five female narwhals

suddenly appeared, and immediately afterwards a small seal

was seen in the lane abreast of the ship—^an enlivening sight,

which we accepted as a good omen for the coming summer.

The great hummock, which was the scene of our merry-

makings on May 17th last year, was now so far away and so

ditficult to reach on account of lanes and rugged ice, that the

festivities in the open air were limited to the flag procession.

The cortige took its way southwards, past the thermometer-hut,

to the lane, thence northwards along the lane, and then back

to the ship, where \\ dispersed, but not before it had been

photographed.

At 10 o’clock a salute was fired, after which we sat down to

an excellent dinner, with genuine “ChUteau \si, Fram,” vintage

1896.* The table was laid with great taste, and there w^ an

* This claret was i»ade for the occasion, and consisted of the jtdcii of
dried red whortleberries and bilberries, with the addition a little Spirits.

I was highly complimented on this beverage, and served It again on other
occasions.
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.elegant paper napkin at each cover, with,the word From in

the v:orner and the following inscription :

—

“ The Seventeenth May, our memorial day,

Recalls what our fathers have done i

It cheers us and heartens us on to the fray.

And shows ill that where there’s a will there’s a way.

And, with right on our side, we may hope to display

The proud banner of victory won.” •

•
During the dinner speeches were made in honour of the day^
of l^orway, of Nansen and Johansen, etc. .

During the days following May 17th we were occupied in

getting the engine and its appurtenances ready for work and
clearing the rudder-well and the propeller-well. First we
attempted to pump water, into the boiler through a hose

let d^wn Jnto a hole out upon the ice. But the cold was

still so intense that the water froze in the pump. We were

obliged to carry water in buckets and pour it into the boiler

by means of a canvas hose, made for the occasion and carried

from the boiler to the hatchway above the engine-room.

Amundsen thought at first that he had got the bottom cock

clear, so that he could let the water run direct into the boiler,

hut it soon became evident that it was too slow work as long

as there was still any ice around the cock. Later on we
hoisted the funnel and lighted the furnaces, and on the

afternoon of May 19th the steam was up for the first time

since we got into the ice in the autumn of 1893.

Next we cut away as much of the ice as possible in the

propeller-well, and carried a steam hose down into it. It was

very effectual. We also attempted to use the steam for

iheftihg ^away the ice in the propeller-sheath around th^

shaft, but lyithout apparent success. We easily procured

water for the boiler no\v by filling the water-tank mi the

deck with i<fe and melting it with ^temn.

. After supper we went down into the engine-room to try

'to turh the shaft, and* finally we succeeded in giving it a
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three-qifarters turnc.' This was victory, and we were all fully

satisfied with the day’s work.

The followin^^ day we melted away the ice in the rudder"

well by steam, and at 1.30 p.m. Amundsen began to “ move ^

the engine. Some large pieces of ice floated- up from the

rudder-stock or frame j we fished them up, and' everything

was in order. Amuqdsen let the engine work some time, and
everybody was down with him to see th© wonder with their

,-own eyes, and to be convinced that he really had got it to turn

roujnd. * «

This was quit^;: an event for us. It filled us with renewed

courage and the hope of soon getting out of our long captivity,

though the way might be ever so long and weary. The
J^ram was no longer a helpless ball, tossed to and fro at the

caprice of the drift-ice. Our gallant ship had avrakefied to

renewed life after her year-long winter sleep, and we rejoiced

to feel the first pulsations of her strongly beating heart. It

seemed as if the Fram understood us, and wanted to say

;

“ Onward ! southward ! homeward !

”

The state of the ice around the ship, however, was still far

from being so favourable as to give us any prospect ofgetting out.

just at present. It is true that symptoms of spring b^;an to

show themselves: the temperature rose, and the snow vanished

rapidly ;
but we still remained at about the same latitudewhere

we had been lying for months, namely, at about 84“. Froih

the crow’s-nest, indeed, we could see a large channel, whidi

extended southwards as far as the eye could reach ; but to get

through the belt of i&e, over 200 yards wide, which separfited

us from^t, was impossible before the thick pack-ice slackened

.somewhat. We, therefore, made no attempt to blast tlm ship

free, but devoted our time to various duties on board, did

whatever was left undone, got the steam windlass in order,

examined all our cordage, and so forth. ' v -

. In the hole in the ice, which was always kfept open fat th^
sinking of the log-line, we had placed the heads of thS two
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hea^ so that the amphipodes might pick dff the meal for ns,

a task whicl^ they usually perform quicMy and effectually.

One day, when a swarm of amphipodse appi^red sfbove the

bears’ heads, Scott-Hansen caught a lot of them in a bag-net,’

and had them choked for supper, intending^ to give us a

r^;ular treat. But we were sadly disappointed. ' There wta

not a particle of meat on the miserable cseatures, nothing but

shells and emptinest. If we put a couple of dozen into our

mouths at a time, they*tasted somewhat like shrimps. But 1 am*
afraid that were we limited to such fare, and nothing else, we
should soon diminish unpleasantly in weight. > •

In the later days of May the prospects became brighter, as

the wind changed to half a gale from the east and north. The
ice b^an to drift slowly towards the south-west,' and continued

to slacScen <at the same time, so that on May 29th we could see

to the southward a good deal of open water, with dark sky

above, as far as the eye could reach.

After several requests had been made to me, I decided to

make an attempt at blasting the vessel clear. At i p.m. we
fired a mine of z zo lbs. of gunpowder. It had an astonish-

ingly good effect, wrenching up heavy masses of ice and
sending them rushing out into the channel. Our hopes
revived, and it really seemed that another such blasting would
entirely liberate the vessel. Immediately after dinner we went

to work to lay another large mine, 20 yards abaft the stem.

It gave us an incredible amount of work to make a'hole in the

ice to get the charge down. We first drilled a hole; then we
tried tq make it larger by blowing it out by means of small

gunpowder charges, and later with gun-cotton ; but it was

of no avail. Then we had to resort to lances, ice^picks, steam, ’

m short, to every possible means, but all in vain. The ice

had, however, got so cracked in all directions, owing to the

many charges which had been exploded in the same plaee^

ttuft we presumed that a large mine in the log-Hne hole would-

blow up the whole mass. As the Ice was thinner at that p&rtf

VOL. II, an
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the mirfe was lowered to a depth of lo yards. It . exploded

with terrific effect A mighty column of wat^ WM fbfced

as high as the /oretop. It did not consist of water alotre,

but contained a good many lumps of ice,,which rained down
for some distance round. One piece of ^ver i cwt came,

doWn right through the tent, and on to the forecastle ; :Othe£

pieces flew over the vessel, and fell on the starboard side.

Scott-Hansen and Henriksen, who were titanding on the ice

,at the electric battery used for firing* ihe mine, were not

pleasantly situated when the mine exploded. When*' the

shock came, they, of course started to run as fast as their

legs would carry them, but they did not get away quickly

enough to reach the deep snow. The pieces of ice .rained

unmercifully down upon their backs. After a great deal

of trouble, we laid and fired two other large gunpbwder
mines, besides some smaller ones, but without much effect.

We then began to drill holes for two gun-cotton mines, which
were to be fired simultaneously. But when we had got down
two-and-a-half drill-lengths the screw brok^ and before we
could proceed we had to file new grooves on the other drilk

which had become worn. At 1 2 o’clock at night we knocked^

off work, after having been at it unceasingly since the momo
ing.

Next day at 6 o’clock the boring was continued. But the

ice was so hard and difficult to work at, that, although four-

men were handling the drill, we had to erect a small cmne
with tackle to hoist the drill out every time -it got ck>gged.

The ice was so thick, that it took four drill-lengths {about

20 feet) to make a hole through it. One of the gun-cottoi}.,

«mines was now lowered into the hol^ while the other put,

beneath the edge of an old channel by means ,-of a long pole^.

Both mines were fired simultaneously, but only one es:pk>ded»

We connected the wires, and then the other wexjit^. off.tOCki^

But the' result was far from answering our expe<ttatiotfa,^

Although the large mines were carried down to a deptlr
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yard9 where the ice was thin, the 'resistance was too

great for us.*
. . .

The blasting was now discontinued till fune and* when*

d^ng the night the ice opened up ^long the old lane dose
totthe vessel. First we dred a gun-cotton mine right abaft.

'

It took ef%^ and split the ice close to the stem. Next we
drilled a hole about 16 feet deep right abreast of the ahip^

and loaded it with u> prismer, or 330 grammes, of gun*COttoi^

(equivalent to about 30 lbs. of ordinary gunpowder) j but as

I thought h would be too risky to explode a mine of this

strength so near the vessel, we first fired a *sinall gunpowder
mine of r r lbs. to see what effect it would have. The resul,t

was insignificant, so the large mine was fired. It made thiniga

lively indeed ! The ship received such a shock, that one df
the pafntirigs and a rifle fell down on the floor in the saloon,

and die clock in my cabin was hurled from the walk It was
evidently felt in the efigine-room as well, for Amundsen had a
bottle and a lamp-chimney smashed. On the ice the explosion

took such good effect, that the ship nearly broke loose at one
t^w ; she was now merely hanging on a little forward and aft.

With a little more work we might have got quite clear tl^

same evening, but I left her as she was to avoid the trouble

of mooring her. Instead of that we had something extra after

supper ; we considered that we had done such a good sfirpke

of work that^iay that we deserved a reward.

Next morning we blew away the ice that held our bow. 4

myself took a pick-axe and commenced fo hack away at thc^

ice^which he^d the stem fast. I had hardly been at work at

this for more than four or five minutes before tha vessel

suddenly gave a lurch, settled a little deeper at the stiem^ af^
moved away from the edge of the iqe, until thq hawsers becaaiga

taut dhb how lay about 6 inches higher at the Imia thasi

when* she frOze fast in the autumn. ,Thus the jFmm was

and^ready taforde her way through the ice as spop as

cufoatances ^outd permit But we were still unaUe to move.*

VOL. u. a s a
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Even in the month of May there had been signs of whalei*

and sealsdn the channels, and an occasional sea-ftrd also

put in an appearince. During the months of June and July

there was still more animal life around us, so that yre could

soon go in for hunting to our hearts’ coiftent. During the

summer we not onl]^ shot a number of fulmars, black guille-

mots, skuas, auks, and little auks, but akjp a couple of eider

jducks, and even a brace of broad-billec^ sandpiper. We also

shot a number of small seals, but only got hold of six the

others sank so rapidly that we could not reach them in tim0.

As a matter of course we welcomed every opportunity pt, a

hunting expedition, especially when there was a, bear in thjb

case. It was not often he did us the honour, but the greater

was the excitement and interest when his appearan(;p was

announced. Then the lads would get lively, and. hastily

prepare to give the visitor a suitable reception. Altogether

we killed sixteen or seventeen full-grown bears during the

summer, and a young one, which we captured alive, but ha|d

to kill later on, as it made a fearful noise on board.

One night in the beginning of June, when Henriksen was

on his way to the observation-house to take the readings of

the instruments, a bear suddenly came upon him. Before

starting on his scientific quest, he had been prudent enough
to go up on the bridge to have a look around and se^, whether

the coast was clear j but he did not observe anything sqspict<?hs*

When he approached the observation-hoilse he spddenly

heard a hissing sound close by, and caught sight of a grinnir^

bear, which was standing at a pressure ridge staring at l^im.

* Naturally Henriksen felt anything but comfortable at
,

,this

unexpected meeting, unarmed as he was. 'H,e at .fir&t con-

sidered whether he should beat a Signified retreat,, olr yrhet^r
he should

.
fly at the top of his speed Bo^

.equally far from the vessel; and if the bear.

tipns, it might be advisable to retreat without .deUyV j^fore

he approached any hearer. Peter started ofiT as fast as he
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could, and was not sure whether the bhast was not at his

he^ls ; but j^e reached the ve^el safely and seized his gun,

‘which was standing ready on deck. BeWre he *came out
t^pdn the ice again, the dogs had scented the bear, and at

opce attacked hipi. The bear at first jumped up on the

observation-house, but the dogs followed, so down he went
again, and with such alacrity, too, that Henriksen had no time

to fire. The bear*started off to the nearest channel, where
he disappeared botV from the dogs and the hunter. In hiS

eagerness “ Gorm ” jumped out upon some pieces of ice which
were floating in the thick brash in the channel, and being

afraid to jump back again, sat there howling. I heard the

wailing, and soon caught sight of him firom the crow’s-nest,

Zfhereupon Scott-Hansen and I started off and rescued him.

Softie days later, at about lo o’clock in the morning, we
heard Nordahl crying, “ Bear !

” and all hurried on deck with

our rifles. But the dogs had had the start of us, and had
already put the bears to flight Mogstad perceived, however,

from the crow's-nest, that the dogs had come up with them afc

a small lane, where they had taken the water, and he then

came do\^n to tell me. He and I started off in pursuit The
cohdition of the ice was good, and we made rapid progress

;

but as we had the wind on our side, it was some time before

we could distinguish the barking of the dogs so as to be able

to guide ourselves by it Presently I caught sight of one of

the dogs behind a small ridge ; soon I saw some more, and at

last I sighted the bears. They were bo^ sitting on a floe in

thb channel, leaning with their backs against a big piece of ice.

Two of the dogs had jumped out upon the floe, while the

Others stood on guard round the channel or pool. The dog#
had played their part well, keeping such a close watch upon

the bears that we had no difficulty in giving them their quietus.

The}^ both tu^nbled over on the spot
;
but as th^y moved

slightly, gkve them a final sho^ just to make sure.
^
"Weil, there ^hey lay. But to get out to them was not* go
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easy. Ftoally, Kavifig walked round the pool, we succfeede^ iri

gettiiig out upon the floe from the other side, whei^ the distance

flrmn the solid ice was less and where some small floes fomted

altirfd of bridge. We cleaned the game, and'theh tried to

haul the bodies over upon the solid ice. This we accomphshed

by {Witting a running noose over the' muzzles dC the bears ahd
polling them througR the water to the ed^e of the ice, where

we pushed some small floes beneath them 4 and then, with bur

United strengdi, we hauled them up. When homeward boOnd,

we me't'Nordahl, Pettersen, Bentzen, Henriksen, and the mate.

Who had guessed from the report of our guns that there was
business on hand, and had started out to meet us with sledges

and harness for the dogs. The sledges were lashed together,

one bear was placed on each, and, with nine dogs harnessed to

them and a man sitting astride each bear, off they went at

such a speed that the rest of us had to run to keep pace with

them.

On the night of June 24th we again received a visit frotn

two bears. Nordahl discovered them when, at 12 o’clock, he
went out to the obse^ation-house ; he came running back, and
called those who had not yet gone to bed. But when they

hurried out upon the ice the bears saw them immediately ahd
disappeared.

’

Three days later a she-bear, with a young cub, came
trotting towards the vessel at noon. 'We burned some blubber

in order to attract them, but the bear was very cautious, and it

was some time before she approached to Within aoo to ‘30b

yaids. Then the mate could not restrain himself any longer

1ta#d firW, so the rest of us sent her a few shots at the same
%me, and she fell after walking a few paces. Some of us toblc

the **‘pram" and pulled across to the place, da there waa a
wide ^annd between the bear and the vOSsel. The hub, pooir

thingr^'<^ ® fibe little fellow, with ahnOst perfectly white fflf

and a dark muzzle 4 it was about the size Of one of our sinaliest

(ftdgs; When they came tip, he satdown On his mbthOt'k bc^i
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i^d there quite stilly seeming fo/the present to take

matters, caimly. Henriksen put a.strap arotmd bis neck,

^hen the mother was conveyed to the cbann^ he followed

.quhe wiUingtya .and, sat down on her back again when she

was ttowed acrossk . But when, on arriving at the shqH he
fmmd he was to be sep^ated from his mother and brought

on, board, it was quite another story; *He resisted. with all

•hla strength, and wfs in a perfect rage. He got worse when
he. was let loose under the companion hatch on board.. HS
carried on like a frenaied being, bidng, tearing groaning, and
howling wkh wild rage, like a veritable henti, ceasing only as

long as he was occupied in devouring the pieces of meat thrown

to him. Never have 1 seen in any one creature such a combioa*

tkm of all the most savage qualities of wild beasts as I found

in this lidle monster. And he was still quite a cub 1 In the

evening 1 gave orders to rid us of this unpleasant passenger,

and Mogstad ended his days with a well-aimed blow of the

hatchet. . .

' For about a fortnight we saw no bears, but during the night

of July 1 2th we had a visit from three, one of which, afrer..a

hot pursuit, was killed by Scott-Hansen, the mate, Nordahl,

and Benteen. The dogs, too, did good service this time.

The other two bears sneaked off at the first shot, and.weie

lost to sight in the fog. '

. On the evening of July i8th, Mogstad and I shot a bear,

which we should hardly have got hold of but forlSie sagacity

and alacrity of “Bella.” The dogs at fir^t attacked him once

or twice, but after a short resistance he jumped into the water,

and crossed over two broad lanes, which it took the dogs a

long time to get round. He was just about to plunge into iT

third, channel,; wheu,“ Bella,” who in the meantime had come
him not ao feet firom the edge. .^ta dU-

or; 300 yards Mogstad fired, and was Iu<^y enqugk

'fo.hft hiqa in the Head, bringing him down, and he>n«w.mad^

only.some feeble attempts to keep the d(^s Off.. I.then 8iy?t
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him a shot behind the shoulder; but, as he was not d#ad,

Mogstad gave him the final one. ,, f ,

bn July 2oth the mate shot a large bear, which came smm-
itiin^ across a channel; and we killed. our lest t>eer on the

evening of August 6th, but in such an awl^wrard position that

we had to leave the meat, and it wis as much as we coul4 do

to g^t the hide on board.
,

>

In the matter of birds, we were also pjetty fortunate. For
•ihstance, Scott-Hansen and I one night shot 9 little au|ks,

I kittiwake, and i skua, and the following day 2 1 more little

auks and 2 black* guillemots. Henriksen in one day’s shoot-

ing bagged 1 8 little auks and i black guillemot, and Nordahli

26 little auks and i black guillemot; and later on, when,,there

had been an abundance of game for some days, we killed as

many as 30 to 40 birds in the course of a few hour*
^

This hunting life had not only a beneficial effect upon our

spirits, which occasionally were rather low, but it also gave os

an appetite, which sometimes was quite ravenous. When we
were weighed at the end of the month, we found that, whereas

some of us had previously been losing weight, we had now
steadily and uniformly increased from the time when auk’s breast,

roast guillemot, stewed kittiwake, skua soup, and last, but not

least, ribs of bear, became the daily fare on board.

Indeed, we stood in need of all the encouragement and
good living which our hunting procured us. The state of the

ice was anything but cheering, and the prospect of getting, out

of it during the present year became less every day.

During the first days following the release of the Franty the

ice was*comparatively quiet; but on June 8th and jpth we haid

‘some bad pressures, especially on the latter day, when the

stern of the vessel was pressed about 6 feet upwards, so. tbqt

the rudder-well was quite out of the water, while the bow wm
raised about 2 feet, with 4° list to port. Oh the loth and
nth the pr^sure was also strong, e-spiecially during tlie high|,

from 11.30 p.m. till 3 or 4 a.m.
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Ithe ice slackened so much on the morning of

June rath, that there was a proqpect of waging ahe vessel

spmfe distance ahead. As the brash was stm very thick, we
did not think it possible to haul ourselves along without using

the ^teain windla^, so I gave order! to start aiire under the

boiler. But before steam was up the channel opened so much
that we succeeded in warping the ship through the narrowest

passage. When stea^ was up we steamed through the pooJ»

where I had found a good berth for the ship. As the rudder

was not yet shipped, I had sometimes to go ^stern, so as to be

able to turn the vessel. We remained there till June 14th,

when the ice slackened a little, and we saw a channel in a

S.S.W. direction, and determined to make for it So we
light^ tl^e furnace, shipped the rudder, and made at full

speed for a narrow rift, which led into the channel. Time
after time we forced the vessel into the rift, but all in vain

;

the edges would not budge a hair’s-breadth. I let the vessel

remain for some time working at full speed, endeavouring to

force the rift, altering the position of the rudder occasionally.

This manoeuvre was partially successful, as we got the vessel

into the rift as far as the fore-rigging. But that was all we
could do. The opening began to close up, and we had to

return and moor in the same place as before. This was all

the more provoking, as the whole openiiig was not longer than

about three-fourths the ship’s length.

We remained there till the evening of the 27th, when the

ice slackened so much that I decided to tnake a new attempt.

We got up,^teara and commenced to force the ice a| 11.30.

It was slow work in the heavy ice, and at 2 o’clock we had to

mpor the ship, haying advanced about 2 miles S.E. by S. We
tried t^e engine this time as a compound engine, with a favour-

able ^result. It, made i6o revolutions per minute ; but the con-

^si^mptidn of cpsJ was of course correspondingly greater, almost

tvdce as much as usual. We remained there about a wqpk»

until on July 3rd the ice opened sufficiently to allow us^o
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adrahce about 3 miles through a channel, which- ran

During the night between the 6th and the we iiiade

another attempt* to force the ice, but had only made about

X mile when we had to moor again. •
^ ^ , a

The southerly wind which predominated at that time' held

the ice thickly packe^ together, and there was no drift tos^edk

of. On the other hand, there had beentsince the middle Sf

June a good deal of current, owing tQ^he set of, the tide.

We could nbt, however, observe that the current really fl<jWed

in any definite direction ; sometimes the line woutd show

every point in the compass during the i4 hours. The current

was, however, often very strong, and would occasionally' spin

the ice-floes around in the channels in a way that made the

spectator feel quite giddy. The ship, too, would o§en receive

such violent shocks from these dancing floes and blocks of ibe,

that loose objects tumbled down, and the whole rigging shook.

The sea continued very deep. For instance, on July 6th

could not get bottom at 3,000 metres (t,62s fathoms); but

two days later—^we were then about 83° 2' N. lat.~we tobk

soundings and reached bottom at 3,400 metres (^,841

fathoms).

On July 6th we succeeded in warping the ship some two 6r

three short stretches at a time, but it was slow and hard work

:

the ice was bad, and the contrary wind impeded Us vef^r

much. But though progress was slow, yet progress it was, and
I gave orders that the ship should be hauled along as often as

there was any opportunity to advance a little southwards. -
'

'

But although we struggled along in this mann^ for short

•distances at a time, the observation on the i3th ret^esded t6 Us

the fact that we had actually been drifting a considerable Way
backward, having returned to 83* la' N. lat It m^glit Seerh

ridiculous, under such circumstances, to bohtinue

'

.forward ; but, gloomy as the prospects were, we tried to ke^
up our hopes, and were ready to utilise the Very fimt; Chahbe
Which should present itself,

. :
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'/ late
If! tb^ evening of July lytb, the iSe b^an to slacken

so muc^ tl^we decided to get up steanD. 'i'^e, it closed

Sj^tn at pncei but nevertheless we kept up Steam. Nor were
we disappointed, for at i o’clock in the morning the water

.^ened so much ehat we were able to steam ahead, and we
made 3 miles in a southerly direction. Later in the morning

we . were, stopped an immense floe of ice, Extending many
mdes ; and we haa to make fast. ‘The whole day following

we x^mained there. About midnight the ice slackened a goo3
deal, but the fog was so dense that we could see nothing. At
Mst, on the 19th, we made what we considered excellent

headway. Starting when the fog lifted a little in the forenoon,

we made about xo miles from 12.30 p.m. till 8 p.m. This

stroke of good luck made our spirits revive wonderfully, and

they rose*still more the following day when, notwithstanding

^e fog, and though we had to stop three times, we advanced

from 33° 14' in the morning till 82* 52' at noon and 8a® 39'

midnight. From the 20th to the 27th we continued to make
good progress. By midnight on the last-named .day we bad

reached 81'’ 32' N. lat.

From July 27th till August 2nd it was slow and tjresome

work. By August and we had not got beyond 81° ad' N; lat.

At the same time we had been carried some distance eastwards,

namely, to rs" 41' E. long.

. On Monday, August 3rd, we made about 2 miles to the

sonthrwest, but had to remain moored in impossible waters till

the 8th, when it slackened so much around the vessel that we
able to proceed again at 9 a.m. However, we had only

m^e about, 6 miles, when we were stopped by a longg narrow

St^it, We tried blasting with ordinary gunpowd^, and later

i^h gun-cotton, and time after time we steameid fiilf speed

tli^ smaller floes that blocked the strait, but vri&out

e^^t, * Thtee j^oea, as a mle, are not so smalt and innoc^^ as

fheyApFear. ,
They consist generally of the fragments of. oldj

thick, and very tough pressure-ridges which have been broken
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up. When these f>ieces get free, they sink deep belofw .the

surface of the water, leaving only a comparativelji insignji/ic^nt

part of them discernible, while the lower parts may ]l)e very

laige. It was precisely this description of floe that. bl9j9Hed

the channel against us. They were so Jtough that
.
ii ,was

useless to try to break them with the stem of the v^se^
although we repeatedly made at them with full speed,

,
We

could plainly see how the tough old ice ^ent and rose up at

"the shock without breaking. The blasting of such, flo^s.was

frequently impracticable, as they were of such a thickness that

we were unable t® lay the mine under them. And even if* we
succeeded in blowing up one of these floes, we gained little or

nothing, as the channel was too narrow to allow die pieces to

float astern, and they were too heavy and thick to be fprced

beneath the solid edge of ice. • •

Occasionally it happened that old, thick ice suddenly

emerged from beneath the water in a channel or opening

which we were just about to pass into, thus blocking up the

passage before us. On one of these occasions the J^ram
received a blow in the ribs that hardly any other vessel would
have withstood. As,we were passing through an open channel

1 saw from the crow’s-nest one end of a large subm^ged floa

appearing above the edge of the solid ice, and I iinmediately

gave orders to steer clear so as to pass round it. ]^t at thp

very moment when we reckoned to clear it the floe was released,

and came to the surface with such a rush that the spray rose

high into the air ancj struck the J^ram at the fore-rigging,on the

starboard side with such tremendous force that the ship lurched
violently and fell about lo points out of her course, until she
*ran up against some small floes. When ,the monster 4oe
emerged it lifted a huge mass of water and sent it like a roaring

cataract out into the channel.
,

,

Something similar happened when we occasionally ^ouch^
*a drifting hummock that was just on the point of roUh^ pver
owing to the quicker melting of the ice below Ihe ^atar-line.
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The slightest push would be enough to cdfisize the hummock
turn it c^r ‘ in 'such a violent Way that the sea around us

wo^dId l^eCome as agitated as during a storm.
' On 'Aug;ust 9th vre woiked the whole day clearing the

channel, but only* made slight headway. On the I'oth the

wptk was continued, and in the course of the forenoon we
finally succoeded getting through. During the rest of the

day we also made «2me headway to the south until the fee

became impassable, and we were compelled to make fast a?

io'p.m.,' having made about 2 miles.

On account of the fog, we were unable fb take any obser

Vation until the 9th, when we found ourselves in 81® 48'

jN. lat., the last latitude observation we made in the drift-ice.

On^Tuesday, the nth, we again proceeded southwards by
dint of arduous labour in clearing floes and brash, which often

blocked our way. At 7.30 p.m. we had to make fast in a

liaftow strait, bhtil, in the course of the night, we cleared the

obstacles away and were able to proceed to the south-west,

ftogress was, however, slow, and on the morning of August 12th

Tve Were stopped by a very awkward floe. We tried to blast

it away, but while we were*at work on this the ice tightened

up quickly, and left the vessel imprisoned between two big

does. In the course of a couple of hours it slackened again

in a S.W. direction, and we steamed off in comparatively fair

channels until 12.30 p.m., when a floe stopped .our further

progress. We had made 9J miles in about five hours this

forenoOti, Some thin ice now appeared, and from the crow’s-

nlest we could see, when the fog cleared off a ^little for a few

mOmtints, several large channels running in a southefly direc-

tion both east and west of our position. Besides, we noticed

ah ihereasb in the number of birds and small seals, and we
also saw an occasional bearded seal, all evidences that.we
ebufd hdt be very far from the open water;

Between '3 and 4 p.m. We were released from the floes which

had hbld US’ Enclosed, and at 5.30 p.m. we steamed ofi* hg a
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S.E. direction through steadily-improving ice. Th?t ice no»r

became noticeably thin and brittle, so that we tirete able, to

force the* smaller floes. From 5.30 p.m. till midnight
. vre

advanced about 16 miles; the engine was used as compoiind

during the last watch. • ,

After midnight on August 13th we steered S.W., then S.

and S.E., the ice continuing to grow slacker. At 3 o’clock,

we sighted a dark expanse of water totthe S.S.E., and at

3.45 we steered through the last ice-lloes out into open
water.*

WE WERE FREE ! Behind us lay three years of work
and hardships, with their burden of sad thought during the

long nights : before us life and reunion with all those who were

dear to us. Just a few more days ! A chaos of contending

feelings came over each and every one. For sonte time it

seemed as if we could hardly realise what we saw, as if the

deep blue, lapping water at the bow were an illusion, a dream*
We were still a good way above the eightieth degree of latitude,

and it is only in very favourable summers that ice-free water
stretches so far north. Were we, perhaps, in a large, open
pool ? Had we still a great belt of’ice to clear?

No, it was real ! The free, unbounded sea was around us
on every side ; and we felt, with a sense of rapture, how tho
Fram gently pitched with the first feeble swell.

We paid the final honours to our vanquished antagonist by
firing a thundering salute as a farewell. One more gaze at

the last faint outlines of hummocks and floes, and the ,mist

concealed them from our view.
, , , ,

,

We now shaped our course by the compass S.$.£., es
fog was still so dense that no observation could be t^en.
Our plan was at first to steer towards Red Bay, get our ,be-
fall, and thence to follow the west coast of Spitzbergeo south*.

'
‘ ^ ''

'

^

^

* * Twenty-eight days’ work of forcing this mote. or. less ektsdyfpadced
ice^kad brought a distance of 180 miles.
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wards till we found a .suitable anchoring-plaite, where .we could

uike* in water, shift the coal iirom the hold into the bunkerSi

and in fact, make the Fram quite shiprshap^^.fdr oUr home*
ward firi|>. j,

At 7 a.ni., when the fog lifted slightly, we sighted a sail on
our port, and shaped our course ibr her in order to speak her

and try to get some hews of Dr. Nansen and Johansen. In an

hour or so we were cpiite near her. 3he was lying to, and did

not seem to have sighted us until we were close on her. The^
mate, then ran down to announce that a monster ship was

bearing, down upon them in the fog. S009 the deck was

crowded with people, and just as the captain put his head out

the Fratn passed close up on the weather-side of the vessel

and we greeted her in passing with a thundering broadside

from our stgrboard cannon. We then turned round astern of

her, and fired another salute to leeward, after which hostUi-

ties*’ were discontinued. No doubt it was a rather demon**

strative way of making ourselves known to our countrymen,

who were lying there so peacefully, drifting in the morning

mist, and probably thinking more of seals and whales than of

the Fram. But we trust that Captain Botolfsen and his crew

will foi^ive us our overflowing joy at this our first meeting

with human beings after three long years.

The vessel was the galliot Sosirene (The Sisters), of Trcmisd.

^
The firsl question which was shouted to him as we passed

alongside was this :
“ Have Nansen and Johansen SQrived ?

'’

We had hoped to receive a roaring “ Yes,” and were ready to

greet the answer with a thundering Hurralt ” and salute ; but

the answer we got was short and sad, “ No,” • > .

Captain Botolfsen and some of his crew came on board to?.

us, had to go. through a. regular .cross-fire of quesrione

of e#iy conceivable kind. Such an exaipination they had
certainty never been subj^ted to, and probably never will,

be ^;aia.
. f

Ainohg the nuiny items of irews which we received was ene„
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to the effect that the Swedish aeronaut, Engineer Andr^e, bad
arrived at Danes Island, intending to proceed thence by

balloon fo discover the North Pole.

Botolfsen came with us as a passenger, leaving his vessel in

charge of the mate, and accompanied us as far as Tromsd.

We reshaped our course abbut noon for ked Bay, intending

to steam from these to Danes Island and see Mr. Andrde.

About midnight we sighted land ahead, and supposed it to be

'the cape immediately to the west of Bay. It was 1,041

days since we last saw land.

We lay to foa some time at this point, waiting for the fog to

clear away sufficiently to allow us to find the landmarks. As
it did not clear, we steamed slowly westwards, taking frequent

soundings, and soon found ourselves, as we anticipated, right

in “ Norsksundet ” (Norwegian Sound), and proceeding up, we
anchored at 9.30 a.m. off “ Hollaendernaeset ” (Dutch Cape).

The fog was now cleared, and we soon saw the steamship

yirsy/, of the Andr^e Expedition, and the balloon-house

ashore.

Through the telescope we could see that our arrival had
been observed, and a steam launch soon came alongside with

Mr. Andr^e, the other members of the expedition,-and Captain

21achau, of the Firgo.

Neither could these gentlemen give us any news of. the fate

of our comrades. Our spirits became still more depressed

than before. We had confidently expected that Nansen and

Johansen would re^ch home before us. Now it seemed as if

we were to be the first to arrive.

We»did not, however, entertain any serious fears for their

safety, especially when we learned that the Jackson Expedi-

tion had spent two winters in Franz Josef Land. It was
highly probable that Dr. Nansen and Johansen would sooner

or later meet with this expedition, and were, perhaps only

waiting for a chance of getting home. But if they had not

^et with Jackson, something had evidently gone amiss with
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theih, in which case they needed assistance* and that as soon
as possible. •

Our plans were soon laid. We would hurry home to Tromso
to get reliable information, and, in case nothing had been
learned there either, we would complete our coal supply—we
were not in want of anything else—and immediately proceed

to Franz Josef Land, to make a search ibr them and, as we
hoped, have the unspj^akable pleasure of bringing them home
to our expectant fatherland in our own faithful Fram.

Oift stay at ‘Danes Island was consequently cut as short as

possible. We paid visits to the Virgo^ sa.vr thd balloon, whifh
was now ready to start as soon as a favourable wind would
permit of it, and received return visits from our amiable

Swedish friends. During the night we finished taking in

water ahd s#iifting the coal ; the vessel was ready for sea, and
at 3 a.m. on August 15th the Fram steamed off, with sails set,

through Sneerenburg Bay and out to sea.

During the passage across we had good weather and a fair

and often fresh breeze, the vessel making good speed

:

upwards of 9^ knots.

At 9 a.m. on the 19th we saw the first blue ridges of our

native mountains. By noon we sighted Logo, and at 8 p.m.

the north point of Loppen. Then we steered into Kvaenangen

Fjord, and anchored off Skjaervo at 2 o’clock in the morning of

August 20th.

As soon as the anchor had fallen, I called the doctor and
Scott-Hansen, who both wanted to go ashore with me. But

as they were too slow with their toilet, I asked Bentzen to put

me ashore in the pram, and was soon at the telegraph station,

where I tried to knock life into the people by thundering with
^

my clenched fists first at one door, then at another, but for a

long time in vain. At last a man put his head out of a

window on the second floor to inquire what kind of night-

prowlers were making such a disturbance. It was the chief of
*

the telegraplr station himself. He describes the nocturnJd

VOL. n. 2 F
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incident in a lette# to one of the Christiania newspapers in the

following pleasant manner :— r

“ It whs with|»anything but amiable feelings and intentions

that at about half-past four I turned out to see what wretch it

was who was making such a lively rattle,, at my front door.

Rather lightly clad, I put my head out of the window, and
roared out, ‘ Hallo •! What’s the matter? Deuce of a noise

to make at this time of night !
’ *

« “A man dressed in grey, with a "heavy beard, stepped

forward. There was something about his appearance' that

made me think nt once that I had perhaps been somewhat too

hasty in giving vent to my displeasure at being called up, and

I felt a little crestfallen when he slily remarked, ‘ Yes, that’s

true ; but all the same I must ask you to open the door : I

come from the Fram.' Immediately it dawned upon riie who
it was. It could be none other than Sverdrup. ‘Coming
directly. Captain,’ I answered, and jumping into the most

necessary clothes, down I went to let him in. He was not at

all annoyed at the long waiting, or the unfriendly words with

which he had been received, when he set foot again in his

native country after the long and famous expedition, but was

very kind and good-humoured when I begged his pardon for

the rudeness with which I had received him. In my inmost

heart I made an even warmer apology than I had stammered

out in my first embarrassment.
“ When Sverdrup was seated the first question was naturally

as to the way he had come. They had just arrived from oft

the coast of Spitsbergen. On the 13th they had got out into

open water, where they almost immediately met with Captain

Botolfsen, from Tromso, who was there with his whaling ship.

They had brought him with them. They had next visited

Andr^e, who was about to pack up and go home, and had
then proceeded to this place. They had first learned from

Botolfsen, and then from Andree, who ought to have had

some of the latest tidings from Norway, that nothing was
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known' about Nansen, whom they hoped to find at home,
and the joy tjiey were feeling at the prospect of reaching home
soon was considerably damped by this news. ,

*

“*Ah, but I can give you news of Nansen,’ said I. ‘He
arrived at Vardo pn August 13th, and is now at Hamnaerfest.

He’s probably starting for Tromso to-day in an English yacht.’
“

‘ Has Nansen arrived ? ’ »

“The stalwart fd^-m bounded up in a state of excitement

rarely shown by this? man, and exclaiming, * I must tell the

olhars at once,’ he vanished out of the door,

“ A moment later he returned, accompanied by Scott-

Hansen, Blessing, Mogstad^ and Bentzen, all of them per-

fectly wild with joy at the latest news, which crowned all,

and allowed them to give full vent to their exultation at being

once more in their native land after their long and wearisome

absence, which the uncertain fate of their leader and his com-
rade would otherwise have damped. And they did rejoice !

‘ Is it true ? Has Nansen arrived ? ’ was repeated on all sides.

V\ hat a day this is, what joy I And what a curious coinci-

dence that Nansen should arrive on the same day that ’we

cleared the last ice and steered homeward !
’ And they con-

gratulated each other, all quivering with emotion, these sturdy

fellows.

“ In the early morning two thundering reports were suddenly

heard from the Fram, followed by the ringing qjisers of the

crew in honour of their absent comrades. The inhabitants of

the place, who were fast asleep, were quite startled, and soon

got out of bed; but when it finally dawrned upon them tliat it

could be none other thgn the Fram, they were notjslovv in

turning out to have a look at her.

“As they anchored here, the fragrance of the new-mown
hay was wafted to them from the shore, and to them it seemed

nurvellous. The green meadows, with their humble flowers,

and tbv- few trees bent and almost withered by the merciless

wind and weather, looked to them so delightful, that our p9or

voi» n. 2 F 2
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island was a veritable Eden in their eyes. ‘Yes, to-day they

would have a good roll on the grass.’ •
c

“ For the rest,* Mother Nature was as smiling and festally

arrayed as could be expected so late in the year in these

northern- latitudes. The fjord was calm, as though it feared

by the faintest ripple to interrupt the tranquillity which

enveloped the tried knd weather-beaten warrior now resting

upon its smooth surface. *•

“They were all quite enthusiastic about the vessel. I do
not believe there is a man on board who does not love the

Fram, Sverdrujlr declared that a ‘ stronger and finer - ship

had never been built, and was not to be found in the wide
world !

’ ”

On my way to the fjord, I met five of our comrades.

Nordahl hurried at once on board with the glad tidings,

while the rest of us settled down with the telegraph

manager around a smoking cup of coffee, which tasted

delicious. A better welcome we could not have had. But
it did not end with the coffee or with the telegraph manager.
Soon the popping of champagne corks sounded successively

in the houses of the store keeper and local magistrate,

while the telegraph manager sent message upon message
announcing our arrival to Dr. Nansen, His Majesty the
King, the Norwegian Government, and to relations and
friends.

At lo a.m. we weighed anchor and set off to meet Nansen
and Johansen at Tromso, passed to the north of Skjgervd,

and steamed south. Off Ulfstinden we met the steamer King
Halfdan, with 600 passengers on board, coming from Tromso
to meet us. We accepted the offer to take us in tow, and at

8.30 p.m. the Fram glided into the harbour of Tromso,
accompanied by hundreds of flag-covered boats, and wk5
received with cheers and hearty welcome,
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Next day, August 2Sth, at 4 p.m., *Sir George Baden-
PowelFs stetm-yacht Otaria^ with Dr. Nansen anc^ Johansen
on board, arrived. After a separation of 17 months, our

number was again complete, and the Norwegian Polar Expe-

dition was once iifore united.



CONCLUSION.

By FRIDTJOF NANSEN.

What, then, are tKe results of the Norwegian Polar Expedi-

tion? This is a question which the reader might fairly expert

to find answered here ;
but the scientific observations brought

back are so varied and voluminous that it will be some, time

yet before they can be dealt with by specialists, and before

any general estimate of their significance can be formed.

It will, therefore, be necessary to publish these results in

separate scientific publications ;
and if I now attempted to

give an idea of them, it would necessarily be imperfect, and
might easily prove misleading. I shall, therefore, confine

myself to pointing out a few of their more important features.

In the first place, we have demonstrated that the sea in the

immediate neighbourhood of the Pole, and in which, in my
opinion, the Pole itself in all probability lies, is a deep basin,

not a shallow one containing many expanses cf land and
islands, as people were formerly inclined to assume. It is

certainly a continuation of the deep channel which extends
from the Atlantic Ocean northwards between Spitzbergen and
Greenlafid. The extent of this deep sea is a question which
it is not at present easy to answer ; but we at least know that

it extends a long way north of Franz Josef Land, and eastwards

right to the New Siberian Islands. I believe that it extends
still further east, as, I think, may be inferred from the fact that

the more the Jeannette Expedition drifted north, the greater

depth of sea did they find. For various reasons, I am led to
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bdicvc tliAt in a northerly direction also* this "deep sea is of

considerable^xtent. In the first place, nothing was observed,

either during the drift of the Fram or dvring our sledge

expedition to the north, that would point to the proximity of

any considerable ,expanse of land; the ice seemed to' drift

unimpeded, particularly in a northerly direction. The way in

which the drift set straight to the north tis soon as there was
a southerly wind wfc most striking* It was with the greatest

difficulty that the wifld could head the drift back towards tlffe

soulh-east Had there been any considerable expanse of land

within reasonable distance to the north of* us, it would have

blocked the free movement of the ice in that direction.

Besides, the large quantity of drift-ice, which drifts southwards

with great rapidity, along the east coast of Greenland all the

way dowtwto Cape Farewell and beyond it, seems to point in

the same direction. iSuch extensive ice-fields must have a

still larger breadth of sea to come from than that through

which we drifted. Had the Fram continued her drift instead

of breaking loose to the north of Spitzbergen, she would

certainly have come down along the coast of Greenland ; but

probably she w'ould not have got close in to' that coast, but

would have had a certain quantity of ice between her and it

;

and that ice must come from a sea lying north of our route.

On the other hand, it is quite probable that land may exist to

a considerable extent on the other side of the Pole, between

the Pole and the North American archipelago. It appears

to me only reasonable to assume that this^multitude of islands

must extend further towards the north.

As a result of our expedition, I think we can no\Worm a

fairly clear idea of the way in which the drift-ice is continually^

moving from one side of the polar basin north of Behring

Strait and the coast of Siberia, and across the regions around

the Pole, and out tqwards the Atlantic Ocean. Where geo-

graphers at one time tvere disposed to locate a soli<? immovably

and massive ice-mantle, covering the northern extremity of our
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globe, we now find a continually breaking and shifting expanse

of drift-ice. The evidence which, even before oyr expedition,

had indufced to believe most strongly in this theory is

supplied by the Siberian drift-wood that is continually being

carried to Greenland, as well as the mud found on the ice, as

it could scarcely be of other than Siberian origin. We found

several indications of this kind during our expedition, even

when we were a^ far north as 86°, furnishing valuable indica-

tions as to the movement of the ice.

The force which sets this ice in motion is certainly for the

most part supplied by the winds ; and as in the sea north of

Siberia the prevailing winds are south-easterly or easterly,

whereas north of Spitzbergen they are north-easterly, they

must carry the ice in the direction in which we found the

drift. From the numerous observations I made I cstaKished

the existence of a slow current in thd"" water under the ice,

travelling in the same direction. But it will be some time

before the results of these investigations can be calculated and
checked.

The hydrographic observations made during the expedition

furnished some surprising data. Thus, for instance, it was
customary to look upon the polar basin as being filled with

cold water, the temperature of which stood somewhere about
— I ‘5° C. Consequently our observations showing that under
the cold surface there was warmer water, sometimes at a
temperature as high as -f- i° C., were surprising. Again, this

water was more briny than the water of the polar basin has

been assumed to be. This warmer and more strongly saline

water ciust clearly originate from the warmer current of the
^Atlantic Ocean (the Gulf Stream), flowing in a north and
north-easterly direction off Novaya Zemlya and along the west
coast of Spitzbergen, and then diving under the colder, but
lighter and less briny, water of the Polar Sea, and filling up
the depths c# the polar basin. As I have stated in the course

of .my narrative, this more briny water was, as a rule, warmest
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• at a depth of from 200 to 250 fathoms, blyond which it would
decrease ii» temperature, though not* uniformly, aj the depth
increased. Near the bottom the temperature rose again,

though only slightly. These hydrographic observations appear

to modify'to a not inconsiderable extent the theories hitherto

entertained as to the direction of the currents in the northern

seas ; but it is a difficult matter to deal Vith, as there is a great

mass of material, and its further treatment will demand both

, time and patience. It must therefore be left to subsequent

scientific publications.

Still less do I contemplate attempting ?o enter here into a

discussion on the numerous magnetic, astronomical, and
meteorological observations taken. At the end of this work I

merely give a table showing the mean temperatures for each

month cRiring the dj;ift of the Fram and during our sledging

expedition.

On the whole, it may probably be said that, although the

expedition has left many problems for the future to solve in

connection with the polar area, it has, nevertheless, gone far

to lift the veil of mystery which has hitherto shrouded those

regions, and we have been put in a position to form a tolerably

clear and reasonable idea of a portion of our globe that for-

merly lay in darkness, which only the imagination could

penetrate. And should we in the near future get a bird’s-eye

view of the regions around the Pole as seen from a balloon, all

the most material features will be familiar to us.

But there still remains a great deal ta be investigated, an3
this can only be done by years of observation, to which end a

new drift, like that of the Fram, would be inTaluabl^.

Guided by our experience, explorers will be in a position to

equip themselves still better ; but a more convenient method
for the scientific investigation of unknown regions cannot•

easily be imagined. On board a vessel of this kind, explorers

may settle themselves quite as comfortably* as in a fixed

sciehtific station. They can carry their laboratories with
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them, and the mostyelicate experiments of all kinds can t>e*

carried out. I hope thsft such an expedition majr be under-

taken ere long, end if it goes through Behring Strait and

thence northwards, or perhaps slighly to the norfh-east, I shall

be very much surprised if observations are^not taken which

will prove of far greater scope and importance than those

made by us. But it •will require patience : the drift will be

more protracted than ours; and the expl^ers must be well

ecfbipped, *
^

There is also another lesson which I think our expedition

has taught, namely, that a good deal can be achieved with

small resources. Even if explorers have to live in Eskimo
fashion and content themselves with the'^barest necessaries,

they may, provided they are suitably equipped, make good

headway and cover considerable distances in regidhs \Wiich

have hitherto been regarded as almost inaccessible.

Mean Temperatures (Fahr.) for every Month during the
Drift of the J'ram.

Months. 1893- 1894. 1895- 1896.

U 0 0 0

January • • ... - 33 '3 - 28-r “ 35 '3
February • » ... - 331 - 34 ’2 — 30-5
.March • • - 3S’i - 30 6 — 17
April . • • ... — 61 - *97 — 0'6
May • ... + » 3'8 4- 10*2 + 12*6
Tune • • ... -f 29'3 -i-

28*0 + 28*0

,J«iy • • • ... + 33-4 + 32 *5 + 31*8
August • « • • « + 30-2 + 27*3 + 34 **

September • # + 29-1 + » 7 ‘i + 14-9
• • •

Oclobtr « • — I*I • - 8*5 — 6‘2 1

November • — 1 1-6 - 23*4 — 23*6
December • • % — 20*6 - 30 ‘8 — 2J

‘2
•••
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Continuous Periods of Temperature under — 40®.

0
Dates. >)

February. • March. November. December,

1894 . II to 12

14 IS

27 29

o3 to 7
oy 19

23 24

5 t^ IS

17 19

25 26

>

14 to 15
• * t

• • •

8 to 10

17 18

30 f*

189s . 14 18

23 26
• • «

9 10

13 16

18 22

19 23
26 28

j

20 23
^...

7 8

• • t

00 29t 18
* • «

4 9
n 20

4 5

1

...

• « •

* January. t December.
*

The Mean Temperature of the Twenty-four Hours for
THESE Periods.

Years. January. February. March. November. December,

0 0 0 0 0

1894

.

-36-3
- 39-1

- 40-5

-48-5
- 43 '4

- 33-6

-47 '9

- 4S'3
— 40*2

-42-3
-407
- 37*3
- 427

189s • -41-1
-46-3

- 41*4
- 43*1

— 42 '2

- 39-8
- 377

0

- 4II
• • •

- 39-5

1896

.

- 45 ’8

...

- 3S7

1

••• • « •
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Brann Island, conjecture as to position, II, 327.
Bread used on Sledge Journey, II, 74, 122, 153.

Brogger, Professor, joins the From at Beian, I, 67.
Brown, Captain of the Windxvard, 11, 340, 342,
Bruce, Dr., member of Jackson-IIarmsworlh Expedition, II, 340.
Bruce Island, II, 30S (Note).

Briinnich’s guillemot, II, 1791
Bruun, Apothecary, medicine supply contributed by, I, 67.
Bugs on board the Fram^ I, 143, 160,
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Burgess Mr., member of Jackson -IJarmsworth Expedition, II, 321.
Sails on the Wt7id7vard^ II, 342.

Burgomasters, II, 228, 232, 287.
Butler used on Sledge Journey, II, 75, 151.

Cable, converted into sounding-line, I, 283.
Cape Barents, II, 300.

Cape Buda-Pesth, II, 327.
Cape Butteries^ I, 126.

Cape Chelyuskin, I, i

Cape Clements MaiTvhain, basalt rock, II, 330.
Cape Fisher, II, 303 (Note).

Cape Fligely

—

Distance from proposed starting-point of Sledge Journey, I, 345.
Speculations as to position with regard to, II, 157, 164, 167.

Cape Flora, geological investigations, IT, 328. r

Nathorst, Professor, report on, II, 333.,
Cape Lapteff, I, 119 (Note).

Cape Lotley«, speculations as to position with regard to, II, 234, 275, 297,
298.

Cape M^Clintock, basalt rocks, II, 298, 329,
Cape Richthofen, II, 305 (Note).

Reached by Jackson, II, 321 (Note).

Card-playing on board the Franiy I, 223, 308.

Carex oesicaria, boots lined with, cn Sleoge Journey, II, C8.
“ Castle Rock, II, 298.
Cephalotaxus Fortune!, II, 333.
Chart-room, used as kitchen in summer, I, 314.
Chatanga River —

Fram passes north of, I, 137-
Land lying between the Chatanga and the Anabara, I, 138,

Child, Mr., member of Jackson- Harmsworth Expedition, II, 321.
Sails on the Wimhvardy II, 342.

t 'Christiania Fjord, the on return from Expedition, II, 353.
Christiania Geographical Society, Nansen’s address before, idea of Expedi-

tion first propounded in, I, ii.

Christmas festivities, I, 209 ; II, 20, 22, 270.
‘ Christofersen, secretary to Nansen, I, 70.

Leaves the Frant at Khabarova, I, 87, 94.
Meets Nansen at Plammerfest on return of Expedition, II, 349.

Cladophlebis, II, 335.
Clay sandstone, Cape Flora, II, 328.

Clements Markham^ Foreland, II, 220,

Clevc, Professor, diatoms found in ice-floes off Greenland Coast, examined

y by, I, 29.
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Clio Borealis, II, 173.
(Sky'chmg, I, 243, 256, 257.

Deploral^e condition during life in hut, II, 2O0.

Drying clothes on Sledge Journey, II, 87.

Equipment for Sledge Journey, II, 0, 66. ^

Equipment for southward journey, II, 286, 293.
Cloudberry flower, Tundra, Plains of Asia, I, 80.

Cloudberry, “Polar champagne 83rd degree,” II, 22.

Coal found in clay, Cape Hora, II, 329.
Coal'oil apparatus for range-heating, I, 312, 325^
Coal supply for the I, 55, 326 ; II, 287.

Cod, Polar, II, 158.

Cold in Arctic Regions, reports exaggerated, I, 243.
Committee of Expedition, I, 41.

Compasses taken on Sledge Expedition, II, 73-

Cooking arrangements

—

Fram, I, 312, 313, 325.
Hut, II, 369.
Sledge Journey, II, 9,

Southward journey after winter in the hut, II, 292.
Cook’s#Exp^lition (1776) through Bering Strait, I, 9.

Coral insects, I, 179. ^
Crew of the Fram^ I, 56.

Courage and cheerfulness, I, 220, 223, 276, 325.
Faith in their leader, I, 318.
Health of, I, 149, 150, 215, 2x6, 221, 241, 253 ; II, 370.
Meeting with Nansen and Johansen on return of Expedition, II,

437-
N^sen’s address to, explaining objects of Sledge Journey north-

wards, II, 6.

News of safe arrival of Nansen and Johansen, II, 435, 436.
Occupations during winter, I, 146, 263.
Return to Norway—meeting with Nansen at Tromso, II, 351.

Crown-Prince Rudolf’s Land

—

Discovery by Payer, I, 9.

Sighted by Nansen, II, 196, 218.
Speculations as to position with regard to, II, 213, 275.

Crustaceae, I, 179, 248; II, 173.
Current from Bering Sea to Atlantic Ocean, Nansen’s theory as to, I, 12'

225, 272.
Current, Nansen’s theory, existence of slow current established, II, 44a
Currents, Plydrographic observation, results, II, 440.

•

Czekanowskia, II, 334.

a
Daily life in hut, II, 260, 275.
Daily life on Fnam during drift, I, 150.
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Danes Island, Andrce ^Expedition stationed on, visited by the Fmnt.
n. 432.

Danish Exp^ition (Ilovgaard’s), I, 9.

De Long, lefter to Gprdon Bennett, I, 10.

Denmark Strait, drift-ice of Siberian origin, I, 17.

Dep6t of reserve food during life in hut, II, 258, 291,
Dep6ts on ice near the Fram^ II, 356, 358, 368, 369, 401.

Things taken on board, II, 378, 41 1.

Dep6ts on New Sibeiian Island established by Baron \'oa Toll, I, 55,
Diatoms— ‘ '

Ice-water, containing, I, <^73, 301, 302, 303V 306.
Identical species found in ice-floes off the Post Coast of Greenland

and off Bering Strait, I, 29.
Dick, A., contributions to Expedition, I, 40, 41, 42.
Dickson, Baron Oscar, electric installation for Expedition, provided by,

I. 41*
.

®
.

Dickson’s Island, intention to deposit letters on, abandoned, I, 100.

Dogs

—

Arrangements for Sledge Expedition, I, 275, 346, 349 ; II, 62.

Close confinement on tlie Fram^ I, 154.
Drives with, I, 83, 172, 242, 245, 323 ; II, $0, 61, 91,
Food, I, 67, 346 ; II, 60, 62, 200.

Harness, I, 84 ; II, 10, 59.
Kennels, I, 3^9 ; II> 39i, 393-
Killed by bears, I, 200.

Killed by their fellows, I, 162, 182, 188.

Killed on Sledge Journey, II, 8$, 97, 103, 106, iir, 112, ir5, ivg,

122, 124, 137, 142, 147, 150, 138, r66, 168, 169, i86, 205.
List of dogs taken on Sledge Journey, II, 79.
Number insufficient, II, 98, 99.
Number left on the Fram when Nansen started on Sledge Exj[>edi-

tion, II, 391.
Paralysis in legs, II, 190.
Pemmican-bags attacked by, II, 114^
Puppies, I, 2C4, 252, 292, 319; II, 391, 392, 413.

Accidents to, I, 334, 341 ; II, 4.

Convulsive attacks, I, 261, 289, 392.
Paralysis, I, 289,
Run on ice, 288.
Training, I, 324.

Removal to safe quarters on occasion of great ice-pressurc, 31, 36.
Return of missing dog, I, 204, 205.
Scent, keenness of, I, 259.
Sufferings on Sledge Journey, II, 89, Ii2*

Summer quarters, I, 290.
Temper of dc^s brought to ship and of dogs born on boai*d,

difference between, II, 394.
Trontheim

—

Account ofjoum^ with dogs, I, 87*
Delivers dogs to Dr. Nansen,. I, 7^-, 77.
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Dogs

—

C4mtiftu^d~
*

* Use of dogs on previous Expeditions, I, 6.

Von ToU, Haron, provides dogs for Expedition, I, 54. %
Dolgoi, unknown islands descried near, I, 73. •
Dove Glacier, conjecture as to position of, II, 3^7.
Drift of the Fram—

Chart made Hansen, I, 321.
Conclusions arrived at from scientific observations, II, 439.
Latitude and longitude, statements in<J^cdting^eueral cout^se of

drift, I, 274 ; II, 381, 396.
Measuring, II, •

Northward driftfii 175, 184, 1S6, 189, 193. 226, 227, 229, 238,
244, 250, 257, 260, 270, 272, 274> 275> 31 G 330, 331, 333 ; II,

15. 20, 21, 39, 41, 58. 362, 363, 395, 396.
Open water, the I*ram emerges into, II, 430. ^
Second year’s drift (northwards) nearly double that of first, II, 396.
Southward drift, I, 160, 174, 182, 187, 22I, 239, 249, 251, 232,

253» 254, 256, 2^8. 262, 273, 305, 31S, 319; 13* 47. S<5.

Sverdrup’s account of drift after Nansen’s departure, II, 355,
Temperature for every month during, II, 442.
<rhic1||ness of ice under the Fram during drift, I, 281.
Winds, strength infliiiencing, 11, 440.

Drift of JeanneUc^ I, 10, 12, 321.
Drift-ice, continuous motion of, II, 439.

Denmark Strait, Siberian origin, I, 17.
• Greenland, Siberian origin, I, 28.

Drift, Sledge Journey (Nansen and Johansen), II, 164, 166.
Drift-wood, II, 4CX>, 440.

Nansen’s current theory supported by, I, 16.

Drowning, Nansen’s narrow escape from, in recovering kayak, II, 309.
Drying clothes on Sledge Journey, II, 68, 87.
Dust collected on ice-surface, microscopic examination of, I, 302.
Dutch Cape, II, 432.
Dutch, early Arctic explorers, I, 4.

Easter T>Ay festivities, II, 103.

Echinus, Torup’s Island, II, 216.

Eclipse of the sun, I, 265.
Egeberg, Consul E., contributions to Expedition, I, 41.
Egg-hunting, II, 336.
Ei^r ducks, I, 139; II, 304.
E^htieth degree, festivities on passing, I, 240.
Eighty-second degree, festivities I, 334.
Eighty-three degrees thirty-four minutes, festivities, II, 33.
Eighty-six degrees ten minu^, festivities, II, 10 1«
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Ekersund, the Fram putf in at, I, 63.

Electric light installation, I, 51.

Packed away, II, 3S7.

Setting lip for tvinter, I, 147.

Successful working, I, 176,

EUda precedes the Fram up fjord on return to Christiania, II, 353.
Engine of the I^ram^ I, 49. «

Amundsen’s devotion to, I, 146.

Preparing fcgcwotk ^fier drift, II, 415.
Repaired at Khabarova, I, 79.

Trial, as compound engin#, II, 425.
*

** Water, accumulation in engine-room, II, 37€»,^397.

English, early Arctic Ej^plorers, I, 4.

English North Pole Expedition, scurvy attack, I, 349,
Equipment— r

Fram^ I, 42.
Sledge Expedition (Nansen and Johansen), II, 64, 174, 191, 193,

291.

Eva’s Island, II, 209.

Farewell to home, I, 59.

Farewell to Norway, I, 70.
^

Farewell.to *the Fram on starting on Sledge Expedition, II, 80.

Farsund, I, 63.

Fearnley, Thomas, member of Committee of Expedition, I, 41,

Contribution to Expedition, I, 40.
Feildenia, II, 334,
Ferns, fossil, Cape Flora, II, 334.
Fire

—

Petroleum launch on fire, I, 93.
Precautions against, I, 318.
Tent on fire, II, 179.

Finn shoes worn on Sledge Journey, II, 68.

Komager ” boots substituted fo**, II, 138.

^
' Mending, II, 114.

Finsko, sennegraes in, li, 68.

Fish-flour, VSge’s, used on Sledge Journey, II, 74.

Fisher, H., member of Jackson-Harmsworth Expedition, II, 321, 333.
< Returns on Windward^ II, 342.
Fisher-folks’ interest in Expedition, I, 66.

Fishing between ice-cracks, I, 164.

Fiskegratin ” suppers on Sledge Journey, II, 86.

Flagellata, I, 306.
Flora— .

Franz Josef Land, II, 332,
Greenland flora, Siberian vegetable forms contained in, T, 17,
Tundra, Plains of Asia, I, 80.
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^ Flour, steamed, used on Sledge Journey, II, 74.
Food

—

Depdt^n New Siberian Islands, established by Baron von Toll,

I, 55*
Fram equipment, I, 52, 150, 225.
Menus (see that title).

Sledge Journgy, I, 346 ; II, 73, 86, 88, 50.
Daily meals during life in hut, II, 258.
Dep6t of reseive food near hut, II, 25S, 291.
Drying food, II, 183.

*

Meat and fafftiet, no injurious affects felt from, II, 19 1.

Monotony of diet during life in hut, II, 277.
Rations, II. 95, 149, 151, 153, 173.
Southward journey after winter in hut, food for, II, 292, 307.

Foot-gear, Sledge Expedition, II, 67.

Forge, If, 3S7> 399*
Forget-me-nots, tundra. Plains of Asia, I, 80.
“ Forum,’’ Greel)fs article on proposed Expedition, I, 36.

Fossils, Cape Flora, II, 328, 330. 332.
Nathorst, Professor, Report on, II, 333*

Foxcft, I, *22, 179, 205 ; II, 109, HI, 112, 258, 264^ 287.

Fram— •
Awning stretched over, for second winter, I, 326,
Birthday celebrations, I, 176, 337.
Change of quarters after Nansen’s departure, II, 358.
Construction and equipment, I, 22, 42.
Cost of, I, 41.

Crew (see that title).

Drift (see that title).

Frozen into the ice (September 23rd), I, 14J.
Ice-pressure, excellent behaviourof ship during, I, 173 ; II, 30, 38, 43.

Blasting the Fram loose from, II, 379, 388, 417 (see also Ice-
pressure).

Leakage, II, 380, 397.
Lightening, II, 387.
Nansen’s farewell to, on starting on Sledge Journey, TI, So.
Photograph taken by moonlight, II, 43.
Safe return to Norway, II, 350, 351.
Sailing of the Frani^ Anniversaries, I, 300 ; II, iSo.

Skjsevo, the Fram anchored at, II, 433.
Spring-cleaning on board, I, 271 ; II, 369.
Sverdrup’s account of voyage after Nansen’s departure, II, 335.
Thickness of ice under the Fram during drift, I, 2$i.
Tromso Harbour entered on return' of ExpediiioD, II, 436.
Trontheim’s account of ship and crew, I, 91.
Warmth and cosiness of, I, 184, 295.
Warping ahead through ice-floes, if, 6 13.

Winter on board, I, 146, 150.
Framsjaa ” Newspaper, I, 193, 210, 218.

Franklin Expeditions, N|gsen reading, II, 14.
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Franz Josef Land— r.

Expeditions to, I, 9.

Extent of Archipelago, speculation as to, II, 3J1.
FrarK'y half-vvgj between New Siberia Islands and Fran* Josef Land,

I, 336.
Fram reaching point north of, speculation as to possibility of, I, 315,

32,L 345-
Geological investigations, II, 328, 333.
Map, Nansen’s, II, 326, 327.
Position wKh regard to, Nansen’s conjectures, I, 256 ; II, 167, 209,

^^ 3 ^ 307, 309, 314* 318.
West Coast reached by Nansen and Johana^h, II, 216, 219.
Wintering on, II, 234.

Frederick Jackson Island,” name given to land on which Nansen and
Johansen wintered, II, 328.

Freeden Island, II, ^09 (Note), 327. ^
Fucus, Torup’s Island, II, 206*
Fuel, petroleum, used for Sledge Expedition, II, 72.
Fulmars, I, 2S7 ; II, 139, 172, 191, 207, 244, 287, 303, 363, 376, 420.
Future Expedition, Nansen on possibilities of, II, 441.

G.

Gadus Polaris, II, 158.

Geelmuyden Island, II, 228 (Note).

Geelmuyden, Professor, supervision of astronomical instruments for Expe-
dition undertaken by, I, 54.

Geese, I, 102 ;
II, 235. 302, 304.

Geographical Society, JLondon

—

Contributions to Expedition, I, 41, 42.
Nansen’s lecture before, I (Note, 30), 322.

Geographical Society, Norwegian, contributions to Expedition, I, 41, 42.
Gillies Land

—

Proposed Sledge Expedition > I, 348,
Speculation as to position with regard to, II, 275, 296, 297.

Gingkos, II, 334.
Glacier, rumblings in, II^^ 272.

" Glaucus gulls, II, 244.
Gloves used on Sledge Journey, II, Cg.

Golden plovers, I, 98.

Gr'ose Island, II, 302, 329.
Goose Land, Novaya Zemlya, failure to land at, I, 71^
Greely Expedition (1881-84), highest latitude reached previous to Nansen’s

Expedition, I, 8.

(.Greely, General, articles on Nansen’s proposed Expedition, I, 36, 38.
Greenland

—

Drifts on coast, conclusions drawn from, II. 439, 440.
Flora, Siberian vegetable forms included in,.!, 17.

, c Sea route between Greenland and Spitzbgi^^cn, L 8.
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Greenland shark, II, 377,
•Greenland whale, II, 332,
Guillemots I,#4i> 2S7 ; II, 140, 172, 284, 424.
Gulf Stream^ temperature of Polar !^a affected by, IL 440.
Gulls, I, 287 ; II, 145* *5^, 23S, 244, 376.

Black-backed, II, 217.
Ivory, II, 14s, 149, IS3> 162. 183, 191, 2CO, 207, 214, 228, 232, 2S7.
Ross’s, I, 28/; II, 190, 192, 198* 199, 209, 276.
Silver, II, 167.

Guns taken on Sledge Expedition, II, 72, 295. • •

IL

Haalogojand, II, 351.
Hagensen, Johan, pilot of J^ram from Bergen to Vardo, I, 63.
Hagerup, Secretary, Nansen’s telegram to, on return of Expedition, II,

346.
Plammerfest, Nansen and Johansen arrive at, 3 48.

Ilan^n, S#S ,
member of Expedition, I 56.

Bear encounter, 157, 17 1.

Chart of drift, I, 321.
Christmas presents, I, 210.

Frozen toes, II, 358.
Hut, building, 11, 398.
Kayak adventure, I, 307.
Map of route, II, 49.
Meteorological observations conducted by, I, 149.
Snow-hut for observations built by, II, ii.

Tabular form for observations on Sledge Expeditions, prepared by
II, II.

Ilarelda Glacialis, I, 79*

Harold HardrSde, Arctic voyage recorded of, I, 3,

Harp seals, H, 223.

“Harpers Weekly,” Greely’s article on Expedition, I, 38.
Hats, felt, wem on Sledge Journey, II, 69.
Hauling harness, II, 169.

Hawk I.sJand, I, 96.

Hayward, member of Jackson- Ilarmsworth Expedition, II, 324,
Head coveiing, worn on Sledge Journey, II, 69.
Head shaving on board the Fraz/i, II, 370.
Health of crew (see title Crew).
Heiberg, Axel, contributions to Expedition, I, 40, 41, 42.
Hellana’s Foreland, II, 222, 224.
Henrjksen, Peter Leonard, member of Expedition, I, 57,

Bet with Juell as to thickness of ice under the Fram, I, aSf.
Expedition up Yugor Strait, I, 79.
Spitzbergen stories, 1, 233.
Wish to join Nan^ on Sledge Journey, II, 81.
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Herlo Fjord, I, 64.
Herring gull, I, 287.
Hestemanden, I, 67.
Hoffmann Island, sp^ulation as to position, II, 327.
Hollaendernseset, II, 432.
Homeward march begun, Sledge Journey, II, loi#

Homeward voyage on the Windward^ H, 342.
Hoods worn on Sledge Journey, II, 69,
Hooker Island, II. 307, 318.
Hooker, Sir Josepn, adverse opinion on proposed Expedition, I, 35.
Houen, Anton, contribution to Expedition, I, 40.

Hojien’s Island, II, 215. 1

Hovga*d Expedition, I, 9.

Hovland, pilot from Christiania to Bergen, I, 63.

Hudson, Henry, Expedition (1607) by sea-route between Greenland and
SpitzbergeVr, I, 8.

Hummerdus, I, 63.
Hummocks, highest climbed, II, 130.

Hut for scientific observations, II, 398.
Hut, Jackson’s, II, 322.
Hut, wintering in—

Building hut, II, 233, 23$, 245, 246, 251,, 257.
Cooking arrangements, II, 257, 261.
Daily life, II, 260, 273, 279.
Departure on southward journey, II, 296.

Deij6t of reserve food, II, 258.
Frederick Jackson’s Island, name given to land on whii^ hut was

built, II, 32S.

Report left in hut, II, 296.
Sleeping shelf, II, 257, 260.
Speculations as to position, II, 275*
Temperature in hut, II, 261.

Hvidtenland, II, 209, 275, 327.
Hydrographic equipment for Expedition, I, 53.
Hydrographic observations, results, II, 440.

L

First meeting with, I, 72.

Hummock, highest climbed, II, 130.

Impracticability for Sledge Expedition, Nansen^s consideration on
possibility of, I, 348.

Lanes in, I, 278 ; II, 107, 126, 128, 132, 139,
Organisms contained in, I, 173, 302, 303.
Rate of formation, I, 184, 246, 2S0.

Roughness of surface during late spring weather, I, 276.
Rubble-ice, II, 100. ^
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Ice

—

contitmed— ^* * Sea-ice only encountered, except under land, II, io8 (Note).
Shore-ic% II, 208.
Siberia, ice-drift fr<>m, II, 83, IIO, 439,
Stratified formation, I, 248.
Temperature, I, 282.
Thickness of ice under the Fram during drift, I, 281,
Thirst quencheti by sucking ice, II, 91 (Note).

Water for cooking, better than snow, II, 137.
While reflection from, I, 96. •

Winds strongly i^tfluencing ice-drift;* II, 440.
Ice-blasting, I, 209; Iis*379 > 405, 417*

Ice-foot, II, 314 (Note).
Ice-gull, II, 363.
Ice-mews, I, 287.
Ice-pressufe, I, 162, 163, 164, 165, 166, 172, 175, 185, 186. 190, 214, 226,

^235, 246, 254 ; II, 18, 23, 24, 27, 4?, 43, 356, 360, 361, 377,
383, 395» 403, 424.

Blasting, II, 379, 388.
Freed from, II, 430.
•Prepyations for abandonment of the Fram on occasion of severe

ice -pressure, It 30.
.

Removal of high pressure-ridge, II, 357.
Icebergs, II, 209, 214.
Infusoria found in ice-water, I, 306.
Inglefield, Sir E., favourable view of proposed expedition, I, 33.
Instruments for scientific observations

—

Fram equipment, I, 53.
• Sledge Expedition, II, 73.

lovenskiold, C., contribution to Expedition, I, 41.
Ivorygulls, II, 145, 149, i 53 > 1^2, 183, 191, 200, 207, 214, 228, 232, 2S7.

J-

Jackson, F.

—

Aid given to Nansen in preparation of maps and plans, II, 326.
Cape Richthofen, most northerly point reached by, II, 305.
Hut, ir, 322.
Nansen^s meeting with, II, 316.

Jackson’s Map

—

King Oscar Land,” error in position cm, II, 228 (Note).

Used by Nansen in preparing his sketch-map of Franz Josef Land,
II, 326.

Jackson-Harmsworth Expedition, I, 9,

Nansen’s meeting with, II, 316.
Jacobsen, T, C., mate of the Fram^ I, 56.

Reindeer stalking, I* 102.

Sledge building for northward expedition, II, 45.
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Jailsberfe, Baron Il^-ald Wedel, contribution to Expedition, I, 4t,

Jeannette Expedition f1879-81)

—

Drift, I, 10, 12, 322.
Frain^ drift c<^pared with, I, 321,
Ice-water, ^Jistilling before drinking unnecessary trouble, IT,

138 (Note).

Scurvy, immunity from, I, 350.
Johansen, F. II., member of Expedition, I, 57.

*

Bandaging lessons in preparation for Sledge Journey, II, 44..

Bear attack, narrcjw escape^ II, 200.
Birthday feast, II, 124.^ ^
Chosen as Nansen’s companion on Sledg€^^umey, II, 2, 5.

^ ^ Kayak building, II, 7.

Meteorological observations, I, 149, 221.

Journals—
Difficulty of writing during life in hut, II, 262. /
Duplicate carried by Nansen on Sledge Expedition, IT,' lo.

Juell, A., steward and cook of the Fram^ I, 57.
Bet with Peter as to thickness of ice under the Fram^ I, 281.
Dog-tailor, II, 10.

J iilianehaab, drift from wreck of the Jeannette discovered nca«, I,

K.

Kamenni Islands, I, loi.

Kane’s Expedition, inadequate preparations, I, 2x5.

Kara River, I, 97.
Kara Sea—

Fram sails into, I, 96.

View of, from Siberian coast, I, 81.

Karl Alexander Land, 11
, 328.

Kayaks

—

Bags stuffed with pcmmican placed under, II, 49, 50,
Building, I, 304, 3071 3 IL 312 ; II, 7 , 8, 64, 385,
Crossing ice-lanes, II, 83 (Note), 201 (Note).

Drifting, Nan«en^nearly drowned in recovering, II, 309.
Food, arrangement in, II, 95.
Hansen’s, adventure in, I, 307.
Preparing for Sledge Journey after winter in hut, II, 292.
Rate of progress, II, 21 1.

Repairing, II, 114, 146 147, 151, 152, 183, 191, 292.
Sledges to be abandoned for, II, 174, 205.

Kelch, Nikolai, contribution to Expedition, I, 54.
r Khabarova

—

Churches, I, 77,
Festival of St. Elias, I, 84.
Fram puts in at, I, 75.
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Khabarova

—

continued-^
^ * Russian traders^ I, 91.

Trontheiju’s meeting with Nansen, I, 75.
^ng Halfdan tows the Fram into Tromso harbour^ II, 436* \
King of Norway— ^

Contribution to Expedition, I, 40.
Medal presented to Trontheim^ 94.

King Oscar’s Bay, I, J>34.

King Oscar’s Land

—

Extent probably not great, II, 331. o •

Jackson^s Map, ^oras to position, 11 ^ 22S (Note).
Speculation ajs tcbgcsition with regard to, II, *275*

Kinii, I,^ 65. .

Kitchen, chart-room used a$, in summer, I, 314.
Kittiwakts, I, 287 ; II, 207, 245, 304, 363, 424.
Kjellman’^ Island— o

anchois at, I, 102.

Unknown lands near, I, 102.

Kjollefjord, the Fratn puts in at, I, 68.

Kjdsterad, A. S., contribution to Expedition, I, 40.

KnipaiSound, I, 115.

Knudtzon, Consul N. 11 ,, contribution to Expedition, I, 41.
Koetlitz, D., member of Jlickson-Harmswortn Expedition, II, 321, 33
Koldewey Expedition (1869-70), I, 8.

“ Komager ” boots worn on Sledge Journey, II, 68, 138, 293.
Repairing, II, 293,

Kdngcspcilet,” Polar ice described in, I, 4.

Kopepodoe, I, 164.

Kotelnoi, I, 139. ...
Kryloff, account of Trontheim’s journey with dogs, written by, I, 87.
Kvaenangan Fjord, II, 433.
Kvarvan, I, 63.

L.

Laminaria, II, 216.

Lamps

—

Fire caused by explosion, II, 179,
** Primus,” cooking with, on Sledge Expedition, II, 71.
Train-oil, II, 215, 256, 261.

Land

—

Frantss first sight of, on homeward voyage, II, 432.
Sledge journey, Nansen’s first sight of^ II, 194.

Lanes in ice, kayaks or sledges crossing, II, 201 (Note).
Langdia, unknown Islands descried near, I, 73.
Lapteff, I, 129
Larus Argentatns, II, 145, 162, 167.
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Larus fiburneus, I, 287 ; II, 183, 287.

Larus Glaucus, II, 28^.
Larus Tridactylus, II, 363. #
Latitude iftid longitijde : statements showing drift of the Fra^m^ I, 274

;

.

n> 3S1T 396.
Leigh-Smith

—

Franz Josef Land visited by, I, 9.

Nansen’s speculations as to position with itgard tc Leigh-Smith’s
quarteis, II, 223, 314.

Length of voyage, speculations as to, I, 309, 321.
Lestris Parasiticus, I, 102, 28;^; II, 399* ^
Library on board the FratHy I. 52. ^

•

Li#-t“^' Fjord, the Fram puls in at, I, 63.

Little auks, II, 156, 172, 185, 216, 219, 225, 245, 279, 280, 284, 287,

304, 364, 376, 420, 424.
Liv’s birthday, II, 42, 273.
“ Liv’s Island,” II, 209.

Lobscouse suppers, II, 86.

Lockwood, highest latitude reached by, previous to Nansen Expedition,
I, 8.

Lofoten, I, 67.

Log-line for measuring drift, II, 362. ^
Longboat, preparing for emergencies, II, 369, 387.
Long-tailed ducks, I, 79, 98.

“Longing Camp,” II, 191.

Farewell to, II, 192,

Iceberg or land sighted from, II, 187, 195.

Loon, Yalmal, I, 97.
“ Lovunden ” hummock, II, 359.
Lovunen, I, 67.

Lumbago, sufferings from, II, 197, 199.

Lytzen, Mr., discovery at Julianehaab of drift from the Jeannette^ I, 13.

M.

Alack, A4vocate, contribution to Expcdi'ion, I, 63,

M‘Ciintock Expedition—
Arrangement, good, II, 14.

Scurvy, immunity from, I, 350.

^ Sledge Journey, I, 6.

M^Clintock, Sir Leopold, adverse opinion of proposed Expedition, I, 3a
Magero, I, 68.

Magnetic constant, Hansen’s observations, I, 149.
Magnetic equipment carried by the Fram^ I, 53.

Supervised by Neumeyer, I, 54.
Magnetic needle, singular inclination of, II, !!•

Mangerland, I, 64.
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^^^irkham, Albert

—

High latitude reached by, I, 8.

Sledge Jo^neys, I, 6, 7, 348.
Markham Sound, speculation as to position with regard to, II, J07. -

Mary Elizabeth Island, II, 302 (Note).
' ^

Matches, precautions against fire, I»*3i8.

May 17th, celebrations. I, 292 ; II, 125, 130, 371.

Meat--
*

Fresh, remarkable preservation, I, 298.

Preparations taken on Sledge Journey, IT, 74. ’

Meat-chocolate, afterno<#i refreshment on Siedge Journey, II, 90.

Medicine-chest, I, 67.

Sledge Journey equipment, II, 75.

Store in longboat, contents uninjured, II, 385.

Medusse^ I, 179.

Members'«f Expedition (see Crew of the Fram).
Menus, feast-days, I, 155, 212, 219, 240, 292, 294, 323, 335 ; II, 15, 22,

loi, 103, I2S, 130, 196, 269.

Menus, ordinary days, I, 241.

Mergulus Alle, II, 156, 279.

Meteoiblogicul observations—
Pluts built for, II, y, 39S.

Instruments carried by Frani^ I, 53, 54.

Instruments carried on Sledge Journey, II, 73.

Method of conducting, I, 149, 221.

Microscopical research, Nansen’s absorption in, I, 305, 306, 34 1.

Midsummer Eve, I, 297, 300; II, 179.

Mittens used on Sledge Journey, II,

Mogstad, Otto Irgens, member of Expedition, I, 58.'

Kayak and sledge-building, II, 7, 42, 45.

Mohn, Professor

—

Lecture on drift from the/eanmt/e, I, 13.

Meteorological instruments for Expedition supervised by, I, 54.

Nansen’s Expedition and theories approved of, I, 29,

Nansen’s meeting with, on return, II, 346.

Moltke Moe, farewell telegram, I, 219.

Moons, remarkable, I, 176, 178, 185, 207 ; II, 18, 34, 42,

Mountain poppies, tundra, Plains of Asia, I, 80.

Mud on ice surface, organisms contained in, I, 179, 302,

Multer, II, 22.

Murray’s silk net, fishing with, I, 164.

Musical instruments on Fram, I, 92.

N.

Nares’ Expedition (1875-76) by Smith Sound Route, I, 8.

Nares, Sir George-
Adverse opinion on proposed Expedition, I, 31.
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Nares, Str George

—

continued—
Letter of congrAulation to Nansen, I, 33 (Note).

Narwhals, II. 128, 130, 140, 149, 375, 399. #
Nathorst, Biofessor, r^ort on vegetable fossils found near Cape Flora, II,

' 333.
•

“Naturen’’ map, Nansen’s conjectures •apparently verified by the Frames
drift, I, 322.

Naze, storm off, I, 61.
*

Neumayer, Dr., magnetic equipment superintended by, I, 54.
New Lands within Arctic Circle,” quotation from, II, 327.

New Siberian Islands— ^

Food dep6ts established on, I, 55.
^-^eannetie Expedition, I, 10, 20.

Russian Expeditions, I, 6.

New Year’s Day, I, 219 ; II, 26, 272, 402.
Nicolaysen’s Plaster n^ed for caulking kayaks, II, 75^.

Night in Aj:ctic Regions, I, 153, 265, 331, 336.
Norbeck, engine of the Frarn constructed by, I, 49.
Nordahl, Bernhard, member of Expedition, I, 57.

Assistant in meteorological observations, I, 1 4 9.

Hut-building, II, 39S.

NorJenfjeldske Steamship Co., of Trondhjenj
; pilots for Expedition

supplied by, I, 63.
Nordenskiold’s Map

—

Islands marked on, not seen by Nansen’s Expedition, I, 102.
Nansen’s remarks on, I, 117, 118, 1 19, 120, 122, 12J, 124, 128,

132.

Nordstjemen precedes the Fram up Qord to Christiania, II, 353.
“ Norsk Tidsskrift for Sovaessen,” Colin Archer’s article in, I, 43,
Norsksundet, II, 432,
North Cape, I, 68. “

^

North-East Island, proposed Sledge Expedition, I, 348.
North-East Land

—

Basalt rocks, II, 329.
Speculations as to position with regard to, II, 275, 276*

North-E^t Passage, Weyprecht and Payer’s Expedition, I, 9.
Northbrook Island, II, 307 (Note).

Basalt rocks, II, 329.

^
* Change in sea-lev^l, II, 331.

Speculations as to position with regard to, II, 318.
Northernmost point reached, II, loi.
Norway—*
^ Farewell to, I, 70.

First sight of, from Fram^ on homeward voyage, II, 433.
First sight of, from Windward^ on homew^ard voyage, II, 3+4.

Norwegian Geographical Society’s Year-Book—

•

% Nansen’s conjectures, 1
, 322 (Note).

Norwegian Government

—

. Contributions to Expedition, I, 40, 42.

^ Telegram to, on return, II, 346.
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Norwegian Sound, II, 432.
Ncivaya Zemlya

—

Goose La^, sighted by the Fram^ I, 71.
Proposed Sfedge Expedition, I, 348.
Windward steers for, II, 343,

O.

Odometer carried on Slcd^^ Expedition, II (J^fote, 59), 83, 84,
Onychiopsis, II, 335* • •
Open watex*, the Fram enters, after drift, II, 430.
Otaria^ Nansen sails up Norwegian coast on, II, 348, 35 1.

Othar, voyage round the North Cape, I, 3*

r.

Painting kayaT:s, difficulties of, II, i86*
Papaver Nudicaule, I, 8p; fl, 214*
Parry’s Expedition

—

Arrangement good, II, 14.
Boats and sledges first used on, I, 7,

Payer

—

Expedition, I, 9 ; II, 46, 145, 209.
Map, II, 326, 331.
“ New L^nds within Arctic Circle,” quotation from, II, 327.

Peary Expedition

—

Scurvy, immunity from, I, 350.
Sledge Journeys, I, 6,

Pemmican

—

Bags of, placed under kayaks^ II, 49, $0-
Supply for Sledge Expedition, unsatisfoctory, II, 74 (Note}«.

Peppervik— ^
Fram sails from, I, 59.
Welcome on return of the Fram, II, 353. ^

Peler Head, II, 308 (Note).
Petermann’s Land

—

Discovery by Payer, I, 9.

Extent, probably not great, II, 331.
Speculations as to position with regard to, II, 136.

Petermann’sMitteilungen,” article on proposed Expe^tion, I, 39.
Petrified Wood, Cape Flora, II, 329,
Petroleum fuel used on Sledge Journey, II, 72.
Petroleum launch

—

Accident to, I, 82, 95, 99.
Destruction of, II, 63, 385,



Petroleum store, I, 325; II, 72, 122, 215.
Fettersen, Lars, membi^r of the Expedition, I, 57.

Cooking undertaken by, 11
, 399.

Danging powers, II, 17, 22.

Niil-making^ If, 45.
Shooting practice, II, 376.
Sledge Expedition, willingness to join, I, 311. 317.
Stove explosion, I, 314. 1

Phoca Barbata, I, 120; II, 174, 176, 375.
Phoca Foetida, I^^ 144 ; IJ, 142.

Phoca Groenlandica, II, 223.
Phosphorescent water, I, 164.

^

Pho^graphic camera taken on Sledge ExpeditioAVlI, 73.
Pin?ttee, vegetable fossils, Cape Flora, II, 333.
Polar cod, II, 158.

Polar Sea, depth of, 225, 284 ; II. 366, 383, 388, 411, 438, 4.5^/'

Pole, shifting of, conjectures as to, I, 294.
Pools on ice-floes, I, 277.
Poppies, I, 80 ; II, 214.

Preparations for Expedition, I, 40.

Preparations for Sledge Expedition. (See Sledge Journeys.)
Preparations for southward journey after winter in hut, II, 29V
“ Primus” lamp for cooking, taken on Sledge Expedition, II, 71.
Procellaria Glacialis, I, 287 ; II, 139, 287, 303.
Ptarmigan, I, 98.

Pteropoda, II, 173.
Pulverised Food taken on Sledge Expedition, II, 73.
Puppies (see title “Dogs ”).

R.

Radostethia Rosea, I, 287 ; II, 190.

Raekvik, the Fram takes up her long-boats at, I, 60.

Rainfall, I, 19 ; IL ISL 187, 198, 389.

Range, coal-oil apparatus for heatingf I, 312, 325.

Rawlinson’s Sound, II, 213.

l^ed Bay, II, 432. •

Red snow, II, 216, 225.

Reindeer, I, 97, 102, 126, 130.

Reports—
^ Nansen’s, deposited in hut, II, 296.

Sverdrup’s, of the Frames drift after the departure of Nansen and
Johansen, 11

, 355.
Rheumatism, Nansen suffering from, I, 173 ; II, 273,

Richards, Sir G. H., adverse opinion on proposed Expedition, I, 33,

Richardson Expedition, well arranged, II, 14.

Rifle, loss of, I, 125,
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Jlinged seals, II, 142,
^ ^

• Ringnes, Eilef, member of Committee of Expedition, I^ 41.
Ringnes, T. a%d Co., contribution to Expedition, I, 40.
Rink, Dr., drift-timber found on Greenland Coas4 jyesentetrto, I, 15,

Rissa Tiidactyla, I, 287,
Rope-walk on ice, I, 147, 284,
Ross Expedition, arrangements good, 11, 14.
Rosses gulls, I, 287? II, 190, 192, 198, 199, 209, 276.
Royal C^eogra^iical Society, London. (See Geographical Society.)

Rubble ice, II, 100. •

Russian expeditions, dodges first used oOf I, 6.

Russian traders, Khaba^^ova, I, 75, 91#

•

Saddleback seals, II, 223.
Sailing on fresh-water pools, I, 278.
Sails for sledges, II, 51.

SaintpPetei^and Saint Paul Islands, failing to see, I,. 135.
Sand-hoppers, I, 154. ^
Sandpipers, II, 150.

Sannikoff Land, I, 142.
Saxifrage, I, 180; II. 214.
Schist, argillaceous, Helland’s Foreland, II, 225.
Schou, Plalve, contributor to Expedition, 1,41.
Scientific observations made on Expedition, separate publication necessary,

II, 438-
Scott-Hansen (see Hansen).
Scurvy, immui.ity from, I, 349 ; II, 73, 279,
Sea-slugs, I, 179.
Sea-urchins, II, 216.

Sea-weed, Torup’s Island, II, 216.

Seals, I, 120, 122, 126, 144; II, 141, 142, 149, 174, 175, 176, 181; iS3„
205, 207, 217, 220, 223, 363, 375, 420.

Scnnegraes, boots lined with, on Sledge Journey, II, 68.
Seven Islands, proposed journey to, over ice, I, 347.
Seven sisters, I, 67. •

Sextant carried on Sledge Expedition, II, 73*
Sharks, II, 376,
Shellfish, I, 179.
Shoes used on Sledge Expedition, II, 68, 114*
Shooting competition, I, 308.
Shooting-stars, I, 178 ; II, 266.
Shrimps vomited by Arctic Rose-gull, I, 288,
Siberia, sledge first used for Arctic Explorations, I, 6.

Siberian drift-wood, I, 16 ; II, 4C0, 440.
Sibiriakoff Colony, Khabarova, I, 75.

Tronthcim’s account of life in, I, 91,
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Silver gull, IT, 167.

Simon, H., contribution to Expedition, I, 42.

Skjaervo, the Fram anchors at, on return from Expedition,
^ 433.

Skuas, I, II, 228^^245, 399, 420, 424.
Sledge Journey (Nansen’s and Johansen’s)

—

Ash-sledges, II, 49.
Birch-sledge broken up, IT, 123.

Cross-bars and bows snapping at start, return for repairs, II, 57.

Curtailing sledges, II, 212.

Dogs, list of, II, 79^(see aUo title “ Dogs ”)•

Equipment, I, 346 ; II, $4, 191, 193,
Food (see that tide).

^^'ifprlps for sledges, II, 175, iSj.

IIand sledge<, II, 9.

Ilauling-harness, II, 169.

Health good during, II, 152.

Homeward journey begun, II, 10 r.

Hut (see that title).

Johansen chosen as companion, II, 2, 5.

Kayaks (see that title).

Lanes, method of crosdng, H, 201.

Maple-guards under sledges, II, 49, 129,

Northernmost point reached, II, 10 r.

Packing sledges on kayaks, II, 205.
Pattern of sledge used, II, 66.

Preparations for journey, I, 260, 275, 288, 304, 312, 315, 323, 324
344 ; II, I, 10, 42, 43, 44, 4S, 58.

Rate of travelling, II, 81,82,83, 84, 85, 98. 100, 102, 103, 104,

105, 107, 109, no, n6, 122, 123, 129, 131, 132, 135, 141,

iS«, 163.

Sails used on, II, 51.

Sleeping bag (see that title).

Start, II, 56, 58, 60, 63, 80.

Sverdrup left in charge of ship, II, 53, 63.
Temperature of every month, table showing, II, 354,

Sledge journey, Payer’s, II, 46.

Sledge journey southward, Sverdrup’s preparation for, in case of abandon-
ment of ship, II, 358, 384, ijoo.

Sfeep, time passed in, cigring life in hu% II, 279.
Sleeping-bag, II, lo, 51, 69, 87, 88, 93, 191, 193, 261, 286, 294.
Sleeping-shelf in hut, II, 257, 260.

Sleeplessness, complaints of, I, 216.

Si/tith Sound route, Expedition by, I, 8.

Smoking on board, regulations, I, 319.
Snails, II, 216.

Snecrenburg Bay, II, 433.
^ Snipe, I, 97, 142.

Snow, red, II, 216, 225.
Snow-blindness, cases of, I, 297.
Sno^-bunting% I, 131, 287 ; II, 363, 412.
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^Snow-owls, I, Si.

Snowshoe practice, I, 323, 343 ; II, 360.
Snowshoes— %

Hut roof supported by, II, 233.
Kayaks stiffened \vitb, II, 206.
Indian snowshoes probably best for sledge expeditions, II,. 123.
Making, 11, -y, 3S9.
Paddles made of, II, 206.

Taken on sledge expeditions, II, 72.

Socks worn on Sledge Tourney, II, 68, 69.
• ^

Sokolii, I, 96. ^ •

SostreftCy the Fram md^te, on sailing into open waters, II, 431.
Sojanding-line, cable converted into, I, 283.
Southward journey after winter in hut, II, 291.
Spadella, I, 164,

SpaerciKa Nivalis, snow coloured by, II, 216 (Note),^
Spitzbergefi

—

Basalt rocks, II, 329.
Development of, news brought by the Windward^ II, 340*
Flor?, II, 33S.

• Ice-free watcis, I, 8.

Peter’s stories, I, 833-
Speculation as to position with regard to, II, 167, 275, 307, 314-

Sponges, I, 179.
Star-nsh, I, 179.
Steinen Island, II, 229.
Stellaria, II, 214.

Stercorarius crepidata, 11, 245.
Stocking-legs or socks worn on Sledge Expedition, II, 67.
Strand-ice, II, 242.
vSubscriptions to Expedition, I, 40, 42.
Summer day, mildness of, I, 296, 307.
Sun

—

Disappearance of, I, 177, 316 ; II, 399.
Eclipse, I, 265.
Mirage, I, 244.
Reappearance. 11, 47, 61, 410.

Sundt, E,, contribution to Expedition, I, 41.
Supan, Professor, favourable view of proposed Expedition, I, 39.
Sverdrup, Otto Neumann, Commander of the Franty I, 56, 67.

Bags for kayaks made by, II, 49.
Birthday celebration, I, 179. ^

*

Command of Expedition handed over to, on Nansen’s departure^on
Sledge Journey, II, 53, 63, 355,

Expedition up Yugor Strait, I, 79.
Illness, II, 13, 17.

Island discovered by, I, lOO*

Kayak-building, II, 7.

Rcmdeer-stalking, I, io6.

Report of drifting^of the Fram after departure of Nansen.' 11.
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Sverdrup^ Otlo Neumann—
Sledge Journey, talking over with Nansen, I, 344 ; II, i.

Steamship sailing to Spitzbergen, commanded by, H-i340 (Note).

Telegram to N^rv-en, on arrival of the Franiy II, 350.
Sverdrup’s Island, I, 100.

T.

: Taimur Bay, I, 129.

I Taimur Island, I, 117, 118, II9,<,I2C', 129.

Taimur Strait, I, Ii8,

Taxites,/.!, 333.
Tegethoff Expedition, I, 7, 10.

Telescope taken on Sledge Journey, II, 73.

Temperature of ice, I,v^82.

Temperature statements, I, 2S5 ; II, 354, 397, 405, 442, 443.
Polar Seas warmer than hitherto supposed ; conclusion arrived at

from hydrographic observations, II, 440.

Tent taken on Sledge Expedition, II, 9, 70.

Fire caused by lamp explosion, II, 179.

Hut roofed with, II, 233.
Substitute for, II, 294.

'

Terns, II, 207.

Theodolite taken on Sledge Expedition, II, 73.

Thermometer, taken on Sledge Expedition, II, 73, 259.
Thornoe

—

Electric apparatus constructed by, I, 53.

Hydrographic department, superintended by, I, 54.

Threads, procured from twine and unravelling of bags, II, 2S0.

Thyrsopteris, II, 335.
Tidal wave, icc-pressure probably influenced by, I, 166.

“ Tobolsk Official Newspaper,” Trontheim’s account of journey with dogs,

I, 87.

Tools used in building hut, II, 245.
Torellia, II, 334.
Torgersen, Johan, dogs for Expedition to be delivered by, I, 54.

Torghatten, I, 67.

Tornebohm, Dr., analysis of mud deposit on dri't-ice, I, 28.

Torup, Professor, physiological medicinal preparations undwi taken by,

1
, 54.

Torup’s I^a-'d, 11, 216.

Twwinen, I, 67.

Tromso

—

Frames outward voyage, I, 67.
Frames return, II, 350, 436.

^Trondhjem, I, 67.

Trontheim, Alexander Ivanovitch, I, 54.
Account of journey with dogs, given in “ TobcEk CffieiAl News-

paper,” I, 87.
U, O
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Trontheim, Alexander Ivanovitch

—

continued—
• * Medal presented to, I, 86, 94.

Nansen’s meeting with, at Khabarova, I, 75.
Sails for wirdo in Urania^ I, 94.

Tundra, Plains of Asia, 80, 89.

•
’ U.

Ulfstinden, King Halfda7i meets the Fram off, ft, 436.
Unknown lands, I, 100^^02, 1 16, 120 ; 11? 209, 306.

Nansen’s fareweU*instructions to Sverdiup on importance ofy ploring, II, 63.

Urania—
CJoal supply to be conveyed to Khabarova by, I, 55.
Delay in arrival, I, 76, 86, 94. ^
Trontheim and Chnstofersen sail in her fcr Vardd, I, 94.

Uria Briinnichii, IT, 172.

Uria grylle, I, 287 ; II, 14a; 284.

^ V.

“ VadmeU’ squares used on Sledge Journey, II, 69.

Vigen, Fram touches at, lecture and banquet, I, 63.

V^es’ fish-flour used on Sledge Expedition, II, 74.
Vaigatch Island, I, 74*
Valkyrie precedes the Fram up fjord, on return to Christiania, II, 353,
Vardo

—

Bath, 69.
Christofersen and Trontheim return to, I, 94,
Fram puts in at, banquet, ball, and farewells, I, 69, 7^.
Windward returns to, II, 345.

Venus, first appearance above horizon, I, 226.
Vesteraalen Company, steamboat service to Spitzbergen, II, 340,
Vikings, first Arctic Voyagers, I, 2.

Virgo, steamship of Andree Expedition, II, 432,
Von Toll, Baron— ^

Dogs for Expedition provided by, I, 54.
Provision dep6ts on New^ Siberian Islands, I, 55.

W.

Walruses, I, 120, 135, 232 ; II, 210, 21 1, 220, 230, 23if, .

244, 248, 251, 252, 253, 3C0, 301, 303, 312, 314.
Wardroper. Mr., help in promising dogs for Expedition, I, 5.
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Watches^ruij down, II, 102, 103.

Comparison witj Jackson’s chronometer, II, 326.

Water-samples, examination of, I, 183.

Waving starfish, I, 179.

Wedding-d^ annivqfs«ries, I, 127, 314.
Weight of members of Expedition

—

Decrease, I, 371.

Increase, I, 241 ; II, 324, 424*
Weyprecht and Payer Expedition (1872-74), I,

W'hales, II, 140, 243, 332. 374, 420 (see also “ JNarwhals

Wharton, Captain* favourable view of proposed Expedition, I, 33.
Whey-powder and water, beverfge on Sledge Joufl^ey, II, 88.

White Island, I, 99. %
White'^fiand (see “ Hvidtenland ”}.

Whitsuntide, II, 146, 369.

Wilczek Land— ^

Extent probably not great, II, 331.

Probability of open vater along coast, II, 138.

Speculations with regard to, II, 164, 327, 328.

Willow-grouse, I, 131.

Wilton, Mr., member of T..v-kson-Harmsworth Expedition, II, 340. ^

Wind— ' *

Current influenced by, Nansen’s theory, 1^21 ,

Drift strongly influenced by, II, 440.
Temperature raised by, I, 229.

Wind-clothes, I, 257 ; II, 67, 260.

Windmill for electric light dynamo, I, 147, 176.

Accidents, I, 329, 334.
Amundsen repairing, II, 45, 48.

Taken down, II, 364.

Windward—
Arrival of, II, 337, 339.
Homeward voyage in, II, 342.

Winter on board the Fram—
Account of day during, I, 150,

Preparations for, I, 146.

Wintering on Franz Josef Land, Nansen and Johansen, II, 234.
Wolf-skin garments, too warm for Sledge Expedition, II, 67.

Work-room, Nansen’s, I, 315.

» Workshops on board I, 147, 264.

Wounds

—

Cai^sed by sticking cf clothes to skin during life in hut, II, 277.
Wrist-sores caused by frozen sleeve, II, 87.

Wrangel’s JeannetU stuck fast near, I, 10, 20.



[n^ex.

Yalmal, landing on, I, 9^
Young, Sir George, adv*se opinion on proposed Expedition, I, 33.

Yugor Strait, the /'Vaw CTi*|jijL 74-
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